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ABSTRACT

Metallophthalocyanines (MPcs) are classified as an important class of conjugated materials and they possess several advantages attributed to their unique chemical structure. Carbon nanotubes (CNT), on the other hand, are known to enhance the properties of nano-composites in the conjugated molecules, due to their one dimensional electronic skeleton, high surface area and high aspect ratio. In this thesis, work has been carried out on the investigation of different substituted metal-phthalocyanines with the aim of developing novel hybrid film structures which incorporates these phthalocyanines and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) for chemical detection applications.

Octa-substituted copper phthalocyanines (CuPcR₈) have been characterised using UV-visible absorption spectroscopy. Obtained spectra have yielded an evidence of a thermally induced molecular reorganization in the films. Influence of the nature of substituents in the phthalocyanine molecule on the thin films conductivity was also investigated. Octa-substituted lead (II) phthalocyanines (PbPcR₈) have also been characterized using UV-visible spectroscopy. Sandwich structures of ITO/PbPcR₈/In were prepared to investigate the electronic conduction in PbPcR₈. The variation in the J(V) behavior of the films as a result of heat treatment is expected to be caused by changes in the alignment inside the columnar stacking of the molecules of the films.

Thin films of non-covalently hybridised SWCNT and tetra-substituted copper phthalocyanine (CuPcR₄) molecules have been produced. FTIR, DC conductivity, SEM and AFM results have revealed the π-π interaction between SWCNTs and CuPcR₄ molecules and shown that films obtained from the acid-treated SWCNTs/CuPcR₄ hybrids demonstrated more homogenous surface. Thin films of pristine CuPcR₄ and CuPcR₄/SWCNT were prepared by spin coating onto gold-coated glass slides and applied as active layers for the detection of benzo[a]pyrene, pentachlorophenol (PCP), 2-chlorophenol, diuron and simazine in water as well as amines vapours in ambient air utilizing total internal reflection spectroscopic ellipsometry (TIRE) as an optical detection method.

Different concentrations of pesticides in water ranging from 1 to 25 µg/L have been examined. It was revealed that the shifts in Δ(λ) spectra of CuPcR₄/SWCNT films were evidently larger than those produced by the pristine CuPcR₄ films, indicating largely improved films’ sensitivity of the hybrid films.

Adsorption of amines onto films’ surfaces has been realised by monitoring changes in the phase shift (Δ(λ)) of TIRE. Methylamine has shown higher sensitivity and lower response time among the studied amines. For all amines vapours, the sensitivity of SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrid films was higher than the sensitivity of pristine CuPcR₄ films.

Further work has been carried out on hybrids of SWCNT with zinc phthalocyanines (ZnPc). Thin films of pristine SWCNT and SWCNT/ZnPc hybrids were prepared by drop casting onto interdigitated electrodes and applied as active layers to detect ammonia vapor by measuring electrical resistance changes. Influence of pyrene substituent in the phthalocyanine ring on the hybrid formation and their sensor response has also been verified.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pc1</td>
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</tr>
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</table>
Pc5  2(3),9(10),16(17),23(24) -Tetrakis(hexadecylthio) phthalocyaninato Copper (II)
Pc6  2,3,9,10,16,17-Hexakis(4,7,10-trioxaundecan-1-sulfanyl)-23(24)-(1-pyrenylmethoxy) phthalocyaninato zinc (II) [Asymetrical]
Pc7  2,3,9,10,16,17-Hexakis(4,7,10-trioxaundecan-1-sulfanyl)-23(24)-(1-pyrenylmethoxy) phthalocyaninato zinc (II) [Symetrical]
LC  Liquid crystalline
TIRE  Total internal reflection ellipsometry
SPR  Surface Plasmon resonance
HOMO  Higher occupied molecular orbital
LUMO  Lower unoccupied molecular orbital
FTIR  Fourier transform infrared
AFM  Atomic force microscopy
SEM  Scanning electron microscopy
TEM  Transmission electron microscopy
DCM  Dichloromethane
DMF  Dimethylformamide
PCP  Pentachlorophenol
2CP  2-Chlorophenol
ITO  Indium-doped tin oxide
Rₐ  Main roughness
RMS  Standard deviation
Rₘₐₓ  Maximum height
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

In order to satisfy the demands for the fast growing development of nanotechnology, it is essential to improve the variety of materials possessing electrical, optical, or mechanical properties. Amongst these, hybrid materials are rapidly finding their way in these new technologies, due to the efficient interaction between two or more components [1-3]. In recent decades, research relating to the interaction between carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and conjugated organic molecules, especially metallophthalocyanine (MPC) complexes, has been attracting increasing interest as a new topic of fundamental research with various potential applications ranging from sensing [4-8], which is the main theme of this thesis to photovoltaic [9-11] applications. Combining the remarkable electrical, thermal and mechanical properties of CNTs with the optoelectronic properties of MPCs is a promising path to realizing composite materials which are expected to be more efficient in improving the relative responses compared to the individual CNTs or MPC species [12-14].

In the sensor area, a range of materials has been employed to construct transducers, such as variety types of transition metal oxides [15], conducting polymers [16] and organic complexes like phthalocyanines [17-20]. Phthalocyanines (Pcs) in general and their metallo-derivatives (MPCs) in particular, hold a great promise for the development of many non-linear optical devices because of their activity as basis for optical limiting [21], fast response time, unique electronic adsorption properties and extensively delocalised \( \pi \) electron skeleton. Another advantage of MPCs is their process-ability in thin films structure, which means the possibility to deposit these compounds utilizing different methods, such as spin-coating, drop-casting, thermal evaporation and Langmuir-Blodgett techniques [22]. Application of substituted-MPCs as active membranes in surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and total internal reflection ellipsometry (TIRE) sensors has been demonstrated in the literature [6,23].
Metal Phthalocyanines (MPcs) are π-electron conjugated macrocyclic compounds, exhibiting outstanding performance in the field of chemical and bio sensors \(^{20,24}\), liquid crystals \(^{25-28}\), field effect transistors \(^{29,30}\), electrochromic devices \(^{31}\), and memory applications \(^{32,33}\). The structure of MPcs strongly affects their properties, such as specific surface area, electron transfer properties and thermal stability, therefore affecting their performance in device applications \(^{34}\). The major advantages of MPcs over other organic analogous are \(^{35,36}\): (i) their tuneable structure with high flexibility in having large variety of substitution on the periphery of the molecule's rim, as well as their ability to coordinate almost every metallic element in the centre of their macrocycle; (ii) an exceptional thermal and chemical stability compared with most of molecular materials; (iii) an excellent process-ability, resulting in the construction of a large variety of thin films by different deposition methods. Although the MPc-based devices have been studied for long time, there are still some specific restrictions which need to be overcome; these include, (i) the improvement of the reproducibility of the organic thin film devices due to the difficult control of the crystallite orientation of the polycrystalline film of MPc, (ii) the improvement of the selectivity and sensitivity of the MPc thin film sensors, (iii) more homogenous films are required for the manufacturing of semiconducting devices to avoid pin-holes and thus short circuit problems, (iv) the improvement of charge carrier mobility of the organic thin film diodes and transistors, which is determined by several key factors such as the type, orientation and structure of the MPcs, as well as the film thickness and the nature of interface between the organic film and the electrodes, (v) miniature, portable, robust, energy saving and low cost devices need to be fabricated, in order to satisfy the rapid development of nano-devices together with several other kinds of particular applications.

CNTs, on the other hand, demonstrating a high aspect ratio, are π-conjugated nanoscale materials. This kind of carbon family possess a unique combination of mechanical, thermal and electrical properties \(^{37-39}\), making this type of carbon structure a highly attractive material for applications as a reinforcing filler in polymers \(^{40}\), heat management components \(^{41}\), and nanoelectronic devices \(^{42}\). Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been found to be extremely sensitive to their local chemical environment. This chemical sensitivity, due to their extraordinary one-dimensional carbon nanostructure, has made them ideal building blocks for chemical
detection \[^{[43]}\]. Since Kong and co-researchers have demonstrated the potential of single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) in NO\(_2\) and NH\(_3\) gas detection \[^{[44]}\], CNTs have been considered as promising candidates as sensing materials that can detect toxic gases such as NO\(_2\), NH\(_3\), O\(_2\), H\(_2\), CO\(_2\), and CO \[^{[45-48]}\]. The high sensitivity of CNTs towards chemical vapours can be assigned to the excellent electrical properties, small size, extremely high surface to volume ratio and large gas adsorption capacity. However, the poor solubility and dispersity of CNTs in conventional solvents has restricted their use as active layers processed by simple methods like spin coating. Acid-treatment as well as other modification methods can be employed to overcome the disadvantage of poor dispersity of CNTs \[^{[1,49-52]}\]. The other downside is that CNTs are optically inert and almost unsuitable to use as active layers utilising optical detection techniques such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and total internal reflection spectroscopic ellipsometry (TIRE). Further surface modification of CNTs through hybridising with MPcs enhances their optical performance as well as their gas sensing activity arising from the mutual \(\pi-\pi\) interaction between CNTs and MPc resulting in enhanced detection effectiveness compared to the individual CNTs or MPcs species \[^{[6,53]}\].

1.2 Aim and objectives

The principle aim of this research is the characterization of novel substituted metal-phthalocyanines (MPcs) and development of new methods to produce hybrids combining these MPcs and single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and to study the optical, structural, and electron transport properties and to place more emphasis on their sensing applications using TIRE method.

In order to satisfy the above stated aim the proposed research will have to achieve the following objectives:

- To study thin films of MPc molecules with different substituents on the periphery of the molecule ring. The research is mainly focused to look into films of tetra- and octa-substitued MPcs with different alkyl chain lengths.
- To develop a simple method for the hybridisation of MPcs, mainly having copper as the central atom, with SWCNT.
To produce thin films of the new hybrid structures and to examine the formation of bonds between the MPc molecules and the CNT molecules as well as the films' morphology using Fourier Transform Infra-red (FTIR), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), UV-visible spectroscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) techniques.

To apply several other methods of hybridisation in order to compare the quality of composite films formed between the MPcs and CNT molecules.

Perform electrical measurements in order to investigate the electron transport properties of MPcs films and their new hybrids through the evaluation of their I(V) characteristics.

To examine the use of the new hybrid films in chemical sensor applications using spectroscopic ellipsometry in total internal reflection ellipsometry (TIRE) as the optical transduction method. Various environmental pollutants, both in ambient air and in water, are examined; these include volatile organic compounds (VOCs), amines in air and different pesticides as water pollutants. The effect of SWCNTs on the sensing properties of MPcs/SWCNT hybrid films are investigated and compared to pristine MPc films.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Chapter overview

This chapter provides an extensive analysis of the literature as related to the proposed work and gives an overview of the contents of the remaining chapters of this thesis. The features of carbon nanotubes and why this material has gained significant interest from researchers are also discussed. Furthermore, a general discussion of phthalocyanines and their applications are also introduced. Finally, the smart integration between phthalocyanines and carbon nanotubes has been reviewed with particular emphasis on their sensing application.
2.1 Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs)

A sheet of paper may be rolled up with its edges connected to make a tube. Carrying out this experiment hypothetically with a graphene layer results in a carbon tube. Such structures actually exist; they are entirely made up from carbon atoms and accommodate a cylindrical cavity. When different diameters are provided, several of these tubes may fit one into another to make a multi-walled carbon tubes. The diameter of both single- and multi-walled species measures on the nanometer scale, therefore the name carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [1].

The first discovery of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) [2] and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) [3] was made by Iijama in 1991 and 1993 respectively (Figure 2.1a). The diameters are approximately 1-2nm for SWCNTs and 2-100nm for MWCNTs, which consist of more than one concentrically rolled layer of graphene, and their length are roughly between 1-10\(\mu\)m. Therefore, the aspect ratio (ratio of length to diameter) becomes 1000 or more [4-6]. Based on the unique structure of the parent material (graphene), carbon nanotubes are suggested to have novel properties that make them potentially beneficial in many applications. These include high performance nanocomposites which are conductive and of natural high strength [7], nanosized semiconductor devices [8], nano-probes [9], energy conversion devices [10], sensors [11,12], field emission displays [13], radiation sources [14] and drug delivery systems [15,16]; however these applications still remain in the “possible” stage. Lack of availability of bulk quantities of high quality and low cost, as well as processing difficulties are the main obstacles in expanding the technological applications of carbon nanotubes.

As a member of the fullerene structural family, the carbon atoms in carbon nanotubes are \(sp^2\)-bonded. Due to the extended electron system, the surface electrons are highly polarizable, and so are subject to large attractive inter-tubular van der Waals forces [17]. In addition, carbon nanotubes are smooth-sided compounds with attractive interactions of 0.5 eV per nanometer of tube-to-tube contact. These extreme cohesive forces could account for the bundled structure of SWCNTs. The size of bundles has been shown to be judged by distortions of van der Waals bonds between nanotubes in the surrounding area of a catalytic particle and the degree of nanotube bending in the bundle [18]. The typical bundle size of as-produced SWNTs varies between
nanometers to microns. Figure 2.1b shows a Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) image of a nanotube bundles \[ ^{19} \].

![Figure 2.1: (a) Conceptual diagram of SWCNT and MWCNT, (b) TEM image of SWCNTs \[ ^{19} \]](image)

Although the chemical reactivity of carbon nanotubes, compared with graphene, is enhanced as a result of the surface curvature, carbon nanotubes tend to aggregate together when exposed to most solvents, aqueous or organic due to their hydrophobic nature \[ ^{20} \]. Therefore, the studies and applications of CNTs are hindered by processing and manipulation difficulties owing to their insolubility or poor dispersion in common solvents and polymeric matrices \[ ^{21} \].

### 2.1.1 CNTs’ structure

The structure of CNTs depends on the different angles and curvatures in which the graphene sheet could be rolled into a tube and is determined by a single vector. This vector is called chiral vector, which discriminate CNTs into three forms; zigzag, armchair and chiral (Figure 2.2). The electronic properties of CNTs vary according to their structure. Armchair nanotubes are metallic, while zigzag and chiral are either metallic or semiconducting nanotubes. SWCNTs, in general, can be a mixture of metallic and semiconducting tubes, depending sensitively on the structure, however, MWCNTs are considered to be metallic material \[ ^{1,22} \].
2.1.2 Production of CNTs

Major progress has been seen in recent years in the field of carbon nanotubes production since their excellent properties and potential applications were identified (see table 2.1 for review). In general, SWCNTs always grow from carbon plasma in the presence of directing agents which are usually transition metal nanoparticles such as Co, Fe, Ni, V, etc \(^{[24,25]}\). The most important differences between the available methods could be summarised as:

- the method of plasma generation,
- the technique of introducing the catalyst metal,
- CNTs yield,
- the quality of CNTs, and
- commercialization and up-scaling possibilities.
Table 2.1: A summary of production techniques of SWCNTs [25]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short name</th>
<th>Technology of preparation [reference]</th>
<th>Typical mean diameter (nm)</th>
<th>product description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser ablation</td>
<td>Ablation from graphite doped with (Fe, Co, Ni, ...) catalyst [26].</td>
<td>1.4 (1-1.8)</td>
<td>High quality, good diameter control, bundled tubes, commercial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLV</td>
<td>First reported production. Modified Kratschmer reactor [2].</td>
<td>1.5 (0.9-3.1)</td>
<td>Lesser quality, carbonaceous impurities abundant, bundled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC arc discharge</td>
<td>Decomposition in an oxygen-free environment. Typical: HiPco® (high pressure CO decomposition) [27].</td>
<td>1 (0.9-1.3)</td>
<td>Easy purification, good quality, commercial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas phase</td>
<td>Catalytic chemical vapour deposition. Supported metal catalysts are used [28].</td>
<td>1.5 (1.3-2)</td>
<td>Cheapest, up-scalable, commercial, most feasible from the application point of view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decomposition</td>
<td>Carbon source + metalloocene catalyst. Conventional low pressure pyrolysis reactor [29].</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>Low yield, bad quality, still under development, plant technology available, large commercialization potential.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCVD</td>
<td>Solar rays focused on a metal doped graphite target. Growth dynamics similar to PLV [30].</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Good quality, little amorphous carbon, spreading is limited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flame pyrolysis</td>
<td>CNTs grow by thermal decomposition of template molecules within zealite channels [31].</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>Monodisperse diameter distribution, oriented tubes, CNTs metastable outside the channels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1.3 Modification of CNTs

In addition to its promising properties, CNTs, as produced, possess a variety of diameters, length distribution, and structure within the same sample \[^{[22]}\]. The most important property that severely disadvantages the applications of CNTs is their insolubility in any solvent and polymeric matrices due to strong van der Waals interaction that tightly hold them together, forming bundles \[^{[32]}\]. CNTs can undergo chemical functionalization to enhance their solubility, broaden their properties and to produce novel hybrid materials potentially suitable for applications. The main approaches for functionalization of CNTs can be classified into two major groups (Figure 2.3); (1) the covalent attachment of chemical molecule \[^{[33-35]}\], through the reaction on the conjugated structure of CNTs, and (2) the non-covalent molecular adsorption or wrapping of variety functional groups onto the nanotube \[^{[36-38]}\].

![Figure 2.3: Overview scheme of the functionalization of CNTs](image)

Before being grafted with polymeric, bio, or any other functional molecules, CNTs need to be pre-treated to open the end caps, eliminate the residual metal catalysts, generate functional groups at the defects, shorten the nanotubes and provide debundling and exfoliation effect to the CNTs aggregates \[^{[39]}\], as shown in Figure 2.4.
Among the different surface treatment methods, acid oxidation is perhaps the most commonly studied. Acids, such as nitric or sulphuric, or any other oxidizing agent is used for this purpose. The oxygenated functional groups can be held to the side-wall of CNT after the oxidation process\(^{[40-42]}\), meanwhile, the residual amorphous carbon and catalysts can be also removed. Bower and co-workers\(^{[43]}\) were the first research group who found that the \(\text{NH}_3\) can be inserted into the CNTs bundles, resulting in bundle exfoliation. Following this work, similar procedure has been explored later on including the work presented in the current thesis, \(^{[44,45]}\).

Keeping the building skeleton of CNTs during the acid treatment develops a serious problem because covalent sidewall functionalization creates \(sp^3\) carbon sites on CNTs, which disrupt the electronic structure, and leads to loss of the novel characteristics of CNTs, such as their high conductivity and extraordinary mechanical properties\(^{[22]}\). With increasing functionalization degree, the nanotubes can finally change into insulating material. Therefore, to reduce damaging effect of acid treatment, low concentration of oxidizing agents are used\(^{[46]}\). In addition to the non-damaging effect, the low concentration treatment allows further \(\pi-\pi\) interaction between CNTs and several other molecules such as phthalocyanines as reported.

**Figure 2.4:** A sketch of CNTs pre-treated by different methods; (a) acid treatment can effectively purify CNTs, open their caps and generate the functional groups, (b) heat treatment can purify and integrate the CNTs.
The further functionalization of carbon nanotubes could be classified into two types according to the modifiers: organic (organic functional groups, small organic molecules, polymers, DNA, protein, etc.) and inorganic (metal nanoparticles, metal oxides, etc.) [32].

Oxygen containing groups can be generated on the sidewall of CNTs not only by chemical modification such as acids treatment [49], O₂-plasma-oxidization method has also been reported to achieve sidewall oxygenated group attachments [50]. It is known that the amount and type of oxygen containing groups depends on the treatment method. In the case of nitric acid treatment, formation of acid groups such as carboxyl, phenol and lactol have been reported [51,52]. Nevertheless, carbonyl and lactone are observed in oxygen plasma functionalization method [50]. Among these oxygen-containing groups, carboxyl group (COOH) is very attractive, since it can be readily used for further covalent or non-covalent functionalization [21]. Non-covalent functionalization, compared with covalent functionalization, does not lead to substantial changes in the chemical, structural, electronic and mechanical properties of CNTs [53] as shown in Figure 2.3. Therefore, CNTs functionalized with organic molecules via non-covalent interactions is quite appealing and has important consequences for their electrochemical activities. The realization of non-covalent functionalization is mainly ascribed to the adsorption ability of organic modifiers on the carbon nanotube surface or through π-π conjugation between aromatic molecules and CNTs. In addition to oxygen containing groups, as organic functional groups, nitrogen containing groups such as amines [54,55], hydrocarbons such as alkyl [56] and sulfur containing groups [57] have been used to modify CNTs.

Polymers, which can disrupt the van der Waals interactions between the walls of CNTs, have gained increasing attention due to their quite efficient dispersity [58]. Owing to their native electron trans-mediation, good environmental stability and specific organic groups [59], tremendous efforts have been made over the past few decades to prepare polymer-CNTs composites. These polymers include polypyrrole [60], poly(methylene blue) [61], poly(neutral red) [62], poly(acrylic acid) [63,64] and poly(3-methylthiophene) [65].

Among organic materials modified CNTs, DNA [66] and enzymes [67] have received great attention due to their high selectivity and sensitivity to analytical reagents.
Similar to organic modification, inorganic nanomaterial functionalized CNTs have also received great attention. Generally, two types of inorganic nanomaterials have been employed to modify CNTs, one is noble metal nanoparticles, including Au \([68]\), Ag \([69]\), and Pt \([70]\), and the other is metal oxide nanostructures such as ZnO \([71]\), CuO \([72]\) and SnO\(_2\) \([73]\). In addition, many different compounds have also been proposed to modify CNTs surfaces to enhance their performance. However, owing to the effect of size and dispersion of noble metal particles and poor electrical conductivity of metal oxides, the sensing activity of CNTs has been inhibited. In order to decrease their particle size and improve electron transport especially in the modified electrode surfaces in electrochemical sensors, CNTs as a good carrier and conducting pathways have been widely employed \([74]\).

2.2 Phthalocyanines (Pcs)

2.2.1 History

Phthalocyanines (Pcs) represent without doubt the most important chromophoric system developed during the 20\(^{th}\) century. Historically, the most important event was probably their accidental discovery around 1928 by a dye manufacturing company in Scotland. The first synthesis of phthalocyanine was reported in 1907 \([75]\) when Braun and Tchemiac engaged in a study of the chemistry of o-cyanobenzamide. When this compound was heated, a trace amount of a blue substance was obtained which undoubtedly was metal-free phthalocyanine. The structure of this metal-free, unsubstituted phthalocyanine was determined only about a quarter of a century later by the comprehensive studies of Dent and Linstead \([76]\) and the X-ray diffraction analyses of Robertson \([77]\) while examining both metal-free phthalocyanines (Figure 2.5a) and metallocphthalocyanines (Figure 2.5b). In 1927, de Diesbach and co-workers \([78]\) reported that when 1,2-dibromobenzene was treated with copper(I) cyanide in boiling quinoline for eight hour, a blue product was obtained. This was almost certainly the first preparation of copper phthalocyanine (CuPc). The molecular formula was determined from elemental analysis and the compound was remarkably stable against alkali, concentrated acids and heat, but they were unable to suggest the structure. In 1928, in the manufacture of phthalimide by Scottish Dyes (later to become part of ICI) from the reaction of phthalic anhydride with ammonia
in a reactor, the formation of a blue impurity was observed in certain production batches. This contaminant was isolated as a dark-blue, insoluble crystalline substance. Ultimately, the compound proved to be iron phthalocyanine (FePc), the source of the iron being the wall of the reactor. An independent synthesis involving passing ammonia gas through molten phthalic anhydride in the presence of iron filings confirmed the findings.

![Figure 2.5: The molecular structure of (a) metal-free phthalocyanine and (b) metalophthalocyanine](image)

2.2.2 Emerging material

Following this discovery, the colour manufacturing industry was quick to recognize the unique properties of the compound and to exploit their commercial potential. Phthalocyanine have emerged as one of the most extensively studied classes of compounds, because of their intense, bright colours, their high stability and their unique molecular structure \[^{[79,80]}\]. Phthalocyanines are two-dimensional 18 π-electron aromatic porphyrin synthetic analogues, consisting of four isoindole subunits linked together through nitrogen atoms. Phthalocyanines and their metallo derivatives (MPcs) have recently attracted an increasing interest not only for the preparation of dyes and pigments but also as building blocks for the construction of new molecular materials for electronics and optoelectronics. These arise from their electronic delocalization, which makes them valuable in different fields of science and technology \[^{[81]}\]. The chemical flexibility of
this class of compounds allows the preparation of a large variety of related structures and, consequently, the tailoring of the physical, electronic, and optical properties, as well as the improvement of processability. Therefore, peripheral substitution of phthalocyanines with bulky groups or hydrocarbon chains enhances their solubility and permits the deposition onto substrate, using spin-coating or LB deposition techniques [82].

The possibility of incorporating a broad range of metal atoms into the Pc cavity offers additional features to optimize the physical responses. On the other hand, their thermal and environmental stability are important characteristics that make them promising candidates to be incorporated into devices. To achieve this goal, an important point must be addressed which is the control of the supramolecular arrangement of these macrocycles in the solid state [83]. Liquid crystalline (LC) discotic mesophase materials can self-organise their molecules from organic solution into columnar stacks and develop potential solution processed molecular electronic materials. The columnar aggregates of discotic phthalocyanine molecules with effective overlap of π-orbitals along the stacking direction and low reformation energy [84] provide efficient anisotropic electronic transport networks along the molecular columns in the liquid crystalline mesophases with hole mobilities in the order of 10⁻¹ cm²/Vs [85]. Disk-like molecules, comprising a flat rigid aromatic core and flexible peripheral substituents, self-organize into one-dimensional supramolecular columns providing efficient anisotropic electronic transport channels [86]. Such self-assembled columns in organic discotic molecules can adopt two types of characteristic orientations on surfaces: (i) homogeneous alignment, where the edge-on orientation of molecules and the columns parallel to the substrate surface is observed and (ii) homeotropic alignment, where the molecules are aligned face-on to the substrate and the columnar axes perpendicularly arranged with respect to the substrate surface [87]. Usually, homeotropic alignment can be generated by thermal annealing, that is slow cooling of the isotropic melt confined between two substrates [88].

In the last few decades, phthalocyanines have been extensively studied as targets for optical switching and limiting devices [89], organic field effect transistors [90], sensors [91-93], light emitting devices [94], molecular solar cells [95], data storage media [96],
photosensitizers \([97]\) and electronic nose for cancer detection \([98]\). There are significant number of studies that were concerned with insoluble unsubstituted-phthalocyanines and their application employing their unique ability to evaporate without decomposition \([99]\). However, peripherally substituted soluble metallophthalocyanines facilitate films fabrication and their investigation using wet-deposition techniques.

2.2.3 Electrical properties of Pcs

Studies on organic semiconducting thin films have become increasingly significant for electronic applications. These materials are chemically and thermally quite stable and therefore, efforts have been made to utilize thin films of these materials as molecular modules in a number of electronic and optoelectronic devices \([100]\). Among these organic materials are the metal free phthalocyanines (H\(_2\)Pcs) and metal substituted phthalocyanines (MPcs) such as FePc, MgPc, PbPc, ZnPc, CuPc, and CoPc. These materials are generally p-type semiconductors and can be simply deposited resulting in pure and homogeneous thin films \([101]\) either by vacuum sublimation or any other wet techniques in the case of peripherally substituted derivatives. The wide ranges of the conductivity of phthalocyanines, which result from their versatile chemical and physical systems, encourage researchers to achieve the best property required. During the last three decades, the semiconducting properties of phthalocyanines have been investigated in details \([89,95,96,100,102-104]\). The conductivity phenomenon in phthalocyanine compounds can be due to either the intrinsic properties of a specific phthalocyanine or generally to the group of molecules at supramolecular level with an extended orbital overlapping along the conducting pathway.

Phthalocyanines could be self-assembled in columns at a supramolecular level leading to increased conductivity character. The co-facial stacking of phthalocyanine molecules enables electron delocalization within the axis of the column through \(\pi-\pi\) orbital overlap. Metallophthalocyanines mainly crystallise in an inclined stacked insulating arrangements called \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) modifications that do not allow an appropriate overlap of \(\pi\)-orbitals and hence no formation of a conduction band. Among the different methods used for organizing metallophthalocyanines with semiconducting properties are chemical methods such as oxidative doping or the so-called "shish-
kebab" approach as well as physical ones like the preparation of discotic liquid crystals and organized films by thermal treatment \[82\]. Basova and co-workers \[88\] have reported that the orientation of liquid crystalline nickel phthalocyanine molecules does not only depend on thermal treatment but it depends also on the interface between the film and the top contact (Figure 2.6). While thermal treatment of the film maintained between bottom and top electrodes induces homeotropic alignment, it strongly modifies the orientation of the columns from homeotropic to planar (homogeneous) when the top electrode is air.

In addition, substitutions of long alkyl, alkoxy and alkylthio substituents on the aromatic ring lead to the enhancement of liquid-crystalline behaviour in which the aromatic rings assembled into columnar stacks \[105\].

![Figure 2.6: The orientation of Phthalocyanine molecule; (a) the coordinate axes of phthalocyanine molecule (x', y', z'; red colour) with respect to the substrate surface coordinate system (x, y, z; black colour), (b) and (c) schematic diagrams of the orientation of phthalocyanine molecule as top layer, and confined between two electrodes, respectively, after heat treatment \[88\]](image)

Columnar liquid crystals, which are high ordered materials, are good candidates as organic semiconductors for electronic devices due to their potential to possess high mobility of charge carriers as well as the anisotropic property of conduction along the columns \[106,107\]. Therefore, the alignment of discotic liquid crystalline materials becomes a crucial point for high conductivity in different semiconducting applications.
It has been concluded from the literatures \cite{87,103,108} that the intercolumnar packing dimensions of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are strongly dependent on the aromatic core size, the side chain length and the number of side chains. The effect of different substituents on the orientation and hence on the conductivity of the films of octasubstituted copper (II) phthalocyanines with alkylthio-, alkyloxy-, (trioxyethylene)thio- and (trioxyethylene)oxy-substituents in peripheral positions has been extensively studied by our research group \cite{103}. It has been found that the lateral conductivity decreases slightly with the increase of alkyl chain length and the presence of sulphur in the alkylthio group resulting in higher conductivity in comparison with those containing alkyloxy groups in the substituent. Many other studies have previously reported that alkylthio-substituted phthalocyanines display higher conductivities than their alkyloxy-substituted phthalocyanines in their mesophase \cite{86}.

For unsubstituted phthalocyanines, the electrical switching effect has been reported for films of lead phthalocyanine (PbPc) in monoclinic phase. Switching effect was observed only in films consisting of a mixture of monoclinic grains and amorphous phase but not in films having triclinic phase structure \cite{109}. In this connection, there have been some works that were devoted to structural studies of evaporated PbPc films \cite{109,110}. However, the nature of switching effect has not been clearly understood yet. Some works have also explored the potential of some octasubstituted lead phthalocyanines as an active material for memory devices \cite{111}. The electrical switching effect or the electrical bistable phenomenon of the metal-insulator-metal devices with organic layer as the insulator was first reported in 1968 \cite{112}. Due to the promise of a new generation memory devices, interest has rapidly increased in the organic bistable devices (OBD). The main advantages of OBD are low power and low cost, their qualities of simple device structure, and simple production process \cite{96}. The basic principle of an organic switching device is to demonstrate bistable behaviour showing two different conductivity states at the same applied voltage. When the voltage exceeds a particular value, the OBD unexpectedly switched from a low conduction state to a high conduction state with conductivity change of some orders of magnitude \cite{113}. To explain this phenomenon, several mechanisms have been suggested such as formation of charge transfer complexes, charge trapping defect states in the band gap \cite{114}, formation of conducting filaments, and change of
molecular orientation \cite{115}. In a previous work, which has been published by our research group \cite{102}, switching behaviour has been observed in octa-substituted lead phthalocyanine film spin-coated between two metal electrodes. In this study, the switching disappeared after heat treatment. The switching effect in the freshly deposited films was ascribed to the presence of potential barriers, which result from polycrystalline structure of phthalocyanine before heat-treatment. Bistable behaviour has been reported for other substituted lead-phthalocyanine in earlier work \cite{111,116} and for insoluble copper-phthalocyanine using thermal deposition \cite{96}.

2.2.4 Optical properties of Pcs

Pcs complexes, with extended two dimensional π-electron delocalisation system, have been extensively reported regarding their nonlinear optical properties (NLOP). The tailor ability and architectural flexibility of Pcs molecules, results in the possibility of the variation of the chemical structure and therefore the modification of NLOP. Moreover the small absorption losses and thermal stability make Pcs promising candidate for nonlinear optical applications \cite{81}.

As detailed in the above section, the wide conjugative aromatic system of Pcs creates intense bands in the absorption spectra. The very well resolved and strongest absorption band in a variety number of Pcs is known as Q-band. The high absorptivity of Q-band is the source of purity and depth of the colour of Pcs pigments \cite{117}. This band usually lies in the visible wavelength region at 650-670nm for free base phthalocyanine \cite{118}. The incorporation of metal ions inside the central cavity of Pcs results in thermodynamically stable in delocalised ions and therefore, higher symmetry is achieved. Thus, the absorption spectra of such complexes show only one absorption peak for the corresponding Q-band. At this point, it is essential to mention that this fact is only valid in the case of symmetrically substituted Pcs; otherwise, the breaking of the symmetry gives rise to split of the Q-band \cite{82}.

There are several factors that influence the absorption spectra of Pcs leading to a shift of Q-band within the range of ca. 100nm between 620 and 720nm as a function of the metal size, coordination and oxidation state \cite{119,120}. In the comparison to the free base phthalocyanine, the species with closed shell metal, for example; lithium(I), zinc(II) or magnesium(II) exhibit maximum wavelength value around 670nm. The
species with open shell metal ions that interact strongly with phthalocyanine ring such as cobalt(II), ruthenium(II) or iron(II) have Q-band shifted to the blue with absorption at around 630 to 650nm \cite{121}. Moreover, a bigger shift through metal incorporation has been reported for vanadyl and lead(II) to reach the values up to 700nm. Recently, deep red manganese phthalocyanine has been reported with Q-band peaks at strongly shifted values of 808 and 828nm \cite{122}.

Another factor, which is substitutions, can possibly modify the molecular structure allow for considerable control over the physical, electronic and optical properties. Functionalities can in general be divided into electron-withdrawing and electron-releasing species. The former group is represented by chemical units such as carboxyl, sulfonyl or flour groups, while the latter compromises functions like amino, alkyle or alkoxy groups \cite{82}.

In principle, there are three types of substitutions according to the position of substituents; peripheral functionalisation (β- or meta-position), nonperipheral in the α-position (ortho-position) and hexadeca substitution, which compromise both peripheral and nonperipheral (Figure 2.7) \cite{82}. Functionalisation at nonperipheral parts of Pcs results in more significant impact in the absorption spectra in comparison to β-substituted (peripheral) Pcs \cite{123-125}.

\textbf{Figure 2.7}: Structure and substitution patterns in metallophthalocyanine; nonperipheral (left), peripheral (middle) and hexadeca substitution (right) \cite{82}
2.3 Carbon nanotube-Phthalocyanine conjugated hybrid

The formation of supramolecular architectures in which organic material present a high degree of order, which spans from the nano-scopic to macro-scopic level across multiple length scales, is highly required and represents a key issue within the fast developing fields of nanoscience and nanotechnology\cite{126}. In this context, the use of self-assembly appears as an attractive and efficient approach for the construction of such ordered structure as it can allow preparation of complex, and multi-functional systems in a capable and controlled manner through the utilization of non-covalent interactions. Among the organic compounds, \(\pi\)-conjugated systems are the perfect candidates for the production of such supramolecular structures due to their excellent self-organization ability\cite{127}.

Several studies have been reported on the MPcs-CNTs hybrid thin films utilized as optoelectronic devices\cite{128-132} electro-catalytical devices\cite{133,134} and sensing devices\cite{135-137}. It has been observed that MPc-CNT complexes retain the excellent catalytic properties of phthalocyanines without losing any of the electronic properties of the carbon nanotubes\cite{138}.

The non-covalent functionalization is particularly attractive since the electronic structure of the nanotubes remains essentially unaffected and therefore enhances the electro-catalytic properties of phthalocyanine. However, the thermo-gravimetric analysis\cite{33} suggests that the SWCNTs-ZnPc-covalently-linked hybrid shows more chemical stability than SWCNTs-ZnPc-adsorbed hybrid since the ratios of ZnPc functional group to carbon atoms were 1:1430 and 1:482 for covalent complex and adsorbed complex respectively. In addition, Mugadza and Nyokong\cite{133} reported that the non-covalently linked SWCNT-CoPc shows lower sensitivity and selectivity to 2-mercaptoethanol (2-ME) than the covalently linked hybrid.

It is essential to highlight the criteria of the association nature between CNTs and Pcs and the conditions that make covalent or adsorption (\(\pi-\pi\) interaction) bonds occur between these compounds or just a composite of the two. This actually depends not only on the modification procedure of CNTs but also on the central atom of MPc, substitution groups, chain length and the site of substituents. For instance, although it tends to covalently bond with dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC)-treated substituted-zinc (II) phthalocyanine (ZnPc), amine functionalized SWCNTs non-covalently
adsorbs untreated-ZnPc \[33\]. Furthermore, it depends on the type of CNTs whether single or multi-walled, the large diameter to length ratio of multi-walled CNTs may adjust the electronic structure which may be significantly different from that of single-walled CNTs \[139\].

### 2.3.1 Enhancement of electrical properties

The extraordinary electronic properties of CNTs in general and SWCNTs in particular suggest many possible applications and bridge those of the bulk and molecules \[140,141\], since they readily accept electrons which can then be transported under nearly ideal conditions along the axis \[142\]. In addition, the orientation possibilities of nanotubes enable the conductivity control of carbon nanotubes doped liquid crystal composite hybrids and therefore offer wide range of nano-electronic applications \[143,144\]. The DC-conductivity of thin films of SWCNTs-tetrakis(alkylthio)-substituted lutetium(III)bisphthalocyanines prepared by jetspraying chloroform suspension is found to be higher than that of only phthalocyanine films in both cases of as coated films and ordered (annealed to liquid crystalline temperature) films \[145\]. However, larger increase in conductivity was observed in the ordered films indicating the orientation of SWCNTs in liquid crystalline phase of the phthalocyanine. In contrast, it is important here to reveal that carbon nanotubes tend to make bundles and aggregations in chloroform \[11\]. Brito and co-workers \[146\] have ascribed the increase in the hybrid materials conductivity to the impurities, when they studied the structural and electrical properties of layer-by-layer thin films of MWCNT/NiPc and MWCNT/chitosan+NiPc. The increase in the impurities concentration leads to the formation of localized states (traps) where the charge carriers can move by the hopping mechanism \[147\]. Self-assembled monolayer nano-composite films of SWCNT-FePc and FePc have been formed onto gold electrodes \[148\] to study the electron transfer dynamics using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry. The high electrical conductivity of SWCNT, coupled with enhanced electron density of the nano-composite confirmed by TEM images, may have facilitated better electron transport in the SWCNT-FePc film, resulting in lowest charge transfer resistance \[148\]. In the field of photovoltaic application the photocurrent of poly(3-hexylthiophene)-NaPc/MWCNTs film is
found to be much larger than that of poly(3-hexylthiophene)-NaPc in all the visible and near-infrared wavelength regions [149]. Similar behaviour has been observed in the work of Yang et al [150] where the photosensitivity in CuPc-MWCNTs hybrid material was 1.6 and 1.46 larger than that of pristine CuPc material and just blended CuPc/MWCNTs material. The π-stacking between the phthalocyanine molecules and carbon nanotubes can reduce the activation energies for charge transfer and therefore high charge mobility is expected from these hybrids that are interesting as a photovoltaic devices [149]. To study the interface between carbon nanotubes and metal phthalocyanines, very thin film of copper phthalocyanine has been grown by thermal evaporation onto supported MWCNTs layer, previously deposited by chemical vapour deposition onto silicon substrate [129]. The presence of organic nanocrystals decorating the nanotubes was confirmed using several microscopic techniques and XRD data have shown the presence of both α and β crystalline phases of CuPc. A shift of the highest occupied molecular level towards the Fermi level was observed for very thin films, together with a small shift of the nitrogen and copper core level peak position and the interaction between the organic molecules and nanotubes is found to be quite weak, determining very small effects on the photoemission spectra [129].

2.3.2 Sensor applications

Phthalocyanine complexes have been recognised to exhibit substantial changes in optical, electrical and magnetic properties on interaction with wide range of reducing and oxidizing agents [151-157]. These characteristics can be employed for a several kinds of chemical detection applications. The crystalline structure of phthalocyanines is such that they can easily accommodate dopant molecules in channels adjacent to the phthalocyanine stacks. When dopant molecule such as NO$_2$ is adsorbed onto phthalocyanine surface, charge transfer interaction takes place, which results in very large increase in surface conduction [93]. The process is somehow similar to the doping of intrinsic silicon to produce p-type semiconductor. In addition, phthalocyanine thin films conductivity has been shown to be sensitive to low concentrations of various gases [158]. Both the sensitivity and the reversibility of the Pc-based detectors are, in most cases, acceptable [159]. Much work has been carried
out in order to understand the influence of the morphology, the temperature, the central metal and the peripheral substituents on the sensing ability of the phthalocyanine thin films.

The most promising candidates as far as applications are concerned are based on double-decker phthalocyanines [160]. Efforts are being made to transform the present laboratory devices into real-world sensors especially with the development of phthalocyanine-based electronic noses [160]. Many groups of researchers have been engaged in the synthesis of novel phthalocyanines for sensing applications to detect different types of agents such as halogens [157], phenols [91], different types of herbicides, and pesticides and organic vapours [92,159,161].

Recent reports have shown that CNTs-MPcs hybrids exhibited enhanced responses in comparison to the use of CNTs or MPcs alone. Work carried out on these hybrids included the detection of important molecules such as benzo[a]pyrine [38], amines [48], pesticides [44], asulam [162], hydrolysis products of V-type nerve agents [163], mercaptoethanol and nitric oxide [164], and epinephrine [165].

To date the research effort in hybrid carbon nanotube-conjugated molecule systems has largely focused on the use of single-walled carbon nanotubes [33,134,148,166,167]. A major complication with SWCNTs is that they are a mixture of metallic and semiconducting tubes, complicating the interpretation of experimental data. Conversely, as a result of their larger diameter and more complex multilayered structure, multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) are invariably metallic, offering far more predictable functionality. Notably, both types of carbon nanotubes exhibit poor solubility in common solvents unless chemically functionalized or stabilized by a physical interaction with a soluble molecule [130].

SWCNTs-CoPc derivative hybrid thin film chemiresistor sensor has been synthesized by using dip-dropping method and confirmed employing infrared spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, UV-Vis spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy [167]. The results revealed that CoPc derivatives have been successfully anchored on the surfaces of carbon nanotubes through \( \pi-\pi \) stretching and the resistance variation of the hybrid film was investigated by introducing different concentrations of organic solvent vapors. The hybrid sensors have shown higher sensitivity and selectivity for Dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP) compared with
other vapors and with bare SWCNTs based sensors, showing a sudden and significant increase in resistance. The source of the resistance responses of the hybrid sensors might be attributed to the large SWCNT-CoPc derivative conjugated π structure\(^{167}\). As the vapor molecules being chemisorbed onto the surface of MPc derivatives in the hybrids, surface charge transfer interactions happen\(^{168}\), followed by charge moving between MPcs and SWCNTs. Since SWCNTs-MPcs could form a brilliant charge transfer composite\(^{33,132}\), the charge can well-travel from MPc derivatives to SWCNTs causing a very large and fast variation in the electrical properties and therefore the resistance. In the work of Wang and co-workers\(^{167}\) the resistance has increased because DMMP is a strong electron donor. In contrast, the resistance of CuPc-MWCNT hybrid film has shown a completely different behavior from others prepared from CoPc-MWCNTs and VPC-MWCNTs when they are exposed to hydrogen peroxide (H\(_2\)O\(_2\)) vapor\(^{137}\). While the resistance of CoPc-MWCNTs and VPC-MWCNTs sensors exhibit an obvious increase when exposed to H\(_2\)O\(_2\) and other vapors, only CuPc-MWCNTs film show a significant decrease in resistance over wide range of concentrations. However, CuPc-MWCNTs device behave similar to other phthalocyanines-MWCNTs hybrids when exposed to vapors except H\(_2\)O\(_2\). The electrical conductivity of thin films of the composites made from MPc and CNTs can be modulated by interactions with different gases. Such effects can be interpreted within the framework of the band theory if we consider the adsorbed gases to produce appropriate donor or accepter level within the band gap of the organic materials at the film surface. Thin films of pure MPc are p-type semiconductors. Upon exposure to oxidizing agents (electron acceptors) like NO\(_2\)\(^{93}\), SO\(_2\)\(^{169}\), and halogens\(^{157}\) show an increase in electrical conductivity by generating extra charge carriers (holes), while reducing agents (electron donors) like NH\(_3\)\(^{170}\), CH\(_3\)OH\(^{171}\), CO\(_2\)\(^{20}\), and DMMP\(^{155,167}\) trap charge carriers and decrease electrical conductivity.

It is important to mention that CNTs-MPc derivative hybrids are not only used in toxic chemical detection, MWCNTs-CoPc composite is found to be very sensitive and selective to ascorbic acid (AA) which is one of the most important vitamins that exist widely in fruits and vegetables\(^{172}\). Rapid increase in current was observed corresponding to presence of AA on the surface of the hybrid electrodes. Nonetheless, no significant increase in the catalytic current was obtained when the
concentration of the AA solution was less than 5\,\mu\text{M}. Shah and co-workers\cite{135} on the other hand have prepared humidity sensors by blending poly-N-epoxypropylcarbazol (PEPC) together with nickel phthalocyanine NiPc and CNTs in benzol and the mixture was drop-casted on different types of electrodes initially evaporated on glass substrates. In a self-made humidity chamber the capacitance increased with increasing humidity for all synthesized electrodes and this increase can be ascribed to the absorption of water by the composite molecules. The dielectric constant of the material is changed with absorption of water vapor, leading to the formation of charge transfer complexes and doping of the nanocomposite by H$_2$O and thus results in capacitance increase\cite{135}.

Several research efforts have employed the unique sensing properties of the CNTs-MPs conjugated system in the detection of a diverse range of environmental pollutants such as amitrol herbicide\cite{173}, duiron herbicide\cite{55}, glyphosate (GLY) herbicide\cite{174}, organophosphorus pesticide\cite{175}, asulam pesticide\cite{176}, phenolic compounds after benzene oxidation\cite{177}, and determination of epinephrine in urine\cite{178}.

### 2.4 Total Internal Reflection Ellipsometry (TIRE)

Several methods used to determine chemical compounds imply measuring the variation of physical properties of an active layer induced by the adsorption of a chemical molecule on its surface. This active layer becomes the transducer that transforms the interaction with the environment in an optical or electrical signal. Among these methods are; high performance liquid chromatography\cite{179-181}, electrochemical\cite{182-185}, electrical based sensors\cite{47} and optical detection methods\cite{92}. Sensors and measurement tools based on optical phenomena have always been of special interest, mostly because they usually do not require any physical or electrical contact with the materials under investigation and therefore they are not destructive. Some techniques, such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR)\cite{159} and UV-visible absorption spectroscopy\cite{186} are quite well recognised, and widely used. However, others like total internal reflection ellipsometry (TIRE), where ellipsometry can be used in total internal reflection mode and in combination with the surface plasmon resonance phenomenon\cite{187}, are still underexploited in the sensor area.
The main task for all electrical, mechanical and optical sensors is to detect low concentration chemical and biological analytes under extremely dilute conditions. SPR sensors are the most commonly used optical sensors due to their unique ability for real-time monitoring. However, their sensitivities are unsatisfactory to detect trace amounts of small molecular weight molecules such as cancer biomarkers, hormones, antibiotics, insecticides, which are respectively important for early-stage disease diagnosis, explosive materials, food quality control, environmental monitoring, and homeland security protection. With the fast development of nanotechnology in the past few years, nanomaterials-enhanced surface plasmon resonance sensors have been developed and used as effective tools to detect molecules in a much diluted solutions [188].

Ellipsometry is an analytical tool which is well established for thin films and surface characterisation. This method relies on two parameters, the light intensity ratio (Ψ) and phase shift (Δ) of p and s components of the polarized light. Regarding organic materials, ellipsometry were extensively utilized to study polymer thin films [189,190], self-organised layers [191,192], LB films [193] and liquid crystal [194,195]. The majority of these applications however focuses on the surface properties. Ellipsometry is well known in thin films industry for in-situ monitoring of film deposition to control layer thickness, growth rate and layer quality. However, the method of ellipsometry in general is recognised as an optical measurement tool but not as a sensor.

Due to the high sensitivity to the thickness increment, in the range of 0.01 nm, this technique has been recently adapted for the measurement of molecular layer adsorbed on solid surfaces, which naturally leads to sensor applications [161,196].

Further advances of spectroscopic ellipsometry for sensing application have been achieved in its total internal reflection mode. The idea of using ellipsometry in internal reflection mode was first realised experimentally by Westphal [197] where the prism was used to couple the light beam into a thin metal film thus combining the ellipsometric principle of detection with the phenomenon of SPR. The increased sensitivity has been achieved and the method was originally called as surface plasmon enhanced ellipsometry. The method was further explored and theoretically explained by Arwin [199] and got the current name of total internal reflection ellipsometry (TIRE). Later on, Nabok and co-workers [196] developed detailed
modelling that showed 10 fold gain of the sensitivity by using of Δ spectra instead of ψ and traditional SPR measurements.

There has been a number of research studies where TIRE can be used for monitoring of thin layers on surfaces [199]. Examples are given in the literature [200] of some probable applications of TIRE, where it has been established that TIRE is used for the monitoring of corrosion. TIRE technique has also been exploited in the biomolecules detection [201], however, it still seems to be not fully recognised in the chemical vapour detection. A detailed theoretical background of TIRE technique is found in Chapter 3. The main advantage of TIRE technique over standard ellipsometry is the possibility of performing measurements in opaque media. The ability of spectroscopic measurements of two ellipsometric parameters (Ψ and Δ) constitutes the main advantage over the conventional Kretschman SPR, where only one parameter (reflection intensity) can be measured. In addition to the above-mentioned advantages of optical detection methods, particularly TIRE technique, based on CNTs active layer, there is another advantage of incorporating CNTs into the TIRE technique. The problem in the well-known electrochemical and electrical methods based CNTs sensors caused by the differences in Fermi level positions in metallic-CNTs and semiconducting-CNTs [202] can be avoided in TIRE method because it depends on the variation of the optical parameters before and after exposure to contaminated media. This optical response is related to the modifier only and CNTs work as adsorbent material in the system because CNTs are optically inert whether metallic or semiconducting tubes.

2.5 Theory of Ellipsometry

Ellipsometry is a non-destructive optical method used to determine the optical properties of materials. The idea of Ellipsometry lies in measurements of changes of polarized light upon its reflection from a sample. As light reflects from a sample surface the state of polarized light changes from linear to elliptical, as in Figure 2.8.
Ellipsometry technique does not measure directly the optical properties of the material but the angles of (\(\psi\)) and (\(\Delta\)). Psi (\(\psi\)) and delta (\(\Delta\)) are defined as the ratio (\(\rho\)) of complex reflection coefficients \(r_p\) and \(r_s\) for electric vectors, \(p\) (parallel) and \(s\) (normal) to the plane of incidence.\(^{[198]}\)

\[
\rho = \frac{r_p}{r_s} = \left| \frac{r_p}{r_s} \right| \exp \left( i \delta_p \right) = \tan \psi \exp \left( i \Delta \right) \tag{2.1}
\]

In eq. 2.1, \(\psi\) represents the amplitude ratio of \(p\) and \(s\) components of polarized light while \(\Delta\) is the phase difference between \(p\) and \(s\) components.

\[
\tan \psi = \left| \frac{r_p}{r_s} \right| , \hspace{1em} \Delta = \delta_p - \delta_s \tag{2.2}
\]
In the case of reflection / transmission at the interface between two media with respective indices \( N_0 \) and \( N_x \), the reflection and transmission coefficients are described by Fresnel’s formula\(^{[203]}\):

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_s &= \left( \frac{E_{0s}}{E_{0i}} \right)_s = \frac{n_i \cos \theta - n_t \cos \theta_t}{n_i \cos \theta + n_t \cos \theta_t} \\
  r_p &= \left( \frac{E_{0r}}{E_{0i}} \right)_p = \frac{n_i \cos \theta - n_t \cos \theta_t}{n_i \cos \theta + n_t \cos \theta_t} \\
  t_s &= \left( \frac{E_{0t}}{E_{0i}} \right)_s = \frac{2n_i \cos \theta_t}{n_i \cos \theta + n_t \cos \theta_t} \\
  t_p &= \left( \frac{E_{0t}}{E_{0i}} \right)_p = \frac{2n_i \cos \theta_t}{n_i \cos \theta + n_t \cos \theta_t}
\end{align*}
\] (2.3) (2.4)

Substitution of \( r_p \) and \( r_s \) in equation (2.2), their values from (2.3) and Snell’s Law, \( N_0 \sin \theta_0 = N_x \sin \theta_x \), yields;

\[
N_x = N_0 \tan \theta_0 \left[ 1 - \frac{4\rho}{(1 + \rho^2) \sin^2 \theta_0} \right]^{1/2}
\] (2.5)

For the three layer systems, consisting of a substrate, films and ambient (Figure 2.9), the total reflectance can be calculated as

\[
R = r_{01} + t_{01} t_{10} e^{-2i\beta} + t_{01} t_{10} r_{12} e^{-2i\beta} + ... 
\] (2.6)

Where \( r_{01} \), \( r_{12} \), \( t_{01} \) and \( t_{10} \) are Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients at the 0/1, 1/0 and 1/2 interfaces respectively and \( \beta \) is the phase thickness of the film;

\[
\beta = 2\pi \left( \frac{d_1}{\lambda} \right) N_1 \cos \theta_1 = 2\pi \left( \frac{d_1}{\lambda} \right) \left( N_1^2 - N_0^2 \sin^2 \theta_0 \right)^{1/2}
\] (2.7)
The summation of equation 6 for the p and s reflectance components is given by;

\[ R_p = \frac{r_{01p} + r_{12p}e^{-i2\beta}}{1 + r_{01p}r_{12p}e^{-i2\beta}} \quad \text{and} \quad R_s = \frac{r_{01s} + r_{12s}e^{-i2\beta}}{1 + r_{01s}r_{12s}e^{-i2\beta}} \] (2.8)

The main ellipsometric equation depends on a number of parameters of the system through Fresnel’s formula;

\[ \tan \psi e^{i\Delta} = \rho \left(N_0, N_1, N_2, d_1, \theta_0, \lambda \right) \] (2.9)

Solving the main ellipsometric equation is quite a difficult task. Two approaches are typically used, namely, forward and reverse ellipsometry problems. In forward ellipsometry problems, the values of \( \psi \) and \( \Delta \) can be found from known parameters \( N_0, N_1, N_2, d_1, \theta_0, \lambda \) and by solving Fresnel equations analytically, which is a rather straightforward procedure. Solving the reverse ellipsometric problem, i.e. finding the parameters of the reflective system such as refractive index \( (N_i) \) and thickness \( (d_i) \) of the film, can be obtained from the experimental values of \( \psi_{\text{exp}} \) and \( \Delta_{\text{exp}} \) and is much more complex. It can be tackled using some of the least square techniques which involve solving a forward problem (Fresnel equation) several times and
finding the theoretical values ($\psi_{\text{the}}$ and $\Delta_{\text{the}}$) and subsequent minimizations of the error function. The approach is based on finding the mean square error (MSE) between the experimental values of $\psi_i^{\exp}$ and $\Delta_i^{\exp}$ and theoretical (modelled) ones $\psi_i^{\mod}$ and $\Delta_i^{\mod}$ as given, for example, in [204];

$$MSE = \frac{1}{2N-M} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ \frac{(\psi_i^{\mod} - \psi_i^{\exp})^2}{\sigma_{\psi,i}^{\exp}} + \left( \frac{\Delta_i^{\mod} - \Delta_i^{\exp}}{\sigma_{\Delta,i}^{\exp}} \right)^2 \right] = \frac{1}{2N-M} \chi^2 \quad (2.10)$$

A smaller MSE implies a better fit. MSE is weighted by the error bars of each measurement, so noisy data are weighted less. There are several types of ellipsometry instrumentation developed within the last 4 – 5 decades ranging from simple fixed angle, single wavelength units to modern spectroscopic ellipsometric instruments. Spectroscopic ellipsometers can be split into two major categories: instruments that use rotating optical elements (analyzer or compensator) and instruments that use a photoelastic modulator. For example, the J. A. Woollam M2000 spectroscopic ellipsometric instrument exploits the principle of a rotating compensator, which consists of a wide spectral range of light source (350 – 1000 nm), polarizer, rotating compensator, analyzer and a photodetector, as shown in Figure 2.10.

**Figure 2.10:** The schematic of rotating analyzer spectroscopic ellipsometry
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Chapter 3

Experimental Details

Chapter overview

In this chapter experimental procedures and measurement techniques used throughout this study are described in sufficient details. First experimental methods used in this study are described with further emphasis placed on Total Internal Reflection Ellipsometry (TIRE) as the optical detection method employed in the study of interaction between several chemical analytes and MPc/SWCNTs hybrid films. Materials under investigation, mainly novel substituted metal phthalocyanines (MPcs) and commercially purchased single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and the methods applied to produce thin films for application in optical detection are fully described.
3.1 Experimental techniques

In this study significant work was carried out using TIRE as the main method to study the interaction of a range of chemical pollutants with the sensing MPc/SWCNTs hybrid layers prepared in this work. UV-Visible spectroscopy, Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) and Raman Spectroscopy have been used for films’ optical characterisation. Morphology measurements have been carried out using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). DC electrical measurements on films were performed using Semiconductor Characterisation System (Keithly 4200). These methods are described in sections 3.1.1-3.1.7.

3.1.1 Total Internal Reflection Ellipsometry (TIRE)

3.1.1.1 Theoretical background

A comprehensive theoretical background on ellipsometry in general is presented in chapter 2. TIRE employs a prism coupler technique which combines the advantages of spectroscopic ellipsometry and the experimental convenience of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) based on Kretschmann’s configuration [1]. The angle of incidence between the incident polarised light beam and the prism is selected such that it is close to the angle of total internal reflection, which is determined by the nature of media used. This angle determines the use of the appropriate prism, and it can be calculated by the following relation [1];

\[
\theta = \arcsin \left[ \frac{1}{N_1} \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_m N_2^2}{\varepsilon_m + N_2^2}} \right]
\]  

where \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) are the complex refractive indices of glass and dielectric film respectively, \( \varepsilon_m \) is the real part of dielectric constant of metal film.

In contrast to the conventional sensing analytical tool of SPR based upon monitoring the intensity of reflected p-polarised light, the TIRE method detects two ellipsometric parameters \( \psi \) and \( \Delta \) which are related, respectively, to the amplitude
ratio and the phase shift of the p and s components of polarised light. Basically, the more light interacts with the sample, the more accurate the measurements.

The spectra of two ellipsometric parameters $\psi$ and $\Delta$, representing, respectively, the amplitude ratio $tg(\psi) = A_p / A_s$ and phase shift $\Delta = \varphi_p - \varphi_s$ between the p and s components of polarised light, were recorded with the M2000V instrument in the 350–1000nm spectral range using the rotating analyzer principle. The typical $\psi$ and $\Delta$ spectra from a single spectroscopic measurement are shown in Figure 3.1. The $\psi$ spectrum resembles typical SPR spectra with the maximum intensity corresponding to the conditions of total internal reflection while the minimum is due to surface plasmon resonance. At the same time, the $\Delta$ spectrum experiences a sharp drop from $270^\circ$ to $90^\circ$ near the plasmon resonance. From the spectra given in Figure 3.1 it is quite obvious that $\Delta$ spectrum is more sensitive than $\psi$ spectrum to small variations in films’ optical constants and/or their thickness caused by molecular binding. The comparison of $\psi$ and $\Delta$ spectra for TIRE in different media shows that TIRE is about 10 times more sensitive towards changes in both, thickness $d$ and refractive index, $n$ of thin films as compared to conventional ellipsometry [2].
Optical parameters of the reflection system, i.e. thicknesses, refractive indices and extinction coefficients of the substrate and adsorbed layers, can be obtained by solving the reverse ellipsometric problem numerically:

\[ tg(\psi) \exp(i\Delta) = \frac{R_p}{R_s} \]  

(3.2)

where \( R_p \) and \( R_s \) are Fresnel reflection coefficients for the \( p \) and \( s \) components of polarised light related to the parameters of reflection system, particularly the thickness \( (d) \) and refractive index \( (n) \) of the adsorbed layers, via Fresnel equations \[^3\].

### 3.1.1.2 TIRE experimental set-up

The TIRE experiment setup used in the current study is based on the commercial M2000 J. A. Woollam Spectroscopic Ellipsometry operating in 350–1000 nm spectral range and exploiting the rotating compensator principle (Figure 3.2 (a)).

In order to use the instrument as a sensor operating in liquid or gaseous media, a special 200\( \mu \)l volume TIRE cell, constructed from polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) material, was used. A silicon O-ring was used to seal the gold-coated glass slide against the cell, as shown in Figure 3.2 (b). The cell contains inlet and outlet tubes to allow injection of different gases or liquids into the cell in order to perform different chemical interactions with hybrid films.

Another key element of TIRE is the glass prism, which couples the light beam into a thin gold film. Figure 3.2 (c) shows the TIRE cell with a 68° prism attached to the J. A. Woollam sample stage. The choice of the 68° prism was made to provide the condition of total internal reflection on a glass–water interface. For gas detection experiments a 45° prism has been used instead. A gold (Au)-coated glass slide was brought into optical contact with the prism via index matching liquid to exclude the presence of an air gap.

Other elements of the TIR set-up are explained in a schematic diagram of TIRE presented in Figure 3.3. The set-up comprises a white light source (1), monochromator (2), polarizer (3), analyzer (4) and a photodetector array (5). Elements 6–9 were fixed on the ellipsometer sample stage using vacuum suction \[^2,4\].
Figure 3.2: (a) J.A.Woollam M2000 Ellipsometer (b) A home-made TIRE cell (c) an image showing zoomed-in TIRE cell attached to the prism on ellipsometer stage.

Figure 3.3: A schematic diagram illustrating the total internal reflection ellipsometry experimental set-up.
3.1.1.3 Experimental data fitting.

In order to determine the films’ thickness as well as its optical constants, data fitting is performed on the measured \( \psi \) and \( \Delta \) spectra by solving Fresnel equations many times for different values of \( n \) and \( d \) and subsequently minimizing the error function of the experimental and theoretical (calculated) values of \( \psi \) and \( \Delta \) using one of least-square techniques. Commercial WVASE32\textsuperscript{®} software is provided by J.A. Woollam Co., Inc. for this task.

Data processing requires building an optical model, which corresponds to the sample under investigation. Dielectric functions of some layers (namely; BK7 glass, gold, water or gas) are known and can be selected from the WVASE software library \cite{5}. Parameters of unknown layers (i.e. thickness and dispersion of \( n \) and \( k \)) can be found by fitting the experimental data to the model layer which can be selected from the WVASE library. The most common model for adsorbed molecular layers is Cauchy.

Figure 3.4 shows the TIRE measurement protocol, which typically starts with a single spectroscopic scan of the sample of a bare gold film in water or fresh air to obtain the effective thickness and dispersion curves for optical parameters \( n(\lambda) \) and \( k(\lambda) \) of the chromium-gold layer (a thin chromium adhesion layer, typically 3-5nm, is first deposited on the glass slide to minimise gold film delamination). A three-layer model consisting of ambient (BK7 glass), gold, and fluid (water or gas) was used, where the parameters for glass and fluid are fixed but the thickness and optical constants of the metal layer are varied. The dispersion spectra of \( n(\lambda) \) and \( k(\lambda) \) as well as the thickness of evaporated gold layer were taken as initial guess values. The effective parameters for the Cr/Au layer obtained by fitting for that particular sample were then used as fixed parameters for further fitting of data obtained on the same sample.

Ellipsometry data fitting requires a great deal of experience and the outcomes depend on the selection of a physically adequate model as well as the choice of initial parameter fitting routine, i.e. the use of ‘normal fit’, or ‘point by point fit’ option, limiting the range of variable parameters, and removing ‘anomalous’ data points, and so. In order to achieve reliable results, the fitting procedure needs to be repeated several times (preferably from different initial conditions) until consistent values of
thickness ($d$), refractive index ($n$) and extinction coefficient ($k$) are achieved. In some cases a good fit cannot be achieved due to the following reasons $[^6]$:

(i) the measurements of ($\Psi$, $\Delta$) spectra are inaccurate.

(ii) inappropriate functions selected in data analysis

(iii) the optical model applied for data analysis is not suitable, and

(iv) depolarization effect from the sample

3.1.2 UV-Visible Absorption Spectroscopy

3.1.2.1 Theoretical background

UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy is the measurement of light absorption by a sample in the ultraviolet-visible spectral region of the electromagnetic spectrum. This absorption or attenuation can occur when light passes through a translucent liquid sample, or when light is reflected from a sample surface. The difference in the incident light and the transmitted light is used to determine the actual absorbance. When an atom or molecule absorbs energy, electrons are promoted from their ground state to an excited state. Molecules can only absorb radiant energy in definite units, or quanta, which correspond to the energy difference between the ground and excited states. The energy, $E$, carried by any one quantum is proportional to its frequency of oscillation, that is:

$$E = h\nu = \frac{hc}{\lambda}$$

where $\nu$ is the frequency, $\lambda$ is the related wavelength and $h$ is Plank's constant ($6.626 \times 10^{-34}$ m$^2$.kg/s).

In addition to electronic excitation, the atoms within a molecule can rotate and vibrate with respect to each other. These vibrations and rotations also have discrete energy levels, which can be considered as being packed on top of each electronic level.
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Figure 3.4: A flow chart summarising TIRE experimental procedure
Absorption of ultraviolet and visible radiation in organic molecules is restricted to certain functional groups (chromophores) that contain valence electrons of low excitation energy. The spectrum of a molecule containing these chromophores is complex as the superposition of atomic rotational and vibrational transitions on the electronic transitions gives a combination of overlapping lines. This appears as a continuous absorption band [7].

The UV-Visible spectral region is divided into three sub-domains termed near UV (185-400 nm), visible (400-700 nm) and near infrared (700-1100 nm). Most commercial spectrophotometers cover the spectral range between 185 to 900 nm. The principle of absorption is the interaction of ions or molecules of the sample with the photons of an incident beam produced by a source. When a molecule interacts with a photon, this photon is absorbed and one or more of the molecule’s outer electrons will capture its energy. Consequently, total electronic energy increases and promotion of an electron from a higher occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to a lower unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) takes place. The electronic transitions of organic compounds represent the majority of studies made in the UV-Vis. The observed transitions involve electrons engaged in $\sigma$, $\pi$ or non-bonding $n$ electron orbitals which might happen according to transitions explained in Figure 3.5.

![Possible electronic transitions in organic materials](image_url)
3.1.2.2 Instrumentation

UV-Visible absorption spectra have been recorded on Varian 50 scan UV-Visible spectrophotometer. A spectrophotometer is designed around three fundamental parts: the source, the monochromater, which constitute the optical section and the detection system (Figure 3.6). These components are typically integrated in a unique framework to make spectrometers. All the samples have been measured in the form of solution. First, the cuvette has been washed and filled with solvent to measure the baseline. The cuvette then was filled with the sample solution to record the spectra.

![Figure 3.6: Instrumentations in UV-Vis. Spectrophotometer](image)

3.1.3 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)

When molecules are irradiated with IR, the IR with the same wavelength resulting from the frequency of the vibration or other modes of the molecular bonds will be absorbed, and an absorption peak will appear at this wavelength or wave number. If we consider that the characteristic bonds of molecules are wavelength absorber, each absorber can absorb a characteristic wavelength to show an absorbance peak at the corresponding wavelength when an IR wave passes through the sample. Therefore, IR spectroscopy can be used to

1. Identify a known component present in an unknown sample.
2. Study the formation of new chemical bonds or substitutions.
3. Perform quantitative analysis for a component of interest.
A nexus FTIR spectrometer operating in the range of 400-4000 cm⁻¹ has been used in this study. In a classic dispersive IR spectrometer, an IR spectrum is measured by scanning the sample with a continuous wavelength range of IR. The setup of Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer does not record the spectral intensity directly as a function of wavelength, but an interferogram (interfered waves) is taken instead. In an interferometer, a beam of light is split into two beams, beam 1 and 2 in Figure 3.7 by a beam splitter [10].

![Interferometer Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.7:** Interferometer: IR, infrared radiation source; B, beam splitter; F, fixed mirror; M, moving mirror

The beam splitter is designed to transmit half of the radiation and reflect the other half. Beam 1 travels a distance of 2FB, while beam 2 travels a distance of 2MB. Due to the movement of the moving mirror, the distance FB is different from the distance MB. This difference is called the optical path difference. Phase shift will occur depending on the optical path difference resulting in an interference pattern, or interferogram. The interference pattern varies with the displacement of the moving mirror resulting in constructive and destructive interface. This makes FTIR more powerful and faster than the conventional IR spectrometer because more energy will
reach the sample than that possible with a dispersive spectrometer. As a result, the signal to noise ratio can be increased \[^{11}\].

### 3.1.4 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectrum is the shift in wavelength of the inelastically scattered radiation that provides the chemical and structural information. Raman shifted photons can be of either higher or lower energy, depending upon the vibrational state of the molecule under study. A simplified energy diagram that illustrates these concepts is shown in Figure 3.8.

Stokes radiation occurs at lower energy (longer wavelength) than the Rayleigh radiation, and anti-Stokes radiation has greater energy. The energy increase or decrease is related to the vibrational energy levels in the ground electronic state of the molecule, and as such, the observed Raman shift of the Stokes and anti-Stokes features are a direct measure of the vibrational energies of the molecule \[^{12}\].

Raman spectra were recorded with a Triplemate, SPEX spectrometer equipped with CCD detector in back-scattering geometry. The 488 nm, 40 mW line of an Ar-laser was used for the spectral excitation.

![Figure 3.8: Simplified energy diagram](image)
3.1.5 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

3.1.5.1 Theoretical background

The atomic force microscope (AFM) was invented in 1986 by Binning et al. AFM, like all other scanning probe microscopes, utilizes a sharp probe moving over the surface of a sample in a raster scan. In the case of AFM, the probe is a tip on the end of a cantilever, which bends in response to the force between the tip and the sample. Unlike traditional microscopes, scanned-probe systems do not use lenses, so the size of the probe determines the resolution limit. In AFM the cantilever is treated as a Hookean spring, and hence a simple relationship may be assumed between the deflection of the lever, $x$, and the force $F$ acting on the tip:

$$F = -kx$$

(3.4)

The constant of proportionality $k$ is the spring constant, which is strongly dependent on the physical dimensions of the cantilever (width-$w$, length-$l$, thickness-$t$) and the elasticity of material.

3.1.5.2 Distance between sample surface and tip

Three different primary imaging modes are possible according to the distance ($d$) between sample surface and the tip, contact mode ($d < 0.5$ nm), non-contact mode ($0.5$ nm < $d < 10$), and tapping mode ($d \sim 0.5-2$ nm), as shown in Figure 3.9, which illustrates the relation between force and distance.

In contact mode, the tip scans the sample surface by being pushed against the surface. Contact mode is suitable for hard surfaces where the tip cannot damage the surface. In non-contact mode, the separation of the tip from sample surface is large, that the interaction between tip and sample surface is small and mostly in the range of the damped forces in ambient conditions. Therefore, non-contact mode is appropriate for measurement mostly under vacuum, and even sub-molecular resolution could be achieved.
In tapping mode, the cantilever oscillates and the tip taps the surface slightly during scanning. Thus the surface is less damaged than in the case of contact mode while the lateral forces are eliminated. The feedback loop maintains a constant oscillation amplitude by maintaining a constant tip-sample interaction during scan \(^{[17]}\). Tapping mode tends to be more applicable to general imaging in air, particularly for soft surfaces, as the resolution is similar to or even better than contact mode, while the forces applied to the sample are lower. In fact, the only disadvantage of tapping mode is that the scan speed is slightly slower than in contact mode and the AFM operation is a bit more complex, but these disadvantages are outweighed by the advantages.

![Van der Waals force against distance](image)

**Figure 3.9: Van der Waals force against distance\(^{[18]}\)**

In this work tapping mode has been used for measuring the topography of thin films surfaces, which allows a higher resolution and does not destroy the organic layers.
3.1.5.3 Instrumentations

The AFM instrument used in this study is NanoScope IIIa Multimode 8 AFM (Figure 3.10a); the microscope itself rests on an anti-vibration platform (Figure 3.10b and c), which can be spring suspended on a tripod to reduce further noise. The NanoScope IIIa Multimode 8 instrument gives the opportunity to take images of the sample surface with nano-meter resolution and to determine their characteristics, such as, sample features’ height and distribution.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.10: (a) NanoScope IIIa Multimode 8 SPM system components and (b) a zoomed in SPM and (c) vibration reduction tripod
The software provided with this system (NanoScope Analysis 1.50) can analyse the section, roughness, particle size, etc. and create pseudo 3D images of the sample surface.

Changes in the tip-sample interaction are monitored using an optical cantilever detection system (Figure 3.11), where a laser beam is reflected back from the cantilever and collected by a position sensitive detector consisting of two closely spaced photodiodes connected to a differential amplifier. Angular displacement of the cantilever results in one photodiode collecting more light than the other photodiode, producing an output signal (the difference between the photodiode signals is normalised by their sum), which is proportional to the deflection of the cantilever. The accuracy of the detection of cantilever deflections is less than 1Å (thermal noise limited). The long beam path (several centimetres) amplifies changes in the beam angle \[^{18}\].

Probes used are Antimony (n) doped silicon (TESP-SS) and silicon nitride (SCANASYST-AIR); these probes are primarily used for tapping mode applications. The tip and cantilever are an integrated assembly of single crystal silicon, produced by etching technique. The characteristics of TESP-SS and SCANASYST-AIR probes are summarised in tables 3.1 and 3.2.

**Figure 3.11**: NanoScope IIIa beam deflection detection system \[^{18}\]
Table 3.1: TESP-SS probe characteristics \[^{19}\].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>0.01-0.025 Qcm Antimony (n) doped Si.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resonant frequency, kHz</td>
<td>230-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring constant, N/m</td>
<td>20-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length, µm</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip geometry</td>
<td>Super Sharp (ss)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantilever geometry</td>
<td>Rectangular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: SCANASYST-air probe characteristics \[^{19}\].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Silicon Nitride</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resonant frequency, kHz</td>
<td>45-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring constant, N/m</td>
<td>0.2-0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length, µm</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip geometry</td>
<td>Rotated (symmetric)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantilever geometry</td>
<td>Triangular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

3.1.6.1 Theoretical background

The SEM was invented soon after the transmission electron microscope (TEM) but took longer to be developed into a practical tool for scientific research. Today, SEM is used in many fields, such as medical and materials research, semiconductor industry, and forensic-science labs. It is not completely clear who first proposed the principle of scanning the surface of a specimen with a finely focused beam of electrons to produce an image of the surface. The first published description appeared in 1935 in a paper by Knoll [20]. In 1942 Zworykin and co-workers [21] first described a true SEM with a resolution of 50 nm and magnification of 8000x.

3.1.6.2 Instrumentations

FEI-nova nanosem 200 SEM (Figure 3.12a) is used in this research. The scheme of SEM operation is illustrated in Figure 3.12b, which consists of electron gun as electron source, two condenser lenses, scanning coils, which facilitates the deflection of electron beam in $x$ and $y$ directions, objective lens, and detectors for backscattered and secondary electrons. SEM operates inside vacuum chamber with high-energy electron source ($2$-$25kV$). Condenser lenses focus the electron beam into a nano-meter size. The reflected electron from the sample, backscattered or secondary electrons, are collected by the detector to provide an image of the sample. In many cases, the backscattered electrons reflected from the sample are used in analytical SEM due to the relation of intensity and atomic number of materials [22].

3.1.6.3 Secondary and backscattered electron

Two imaging modes are available in SEM; Secondary Electron Imaging (SEI) or Backscattered Electron Imaging (BEI). In the former, low energy secondary electrons (typically $< 50$ eV) emitted from the interaction between the incident beam of high energy electrons with the atoms of the sample via inelastic collisions are detected and used to build an image of the surface topography of the sample. Due to the relatively low energies of these secondary electrons, only those from the surface (a very thin layer of tens of nanometres) are able to emerge from the sample. In the
In the case of BEI, the image is derived from scattered or reflected electrons from elastic collisions of the high energy electron beam with the nuclei of the atoms at high angles approaching 180° (Figure 3.13).

**Figure 3.12:** (a) SEM system and (b) Schematic illustration of the operation of SEM

**Figure 3.13:** Interaction between electrons beam and sample producing (a) secondary electrons and (b) backscattered electrons
The yield of backscattered electrons is a function of atomic number. Heavier elements, i.e. those with higher atomic number, reflect a greater proportion of electrons and so appear brighter, and lighter elements with a low atomic number reflect a lower proportion of electrons and appear darker. The contrast indicates the average atomic number of the elements present within the microstructure and is indicative of the varying elemental compositions [21,23].

### 3.1.7 Semiconductor Characterisation (I-V Characteristics)

According to Ohm's law the current $I$ (in amperes) in a sample is proportional directly to the potential difference $V$ (in volts) across two points on this sample [24]:

$$I = \frac{V}{R}$$  

where $R$ is the sample resistance measured in ohms.

Consider that the current passes through a piece of material with length $l$ ($m$) and a cross section area $A$ ($m^2$) as in Figure 3.14. The electrical resistivity $\rho$ can be defined as:

$$\rho = \frac{R A}{l}$$  

Conductivity $\sigma$ ($S/m$) is the inverse of the resistivity; $\sigma = 1/\rho$.

Therefore, we can write Ohm's law in the following expression:

$$J = \sigma E$$  

where $J$ is the current density ($I/A$) (in ampere/cm$^2$) and $E$ is the magnitude of the electric field ($V/l$) (in volt/m).

![Figure 3.14: A piece of resistive material with electrical contacts on the ends](image)
3.1.7.1 Structure of studied devices

Two types of device configurations were studied in the current work; sandwich film structure and planar structure using interdigitated electrodes. For sandwich structures (Figure 3.15a), Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated glass substrates were used. ITO substrates were washed in chloroform for 15 minutes using ultrasonic path, rinsed with water and then left to dry in a desiccator. Active layers have been deposited from diluted solutions onto the ITO substrates using spin-coating method. Top electrodes were evaporated through shadow mask under vacuum with pressure of about $2 \times 10^{-5}$ mbar using vacuum thermal deposition. The rate of film deposition was controlled by a film thickness monitor at the rate $0.1 \text{ nm.s}^{-1}$, and the obtained thickness was 40 nm. In such kind of devices, to calculate conductivity from I-V curves, the cross section area ($A$) will be the device active area as determined by the overlap area between the active layer and the top electrode and $l$ is the film thickness which can be determined utilizing spectroscopic ellipsometry.

In the planar structure (Figure 3.15b), the interdigitated electrode geometry is used to determine the conductivity based on equations 3.5 and 3.6:

$$\sigma = \frac{L}{RHWn}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

where $H$ is the film thickness, $L$ is the gap between fingers, $W$ is the overlap distance between the electrodes and $n$ is the number of fingers ($n=10-15$).

3.1.7.2 Instrumentations

The Model 4200 Keithely Semiconductor Characterisation System (4200-SCS) (Figure 3.16) has been used for the DC electrical characterisation of MPc thin films utilising the two types of device configurations. The system is specified to work at the $1pA$-$1A$ current range with the maximum voltage of $21-210$ V, and $200mV$-$200V$ voltage range with the maximum current of $10.5-105mA$. This system can automatically perform IV and CV measurements of semiconductor devices and test structures, using up to eight Source-Measure Units (SMUs). A variety of supported external components enhance the capabilities of this machine.
Figure 3.15: Schematic illustration of devices structure used in this study, (a) sandwich structure and (b) interdigitated electrodes.

Figure 3.16: Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterisation system.
3.2 Materials

In this work, novel substituted metal phthalocyanines (MPcR) were used to prepare thin films from their solutions and also investigated as hybrid components to enhance the solubility and thus the optical activity of single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). The MPc/SWCNTs composite films prepared thereafter have been used as optical active layers for chemical detection applications using TIRE method. All investigated MPcs were synthesised and chemically characterised by our co-researcher in Gebze Technical University, Turkey. A brief description of chemical synthesis will be explained where important in later chapters. SWCNT and other materials used in this work were obtained from commercial suppliers and presented in table 3.3.

3.3 Samples preparation

3.3.1 Spin coating

Spin coating is a fast and easy method to generate thin and homogeneous organic films out of solutions. Spin coating is a procedure used to apply uniform thin films to flat substrates. In short, an excess amount of a solution is placed on the substrate, which is then rotated at high speed in order to spread the fluid by centrifugal force. This method was first described by Emslie et al. (1958)\(^ {25}\) and Meyerhofer et al. (1978)\(^ {26}\).

In the early stages of spin coating the rate of thinning by centrifugal forces is much larger than by evaporation. After spin-off, the thinning of the film is just due to evaporation and occurs constantly. The transition point between the spin-off and evaporation is the point where the rate of thinning due to centrifugal forces is the same as that due to evaporation. Figure 3.17 represents the stages of spin coating. Film thickness at the transition is defined as \( h_t \). The time after reaching the transition point is called drying time \( t_d \), when, saturation, nucleation and growth take place. The liquid film becomes supersaturated due to evaporation of the solvent (Figure 3.17c). After complete evaporation, a solid film is formed on the substrate (figure 3.17d).
Table 3.3: List of materials and their supplier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Purity (%)</th>
<th>Density, g/cm³</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Raw materials</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Single-walled carbon nanotube</td>
<td>SWCNT</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1.7-1.9</td>
<td>Sigma Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d, 0.7-1.1nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L, 300-2300nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solvents</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Chloroform</td>
<td></td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>1.492</td>
<td>Sigma Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Dichloromethane</td>
<td>DCM</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>1.235</td>
<td>Sigma Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Dimethylformamide</td>
<td>DMF</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>Sigma Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acids</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Nitric acid</td>
<td>HNO₃</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.413</td>
<td>Fisher Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analyts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Benzo[a]pyrene</td>
<td></td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>Fluka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Pentachlorophenol</td>
<td>PCP</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>1.978</td>
<td>Sigma Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Simazine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fluka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Atrazine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fluka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. 2-chlorophenol</td>
<td>2CP</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1.241</td>
<td>Sigma Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Isoproturon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fluka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Diuron</td>
<td></td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sigma Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Powder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experimental details

14. Methylamine - 0.897 Sigma Aldrich 40% in H2O
15. Dimethylamine - 0.89 Sigma Aldrich 40% in H2O
16. Trimethylamine - 0.88 Sigma Aldrich 45% in H2O

Figure 3.17: Schematic figure of spin-coating indicating the dominant process at the beginning of spin-coating (spin-off) and later after the equilibrium liquid film thickness is reached

The film thinning for an ideal Newtonian liquid is described by Meyerhofer as [26]:

\[
\frac{dh}{dt} = -2kh^2 - E
\]  

(3.9)

where \( h \) is the film thickness; \( E \) evaporation rate and \( k \) spin-off coefficient, which is defined as:

\[
k = \frac{\omega^2}{3v}
\]  

(3.10)

where \( \omega \) is the spinning speed; \( v \) is the kinetic viscosity of the liquid. Karpitschka and co-workers solved the equation analytically, for the case of constant evaporation rate. The amount of material deposited at the end of the spinning process is [27]:

\[
\Gamma = \frac{N(h \to 0)}{A} = 0.8c_\rho \left( \frac{E}{k} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}} = c_\rho \left( \frac{E}{3v} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}} \omega^{\frac{2}{3}}
\]  

(3.11)
According to equation 3.11, the amount of deposited material can be controlled by the initial concentration, evaporation rate and speed of spinning.

In the present work a photo resist spinner model 4000 (Electronic Micro Systems Ltd.) has been used to spin cast thin films of MPc and its hybrids with SWCNTs. A drop of the materials solution is deposited using adjustable micro-syringe (Eppendorf 10-100 μl) onto a rotating substrate.

### 3.3.2 Thermal evaporation

Vacuum deposition via thermal evaporation includes two simple processes; evaporation and condensation. It brings to mind the familiar process by which liquid water appears on the lid of a boiling pan but, the situation and heat source are quite different.

Evaporation process occurs in vacuum, where gases other than the source material are almost completely removed before the evaporation begins. Therefore, particles can travel straight to the deposition target avoiding collision with the background vapor. Hot objects inside the evaporation chamber, such as heating filaments, creates an unwanted vapors that limit the quality of the vacuum. Generally, other unwanted gases collide with the evaporated material may react with them. For example, if aluminium is deposited in the presence of oxygen, it will form aluminium oxide. They also reduce the amount of vapor that reaches the substrate, which makes the thickness difficult to control.

Edwards E306A Thermal Evaporator has been used to evaporate a metal film onto a substrate. The metal source to be evaporated, typically gold and aluminium, is placed in a suitable filament or crucible, in which a large current is passed. The metal melts, and evaporates onto the target substrate above the source, producing a film. The thickness of the metal film is monitored in-situ using a quartz crystal thickness monitor (Model Edward FTM5) Even though the turret can accommodate up to four different materials, and changed via manual rotation, the most common practice was to evaporate single material during one pump-down cycle.

The major components of the Edwards E306A Thermal Evaporator are:
• A diffusion pump supported by a rotary pumping system.
• Chamber.
• An electrical system, which incorporates the Edwards E306A Thermal Evaporator Controller.

3.3.3 Substrates

All substrates have been washed thoroughly using chloroform for 15 minutes in ultrasonic bath, followed by thorough rinsing with deionized water and then left to dry in a desiccator.

For chemical detection research gold-coated glass slides were used for light coupling using TIRE method as described in section 3.1.1. The samples were prepared by the evaporation of 3-5 nm of chromium onto pre-cleaned microscopic glass slides followed by the evaporation of 25-30 nm of gold layer using thermal evaporator. Thin films of MPc as well as MPc/SWCNT hybrids were deposited from diluted solution on the gold-coated substrate by spin-coating technique.

Silicon substrates of 1x1cm² in area were used for morphology studies. First, the substrate was cut using diamond cutter, washed with chloroform in ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes, rinsed with deionised water and left to dry in a desiccator. Thin films were deposited from diluted solutions onto the silicon substrates by spin-coating method. Thin layer ~ 1 nm in thickness of gold was deposited on top of the organic film as well as its hybrids with SWCNTs to allow more interaction of electrons with the film surface in the case of SEM study.

Indium-doped tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass substrates are used as conductive bottom electrodes in electrical measurements in the case of sandwich device structure.
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Chapter 4

Octa-Substituted Copper and Lead Phthalocyanines: Electrical, structural and optical studies

Chapter overview

This chapter studies the effect of different substituents on the characteristics of thin films of octasubstituted copper (II) phthalocyanines (CuPcR₈) and lead phthalocyanines (PbPcR₈). The first part of this chapter focuses on the effect of alkylthio-, alkyloxy-, (trioxyethylene)thio- and (trioxyethylene)oxy- substituents in peripheral positions on the properties of CuPcR₈ while the second part studies the properties of novel octasubstituted lead(II) phthalocyanines with octylthio, octyloxy and hexadecyloxy groups. The investigation of thin films of these complexes by UV-visible absorption spectroscopy is reported using Varian 50 scan UV-Visible spectrophotometer. The current-voltage characteristics and electrical switching behaviour of PbPcR₈ in sandwich structure of ITO/PbPcR₈/In are also studied using Keithley 4200 semiconductors characterization system.
4.1 Octa-substituted copper phthalocyanines (CuPcR₈)

Synthesis procedures of all copper phthalocyanine derivatives have been carried out by co-researchers and is summarised in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1. Further details on the synthesis of these phthalocyanines are found in the literature [1]. All other reagents used in this chapter were purchased from commercial supplier.

Table 4.1: CuPcR₈ derivatives used in this chapter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Initial decomposition temp. °C</th>
<th>Main decomposition temp. °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>Octakis(octyloxy)phthalocyaninato copper (II)</td>
<td>C₉₆H₁₄₄CuN₈O₈</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>Octakis(hexadecyloxy)phthalocyaninato copper (II)</td>
<td>C₁₆₀H₃₇₂CuN₈O₈</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td>Octakis(2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)phthalocyaninato copper (II)</td>
<td>C₈₈H₁₂₈CuN₈O₃₂</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>Octakis(octylthio)phthalocyaninato copper (II)</td>
<td>C₉₆H₁₄₄CuN₈S₈</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
<td>Octakis(hexadecylthio)phthalocyaninato copper (II)</td>
<td>C₁₆₀H₃₇₂CuN₈S₈</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4c</td>
<td>Octakis(2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethylthio)phthalocyaninato copper (II)</td>
<td>C₈₈H₁₂₈CuN₈O₂₄S₈</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.1 Film preparation

Small volume (3-4μL) of solutions of CuPcR₈ derivatives in chloroform (10mg/ml) was dispensed via microsyringe on to an ultrasonically cleaned substrate held onto photoresist spinner. The speed of substrate rotation was 2000rpm. Spinning was continued for 30s during which time the solvent had evaporated to generate a film of phthalocyanine derivatives. The films were then heated to a temperature 10-20°C above the isotropic transition temperature or to the maximal possible temperature lower than temperature of decomposition (Table 4.1) and slowly cooled down to room temperature at the rate of 10°C min⁻¹ for comparison with as deposited layers. Glass slides, silicon wafers and interdigitated electrodes have been used as substrates to perform UV-Vis absorption, ellipsometry and IV measurements respectively.

Figure 4.1: Synthesis of octa-substituted copper (II) phthalocyanines. Reagents and conditions: (i) RBr (1-bromooctane, 1-bromohexadecane or triethylene glycol 2-bromoethyl methyl ether), potassium carbonate, DMF, room temperature, 3 days; (ii) RSH (1-octanethiol, 1-hexadecanethiol or 2-[2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]ethanethiol), potassium carbonate, DMF, room temperature, 3 days; (iii) CuCl₂ (anhydrous), DBU (1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene), hexanol, reflux, 24 h.
4.1.2 UV-visible absorption spectra

UV-visible absorption spectra were recorded on Varian 50 scan UV-Visible spectrophotometer. It was shown earlier that the spin-coating method provides a simple and convenient procedure for preparing ordered films of the phthalocyanines which can be heated to form thin liquid-crystalline films \(^{[2,3]}\). The electronic absorption spectra of the films of CuPcR\(_8\) before and after heating are presented in Figure 4.2.

**Figure 4.2**: The electronic absorption spectra of 3a, 3b, 3c, 4a, 4b and 4c solution in chloroform (dotted lines); as-deposited films on glass (dashed lines); films after heating (solid lines)
The Q-band structure is more complex than that observed in the solution phase where non-aggregated phthalocyanines give rise to a single main band assigned to the doubly degenerate transition \(a_{1u} - e_g\). In the optical spectra of CuPcR₈ films the main absorption bands are broadened through exciton coupling effects which also lead to shifts in the band positions. These are dependent upon molecular packing \(^{[4]}\). Splitting of Q-band in the spectra of the films of 3a, 3b, 3c and 4a before heating indicate the herring-bone arrangement of phthalocyanine molecules which is typical for many crystalline phthalocyanines \(^{[5]}\). Films give rise to both a red- and a blue-shifted band consistent with exciton splitting arising from the presence of translationally non-equivalent molecules in the 'unit cell', as in a herringbone arrangement of molecules within adjacent columns. After heating the spectra of films 3a and 3b change, however the Q-band splitting does not disappear confirming the persistence of herring-bone arrangement.

The spectra of the films of 3c and 4a after heating are blue shifted relative to the spectra of the monomers. From these spectral changes it can be deduced that on passing from crystal to mesophase, changes into parallel (face-to-face) dimer stacking are observed. This type of re-organization is analogous to that undergone by the octaalkyl analogues upon transition from the crystal phase to the hexagonal discotic mesophase \(^{[6]}\). The Q-bands in the spectra of 4b and 4c films are blue-shifted both before and after thermal treatment.

### 4.1.3 Current-Voltage (I-V) Characteristics

DC conductivity measurements were carried out using Keithley 4200 semiconductors characterisation system. The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of CuPcR₈ films were measured in the direction parallel to the films plane using interdigitated electrode structures. Film thicknesses were determined using a Woolam M-2000V™ rotating analyser spectroscopic ellipsometer in the spectral range of 350-1000 nm and were used in the calculation of conductivities of CuPcR₈ complexes; the results are summarized in Table 4.2. The lateral conductivity tends to decrease slightly with the increase of chain length (films 3a and 3b; 4a and 4b). A similar behaviour was observed by Nakahara and co-workers for in-plane conductivity as a result of increasing chain length in phthalocyanine molecules \(^{[7]}\).
The observed decrease in conductivity with increasing length of the alkyl chain was related to an increase in the hopping distance between localised sites \([8,9]\). The conductivity of alkylthio-substituted phthalocyanines \((4a-4c)\) is higher than that of alkyloxy-substituted derivatives \((3a-3c)\). The Q-bands of alkylthio-substituted phthalocyanines are red-shifted, compared with the Q-bands of alkyl- and/or alkyloxy-substituted phthalocyanines. The red-shift means that the energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO narrows on changing from alkyl or alkyloxy groups to alkylthio groups \([10]\). This was found to result in an increased electroconductivity, as was previously reported by van de Craats and his co-workers for alkylthio-substituted phthalocyanines, both for the metal free and copper complexes \([9]\).

Furthermore, it was suggested that the larger size of the sulphur atom which is bridging the Pc macrocycle to the alkyl chain is the cause for hindering the structural disorder in the molecular stacks during the melting of the hydrocarbon chain when transition from crystalline to hexagonal mesophase \((D_h)\) takes place \([11]\). This was found to enhance the electron mobility of charge carriers between stacks by one order of magnitude and thus leading to higher conductivity as compared to the alkyloxy-substituted derivatives.

**Table 4.2: Film thickness and calculated conductivity of CuPcR₈ films**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>3a</th>
<th>3b</th>
<th>3c</th>
<th>4a</th>
<th>4b</th>
<th>4c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thickness, nm</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma_{//}, \Omega^{-1} \text{ m}^{-1})</td>
<td>5.1×10⁻⁹</td>
<td>2.6×10⁻⁹</td>
<td>4.2×10⁻⁸</td>
<td>6.7×10⁻⁸</td>
<td>5.0×10⁻⁸</td>
<td>2.0×10⁻⁷</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Octa-substituted lead phthalocyanines (PbPcR₈)

Synthesis procedures of lead phthalocyanine derivatives used in this section have been carried out by co-researchers and is summarised in Figure and Table 4.3. Further details on the synthesis of these phthalocyanines are found in the literature [12]. All other reagents used in this section were purchased from commercial supplier.

Figure 4.3: Synthesis of octa-substituted lead (II) phthalocyanines. Reagents and conditions: (i) RBr (1-bromoocetane, 1-bromohexadecane or triethylene glycol 2-bromoethyl methyl ether), potassium carbonate, DMF, room temperature, 3 days; (ii) RSH (1-octanethiol, 1-hexadecanethiol or 2-[2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]ethanethiol), potassium carbonate, DMF, room temperature, 3 days; (iii) PbO (anhydrous), 210°C, solvent-free, 5 hours.
Table 4.3: PbPcR₈ used in this chapter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3g</td>
<td>2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-Octakis(octyloxy)phtalocyaninato lead (II)</td>
<td>C₉₆H₁₄₄N₈O₈Pb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3h</td>
<td>2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-Octakis(hexadecyloxy)phtalocyaninato lead (II)</td>
<td>C₁₆₀H₂₇₂N₈O₈Pb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4g</td>
<td>2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-Octakis(octylthio)phtalocyaninato lead (II)</td>
<td>C₉₆H₁₄₄N₈PbS₈</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4h</td>
<td>2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-Octakis(n-hexadecylthio)phtalocyaninato lead (II)</td>
<td>C₁₆₀H₂₇₂N₈PbS₈</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1 UV-Vis. Absorption spectra

The electronic absorption spectra of compounds 3g, 3h, 4g and 4h in THF (1x10⁻⁵ M) are presented in Figure 4.4. In common with other Pc derivatives, PbPc complexes have two intensive bands in the UV–vis spectra: the Soret band (B-band) and the Q-band. The Q-band absorption has been assigned to a π→π* transition from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of a₁u symmetry to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of e₈ symmetry. In THF, the Q bands maxima were observed at 707 nm for 3g, 708 nm for 3h, 739 nm for 4g and 740 nm for 4h.

The red-shift ca. 30 nm in the spectra of alkylthio-substituted derivatives (4g, 4h) compared to alkylloxy-substituted derivatives (3g, 3h) can be ascribed to the greater electron donating nature of SR groups in comparison with OR groups; this is due to the higher electron donating ability of sulphur atom compared to that of oxygen atom. The increase of electron density in the phthalocyanine ring results in the narrowing of the HOMO–LUMO gap [¹³]. Furthermore, the presence of Pb ion leads to additional shift to longer wavelengths in comparison with planar Pc analogues. For instance, the Q bands of Pb(II) phthalocyanine complexes (3g-h and 4g-h) were red-shifted by ~ 30 nm compared to Cu(II) counterparts in Chloroform [¹]. The observed red spectral shift is due to the non-planar structure of Pb(II) phthalocyanine complexes (Figure 4.5).
4.2.2 Films preparation and characterisation.

Thin films of PbPcR₈ were prepared in sandwich forms using spin coating. Solutions in dichloromethane in the concentration 10 mg/mL were spun at 2000 rpm onto ITO coated slides and were left to dry for a few hours. Two sandwich structures (ITO/PbPcR₈/In, Al/PbPcR₈/Al) were prepared to investigate the current density-voltage (J(V)) characteristics of thin films of these molecules. Indium and aluminum as electrodes were evaporated under vacuum with pressure of about 2x10⁻⁵ mbar using vacuum thermal deposition. The rate of film deposition was controlled by a film thickness monitor at the rate 0.1 nm.s⁻¹, and the obtained thickness was 40 nm.

Thickness of the spin coated PbPcR₈ films was measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry. The measurements were performed on films deposited on silicon substrates using a Woolam M-2000V™ rotating analyser spectroscopic ellipsometer.
in the spectral range of 350-1000 nm.

The J(V) characteristics of the devices produced in this work were investigated before and after heat treatment at 70°C using semiconductor characterisation system (Keithly 4200). The measurements were performed by applying a cyclic bias regime in the range ±2V (starting from -2V up to +2V and then back to -2V). All electrical measurements were performed in air and at room temperature.

4.2.3 Electrical and optical properties

Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements were carried out for the characterization of thickness, refractive index \((n)\) and extinction coefficient \((k)\) of the PbPcR\(_8\) films. Using Levenberg-Marquardt multivariate regression algorithm, the measured ellipsometric data were fitted to the model for organic films.

The variation of refractive index and extinction coefficient of 4g film deposited at 2000 r.p.m. with incident photon wavelength are shown in Figure 4.6 as an example. The thicknesses, refractive indices and extinction coefficients (at \(\lambda=633\) nm) obtained from ellipsometry data fitting for the other lead phthalocyanines are listed in Table 4.4.

The current-voltage characteristics of thin films of 4g are presented in Figure 4.7. As shown in the inset to Figure 4.7, the conduction was found to be ohmic at low voltages due to thermal generation of charge carriers, but exhibits power-law dependence at higher voltages (V>0.5V). The room temperature conductivities are summarized in Table 4.4. The conductivity was determined from the linear (Ohmic) region of the measured J(V) curves, i.e., in the voltage range 0-0.5V. The obtained results demonstrate an increase in electronic conduction after heat treatment. Increase of conductivity is found to be larger for 4g and 4h films compared to 3g and 3h.
Figure 4.6: Variation of refractive index and extinction coefficient of 4g film deposited at 2000 r.p.m. with incident photon wavelength

Table 4.4: Thicknesses, refractive indices and extinction coefficients (at λ=633 nm) obtained from ellipsometry data fitting and DC conductivity for PbPcRs films deposited at 2000 r.p.m

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>Thickness, nm</th>
<th>Before heating</th>
<th>After heating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3g</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>1.7·10^{-10}</td>
<td>5.5·10^{-8}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3h</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>40.12</td>
<td>1.9·10^{-10}</td>
<td>4.1·10^{-9}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4g</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>46.66</td>
<td>2.5·10^{-10}</td>
<td>7.8·10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4h</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>47.73</td>
<td>3.3·10^{-10}</td>
<td>2.3·10^{-7}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The J(V) characteristics are shown to be mainly dependant on the type of electrodes used. In the case of the Al bottom and top electrodes, all junctions have shown open-circuit, probably due to a naturally grown insulating Al₂O₃ layer formed onto the surface of bottom Al electrode[14]. Evaporation of gold electrodes has always led to short circuit in all of our produced samples. AFM micrographs have revealed rough surface morphology of evaporated gold film[15]. This confirms aggregation of Au atoms leading to formation of large grains on both, the organic film and on the glass substrate. Furthermore, due to the high melting point of Au it appears to cause damage to the PbPcR₈ which is in liquid crystalline form at about room temperature. The ITO/PbPc/In structures on the other hand have exhibited interesting J(V) behavior. Figure 4.7 shows the J(V) curves of 4g before and after heat treatment as an example. Both curves demonstrate asymmetric characteristics over the two bias polarities, however, after heat treatment; the studied structure demonstrates clear rectification characteristics, typical of diode behavior. Similar characteristics were observed for the other PbPc analogues studied here.

The dissimilar behavior before and after heat-treatment can be explained by the effect of thermal annealing on the films, which is expected to result in changing the alignment inside the columnar stacking of the molecules in the films. PbPcR₈ derivatives exhibit a hexagonal columnar structure over a wide temperature range. It was shown in previous works [3,6] that the ordered films of liquid crystalline metal phthalocyanines can be obtained upon slow cooling from isotropic melt or by heating at the temperature of liquid crystalline phase for some time. Moreover, it has been shown earlier that the heat treatment of films of LC nickel phthalocyanines deposited between two electrodes is found to result in hexagonal homeotropic alignment of molecules in the films [15].
Figure 4.7: J(V) characteristics of thin films of 4g deposited between ITO and In electrodes. The inset shows the same data of the forward bias characteristics plotted on a log-log scale

The obvious increase of the conductivity for heat-treated 4g and 4h films can be ascribed to the increasing π-π interaction in the columnar homeotropic alignment as opposed to the disordered structure of as deposited films [16]. Sulphur atoms in 4g and 4h positively affect the electrical conductivity in comparison with oxygen in the substituent chains of 3g and 3h (see Table 4.4). As the sulphur is larger than oxygen, the rotational and translational movements of the molecules are hindered within the cores of the columns. Consequently, the structural disorder will be reduced in the stacked alkylthio molecules leading to rapid charge transport [11]. The lowest value of conductivity for 3h films may also be explained by the formation of crystalline phase at room temperature. According to the published literature [5], the molecules in the crystal are arranged in tilted stacks, which are widely spaced, with the contacts between the aromatic cores bigger than in mesogenic phase.

Among all studies PbPcR₈ analogues only 4g and 4h have exhibited switching behavior, as shown in Figure 4.8. The films of these compounds have shown
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switching loop of memory cell, which can be utilised in applications as memory or logic elements \[^{[17]}\]. This effect however was found to degrade after a few cycles of \(I(V)\) tests, and has completely disappeared after the samples were subjected to heat treatment. On the first measured \(I(V)\) loop, the on state current was found to be larger than the off state by nearly three orders of magnitude giving a high ON/OFF ratio (see inset to Figure 4.8). The possible explanation of this molecular switching effect is that the freshly deposited PbPc film is composed of clusters of different structures within the column stacks before heating. The variation in the film substructure may result in the occurrence of potential barriers, which have to be surmounted by the charge carriers, and thus gives rise to the highly conducting ON state. Furthermore, in the ON state, the external electric field is possibly able to turn some of the stacks into equal orientations resulting in equal lead ion separation which would enhance the highly conductive channels \[^{[18]}\]. Several other metal phthalocyanines, both substituted \[^{[10,20]}\] and unsubstituted \[^{[21]}\] have demonstrated electrical switching which was explained by the existence of potential barriers that control charge transport and thus switching between the ON and OFF states. Thin films of unsubstituted PbPc of the monoclinic structure have shown switching behaviour which was explained by an electric field-induced order–disorder transition mechanism in the stacking direction \[^{[22]}\]. In a printed memory device which utilises a water soluble CuPc derivative and a conductive polymer layers sandwiched between two metal electrodes, switching from the OFF state to the ON state was ascribed to increased crystallinity of the CuPc film \[^{[23]}\]. This change in crystallinity was confirmed by SEM study, and was found to be responsible for the conductivity after switching. Mukherjee and co-workers \[^{[20]}\] have attributed the bistable effect in ITO/PbPc/Al devices to a combination of the presence of a hole-injection barrier at the ITO/PbPc interface and space charge limited hole transport across the undepleted region of the PbPc film to the counter electrode. Thermally deposited thin films of unsubstituted copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) have exhibited bistable effects with an increased ON/OFF ratio when film deposition rate was increased \[^{[21]}\]. It was argued that the conductive switching behaviour of the CuPc bistable devices involve bulk trap-controlled space charge limited mechanism and that the carrier transport could be ascribed to a field-induced arrangement of structural defects \[^{[21]}\].
Figure 4.8: Switching characteristics of 4g films deposited between ITO and In electrodes. The inset shows the same data produced on a log-linear scale for clarity.

In the current study the disappearance of the switching effect in heat-treated samples can be further supported by the POM images (Figure 4.9) which clearly reveal film transformation to hexagonal homeotropic phase which results in the disappearance of the potential barriers between clusters within the stacks that were thought to be present in the freshly prepared samples. The 4g and 4h films deposited between ITO and metal electrodes do not exhibit any birefringence over a large area when observed between cross-polarizers during POM measurements. The lack of birefringence is characteristic of the hexagonal homeotropic phase, which has a face-on arrangement of discs, as illustrated schematically in Figure below. In other words, the molecules rotate in the direction of face-on to the substrate plane after thermal treatment.
Summary

In this chapter, thin films of CuPcR₈ and PbPcR₈ have been prepared. The films were then studied using UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy, ellipsometry and semiconductor characterisation system. The splitting of Q-band in the UV-Vis spectra of CuPcR₈ in both cases; solution and film, confirming the hearing-bone arrangement. The higher conductivity values were found for the films of phthalocyanines with the molecules oriented perpendicular to the substrate surface. The lateral conductivity tends to decrease slightly with the increasing of chain length, and the higher conductivity in the alkylithio-derivatives is thought to be caused by the reduced structural disorder during phase transition which is caused by the presence of sulphur atoms. Films of PbPcR₈ exhibited an increase in the electronic conduction after heat treatment. A typical switching effect was also observed with high ON/OFF ratio, making this kind of material as promising candidates for memory applications.
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Chapter 5

Modification of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes Using Optical Detection Method

Chapter overview

This chapter is dedicated to compare between two types of hybrid materials depending on the method followed for SWCNT modification. Tetra-substituted copper phthalocyanine (CuPcR₄) having different non-peripheral substitutions were prepared by co-researchers from Gebze Technical University, Turkey, and have been used in this part of the study. These are labelled according to the type of substituents as Pc1 and Pc2 for R=O(C₇H₁₅O₃), Pc3 and Pc4 for R=S(C₇H₁₅O₃), and Pc5 for R=S(C₁₆H₃₃), as shown in Figure 5.1. Full details of synthesis and characterisation of CuPcR₄ is published in the literature [1,2]. FTIR and Raman spectroscopy have been utilized to address the nature of interaction between SWCNT and CuPcR₄. The UV-Visible spectra and morphology of the prepared hybrids are also discussed. DC-conductivity measurements were carried out to monitor the effect of acid treatment on the separation of metallic and semiconducting nanotubes. Finally, the suitability of hybrid films' structures for the optical detection method using total internal reflection ellipsometry (TIRE) technique has been examined.
5.1 Experimental details

5.1.1 Preparation of SWCNT-CuPcR₄ Hybrids

Pristine SWCNT-CuPcR₄ hybrid (PCNT-Pc): The purpose of this part of the work is to further emphasise the effect of acid treatment on improving the binding between SWCNT and CuPcR₄ molecules and thus enhancing the solubility of the hybrid in conventional organic solvents. 5 mg of Pc3 has been dissolved in 1 ml DMF and sonicated for 15 minutes. At the same time 1mg of pristine (untreated) SWCNT was suspended in 3 ml DMF and sonicated for 40 minutes. After sonication, the suspension was stirred and the Pc3 solution was added drop wise to the CNTs suspension during stirring. The stirring was continued for another 5 hours before the mixture was centrifuged, washed with DMF several times, centrifuged again and finally dried.
Acid-treated SWCNT-CuPcR₄ hybrid (ATCNT-Pc): 25 mg SWCNT was stirred under 70 °C in concentrated 3:1 HNO₃ and H₂SO₄ for 2 hours. The mixture was then centrifuged, washed several times with water, centrifuged again and dried. 2 mg of the resultant powder was mixed with 5 mg of Pc3 in 5 ml DMF and sonicated for 4 hours. The suspension was centrifuged, washed with DMF, centrifuged again and dried.

Figure 5.2 shows the solutions of Pc3 and the suspensions of SWCNT, PCNT-Pc3 and ATCNT-Pc3 in DMF. It can be visibly appreciated that ATCNT-Pc3 exhibited better solubility than PCNT-Pc3 and for both hybrids the brownish colour indicates that π-π interaction took place between the two materials [3,4].

5.2 Characterisation of SWCNT-CuPcR₄ Hybrids

Pristine and acid treated SWCNT were used for the preparation of their hybrids with CuPcR₄ derivatives. Pristine SWCNT were oxidized by means of a mixture of sulfuric and nitric acid. This procedure introduces carboxylic acid functionalities and defects at the ends of the nanotubes as well as some carboxylic acid units at the sidewalls [5-7].
5.2.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectra (FTIR)

FTIR analysis was carried out in order to determine the interaction between CuPcR₄ and SWCNT. Figure 5.3 shows FTIR spectra of pure Pc3, PCNT-Pc3 and ATCNT-Pc3. The bands at 2858 and 2921 cm⁻¹ assigned to the C-H stretches of substitution groups in Pc3 are present in all spectra. Another feature that should be given attention is the peaks at 1490, 1384, 1251 and 1078 cm⁻¹, which are characteristics of phthalocyanine macrocycles [8], and are present in all three spectra. All these observations suggest that the substituted copper phthalocyanine has successfully anchored onto SWCNT walls by means of noncovalent binding.

The spectra of the hybrids contain some bands which correspond to CuPcR₄ molecule vibrations. The largest shift in the peak position associated with the C=C stretching mode from 1635 cm⁻¹ in the spectrum of pure Pc3 to 1653 cm⁻¹ is observed in the hybrids spectra. These shifts as well as different ratio of intensities may result from the electron delocalization due to the π-π interactions between SWCNT and CuPcR₄ molecules [3,9]. The spectrum of ATCNT-Pc3 shows a band at around 1730 assigned to ν(C=O) vibration of carboxylic group, which results from the acidification of carbon nanotubes in ATCNT-Pc3 [10,11].

![FTIR spectra of (a) pure Pc3, (b) PCNT-Pc3 and (c) ATCNT-Pc3](#)

**Figure 5.3:** FTIR spectra of (a) pure Pc3, (b) PCNT-Pc3 and (c) ATCNT-Pc3
5.2.2 Raman spectra

The non-covalent attachment can also be confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra for pristine SWCNT, acid treated SWCNT and both hybrids are shown in Figure 5.4. The radial breathing modes (RBM), disorder D mode and tangential/graphite mode (G-band) are monitored as indicators of functionalisation with Pc3 \[^{[12]}\]. The spectra were normalized to the tangential G band at \(\approx 1580\,\text{cm}^{-1}\). Both spectra of pristine SWCNT before (Figure 5.4a) and after (Figure 5.4b) hybridization contained the following characteristic peaks: the D band located at about \(1340\,\text{cm}^{-1}\) (disorder mode), which is due to the breathing modes of sp\(^2\) atoms \[^{[13-15]}\] and the G band centred at \(1590\,\text{cm}^{-1}\) (tangential mode), due to bond stretching of all pairs of sp\(^2\) atoms \[^{[16]}\].

Comparing Figure 5.4a with Figure 5.4b, little variation of the ratio of the D band to the G band (\(I_D/I_G\)) can be observed, which suggests that CuPcR\(_4\) derivatives are associated with the surface of SWCNT through non-covalent modification. Moreover, the multiple peaks observed in the radial breathing mode (RBM) of SWCNT (158-304 cm\(^{-1}\)) could be ascribed to a distribution of diameters in the SWCNT samples \[^{[17,18]}\]. They correspond to nanotube diameters in the range from 0.7 to 1.4 nm.

The Raman spectra of PCNT-Pc3 revealed significant shift on the peak positions located in the range 158-225 cm\(^{-1}\). For example, the RBMs at 202, 227 and 258 cm\(^{-1}\) of SWCNT have a shift to 207, 230 and 262 cm\(^{-1}\) after adsorption of Pc3. It was shown \[^{[19]}\] that the radial breathing modes of the Raman spectrum are sensitive to the adsorption coating of the nanotubes with polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon molecules. The \(\pi-\pi\) stacking interaction between SWCNT and phthalocyanine aromatic rings induced a higher frequency shift of RBM and gave a kind of "mode hardening" effect \[^{[20]}\].

In the Raman spectrum of the acid-treated SWCNT, the radial breathing modes have disappeared when compared to the spectrum of pristine SWCNT (Figure 5.4c). The decay of these modes is consistent with the disruption of the oscillator strength that gives rise to these modes. Similar results were reported by Fantini and co-workers \[^{[21]}\] where spectral shifts, broadening, and reduction in RBM intensity were attributed to displacement of the Fermi level due to the added functional group on the CNT side-
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As shown in Figure 5.5c, the carboxylated SWCNTs showed the characteristic peaks with a disorder-induced D-band at 1348 cm$^{-1}$ and a tangential stretch G-band at 1588 cm$^{-1}$.

The D/G peak intensity ratio increases from 0.04 for pristine SWCNT to 0.30 for acid treated SWCNT which indicates the formation of covalent bonds at the surface of the carbon nanotube through conversion of sp$^2$-hybridized carbon atoms to sp$^3$-hybridized carbons on the nanotube surface.

![Raman spectra of pristine SWCNT (a), PCNT-Pc3 (b), acid-treated SWCNT (c) and ATCNT-Pc3 (d)](image)

**Figure 5.4:** Raman spectra of pristine SWCNT (a), PCNT-Pc3 (b), acid-treated SWCNT (c) and ATCNT-Pc3 (d)

The relative decrease in the tangential mode (G-band) is consistent with the loss of electronic resonance as a result of the covalent attachment of the substituent. Further increase in the relative intensity of the D band vs. G band ($I_D/I_G=0.47$) was also observed in the spectrum of acid treated SWCNT hybrids with Pc3 (Figure 5.4d). Raman spectra of the other functionalized SWCNT materials display similar modifications but to different degrees \cite{22,23}.
The Raman spectra of the hybrids with acid treated SWCNT are significantly affected by the interaction with \textbf{Pc3}, whereas those with pristine SWCNT do not vary so much upon the addition of the \textbf{Pc3} binder. The $I_D/I_G$ ratios of the hybrids with pristine SWCNT increase only slightly with the addition of the phthalocyanine, whereas those with acid treated SWCNT increase significantly.

It might be that, in the bundled network structure of the hybrids with pristine SWCNT, the $\pi-\pi$ interactions between nanotubes and \textbf{Pc3} are the dominant influence on the Raman spectrum.

However, in the case of the hybrids with acid treated SWCNT, not only $\pi-\pi$ interaction but also van der Waals interaction of $-\text{COOH}$ groups with the nitrogen atoms of phthalocyanine ring\textsuperscript{[24]} and alkyl substituents of phthalocyanine ring\textsuperscript{[10]} are the factors affecting the Raman spectra.

### 5.2.3 UV-Visible absorption spectra

Figure 5.5 shows the UV-visible absorption spectra of solutions of SWCNT, \textbf{Pc3}, PCNT-\textbf{Pc3} and ATCNT-\textbf{Pc3} in DMF. Figure 5.6 shows the spectra of the other phthalocyanines (\textbf{Pc1}, \textbf{Pc2}, \textbf{Pc4} and \textbf{Pc5}) and their hybrids with ATCNT in DMF. All the \textbf{CuPcR}_4 compounds used in this work exhibit typical electronic absorption spectra. The spectra are characterised with two strong absorption regions, one in the wavelength range of 650-720 nm (Q-band) arising from the electron transitions from highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) $a_{1u}$ to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) $e_g$ and another in the range of 300-450 nm (B-band) which is attributed to the electron transitions from the (HOMO) $a_{2u}$ to the (LUMO) $e_g$\textsuperscript{[2,25]}. Furthermore, absorption within the Q-band is split into two absorption peaks, one with much higher intensity than the other. This can be ascribed to dominant monomer absorption with the lower intensity shoulder being ascribed to molecular aggregation in chloroform solution. The absorption spectrum of SWCNT is featureless as reported elsewhere\textsuperscript{[7,26,27]}. 
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In the absorption spectra of PCNT-Pc3 and ATCNT-Pc3, the maxima of the Q-bands are shifted to the red by $\Delta \lambda = 5.29$ nm and $\Delta \lambda = 14.77$ nm respectively. The maxima of the Q-bands in the absorption spectra of ATCNT-Pc1, ATCNT-Pc2, ATCNT-Pc4 and ATCNT-Pc5 hybrids shown in Figure 5.6a,b,c and d are broadened and red-shifted by 16.42, 10.59, 17.48 and 20 nm in comparison with Pc1, Pc2, Pc4 and Pc5 spectra, respectively.

It can also be seen that the Q-band splitting has either disappeared or became weaker in the absorption spectra of the hybrids, which indicates dominant monomer absorption. These changes are suggested to take place due to the strong $\pi-\pi$ interaction between carbon nanotubes and phthalocyanine molecules, where phthalocyanines are usually considered as electron donors, while carbon nanotubes as acceptors$^{[28]}$.

This interaction has been frequently ascribed to the reduced aggregation in the MPc/CNT composites$^{[29,30]}$. 

Figure 5.5: UV-Vis absorption spectra of Pc3 (solid line), SWCNT (dashed line), PCNT-Pc3 (dashed-dotted line) and ATCNT-Pc3 (dotted line) solutions in DMF
Figure 5.6: UV-Vis absorption spectra of (a) Pc1, (b) Pc2, (c) Pc4 and (d) Pc5 and their hybrids with ATCNT in DMF

5.2.4 Morphology

5.2.4.1 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Figures 5.7-5.18 show AFM images of CuPcR₄ and SWCNT/CuPcR₄ films spun onto silicon substrates with the roughness analysis presented at the bottom of the Figures and 3D images at the right.

AFM measurements in tapping mode have been performed on all samples in this study. Figure 5.7 shows typical fibre features of CuPcR₄ (Pc3) film, which is
different from the topology of its hybrids. Phthalocyanine and almost all organic dyes tend to make very dense aggregations in the solid state.

These aggregates are represented as a coplanar association of rings developing from monomer to dimer and higher order complexes and are driven by \( \pi-\pi \) interaction and van der Waals forces \[31\].

It can clearly be seen that surface of PCNT-Pc3 film (Figure 5.8) is less homogeneous than that of ATCNT-Pc3 (Figure 5.9) with significant decrease in main roughness of the latter; this is because ATCNT-Pc3 exhibited improved solubility in organic solvents, resulting in smoother and more homogeneous films. This is because the de-bundling effect of the acid treatment, which results in better dispersion of the complex in organic solvents.

![AFM image of Pc3; top and 3D view. Roughness analysis shown at the bottom](image)

Figure 5.7: AFM image of Pc3; top and 3D view. Roughness analysis shown at the bottom
Figure 5.8: AFM image of PCNT-Pc3; top and 3D view. Roughness analysis shown at the bottom.

Figure 5.9: AFM image of ATCNT-Pc3; top and 3D view. Roughness analysis shown at the bottom.
Films of other CuPcR\textsubscript{4} (Pc\textsubscript{1}, Pc\textsubscript{2}, Pc\textsubscript{4} and Pc\textsubscript{5}) demonstrate fibrous-like porous morphology in a similar manner as Pc\textsubscript{3} and presented in Figures 5.10, 12, 14 and 16. Figures 5.11, 5.13, 5.15 and 5.17, represent the AFM images of ATCNT-Pc\textsubscript{1}, ATCNT-Pc\textsubscript{2}, ATCNT-Pc\textsubscript{4} and ATCNT-Pc\textsubscript{5}, which show that the phthalocyanine molecules are attached to the surface of carbon nanotubes confirming the formation of networks of CuPcR\textsubscript{4} and SWCNT. Similar morphology was observed for poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)/multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) films \cite{32} and MWCNTs and SWCNTs with lead tetra-iso-pentyloxyphthalocyanine (PbPc) \cite{33}.

The main roughness (Ra), standard deviation (RMS) and maximum height (R\textsubscript{max}) for all phthalocyanines measured in this study and their hybrids with SWCNT are summarised in Table 5.1. Figure 5.18 represents an enlarged AFM image of ATCNT-Pc\textsubscript{5} deposited on silicon, showing individual and shortened nanotubes with approximate length of 250 nm surrounded by phthalocyanine molecules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ra, nm</th>
<th>RMS, nm</th>
<th>R\textsubscript{max}, nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pc\textsubscript{1}</td>
<td>1.954</td>
<td>3.172</td>
<td>9.658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCNT-Pc\textsubscript{1}</td>
<td>4.921</td>
<td>8.751</td>
<td>19.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pc\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>1.450</td>
<td>2.197</td>
<td>7.695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCNT-Pc\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>3.312</td>
<td>6.935</td>
<td>17.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pc\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>1.733</td>
<td>3.501</td>
<td>8.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCNT-Pc\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>8.213</td>
<td>15.575</td>
<td>37.570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCNT-Pc\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>5.811</td>
<td>9.550</td>
<td>20.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pc\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>1.630</td>
<td>2.153</td>
<td>6.876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCNT-Pc\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>4.153</td>
<td>7.877</td>
<td>18.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pc\textsubscript{5}</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>1.204</td>
<td>4.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCNT-Pc\textsubscript{5}</td>
<td>4.727</td>
<td>6.812</td>
<td>16.906</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.10: AFM image of Pc1; top and 3D view. Roughness analysis shown at the bottom

Figure 5.11: AFM image of ATCNT-Pc1; top and 3D view. Roughness analysis shown at the bottom
Figure 5.12: AFM image of Pc2; top and 3D view. Roughness analysis shown at the bottom.

Figure 5.13: AFM image of ATCNT-Pc2; top and 3D view. Roughness analysis shown at the bottom.
Figure 5.14: AFM image of Pc4; top and 3D view. Roughness analysis shown at the bottom

Figure 5.15: AFM image of ATCNT-Pc4; top and 3D view. Roughness analysis shown at the bottom
Figure 5.16: AFM image of Pc5; top and 3D view. Roughness analysis shown at the bottom

Figure 5.17: AFM image of ATCNT-Pc5; top and 3D view. Roughness analysis shown at the bottom
5.2.4.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Pristine CNTs typically tend to bundle together (Figure 5.19) and to aggregate due to van der Waals attraction between individual tubes \(^{[34]}\) as well as the high length to diameter ratio; this makes them hard to disperse in common organic solvents \(^{[7]}\). Figure 5.19 shows the SEM images of pristine SWCNT; (a and b) as powder, (c and d) as thin films drop-casted on silicon substrate from its DMF solution.

The intrinsic quality of SWCNTs structure is still preserved after mixing with phthalocyanines without acid treatment. This can obviously be seen in Figure 5.20a and b, which represent the image of PCNT-Pc3 thin film. Figure 5.20c shows the random distribution of phthalocyanine molecules aggregations onto carbon nanotube bundles in a high magnification image of PCNT-Pc3.
Acid treatment of the nanotubes induces the de-bundling effect (Figure 5.21) disrupting the van der Waals interactions \cite{2,35} and leading to the formation of carbon nanotubes network with much improved solubility in organic solvents.

This chemical modification has been performed to achieve enhanced interaction between SWCNT and CuPcR₄ molecules leading to the formation of a composite with much improved solubility in common organic solvents and hence smoother films were obtained to perform optical investigation.
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Figure 5.20: SEM images of PCNT-Pc3 in thin film form deposited on silicon substrate from solution of DMF; (a) and (b): the intrinsic quality of SWCNT after mixing with phthalocyanine, (c) image: the aggregation of phthalocyanine attached the SWCNT bundle.

Figures 5.22a,b and c show SEM images of ATCNT-Pc3 hybrid deposited as thin films from DMF solution onto silicon substrate. Similar results have been reported by Wang et al [35], where SWCNT was acidified and modified by mixing with lead phthalocyanine and Elouarzaki et al [36], where multi-walled carbon nanotubes have been modified using cobalt phthalocyanine.
Figure 5.21: SEM images of acid treated SWCNT (ATCNT) in thin film form deposited on silicon substrate from solution of DMF

Figure 5.22: SEM images of ATCNT-Pc3 in thin film form deposited on silicon substrate from solution of DMF; (a) and (b): smooth films obtained for optical detection, (c) image shows phthalocyanine molecules nicely covered the individual tubes
ATCNT-Pc1, ATCNT-Pc2, ATCNT-Pc4 and ATCNT-Pc5 have revealed similar SEM morphology features as ATCNT-Pc3 and are presented in Figure 5.23.

**Figure 5.23:** SEM images of (a) ATCNT-Pc1, (b) ATCNT-Pc2, (c) ATCNT-Pc4 and (d) ATCNT-Pc5 in thin film form deposited on silicon substrate from solution of DMF

### 5.2.5 Electrical conductivity

Thin films of PCNT-Pc3 and ATCNT-Pc3 as well as Pc3 were deposited onto interdigitated electrodes by drop-casting from their solutions in DMF (0.5 mg/ml). The I-V characteristics of the films were performed using Keithley 4200
Modification of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes semiconductor characterisation system in the voltage range ±2V. The conductivity (\(\sigma\)) was calculated using the following relation:

\[
\sigma = \frac{L}{RHWn}
\]  

This equation is the same as equation (3.18), where \(L\), \(W\), \(H\) and \(n\) are as defined in section 3.1.7. \(R\) is the film's resistance, which is derived from the liner fitting of the I-V characteristics of the films, as shown in Figure 5.24. Values of conductivity obtained are \(1.67 \times 10^{-4}\) for Pce3 film and \(7.54 \times 10^{-1}\) for ATCNT-Pc3 film, which shows an increase by more than three orders of magnitude in the case of ATCNT-Pc3 film in comparison with the pure CuPcR4 film. On the other hand thin film of PCNT-Pc3 has shown short circuit, and therefore it was not possible to determine the conductivity for these composites.

Figure 5.24: I(V) curves of (a) Pce3 and (b) ATCNT-Pc3. The linear fitting parameters are shown above corresponding characteristics.
The large increase in conductivity of the hybrid films can be ascribed to the large SWCNT/CuPc conjugated $\pi$-$\pi$ system $^{[37,38]}$. Consequently, charge can favourably transfer from CuPc molecules to SWCNTs resulting in a large increase in conductivity. On the other hand, PCNT-Pc3 exhibited very high conductivity (samples demonstrated short circuit in our measuring system) in almost all prepared samples. Pristine CNTs are typically composed of metallic and semiconducting nanotubes and their separation has been a serious obstacle in many applications and research $^{[39,40]}$. Yang and co-workers $^{[41]}$ have reported that the acid treatment of SWCNT separates the semiconducting from the metallic phases. It has been shown that the majority of metallic CNTs with smaller diameters (typically $\leq$ 1.1 nm) will be etched way as a result of acid treatment, whereas those with larger diameters are significantly reduced leaving the semiconducting nanotubes intact $^{[41]}$.

5.3 Total Internal Reflection Ellipsometry (TIRE)

Using total internal reflection spectroscopic ellipsometry (TIRE), thin films of the new hybrids have been examined as an optical sensing membrane for the detection of benzo[a]pyrene in water to demonstrate the sensing properties of these hybrids. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), in general, are a class of fused-ring aromatic compounds which are found in air, natural waters, soil and in marine environments. PAH mainly arise in incomplete combustion from both anthropogenic and natural activities such as power production, petroleum refining or by automobile emissions and forest fires. Many PHA are concern for both human and environment health due to their acute toxicity, mutagenicity, or carcinogenicity. It is well known that certain metabolites of benzo[a]pyrene, e.g., epoxides and diol epoxides, bind with DNA to form stable adducts and are responsible for the mutagenic activity. Thus it is desirable to develop suitable technique for the detection of benzo[a]pyrene and all its related hazardous PHA compounds $^{[42]}$.

Figure 5.25 shows typical TIRE spectra of Cr/Au films used in the present work. The spectrum of $\Psi(\lambda)$, demonstrating the amplitude ratio of $A_p/A_s$, resembles very much the conventional surface plasmon resonance (SPR) curve, while the spectrum of $\Delta(\lambda)$ is associated with the phase shift between the p- and s-components of polarized light. The phase shift changes sharply from $270^\circ$ down to $-90^\circ$ near the plasmon resonance.
According to Arwin’s modelling \cite{43}, the position of the sharp drop in $A(\lambda)$ spectrum is about 10 times more sensitive to analytes adsorption than $\Psi(\lambda)$ spectrum.

To examine the compatibility of the hybrids prepared in this work with TIRE technique, small volumes of solutions of Pc3, PCNT-Pc3 and ATCNT-Pc3 in DMF were drop-casted onto gold-coated glass substrates by using microcyrene. Thereafter, the samples were exposed to deionized water and saturated solution of benzo[a]pyrene in water (6.2 µg/l) to demonstrate the changes of ellipsometry spectra and thus films’ optical parameters induced by the adsorption of benzo[a]pyrene onto the films surfaces. It is worthwhile mentioning that the films of PCNT-Pc3 were shown to be rough and inhomogeneous and therefore unsuitable for optical investigation, as it has not given well-resolved spectra when measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure5.25.png}
\caption{Typical TIRE spectra of Au/Cr layer in water}
\end{figure}

On the other hand, thin films prepared from ATCNT-Pc3 exhibited much smoother surfaces and have therefore shown significant enhancement in the adsorption properties as active optical sensing layers. Figure 5.26 shows the spectra of $\Psi(\lambda)$ and $A(\lambda)$ of Pc3 and ATCNT-Pc3 thin films before and after exposure to benzo[a]pyrene.
The initial response time of the studied layers was a fraction of minute but the spectra were measured 10 minutes after injection of contaminated water in order to achieve equilibrium.

During exposure to contaminated water, it was difficult to detect shifts in $\Psi(\lambda)$ because of the shape of the curve, however, significantly larger shifts have been observed in $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectra. These are typical features of TIRE method as reported earlier [44-46]. The spectra of $\Delta(\lambda)$ were further enlarged and shown at the bottom of Figure 5.26 to provide better assessment of the effect of benzo[a]pyrene exposures. It can clearly be seen that the adsorption of benzo[a]pyrene on ATCNT-Pc3 film has resulted in larger shift (9.55 nm) than that shown by pure phthalocyanine (4.6 nm) under exposure to saturated benzo[a]pyrene solution in water. Carbon nanotubes in general are characterised with uniform surface with delocalised $\pi$-electrons of high density, which enhances their adsorption properties, especially for analytes with aromatic molecules [47].

It is necessary to mention that the aim of the present chapter is to investigate the suitability of functionalized CNTs as sensing active layers, which are compatible with optical techniques such as TIRE. Therefore the work does not examine effects of different concentrations of this analyte as well as different range of other related analytes. This is the subject of the next chapter. The parameters of organic films before and after exposure to benzo[a]pyrene solution in water were determined by fitting the experimental $\Psi$ and $\Delta$ spectra to the theoretical organic model by fixing Cr/Au layer parameters. Table 5.2 summarises the thickness of all layers found from theoretical data fitting as well as the values of refractive index and extinction coefficients given at $\lambda=633$ nm. The data in Table 5.2 shows an increase in film thickness as well as in optical parameters $n$ and $k$ for both films. The increase in films’ thickness in the case of ATCNT-Pc3 was more significant which is probably due to the predominant surface interaction of the analyte with SWCNT/CuPcR4 films. Further to the data summarised in Table 5.2 the variation in refractive index and extinction coefficient as a function of $\lambda$ for both films in pure water and benzo[a]pyrene solution media are shown in Figure 5.27.
**Figure 5.26:** $\Psi(\lambda)$ and $\Delta(\lambda)$ TIRE spectra of Pc3 film in water (dashed line); after injection of benzo[a]pyrene saturated solution (dotted line). ATCNT-Pc3 film in water (solid line); after injection of benzo[a]pyrene saturated solution (dashed-dotted line). An enlarged section of $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectra are shown at the bottom of the figure.

**Table 5.2:** Experimental data fitting; film thickness ($d$), refractive index ($n$) and extinction coefficient ($k$) at 633 nm wavelength.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before exposure</th>
<th></th>
<th>After exposure</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$d$, nm</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$d$, nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pc3</td>
<td>97.86</td>
<td>1.532</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>98.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCNT-Pc3</td>
<td>147.73</td>
<td>1.334</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>149.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.27: Refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) of Pc3 film (a and b) and ATCNT-Pc3 film (c and d) in pure water (solid line) and benzo[a]pyrene solution (dashed line)
Summary

Hybrid structures of single-walled carbon nanotubes and CuPcR₄ have been prepared. FTIR and Raman spectra have shown that non-covalent binding between CuPcR₄ and SWCNTs has been significantly enhanced as a result of acid treatment of CNTs. Using SEM and AFM measurements morphology of the films is found to be highly dependent on the solubility of the hybrid which is determined by the method used to produce the hybrid structure. Thin films of acid-treated SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrid exhibited much higher conductivity than CuPcR₄ and improved films’ homogeneity has enabled the use of such hybrids as optically active sensing layers for the detection of pollutants in water. The response of acid-treated SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrid films to the presence of benzo[a]pyrene in water was shown to be two times larger than that demonstrated by CuPcR₄ films.
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Chapter 6

Total Internal Reflection Ellipsometry (TIRE) for the Detection in Water and Ambient Air

Chapter overview

This chapter focuses towards studying the interaction between SWCNT-phthalocyanine thin films and some hazardous chemicals using TIRE method. TIRE has been applied to detect very small amount of contaminants both in water and in ambient air. Therefore, this chapter is divided into two parts; the first part will discuss the use of TIRE to detect some pesticides (pentachlorophenol, 2-chlorophenol, simazine and diuron) in water solution while the second part will be focused on the use of TIRE for amines (methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine) vapour detection.
6.1 Detection of pesticides in water

6.1.1 Introduction

The worldwide use of pesticides and herbicides for agricultural issues is classified as a global environmental pollution problem. Pesticide used in agriculture can easily take way to surface or ground waters, possibly causing adverse ecotoxicological effects on aquatic life and changing drinking water quality [1]. Chlorophenols (Cps), in general, are a group of organochlorides of phenol that contains one or more covalently bonded chlorine atoms, which can be divided into five groups that; monochlorophenols (MCPs), dichlorophenols (DCPs), trichlorophenols (TCPs), tetrachlorophenols (TeCPs) and pentachlorophenols (PCPs). The physical properties of CPs vary in principle depending on the number of chlorine atoms and their position relative to OH group, which complicates their simultaneous determination [2].

CPs are chemical with high toxicity including estogenic, mutagenic and carcinogenic effects. Additionally, they have very high acute toxicity, interfering with oxidative phosphorylation and inhibiting adenosine triphosphate synthesis within body cells [3]. PCP is the most toxic representative of the chlorophenols. It can accumulate in living organisms and result in negative effects, including carcinogenicity. PCP has attracted great attention worldwide because of its common application in agriculture, industry, and commercial product synthesis. It has been widely detected in soils, sediments, water, plants and human breast milk due to its low biodegradability and chemical stability [4]. PCP concentrations in various surface waters from different countries ranging from trace levels to 10,500 µg/L\(^{-1}\) have been reported by the World Health Organization [5]. Furthermore, it has been listed as priority pollutant by U.S. environmental protection agency [6]. Although PCP has been banned since 1984, it is still found in the environment [5].

Monitoring of pesticides and herbicides in comparatively low concentrations, especially in drinking and natural waters is a complicated and expensive task. The European Union has limited the maximum allowable concentration for a single pesticide to 0.1 µg/L [5], and their presence in different foods and drinks is limited by legislation.
Different analytical procedures based on liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC–MS) \cite{7-9}, LC–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) \cite{10}, high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) \cite{11}, gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS) \cite{12} and surface plasmon resonance \cite{13} have been reported to provide efficient determination of these pesticides, according to the present legislation. However these methods, although highly sensitive and specific, are quite laborious, time-consuming, and expensive. There is therefore continuous demand for highly sensitive, cost-effective, rapid and portable detection methods which at the same time can meet international legislation allowed levels of the toxic compounds. Ellipsometry can be used in total internal reflection (TIRE) mode and in combination with the surface plasmon resonance phenomenon for sensing aspects \cite{13-15}. There has been extensive work in applying TIRE as a technique for the detection of biomolecules \cite{16,17}. It was established that TIRE is a more suitable technique than surface plasmon resonance (SPR) method for the registration of low molecular weight toxins such as simazine, atrazine and T2 mycotoxin \cite{18}. TIRE technique has attracted substantial attention because of its fast response, simple instrumentation, being non-destructive method and its ability of performing measurements in non-transparent media \cite{19}.

### 6.1.2 Materials and sample preparation

Thin films of \textbf{Pc5} and ATCNT-Pc5, which were fully discussed in chapter 5, are used in this work as active layers to detect pentachlorophenol (PCP), 2-chlorophenol (2CP), simazine and diuron (Figure 6.1) solution in water in low concentrations ranging from 1 to 25\(\mu\)g/l. The choice of hybrids of \textbf{Pc5} with SWCNTs is random and they are considered as model sample representing the whole class of compounds studied in this thesis. The preparation of thin films for TIRE study has been discussed in chapter 3.
6.1.3 Spectral shift

The adsorption of pentachlorophenol (PCP), 2-chlorophenol (2CP), simazine and diuron onto the surface of Pc5 and ATCNT-Pc5 thin films in water solutions has been studied using TIRE method. Pc5 and ATCNT-Pc5 hybrid films were spun onto gold-coated glass substrates as described in chapter 3. Figure 6.2 shows the typical TIRE spectra of Cr/Au films used in the present work. The spectrum of $\Psi(\lambda)$, demonstrating the amplitude ratio of $A_p/A_s$, resembles very much the conventional surface plasmon resonance (SPR) curve, while the spectrum of $\Delta(\lambda)$ is associated with the phase shift between the p- and s-components of polarized light. The latter changes sharply from 270° down to -90° near the plasmon resonance. According to Arwin’s modelling \[15\], the position of the sharp drop in $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectrum is about 10 times more sensitive to analytes adsorption than $\Psi(\lambda)$ spectrum. Further details about TIRE spectra can be found in chapter 3.
Figure 6.2: Typical TIRE spectra of Cr/Au film

Figure 6.3 represents the spectra of $\Psi(\lambda)$ and $\Delta(\lambda)$ of Pc5 and ATCNT-Pc5 hybrid thin films before and after exposure to PCP, 2PC, diuron and simazine in two concentrations (2 and 15 µg/l). The initial response time of the sensors was fraction of a minute but the spectra were measured 10 minutes after injection of contaminated water or pure water to achieve the equilibrium response or recovery, respectively. During exposure to contaminated water, it was difficult to detect shifts in $\Psi(\lambda)$ because of the shape of the curve, however, significantly larger shifts have been observed in $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectra. These are typical features of TIRE method as reported earlier $^{[18,19,21-23]}$. The spectra of $\Delta(\lambda)$ were further enlarged and shown above in Figure 6.3a and Figure 6.3b to provide better assessment. It can clearly be seen that the adsorption of analytes on the hybrid film has resulted in larger shifts than on pure CuPcR₄. Carbon nanotubes in general are characterised with uniform surface with delocalised $\pi$-electrons of high density, which enhances their adsorption properties, especially for analytes with oxygen-containing aromatic molecules $^{[23,24]}$. Complete recovery of $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectra are observed after flushing the cell with deionised water in the case of PCP and 2PC interaction as previously established for films of metal phthalocyanines with other types of substituents $^{[25]}$. 
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Figure 6.3: $\Psi(\lambda)$ and $\Delta(\lambda)$ TIRE spectra of (a) Pc5 coated Cr/Au and (b) ATCNT-Pc5 hybrid films in water and after exposure to contaminated water
However, when exposed to simazine and diuron-contaminated water, films did not show complete recovery after flushing with water. The larger shift was observed for PCP exposure among all other analytes examined in this work. Therefore, PCP has been further studied to establish the recovery with longer exposure time. Figure 6.4 shows the spectra of \( \psi(\lambda) \) and \( \Delta(\lambda) \) of \text{Pc5} and \text{ATCNT-Pc5} hybrid thin films before and after exposure to PCP in the concentrations of 1, 2 and 5 \( \mu \text{g/l} \). The higher adsorption of PCP than other pesticides can be ascribed to the \( \pi-\pi \) interactions between the \( \pi \) electrons of the aromatic ring of PCP and the \( \pi \) electron system of the aromatic rings of the SWCNTs \cite{26}. Complete recovery of \( \Delta(\lambda) \) spectra are observed after flushing the cell with deionised water. However, when exposure to 5 \( \mu \text{g/l} \) PCP-contaminated water continued for 30 minutes, \text{Pc5} exhibited further shift but did not show complete recovery after flushing with water; in contrast to \text{ATCNT-Pc5} layer which remained stable with time under repeated exposures to 5 \( \mu \text{g/l} \) PCP-contaminated water and exhibited complete reversibility. It is expected that the presence of SWCNT in the composite film inhibits the diffusion of PCP molecules inside the film and most interaction takes place on the surface of the film. Table 6.1 represents the dependence of phase shift change (\( \Delta \Delta \)) on analytes concentration in the range 1-25 \( \mu \text{g/l} \) in water for \text{Pc5} and \text{ATCNT-Pc5} layers.

### 6.1.4 Experimental data fitting

Theoretical fitting to experimental \( \psi \) and \( \Delta \) spectra was carried out by applying a 4-layer model consisting of water solution, organic layer, Au layer and BK7 glass. The optical parameters (refractive index \( n \) and extinction coefficient \( k \)) and film thickness \( d \), of all layers are summarised in Table 6.2.

The parameters of the organic films after exposure to PCP, 2-CP, diuron and simazine solutions in water were determined by fitting experimental \( \psi \) and \( \Delta \) spectra to the theoretical organic model by fixing Cr/Au layer parameters. Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 summarise the thickness of all layers found from theoretical data fitting as well as the values of refractive index and extinction coefficients given at \( \lambda=633\text{nm} \). The data in Table 6.3 show an increase in film thickness as well as optical parameters (\( n \) and \( k \)) for both films. The increase in films' thickness in the case of \text{ATCNT-Pc5} composite was more significant which is probably due to the
predominant surface interaction of the analyte with ATCNT-Pc5 films. Further to the data summarised in Table 6.3 the variation in refractive index and extinction coefficient as a function of $\lambda$ for both films in pure water and PCP solution media (concentration of 10 $\mu$g/l) are shown in Figure 6.5.

Table 6.1: Changes in the phase shift spectra ($\delta\Delta$) of ATCNT-Pc5 hybrid and pristine Pc5 films on exposure to PCP, 2PC, diuron and simazine in the concentration range 1-25 $\mu$g/L

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conc.</th>
<th>$\delta\Delta(\lambda),$ nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Parameters of four-layer model in TIRE spectra fitting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$d, nm$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BK7</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr/Au</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>27.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqueous solution</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.4: \(\Psi(\lambda)\) and \(\Delta(\lambda)\) TIRE spectra of (a) Pc5 coated Cr/Au and (b) ATCNT-Pc5 hybrid films in water (1); after injection of PCP solution of 1 \(\mu\text{g}/\text{l}\) (2); 2 \(\mu\text{g}/\text{l}\) (3); 5 \(\mu\text{g}/\text{l}\) (4) for 5 minutes; after flushing with water (5) and after injecting with PCP solution 5 \(\mu\text{g}/\text{l}\) for 30 minutes (6); after flushing with water (7). An enlarged section of \(\Delta(\lambda)\) spectra are shown above the figure.
Table 6.3: Changes in the optical parameters of Pc5 and ATCNT-Pc5 films caused by adsorption of PCP, 2-CP, diuron and simazine from its solution with concentration of 10 µg/l at λ=633nm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pc5</th>
<th>ATCNT-Pc5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial film</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCP</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PC</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diuron</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simazine</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.5: Refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) of Pc5 film (a and b) and ATCNT-Pc5 film (c and d) in pure water (solid line) and PCP solution of 10 µg/l (dashed line)
6.1.5 Determination of films’ sensitivity and detection limit

In order to evaluate the response of the two types of layers, the average sensitivity has been calculated based on changes in \( \Delta \) spectra shifts (Table 6.1) using the following equation \(^{[23]}\):

\[
S = \frac{1}{\Delta m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{\delta \Delta}{C_i}
\]  

(6.1)

where \( \delta \Delta \) is the change in the \( \Delta \) spectra under analyte concentration \( (C_i) \), \( m \) is the number of different concentrations used in the study, and \( \Delta_0 \) is the initial phase shift (before exposure).

The average sensitivities were presented in Figure 6.6. All films exhibited higher sensitivity for PCP compared to the other analytes where the highest sensitivity for PCP was found to be 0.00396/(\( \mu \)g/L) in the case of ATCNT-Pc5 active layer. The lower sensitivity for simazine is suggested to be demonstrated because simazine is not oxygen containing.

**Figure 6.6:** Sensitivity of Pc5 and ATCNT-Pc5 active layers estimated from equation 6.1 for PCP, 2PC, diuron and simazine
The lowest detectable concentration was calculated using the variation in the relative shift change in the baseline using the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd)\textsuperscript{[27]}. A fifth order polynomial fit has been applied to the dynamic base line (Figure 6.7) over 305 point at the wavelength of 730nm, where \( \Delta(\lambda) \) spectrum has shown a sharp drop in the gold layer. This gives not only the curve-fitting equation but also the statistical parameters of the polynomial fit.

\[ y = 146.47 + 0.045x - 0.014x^2 + 0.0022x^3 - 1.4E-4x^4 + 3.2E-6x^5 \]

\textbf{Figure 6.7:} The dynamic spectra of base line of gold substrate at \( \lambda =730 \text{ nm} \). The fifth order polynomial fit has been extracted for the phase shift spectrum only and the equation has been presented.

The root mean square noise can be calculated according to the following equation;

\[ \text{rms}_{\text{noise}} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i}(y_i - \bar{y})^2}{N}} \quad (6.2) \]

where

\[ \sum_{i}(y_i - \bar{y})^2; \] \( y_i \) is the measured data point and \( \bar{y} \) is the corresponding value calculated from the curve-fitting equation (Figure 6.7). \( N \) is the number of data points used in the curve fitting. The average noise level was found to be 0.162.
Figure 6.8 to 6.11 show the changes in the phase shift versus analytes concentrations in the range of 1-25 μg/L, plotted from Table 6.1. According to the signal-to-noise ratio definition, when the signal-to-noise ratio equals 3, the signal is considered to be a true signal \cite{28}. Therefore, the detection limit can be extrapolated from the linear calibration curve, presented in the insets to Figures 6.8 to 6.11, when the signal equals 3 times the noise.

\[
DL \left( \mu g/L \right) = 3 \frac{rms_{\text{noise}}}{\text{slope}}
\]  

(6.3)

Using the above equation, and the slopes from Figures 6.8 to 6.11, the detection limits is calculated and summarised in Table 6.4.

**Table 6.4:** The detection limits for studied sensors calculated according to equations 6.2 and 6.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DL, μg/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pc5</td>
<td>0.2791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCNT-Pc5</td>
<td>0.133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.8 Changes in the phase shift depending on the concentrations of PCP. The inset represents the linear fitting for the first three points of each curve.

Figure 6.9 Changes in the phase shift depending on the concentrations of 2CP. The inset represents the linear fitting for the first three points of each curve.
Figure 6.10 Changes in the phase shift depending on the concentrations of Diuron.

The inset represents the linear fitting for the first three points of each curve.

Figure 6.11 Changes in the phase shift depending on the concentrations of Simazine.

The inset represents the linear fitting for the first three points of each curve.
6.2 Detection of amine vapours in ambient air

6.2.1 Introduction

Over the past few years, there has been an increasing demand of simple and effective method to detect toxic odours that are produced by organic volatile compounds due to their damaging effects on biological system and environment in general \(^{[14,29-31]}\). Among these hazardous gases, amines complexes are commonly used in agriculture, pharmaceutical, dye manufacturing and food processing industries \(^{[32]}\). In addition, amines and their derivatives are considered as indicators of spoilage in food because they play a vital role in the degradation pathways of amino acids in living organisms \(^{[33]}\). In the case of fish and seafood, biogenic amines include methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine, among others. The concentration of these decomposition products rises with time, so the determination of the freshness in fish and seafood is reliable with the quantification of these vapours \(^{[34]}\).

Detection strategies based on gas chromatography or high performance liquid chromatography have proved to give good results but are complex to implement and require a lot of processing time \(^{[35]}\). Sensor based on electrochemical or optical devices have been researched over the last decades with good outcome \(^{[36-41]}\). These techniques are non-destructive and relatively straightforward, as well as having the added advantage of being less expensive than the separation procedures.

6.2.2 Materials and sample preparation

Thin films of pristine PC1,2,3,4 and ATCNT-PC1,2,3,4 hybrids, which were discussed in chapter 5, were used in this work as active layers to detect methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine (Figure 6.12) vapours in ambient air in low concentrations ranging from 4 to 200ppm. The sample preparation for TIRE study has been explained in Chapter 3. Methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine solutions in water (40%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (see Chapter 3) and ambient air was used as the diluent gas. Small amounts of amine solutions were transferred into 2L glass bottle using micro syringe and were left to vaporize. The vapour concentration was calculated according to the following gas law:
\[ c = \frac{22.4 \rho TV_s}{273MV} \times 10^3 \]  

(6.4)

Where \( c \) is the concentration in ppm, \( \rho \) the density of the liquid sample in g/mL, \( T \) the temperature of container in Kelvin, \( V_s \) the volume of the liquid sample in \( \mu \)L, \( M \) the molecular weight of sample in grams, and \( V \) is the container volume in litre. The diluted gas has been further diluted in a 50 mL syringe to obtain amines concentrations of 4, 8, 20, 40, 80 and 200 ppm, which were injected into the gas cell that was fixed on the TIRE experiment set up. Table 6.5 the concentration calculations according to eq. 6.4. The films were degased by injecting fresh air into the gas cell following each gas exposure.

\[ \text{Figure 6.12: Chemical structure of the amines used in this work}^{[20]} \]

6.2.3 Spectral shift

The adsorption of amines vapours onto the surface of CuPcR₄ and SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrids has been studied using TIRE method. Phthalocyanines and their hybrids were spun onto gold-coated glass substrates as described in Chapter 5. Figure 6.13 shows typical TIRE spectra of Cr/Au films in air used in the present work; this was fully discussed in section 6.1.3.
Table 6.5: Amines concentrations as calculated using equation (6.4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Calculated concentration</th>
<th>Further dilution by 50cc syringe</th>
<th>The original solutions are 40% conc. in water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V (µL)</td>
<td>ρ (g/mL)</td>
<td>V (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methylamine</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimethylamine</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trimethylamine</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.14, 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17 present the spectra of Ψ(λ) and Δ(λ) of Pc1, Pc2, Pc3 and Pc4 and their hybrids with the acid treated SWCNT thin films respectively before and after exposure to amines vapours; the shifts are summarised in Table 6.6. The concentrations of amines were varied from 4 to 200 ppm in air. The spectra were measured 10 minutes after injection of contaminated or fresh air to achieve the equilibrium response or recovery, respectively.

During exposure to contaminated air, it was difficult to detect shifts in Ψ(λ) because of the shape of the curve, however, significantly larger shifts have been observed in Δ(λ) spectra. These are typical features of TIRE method as reported earlier [18,19,21]. The spectra of Δ(λ) were further enlarged and shown at the top of Figures 6.14, 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17 to provide better assessment of the effect of amines exposures.
It can clearly be seen that the adsorption of amines on hybrid films has resulted in larger shifts and these shifts have been summarised in Table 6.6.

![Typical TIRE spectra of Cr/Au film in air](image)

**Figure 6.13:** Typical TIRE spectra of Cr/Au film in air

Carbon nanotubes in general are characterised with uniform surface with delocalised π-electrons of high density, which enhances their adsorption properties. When hybrid films are exposed to amine vapours, larger numbers of molecules are adsorbed onto the surface resulting in larger changes in the optical properties of the films and hence larger shifts in $\Delta(\lambda)$ compared to pristine phthalocyanine films.

Complete recovery in the time range of 100-400s of $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectra was observed after flushing the cell with fresh air as previously established for films of metal phthalocyanines with other types of substituents [21]. Figure 6.18 shows the dependence of phase shift change on amines concentrations in the range of 4-200 ppm for phthalocyanine layers and their hybrids with SWCNTs.
Figure 6.14: $\Psi(\lambda)$ and $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectra of (a) Pc1 and (b) ATCNT-Pc1 coated Cr/Au in air (1,4,7 and 10); after injection of 20 and 200 ppm of methylamine (2,3), dimethylamine (5,6), trimethylamine (8,9). Enlarged section of $\Delta(\lambda)$ shown above.
Figure 6.15: \( \Psi(\lambda) \) and \( \Delta(\lambda) \) spectra of (a) P\textit{c}2 and (b) ATCNT-P\textit{c}2 coated Cr/Au in air (1,4,7 and 10); after injection of 20 and 200 ppm of methylamine (2,3), dimethylamine (5,6), trimethylamine (8,9). Enlarged section of \( \Delta(\lambda) \) shown above.
Figure 6.16: $\Psi(\lambda)$ and $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectra of (a) Pc3 and (b) ATCNT-Pc3 coated Cr/Au in (1,4,7 and 10); after injection of 20 and 200 ppm of methylene (2,3), dimethylamine (5,6), trimethylamine (8,9). Enlarged section of $\Delta(\lambda)$ shown above.
Figure 6.17: $\Psi(\lambda)$ and $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectra of (a) Pc4 and (b) ATCNT-Pc4 coated Cr/Au in air (1,4,7 and 10); after injection of 20 and 200 ppm of methylvamine (2,3), dimethylamine (5,6), trimethylamine (8,9). Enlarged section of $\Delta(\lambda)$ shown above.
Table 6.6: The changes in the phase shifts $\Delta(\lambda)$ of phthalocyanines and their composites with carbon nanotubes active layers upon exposure to methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine gases in different concentrations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conc., ppm</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>ATCNT-P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>ATCNT-P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>ATCNT-P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>ATCNT-P4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>9.08</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>15.81</td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>15.16</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>13.63</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>13.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20.01</td>
<td>12.12</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>9.35</td>
<td>20.02</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>23.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>11.19</td>
<td>22.57</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>25.39</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>27.22</td>
<td>11.32</td>
<td>28.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>10.59</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>9.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>15.03</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>13.32</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>16.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>17.72</td>
<td>11.04</td>
<td>17.34</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>20.76</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>20.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>8.58</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>14.64</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>11.12</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>12.76</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>11.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>15.77</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td>17.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Earlier studies have shown that water molecules are weakly physisorbed onto carbon nanotube surface \(^{[42-44]}\). Larger response to humidity has been reported in boron- and nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes \(^{[45]}\), which indicate strong interaction between water molecules and doped-CNTs, however, the recovery time of sensor based on these materials was achieved in about 2.5 h. In this work the baseline was measured using ambient air and therefore the humidity interaction resulting from the diluted gas can be negligible.

**Figure 6.18:** Phase shift changes (\(\delta \Delta\)) in \(\Delta(\lambda)\) spectra of studied Cu(II) phthalocyanines derivatives and their hybrids with acid treated SWCNT layers on treatment with amines vapours in the concentration range 4-200 ppm
6.2.4 Experimental data fitting

Theoretical fitting to experimental $\Psi$ and $\Delta$ spectra was carried out by applying a 4-layer model consisting of air, organic layer, Au layer and BK7 glass. The parameters of organic films after exposure to amines vapours were determined by fitting experimental $\Psi$ and $\Delta$ spectra to the theoretical organic model by fixing Cr/Au layer parameters. Table 6.7 summarises the thickness of all layers found from theoretical data fitting as well as the values of refractive index and extinction coefficients given at $\lambda=633$ nm. Further to the data summarised in Table 6.7 the variation in refractive index and extinction coefficient as a function of $\lambda$ for Pc1,2,3,4 and ATCNT-Pc1,2,3,4 films in pure air and after exposure to amines vapours at the concentration of 40 ppm are shown in Figures 6.19, 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22.

6.2.5 Sensitivity and Response time

In order to evaluate the response of the two types of layers the average sensitivity has been calculated based on changes in $\Delta$ spectra shifts (Table 6.6) using equation 6.1. The average sensitivities were presented in Figure 6.23. All films exhibited higher sensitivity for methylamine than dimethylamine and trimethylamine, where the highest sensitivity for methylamine was found to be 0.000325 /ppm in the case of ATCNT-Pc2 active layer. The lower sensitivity for secondary and tertiary amines can be explained by the steric hindrance that their molecular shapes provide which allows smaller number of these molecules to interact with films' surfaces as compared to methylamine [46]. Furthermore, the higher vapour temperature of dimethylamine and trimethylamine (7-9° C) in comparison to methylamine (-7° C) reduces the number density of these amines at room temperature. Therefore, the interaction probability with the film surface is reduced. It was recently found that changes in the intensity of the Q-band in the UV-visible spectra of thin films of metalloporphyrin were ~ 0.85 and 0.5 (a.u.) after exposure to low concentrations of dimethylamine and trimethylamine respectively [47]. This is found consistent with our observations where dimethylamine showed better interaction with the active layer than trimethylamine.
### Table 6.7: Changes in the optical parameters and films' thickness of CuPc and SWNT/CuPc films at χ = 63.3 nm caused by adsorption of TIRE for the detection in water and ambient air

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Film</th>
<th>Methyliamine</th>
<th>Dimethyliamine</th>
<th>After exposure to 40 ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>ppm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.397 0.127</td>
<td>1.407 0.126</td>
<td>5.5 5.58</td>
<td>1.4 0.128</td>
<td>5.59 5.53</td>
<td>1.396 0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3 3.6</td>
<td>3.3 4</td>
<td>3.3 4</td>
<td>3.3 4</td>
<td>3.3 4</td>
<td>3.3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.526 0.370</td>
<td>1.524 0.372</td>
<td>6.9 7.8</td>
<td>1.415 0.278</td>
<td>6.45 6.3</td>
<td>1.425 0.295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6 4</td>
<td>3.6 4</td>
<td>3.6 4</td>
<td>3.6 4</td>
<td>3.6 4</td>
<td>3.6 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.583 0.273</td>
<td>1.583 0.277</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.598 0.275</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.596 0.265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1 6</td>
<td>5.1 6</td>
<td>5.1 6</td>
<td>5.1 6</td>
<td>5.1 6</td>
<td>5.1 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.596 0.156</td>
<td>1.596 0.158</td>
<td>2.2 2</td>
<td>1.590 0.273</td>
<td>3.2 6</td>
<td>1.590 0.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3 3</td>
<td>3.3 3</td>
<td>3.3 3</td>
<td>3.3 3</td>
<td>3.3 3</td>
<td>3.3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.581 0.268</td>
<td>1.581 0.276</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.591 0.267</td>
<td>8.9 8</td>
<td>1.594 0.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.636 0.194</td>
<td>1.638 0.198</td>
<td>4.0 7</td>
<td>1.639 0.198</td>
<td>4.0 9</td>
<td>1.639 0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 8</td>
<td>4.0 8</td>
<td>4.0 8</td>
<td>4.0 8</td>
<td>4.0 8</td>
<td>4.0 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.633 0.192</td>
<td>1.634 0.194</td>
<td>4.0 6</td>
<td>1.634 0.192</td>
<td>4.0 6</td>
<td>1.634 0.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 6</td>
<td>4.0 6</td>
<td>4.0 6</td>
<td>4.0 6</td>
<td>4.0 6</td>
<td>4.0 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.19: The variation in refractive index and extinction coefficient of (a and c) Pc1 and (b and d) ATCNT-Pc1 layers as exposed to air (solid lines), methylamine (dotted lines), dimethylamine (dashed-dotted lines) and trimethylamine (dashed lines) in the concentration of 40 ppm.

Figure 6.20: The variation in refractive index and extinction coefficient of (a and c) Pc2 and (b and d) ATCNT-Pc2 layers as exposed to air (solid lines), methylamine (dotted lines), dimethylamine (dashed-dotted lines) and trimethylamine (dashed lines) in the concentration of 40 ppm.
**Figure 6.21:** The variation in refractive index and extinction coefficient of (a and c) Pc3 and (b and d) ATCNT-Pc3 layers as exposed to air (solid lines), methylamine (dotted lines), dimethylamine (dashed-dotted lines) and trimethylamine (dashed lines) in the concentration of 40 ppm.

**Figure 6.22:** The variation in refractive index and extinction coefficient of (a and c) Pc4 and (b and d) ATCNT-Pc4 layers as exposed to air (solid lines), methylamine (dotted lines), dimethylamine (dashed-dotted lines) and trimethylamine (dashed lines) in the concentration of 40 ppm.
Figure 6.23: Sensitivity of phthalocyanines and their hybrids with SWCNTs active layers estimated from eq. 6.1 for methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine.

**Pc2** and **Pc4** show higher sensitivity to analytes than **Pc1** and **Pc3**. The non-peripheral tetra substitution in **Pc1** and **Pc3** makes them less sensitive to the examined analytes due to their lower overall affinity [48].

To calculate the response time, **Pc2** and **ATCNT-Pc2** films were selected and exposed to methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine at concentration of 40 ppm. For methylamine, the response time $t_{80}$, which is defined as the time it takes to reach 80% of the steady state shift, was measured to be 158 s in **Pc2** film and 66 s in **ATCNT-Pc2** film. This is much lower than the response time of 440 s and 270 s found by Liu et al [46] using zinc phthalocyanine film and Saini et al [32] using copper phthalocyanine film, respectively. The response time for dimethylamine was found to be 230 s and 101 s detected by **Pc2** and **ATCNT-Pc2** films respectively, while for trimethylamine, response times were found to be 267 s and 136 s. The recovery time $t^{*}_{80}$, which is defined as the time required to reach 80% of the base line were measured to be 393, 350 and 387 s for methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine respectively as detected by **Pc2**, whereas **ATCNT-Pc2** hybrid film exhibited recovery times of 150, 191 and 138 s respectively.
Figure 6.24 shows the response and recovery times of Pc2 and its SWCNTs hybrid films on exposures to methylamine at concentration of 40 ppm.

![Graph showing response and recovery times of Pc2 and ATCNT-Pc2 films](image)

**Figure 6.24:** The rise and decay curves of the $\delta\Delta(\lambda)$ during the detection of 40 ppm methylamine vapour by Pc2 and Pc2-ATCNT films

### 6.2.6 Detection limit

The lowest detectable concentration was calculated according to section 6.1.6 above in this chapter. Using gold-air interface experiment, a fifth order polynomial fit has been applied on the dynamic base line (Figure 6.25) over 305 point at the wavelength 570nm, where $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectrum has shown a sharp drop in the gold layer. This gives not only the curve-fitting equation but also the statistical parameters of the polynomial fit.

The root mean square noise can be calculated according to eq. 6.2, where, $y_i$ is the measured data point and $y$ is the corresponding value calculated from the curve-fitting equation (Figure 6.25). $N$ is the number of data points used in the curve fitting. The average noise level was found to be 0.117.
Figure 6.25: The dynamic spectra of base line of gold-air substrate at \( \lambda = 570 \) nm. The fifth order polynomial fit has been extracted for the phase shift spectrum only and the equation has been presented:

\[
y = 126.14 - 0.131x + 0.059x^2 - 0.0108x^3 + 8E^{-4}x^4 - 2E^{-5}x^5
\]

Figure 6.26 to 6.29 show the changes in the phase shift versus analytes concentrations for the first few linear points, plotted from Table 6.6.

According to eq. 6.3 with the replacement of units to ppm, the detection limits can be extrapolated from the linear calibration curves, presented in Figures 6.26 to 6.29. When the signal equals 3 times the noise, the detection limits have been calculated and presented in Table 6.8.

Several detection techniques for amines' vapours were reported in the literatures. When \( \text{aqua(chloro)(5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrinato)chromium(III)} \) used as optical active layer based on UV-visible absorption technique, a detection limit of 10 ppm was reported \cite{47} under dynamic conditions, while a limit of 24 ppm has been realized by using fiber-optic fluorescence sensor employing 2-naphtol bonded to polyethylene oxide \cite{49}. 
Figure 6.26: Changes in the phase shift of Pc1 and ATCNT-Pc1 spectra versus analytes concentrations for the first few linear points, plotted from Table 6.6

Figure 6.27: Changes in the phase shift of Pc2 and ATCNT-Pc2 spectra versus analytes concentrations for the first few linear points, plotted from Table 6.6
**Figure 6.28:** Changes in the phase shift of Pc3 and ATCNT-Pc3 spectra versus analytes concentrations for the first few linear points, plotted from Table 6.6

**Figure 6.29:** Changes in the phase shift of Pc4 and ATCNT-Pc4 spectra versus analytes concentrations for the first few linear points, plotted from Table 6.6
Table 6.8: The detection limits for amines sensors calculated according to equations 6.2 and 6.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Methylamine</th>
<th>Dimethylamine</th>
<th>Trimethylamine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pc1</td>
<td>2.925</td>
<td>3.857143</td>
<td>5.238806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCNT-Pc1</td>
<td>1.671429</td>
<td>2.19375</td>
<td>2.064706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pc2</td>
<td>2.507143</td>
<td>2.925</td>
<td>4.3875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCNT-Pc2</td>
<td>1.487288</td>
<td>2.294118</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pc3</td>
<td>2.925</td>
<td>4.3875</td>
<td>5.014286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCNT-Pc3</td>
<td>1.526087</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pc4</td>
<td>3.190909</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>5.014286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCNT-Pc4</td>
<td>1.253571</td>
<td>1.755</td>
<td>2.507143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary

Thin films of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) hybridized with tetradsustituted copper phthalocyanine (CuPcR₄) have been used as optical active layers to detect pentachlorophenol (PCP), 2-chlorophenol (2CP), diuron and simazine in water and methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine in air using Total Internal Reflection Ellipsometry (TIRE) technique.

The produced films exhibited higher sensitivity for pentachlorophenol than other pesticides used in in the case of water ambient and higher sensitivity towards methylamine than dimethylamine and trimethylamine vapours. Hybrid films, in general, exhibited higher sensitivity and lower detection limit than pristine phthalocyanine films towards all the investigated analytes.
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Chapter 7

Distribution of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes in Pyrene Containing Liquid Crystalline Zinc Phthalocyanine Matrix: Formation and Sensor Properties

Chapter overview

Composites of single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) with a discotic zinc phthalocyanines and the distribution of SWCNT in the ordered matrix of hexagonal columnar mesophase of these derivatives is studied using Raman spectroscopy, UV-Vis. Absorption and Fluorescence microscopy, X-ray diffraction, Scanning electron microscopy and Transmission electron microscopy. Conductometric gas sensor devices have been synthesized based on the prepared composite. The fabricated devices have then been examined to detect ammonia gas in the concentration range 1 to 200ppm.
7.1 Introduction

This chapter is devoted to study the distribution of SWCNT in liquid crystalline asymmetrically (Pc6) and symmetrically (Pc7) substituted zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) bearing one pyrene and six polyoxy groups as side chains (Figure 7.1). Full details of the synthesis and chemical characterisation of 2,3,9,10,16,17-Hexakis (4,7,10-trioxaundecan-1-sulfanyl)-23(24)-(1-pyrenylmethoxy) phthalocyaninate zinc (asymmetric Pc6 and symmetric Pc7) are found in the published work of Tuncel et al. and Kaya et al. [1,2]. The effects of nanotubes on the crystalline phase behaviour of this phthalocyanine derivative and on the structural and functional properties of the SWCNT-phthalocyanine composite thin films are investigated. The polyoxy groups are chosen to exhibit the liquid crystalline properties of this material. The pyrene group is also chosen to enhance the interaction of phthalocyanine with the SWCNT. The pyrenyl group is known to interact strongly with SWCNT via \( \pi \)-stacking interactions \[3-5\]. This has been used, for example, in the production of SWCNT-nanoparticle hybrids, the grafting of proteins and other biomolecules to SWCNT \[3\] and to immobilize light harvesting groups on the SWCNT, as well as in the design of new photoelectric devices \[5\]. To demonstrate the potential applications of the SWCNT-ZnPc hybrids towards gas sensing, a conductometric gas sensor device based on the hybrid material has been fabricated. A comparative analysis of sensor response of pristine SWCNT and SWCNT-ZnPc hybrid films to ammonia vapour (1-200 ppm) was carried out to demonstrate the synergetic effect between SWCNTs and ZnPc derivatives. Influence of pyrene group on the phthalocyanine ring on the hybrids formation and their sensor response is discussed. As ammonia is a low boiling point compound and volatile, it is very important to develop sensitive sensors to detect the gaseous NH\(_3\) molecules. Chemical sensing application of SWCNTs for the detection of NO\(_2\) and NH\(_3\) gases was first reported by Kong et al. \[6\]. Other studies have revealed that semiconducting SWCNTs could detect small concentrations of NH\(_3\) and NO\(_2\) with high sensitivity at room temperature \[7\].
7.2 Experimental

7.2.1 Preparation of SWCNT-zinc phthalocyanine hybrids

5 mg of zinc phthalocyanaines (Pc6 or Pc7) have been dissolved in 1 mL DMF and sonicated for 15 minutes. At the same time 1.0 mg SWCNTs was suspended in 3 mL DMF and sonicated for 30 minutes. After sonication the suspension was stirred and the solution of Pc6 or Pc7 was added drop wise to the SWCNTs suspension during stirring to obtain the hybrids SWCNT-Pc6 and SWCNT-Pc7, respectively. Addition of zinc phthalocyanine solution was stopped when the green phthalocyanine solution ceased to become colorless due to phthalocyanine adsorption to the SWCNT. The stirring was continued for another 1 hour before the mixture was centrifuged. The obtained solid washed with DMF several times, centrifuged again and finally dried in vacuum.

7.2.2 Sensor properties study

The sensing performance was studied at the relative humidity of 50%RH against low-concentration of NH3 (1-200 ppm) diluted in air. Pure commercial NH3 gas was used as the NH3 source. Air was used as the diluent gas, and NH3 was diluted by a syringe static volumetric method. Diluted NH3 was injected into the container by a
microsyringe. In order to degas the test chamber, heating was immediately applied at 80 °C after turning off the NH₃ gas.

Thin films of hybrids SWCNT-Pc⁶ and SWCNT-Pc⁷ were deposited by drop-casting their solutions in DMF (0.5 mg/mL) onto interdigitated electrodes, which were used to examine the hybrid films’ DC electrical conductivity. The electrical resistance of the sensors was measured with Keithley 236 by applying a constant dc voltage (3V). The response and recovery times of the films were defined as the times needed to reach 80% of the final or baseline resistance, respectively.

7.3 Characterisation of SWCNT-ZnPc (Pc⁶ and Pc⁷) complexes

7.3.1 Raman spectra

The non-covalent attachment of phthalocyanine molecules to SWCNT can be confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra for pristine SWCNT and both hybrids (SWCNT-Pc⁶ and SWCNT-Pc⁷) are shown in Figure 7.2. The radial breathing modes (RBM), disorder (D) mode and tangential/graphite mode (G-band) are monitored as indicators of functionalisation with phthalocyanines [⁸]. The spectra were normalized to the tangential G band at ~1590 cm⁻¹. Both spectra of pristine SWCNT before and after hybridization contained the following characteristic peaks: the D band located at about 1340 cm⁻¹ (disorder mode), which is due to breathing modes of sp² atoms [⁹-¹¹] and the G band centred at 1590 cm⁻¹ (tangential mode), due to bond stretching of all pairs of sp² atoms [¹²].

In Figure 7.2 (region III), which is an enlarged part of the spectrum from 400 to 1350 cm⁻¹, we can see that the characteristic vibrations of phthalocyanine macrocycle [¹¹] have been affected noticeably by interaction with SWCNT. Comparing SWCNT and hybrid spectra, only little variation of the ratio of the D band to the G band (I_D/I_G) can be observed, which suggests that ZnPc derivatives are associated with the surface of SWCNT through a non-covalent modification. Moreover, the multiple peaks observed in the radial breathing mode (RBM) of SWCNT in the range 158-304 cm⁻¹ (Figure 7.2 (region II)) could be ascribed to a distribution of diameters in the SWCNT samples [¹³,¹⁴]. They correspond to nanotube diameters in the range from 0.7 to 1.4 nm. The Raman spectra of the noncovalently functionalized SWCNT-Pc⁶ and
SWCNT-Pc7 revealed significant shift on the peak positions located in the range 158-225 cm\(^{-1}\). For example, the RBMs at 158, 179, 200, 225 cm\(^{-1}\) of SWCNT have shifted to 165, 187, 205, 229 cm\(^{-1}\) and to 166, 189, 207, 232 cm\(^{-1}\) after the adsorption of Pc7 and Pc6, respectively. It was shown that the radial breathing modes of the Raman spectrum are sensitive to the adsorption coating of the nanotubes with polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon molecules\(^{[15]}\).

---

**Figure 7.2:** Raman spectra of pristine SWCNT, hybrids SWCNT-Pc6 and SWCNT-Pc7 in the range 90-3200 cm\(^{-1}\) (I), in the range of radial breathing modes 90-450 cm\(^{-1}\) (II), in the range of phthalocyanine vibrations 400-1300 cm\(^{-1}\) (III)
The \( \pi-\pi \) stacking interaction between SWCNT and phthalocyanine aromatic rings induced a higher frequency shift of RBM and gave a kind of mode "hardening effect" \([16]\). In particular, the higher frequency shift indicates that SWCNT becomes stiffer after coating with aromatic ring. Adsorption of \( \text{Pc6} \) containing an additional pyrene group is shown to induce a more remarkable shift in comparison with \( \text{Pc7} \) because of the better ZnPc molecule-SWCNT interaction.

### 7.3.2 Optical absorption and fluorescence emission spectra

The optical absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of the zinc phthalocyanines (\( \text{Pc6} \) and \( \text{Pc7} \)) solutions in DMF are shown in Figure 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. The absorption spectrum of \( \text{Pc7} \) in DMF consists of a Soret band at 372 nm and Q-band at 704 nm. Introduction of one pyrene moiety leads to a small shift of the Soret band to 371 nm and Q-band to 698 nm. The fluorescence emission peaks (excitation wavelength is 650 nm) were observed at 719 nm for \( \text{Pc6} \) and 721 nm for \( \text{Pc7} \) in DMF. Because of the pyrene substitution, \( \text{Pc6} \) showed higher emission intensity than \( \text{Pc7} \) as it can be seen in Figure 7.4.

The formation of the SWCNT-ZnPc hybrids can also be confirmed by the fluorescence measurements. The addition of sonicated SWCNT solution to a solution containing either \( \text{Pc6} \) or \( \text{Pc7} \) in DMF quenched the emission of both macrocycles as shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 respectively. However, the fluorescence intensity of \( \text{Pc6} \) was found to be more quenched than \( \text{Pc7} \) suggesting that pyrene substituted ZnPc (\( \text{Pc6} \)) has interacted with SWCNT more efficiently than \( \text{Pc7} \).
Figure 7.3: UV-vis optical absorption spectra of Pc6 and Pc7 in DMF

Figure 7.4: Fluorescence emission spectra of Pc6 ($\lambda_{em}=719$) and Pc7 ($\lambda_{em}=721$) in DMF (C=$1\times10^{-5}$ M). Excitation wavelength=650 nm
Figure 7.5: Fluorescence emission changes of Pc6 observed during the titration of SWCNT (0-350μl) in DMF (C=1×10^{-5} M). Excitation wavelength=650 nm.

Figure 7.6: Fluorescence emission changes of Pc7 observed during the titration of SWCNT (0-350μl) in DMF (C=1×10^{-5} M). Excitation wavelength=650 nm.
7.3.3 X-Ray diffraction

The identification of mesophases was carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements at room temperature. Dichloromethane solution of Pc6 and Pc7 were dropped onto glass slides and left the solvent to evaporate at room temperature. The powder diffraction patterns of Pc6 and Pc7 contain typical reflections of a columnar mesophase of substituted Pcs (Figures 7.7 and 7.8, and Table 7.1). In the low angle region ($2\theta = 4^\circ-6^\circ$), the phthalocyanine derivatives produce a sharp peak with either a shoulder or a small additional peak. In the literature, it has been observed that, in the case of the rectangular columnar phase, the (10) peak of the Colr mesophase splits in the (11) and (20) reflections of the Colr phase $^{[17]}$.

Additionally, it is known that the lattice constants $a$ and $b$ can be calculated from the following equation:

$$\frac{1}{d^2}k = \frac{h^2}{a^2} + \frac{k^2}{b^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.1)

Based on this information, possible indexation of the Colr mesophase can be proposed as in Table 7.1. These results suggest a two-dimensional rectangular lattice with disc-like molecules stacked in columns in the rectangular arrangement. Both XRD patterns of Pc6 and Pc7 show a Colr phase with $p2gg$ symmetry.

The X-ray diffraction patterns of hybrids at room temperature shows similar features to those of compounds Pc6 and Pc7 confirming the rectangular columnar mesophase of the composites as shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.8. The columnar mesophase structure is not destroyed by the inclusion of SWCNTs, however the shift of the corresponding XRD peaks is observed. The XRD patterns of the compound Pc6 at 20 °C display the most intensive diffraction peak at $2\theta = 4.52^\circ$ corresponding to intercolumnar distance of 19.53 Å (Figure 7.7). This peak shifts to 4.56° ($d = 19.36$ Å) in the XRD pattern of SWCNT-Pc6. This points out that the inclusion of carbon nanotubes into the columnar matrix leads to a decrease of the intercolumnar distance.

In the case of compound Pc7 the corresponding diffraction peak at $2\theta = 4.22^\circ$ ($d = 20.9$ Å) shifts to $2\theta = 4.54^\circ$ ($d = 19.45$ Å) upon addition of SWCNT, however addition of more amount of SWCNT leads back to an increase of the intercolumnar distance to 20.44 Å which can be associated with the formation of inhomogeneous
material as was revealed by Polarised Optical Microscopy (see section 7.3.4).

The XRD patterns of SWCNT-Pc6 hybrid also show the \( \text{Col}_r \) phase with \( p2gg \) symmetry, however it is obvious that the number of diffraction peaks increases after the addition of SWCNT to compound Pc6. This appears to be explained by the formation of domains with different orientations. As opposed to the \( \text{Col}_r \) phase with \( p2gg \) symmetry in the case of pristine Pc7, the XRD patterns of SWCNT-Pc7 show a \( \text{Col}_r \) phase with \( C2mm \) symmetry (\( h+k=2n, h0: h=2n, 0k: k=2n \) for \( C2mm \); \( hk: \) no conditions, \( h0: h=2n, 0k: k=2n \) for \( p2gg \)).

**Table 7.1: X-Ray diffraction data for compounds Pc6 and Pc7 and their composites at room temperature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Observed spacings (Å)</th>
<th>Calculated spacings (Å)</th>
<th>Lattice parameters(Å)</th>
<th>Miller indices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC6</td>
<td>( \text{Col}_r )</td>
<td>21.2744</td>
<td>21.2744</td>
<td>( a= 39.07 )</td>
<td>(1 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.5346</td>
<td>19.5346</td>
<td>( b= 24.80 )</td>
<td>(2 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.5901</td>
<td>11.8231</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.8400</td>
<td>9.7675</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.1438</td>
<td>7.4531</td>
<td></td>
<td>(5 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWCNT-Pc6</td>
<td>( \text{Col}_r )</td>
<td>21.5296</td>
<td>21.5296</td>
<td>( a= 38.73 )</td>
<td>(1 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.3624</td>
<td>19.3624</td>
<td>( b= 25.90 )</td>
<td>(2 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.2971</td>
<td>12.2721</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.0661</td>
<td>10.7583</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.8821</td>
<td>9.6824</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.2490</td>
<td>7.1722</td>
<td></td>
<td>(3 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.5144</td>
<td>5.5329</td>
<td></td>
<td>(7 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.3312</td>
<td>5.4105</td>
<td></td>
<td>(7 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pc7</td>
<td>( \text{Col}_r )</td>
<td>23.8566</td>
<td>23.8566</td>
<td>( a= 41.84 )</td>
<td>(1 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.9197</td>
<td>20.9197</td>
<td>( b= 29.04 )</td>
<td>(2 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.4669</td>
<td>13.7052</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.0379</td>
<td>11.9203</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.3243</td>
<td>10.4600</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.0294</td>
<td>5.9772</td>
<td></td>
<td>(7 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWCNT-Pc7</td>
<td>( \text{Col}_r )</td>
<td>22.2990</td>
<td>22.2990</td>
<td>( a= 38.90 )</td>
<td>(1 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.4491</td>
<td>19.4491</td>
<td>( b= 27.21 )</td>
<td>(2 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.9620</td>
<td>11.1553</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.8643</td>
<td>9.7250</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.2392</td>
<td>7.4369</td>
<td></td>
<td>(3 3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7.7: XRD patterns of Pc6 and its hybrid at room temperature
Figure 7.8: XRD patterns of Pc7 and its hybrid at room temperature
7.3.4 Polarizing optical microscopy

Compound Pc6 is isotropic liquid at about 230°C accompanying decomposition. When this sample was cooled from isotropic melt, typical hexagonal texture was formed at about 200 °C. This hexagonal texture remained constant until 130 °C during cooling. A fingerprint texture of rectangular phase was observed below 130 °C as can be seen in Figure 7.9 confirming the transition from hexagonal phase to rectangular phase. Similar transitions were observed in the literature [17].

Figure 7.9: POM measurements for compound Pc6. (a) Homeotropic alignment in the Colh mesophase, 200°C (b) Planar alignment in the Colh mesophase, 200°C (c) Homeotropic alignment in the Colr mesophase, 25°C (d) Planar alignment in the Colr mesophase, 25°C. Magnification: 40X. Heating-cooling rate: 20°C.min⁻¹.

All SWCNT-ZnPc composites containing 1 and 2 wt.% were found to be liquid crystalline in nature. Similar to the pure ZnPcs, they show textures of columnar mesophases at room temperature (Figure 7.10). Figures 7.10a and 7.10d show typical mosaic textures of pure phthalocyanine derivatives. To the SWCNT composites (Figures 7.10 b,e), the texture is obviously different, especially in the case of
SWCNT-Pc6 (Figures 7.10 b), from that of the pure materials. Inclusion of carbon nanotubes into the columnar matrix leads to an increase of the domains size, especially in the case of the composite SWCNT-Pc6. We can suggest that SWCNTs dispersed in LC matrix can act as seeds for oriented domain growth.

In the case of the composite SWCNT-Pc6 the fan-shaped texture is still persistent whereas the star-like layered structure is clearly seen. It is necessary to mention that when we tried to insert more SWCNTs in the columnar liquid crystal we observe small black aggregates of CNTs under the polarizing microscope, which meant that the CNTs are not homogeneously dispersed in the liquid crystal matrix of the composites for such high CNT additive. In the case of the composite SWCNT-Pc7 the formation of inhomogeneous films containing small amount of black aggregates of CNTs starts to observe already at lower percentage of SWCNTs.

**Figure 7.10:** Polarizing optical microscopy images of the films of pure Pc6 (a) and its composite (b); pure Pc7 (d) and its composite (e), obtained under crossed polarized light
7.3.5 Microscopy characterisation

SEM images of thin films of the composites SWCNT-Pc6 and SWCNT-Pc7 are given in Figures 7.11 (a, b and c). The films consist of thicker nanotubes of 10-30 nm in diameter. These nanotubes appear to consist of bundles of SWCNTs wrapped by layers of LC phthalocyanine molecules. It can be suggested that the core part of phthalocyanine LC molecules anchors around the SWCNT walls, meanwhile the tail part repels sideways to enhance the \( \pi-\pi \) stacking by maximizing the hexagon-hexagon interactions between the two hybrid components. Similar scheme of interaction between porphyrin derivative ZnP(alkyl)\(_4\) and the surface of semiconducting SWCNTs were visualized by performing DFT calculations \([18]\).

In the case of SWCNT-Pc6, these thicker nanotubes have a tendency to lie stretched mainly in one direction in the LC matrix (Figure 7.11a), while in the SWCNT-Pc7 they are more tangled and disordered (Figure 6.11c). The edge view of the SWCNT-Pc6 film (Figure 7.11b) shows that the films of SWCNT-Pc6 have layered structure with the layers align parallel to each other with the phthalocyanine molecules perpendicular to the layers according to the data of polarized Raman spectroscopy \([1]\). The more ordered structure of the SWCNT-Pc6 films appears to be connected with the presence of the pyrene groups in compound Pc6 which are known to interact strongly with SWCNTs via \( \pi\)-stacking interactions \([3-5,19]\). Meanwhile, discotic LCs derived from triphenylene have been reported to orient CNTs \([20,21]\). However, owing to their rather low miscibility with pristine CNTs, the use of triphenylene covalently modified CNTs was essential.

Inspecting the TEM images of pristine SWCNTs shows the presence of large aggregates of nanotubes. Figure 7.12 (a) and (b) show the TEM images of SWCNT-Pc6 and SWCNT-Pc7 hybrids, respectively. From these figures, we can observe the coverage of phthalocyanines on the sidewall of SWCNT. Furthermore the SWCNT-ZnPc nanohybrid appears to be made of bundles composed of tubes with specific rugged surface and a layer of thickness of about 1.5-2 nm immobilized onto the sidewall of SWCNT.
The intermolecular alkyl–π and π–π interactions and relative orientation of similar porphyrin derivative ZnP(alkyl)$_4$ on the surface of the semiconducting SWCNT were visualized by performing DFT calculations [18]. The results show that the aromatic macrocycle interacts with the surface of the nanotubes and that the alkyl chains also surround the nanotubes to some extent.
7.4 Study of electrical and sensor properties of SWCNT-ZnPc hybrids

7.4.1 Lateral conductivity

The I(V) dependencies for the films deposited onto interdigitated electrodes were performed using Keithley 236 semiconductor characterisation system in the voltage range 0-10V. From equation 3.7, the conductivity ($\sigma$) can be defined as:

$$\sigma = \frac{L}{RHWn}$$ (7.2)

where $L$, $W$, $H$ and $n$ are as defined in section 3.1.7, $R$ is the film's resistance as derived from the I-V curves (Figures 7.13 and 7.14), which has been calculated from the liner fitting parameters that are shown as insets to Figures 7.13 and 7.14.

The calculated conductivities are $8.2 \times 10^{-6}$, $1.9 \times 10^{-2}$, $4.4 \times 10^{-6}$ and $4.6 \times 10^{-3}$ for Pc6, SWCNT-Pc6, Pc7 and SWCNT-Pc7 respectively. The lateral conductivity tends to increase with the presence of SWCNTs. For example, the conductivity of SWCNT-Pc6 composite films is about 4 orders of magnitude higher than that of pure Pc6 films. It is necessary to mention that the presence of SWCNTs leads to the formation of non-homogeneous composite films containing small particles of aggregated nanotubes. The larger electrical conductivity of the nanocomposites arises due to the highly delocalized $\pi$ electron density of phthalocyanine molecules bonded to SWCNTs, which provides a facile path for electronic conduction. Increase of
conductivity in the region of 2-4 orders of magnitude in dependence on the orientations of the LC columns and SWCNTs has been observed in the case of discotic ionic liquid crystals of triphenylene derivatives bearing six imidazolium ion pendants [22].

**Figure 7.13:** I(V) curves of Pc6 and its hybrid with SWCNTs. The linear fitting parameters are shown as inset.

**Figure 7.14:** I(V) curves of Pc7 and its hybrid with SWCNTs. The linear fitting parameters are shown as inset.
7.4.2 Ammonia vapour detection

Figure 7.15 shows the normalized sensor response $R = (R_c - R_0)/R_0$ where $R_c$ is the steady state resistance of the sensor at certain concentration of ammonia and $R_0$ is the baseline resistance of the sensor) of the films of pristine SWCNT and SWCNT hybrids with Pc6 and Pc7 on exposure to ammonia of the concentrations 5, 20, 40, 60 and 80 ppm. In order to degas, heating was immediately applied at 80 °C after turning off the NH₃ gas. The temperature was chosen following published results in the literature, which demonstrated that the sensor resistance of SWCNT films did not return to baseline value for a long time after NH₃ was replaced by fresh air at room temperature [23,24].

The resistance of the sensor increased following 3 min exposure to NH₃; this is the result of adsorption of electron donating NH₃ molecules on pristine SWCNTs causing charge transfer between the SWCNTs and the analyte molecules. This result shows that pristine SWCNTs exhibit p-type conductivity. Similar results were observed for films of both studied hybrids.

The proposed mechanism of sensor response of the modified carbon nanotubes to ammonia and other reducing analytes has already been discussed in the literature [25,26]. Theoretical studies indicate a weak interaction between pristine SWCNTs and NH₃, with little charge transfer [27,28]. It is also known that surface charge transfer interaction occurs upon adsorption of strong electron donor molecules like ammonia [29] onto the surface of phthalocyanine derivative in hybrids leading to electron transfer from NH₃ to the phthalocyanine molecule; the formed charge transfer complexes trap holes leading to the observed increase in the resistance. Since SWCNTs/MPc conjugates can form an excellent charge transfer complexes [10,30], the charge can favourably travel from MPc to SWCNTs rapidly, resulting in a large and fast variation in the films' resistance. The combination of the useful properties of SWCNTs (namely, high conductivity and extremely high surface area), and the properties of MPc derivatives (specifically, appropriate binding sites for ammonia resulting in charge transfer complexes) provides ground for synergic effect between SWCNTs and ZnPc derivatives as active layers for sensor applications.

Both hybrids, SWCNT-Pc6 and SWCNT-Pc7, exhibited an enhanced response to NH₃ compared to that of pristine SWCNT film, with the largest response observed in
the case of SWCNT-Pc6 hybrid. The response of pristine SWCNT and SWCNT/ZnPc hybrid films towards different NH3 concentrations is depicted in Figure 7.16. The results show that the SWCNT/ZnPc hybrids response is much higher than that of pristine SWCNTs sensor. The SWCNT-Pc6 sensor can detect about 1 ppm of NH3 gas, which indicates relatively higher sensitivity compared to that demonstrated by pristine SWCNTs. Meanwhile, the SWCNTs sensor can detect 10 ppm of NH3.

Response linearity for all three films towards ammonia was observed for concentrations in range up to 100 ppm with a trend to saturate at concentrations higher than 100 ppm. The response value of SWCNT-Pc6 film is higher than the SWCNT-Pc7 hybrid films. This result can be explained by the presence of larger number of active sites (ZnPc and pyrene molecules) in SWCNT-Pc6 hybrid since the derivative Pc6 was shown to interact with SWCNTs more efficiently than Pc7.

Figure 7.15: The response curve of pristine SWCNT, SWCNT-Pc6 and SWCNT-Pc7 films to ammonia vapour at concentrations of 5-80 ppm
Distribution of SWCNT in ZnPc Matrix

Figure 7.16: Response of pristine SWCNT, SWCNT-Pc6 and SWCNT-Pc7 films versus NH₃ concentration

Summary

Hybrid structures of single-walled carbon nanotubes with symmetrically octasubstituted ZnPc bearing eight polyoxy groups and asymmetrically substituted ZnPc bearing one pyrene and six polyoxy groups as side chains have been prepared and characterized by spectral methods and microscopy. Pyrene containing ZnPc has interacted with SWCNT more efficiently than zinc phthalocyanine without pyrene substituent. It has also been shown that the response of the hybrid films with pyrene containing ZnPc to the ammonia vapour is two times larger than that demonstrated by hybrid films with ZnPc without pyrene substituents.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future work

8.1 Conclusion

In this work, copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) and lead phthalocyanine (PbPc) thin films have been characterized and studied for possible device applications. Hybrid structures of single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) and CuPc and zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) were prepared as thin films and examined as a sensing element to detect different kinds of pollutants using optical and electrical detection techniques.

Octa-substituted copper(II) phthalocyanines (CuPcR₈), containing alkylthio-, alkoxy-, (trioxyethylene)thio- and (trioxyethylene)oxy- substituents in peripheral positions have been investigated. It was shown that the type of substituent in the phthalocyanine molecule has a significant effect on the films' orientation and on its electrical properties. Higher surface conductivity values were found for films of phthalocyanines with the molecules oriented perpendicular to the substrate surface. The lateral conductivity tends to decrease slightly with the increase of chain length, and the higher conductivity in the alkylthio- derivatives is thought to be caused by the reduced structural disorder during phase transition which is caused by the presence of sulphur atoms in the chains.

Furthermore, Octa-substituted alkylthio- and alkoxy- lead (II) phthalocyanines (PbPcR₈) have also been investigated and examined for electrical switching applications. Thin films prepared from these compounds have exhibited an increase in electronic conduction after heat treatment. Typical switching effect was also observed with high ON/OF ratios making them promising candidates for memory applications.

Hybrid structures of SWCNT and tetra-substituted copper phthalocyanine (CuPcR₄) have been prepared. FTIR and Raman spectra have shown that non-covalent binding between CuPcR₄ and SWCNTs has been significantly enhanced as a result of acid treatment of SWCNT. Using SEM and AFM measurements morphology of the films
was found to be highly dependent on the solubility of the hybrid which is determined by the method used to produce the hybrid structure. The acid-treatment of SWCNT is found to result in the separation of bundled carbon nanotubes, leading to enhanced π-π interaction formation in the SWCNT/CuPcR₄ system. Thin films of acid-treated SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrid exhibited much higher conductivity than CuPcR₄ and improved films' homogeneity has enabled the use of such hybrids as optically active sensing layers for the detection of pollutants in water utilizing Total Internal Reflection Ellipsometry technique (TIRE). The response of acid-treated SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrid films to the presence of benzo[a]pyrene in water was shown to be two times larger than that demonstrated by CuPcR₄ films.

Thin films of SWCT/CuPcR₄ with different substitutions have been prepared. The morphology and optical properties of the hybrid films were studied and the interaction between the two materials was ascribed to the π-π interaction as well as van der Waals forces. The prepared films were applied as an optical active layer to detect some pesticides in water in comparatively low concentrations, including pentachlorophenol, 2-chlorophenol, diuron and simazine using TIRE technique. Concentrations as low as 133 ng/L have been detected by spin coated active layers of SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrids with an average sensitivity of 0.00396/(µg/L). The produced films exhibited higher sensitivity for pentachlorophenol than other analytes used in this work. Hybrid films, in general, exhibited higher sensitivity and lower detection limit than pristine phthalocyanine films towards all the investigated pesticides.

In the case of gas sensing, concentrations as low as 3.6 ppm of methylamine have been detected by spun active layers of SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrids with an average sensitivity of 0.000325/ppm. The produced films exhibited higher sensitivity for methylamine than dimethylamine and trimethylamine due to the steric hindrance of secondary and tertiary amines which reduces the probability of being adsorbed by the sensor. Hybrid films, in general, show higher sensitivity, lower detection limit and shorter response time than bare phthalocyanine films towards all the investigated amines' vapours. The higher π-electron density in the carbon nanotubes is expected to result in larger number of adsorbed molecules onto the hybrid films' surfaces.
Hybrid structures of single-walled carbon nanotubes with symmetrically octasubstituted ZnPc bearing eight polyoxy groups and asymmetrically substituted ZnPc bearing one pyrene and six polyoxy groups as side chains have been prepared and characterized by spectral methods and microscopy. It was shown by the methods of Raman spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy that pyrene containing ZnPc has interacted with SWCNT more efficiently than zinc phthalocyanine without pyrene substituents. To demonstrate the potential applications of the SWCNT/ZnPc hybrids towards gas sensing, a conductometric gas sensor device based on the hybrid materials has been fabricated. The comparative analysis of sensor response of pristine SWCNT and films of the SWCNT/ZnPc hybrids to ammonia vapour (1-200 ppm) was carried out to demonstrate the synergetic effect between SWCNTs and ZnPc derivatives. It has also been shown that the response of the hybrid films with pyrene containing ZnPc to the ammonia vapour is two times larger than that demonstrated by hybrid films with ZnPc without pyrene substituents.

8.2 Future work

The current investigation has focused on examining the copper derivatives of the substituted Pcs as chemical detection element. For future work however, all other metal Pcs studied here will need to be examined for similar application.

Some pesticides and amines have been investigated in this work. Further investigation will need to consider more analytes including CL₂, NO₂ and CO.

A comparative study can be performed to evaluate SWCNT/MPC hybrid layers' sensitivities towards all studied analytes using electrical-based sensing method and TIRE. Therefore, the design of a new cell for TIRE technique can be carried out to include two planar electrodes to measure the optical and electrical changes in the film caused by adsorption of analyte molecules at the same time.

This project has focused on the analysis of the studied layers sensitivity; however, less emphasis was placed on the selectivity of the films as a result of exposure to a broader range of pollutants. This could certainly be one essential objective of future studies of these hybrids.
Thin films of peripheral and non-peripheral tetra-substituted copper phthalocyanines \([\text{CuPcR}_4]\), \(R = \text{OCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{CH}_3\) or \(\text{SCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{CH}_3\) and their hybrids with single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) have been investigated as optical active layers for amines vapours detection. Adsorption of amines onto the films' surfaces has been realized by monitoring changes in the phase shift \((\Delta A)\) of total internal reflection ellipsometry spectra. Methylamine has shown higher sensitivity and lower response time among the studied three amines. The steric hindrance provided by the shapes of the secondary and tertiary amine molecules is thought to decrease the interaction with films' surfaces as compared to methylamine. For all active layers used in this study, the sensitivity of SWCNT/CuPcR_4 hybrid films was higher than the sensitivity of pristine CuPcR_4 films with clear recovery in the \(\Delta A\) spectra after flushing the cell with air. The lower response time at 40 ppm is found to be 66 s and the highest sensitivity is 0.000325/ppm towards methylamine vapour.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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**ABSTRACT**

The past few years, there has been an increasing demand for a simple and effective method to detect toxic odours that are released by organic volatile compounds due to their damaging effects on biological system and environment in general \([1-4]\). Among these hazardous gases, amine complexes are commonly used in agriculture, pharmaceutical, dye manufacturing and food processing industries \([5]\). In addition, amines and their derivatives are of great interest as indicators of spoilage in foods because they play a role in the degradation pathways of amino acids in living organisms \([6]\). In the case of fish and seafood, biogenic amines like ammonia, methylamine, dimethylamine, trimethylamine, acrylamide, dopamine, and histamine among others. Concentration of these decomposition products increases with time, therefore, the determination of freshness in fish and seafood is reliable with the quantification of these vapours \([7]\).

Several methods used to determine chemical compounds imply measuring the variation of physical properties of an active layer induced by the adsorption of gas molecule on its surface. This active layer becomes the transducer that transforms the interaction with the environment in an optical or electrical signal. Among these methods are; high performance liquid chromatography \([8-10]\), electrochemical sensors \([11-14]\), electrical-based sensors \([15]\) and optical detection methods \([16]\). Sensors and measurement tools based on optical phenomena have always been of special interest, mostly because they usually do not require any physical or electrical contact with the materials under investigation and therefore they are not destructive. Some techniques, such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) \([17]\) and UV-visible absorption spectroscopy \([18]\) are quite well recognised, and widely used. However, some methods like total internal reflection ellipsometry (TIRE), where ellipsometry can be used in total internal reflection mode and in combination with the surface plasmon resonance phenomenon \([19]\) are still underexploited in the sensor area. There have been a number of research studies where TIRE can be used for monitoring of thin layers on surfaces \([20]\). Studies in the literature
e explored some possible applications of TIRE, which included its use for the monitoring of corrosion [21] as well as its exploita-
tion in biomolecules detection [22]. However, it still seems to be totally explored in the field of chemical vapour detection. A
ailed theoretical background of TIRE technique is found in the
ature [23].
range of sensitive materials has been employed to construct sen-
sors; these include several types of transition metal oxides [24], conducting polymers [25] as well as organic complexes like halocyanines [7, 17, 26, 27]. Phthalocyanines (Pcs) in general and ir metallo-derivatives (MPcs) in particular, hold a great promise the development of many non-linear optical devices because of ir activity as basis for optical limiting [28], fast response time, que electronic absorption properties and the extensively delo-

ted π-π electron skeleton.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), on the other hand, have been found e extremely sensitive to their local chemical environment. This mical sensitivity, due to their extraordinary one-dimensional bon nanostructure, has made them ideal building blocks for mical detection [29]. CNTs have been demonstrated as promis-
candidates for the detection of toxic gases such as NO₂, NH₃, H₂, CO₂, and CO [30–33]. However, the poor solubility and dis-
sity of CNTs in conventional solvents has restricted their use as ive layers processed by simple methods like spin coating. Acid-
tment as well as other modifications has been shown to assist vercoming the disadvantage of poor dispersity of CNTs [34–36]. other downside is that CNTs are optically inert and almost unsuitable to use as optical active layers utilising techniques h as SPR and TIRE. Further surface modification of CNTs through ridisation with MPcs enhances their optical performance

as well as gas sensing activity. This arises from the mutual π interac-
tion between CNTs and MPc resulting in more detection efficiency compared to the individual CNTs or MPcs species [37].
In this work, we report the use of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) hybridized with tetra-substituted copper phthalocyanines CuPcR₄ (Fig. 1) as an optical active layer to detect methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine in air using TIRE technique. The morphology and optical properties of the SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrid films are also discussed.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

3-nitrophthalonitrile [38], 4-nitrophthalonitrile [39], 3-(4,7,10-
troxaundecane-1-oxanonyl)phthalonitrile [40], 3-(4,7,10-troxaun-
decane-1-sulfanyl)phthalonitrile [41], 4-(4,7,10-troxaundecane-
1-oxanonyl)phthalonitrile [42], 4-(4,7,10-troxaundecane-1-sulfa-
nyl)phthalonitrile [43] were synthesized and purified according to procedures described in the literatures. Dimethylformamide (DMF), n-hexanol, n-hexane, CH₂Cl₂ and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were dried as described by Perrin and Armarego [44] before use. CuCl₂, 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) and triethylene glycol monomethyl ether were purchased from Fluka. K₂CO₃ and neutral Al₂O₃ were purchased from Merck.

SWCNTs were commercially purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Methyamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine solutions in water (40%) were also obtained from Sigma–Aldrich. Air was used as the diluent gas. Small amounts of amine solutions have been transferred into 2 L glass bottle using micro syringe and were left

![Fig. 1. Synthesis of CuPc₄ derivatives. i: Corresponding ROH or RSH, anhydrous K₂CO₃, anhydrous DMF; ii: anhydrous CuCl₂, anhydrous n-hexanol, DBU.](image-url)
orize. The vapour concentration was calculated according to
lowing gas law [18]:

\[
\frac{dV}{dM} = \frac{1}{3} \rho V T
\]

(1)
c is the concentration in ppm, \( \rho \) the density of the liquid sam-
ple, \( T \) the temperature of container, \( V \) the volume liquid sample in \( \mu \)L, \( M \) the molecular weight of sample in g, and \( V \) is the container volume in litre. The diluted gas has
her diluted in a 50 mL syringe to obtain amines concen-
trate measured with the M2000V instrument in the 350-1000 nm
f the reflection system, i.e. thicknesses, refractive indices and
coefficients of the substrate and adsorbed layers, can be
plied by solving Fresnel equations many times for different values
of \( \alpha \).

e saures were recorded between 4000 and 650 cm\(^{-1}\) using a
Elmer Spectrum 100 FT-IR spectrometer with an attenuated
fection (ATR) accessory, featuring a zinc selenide (ZnSe)
uble degas by injecting fresh air into the gas cell.

**Table 1** shows detailed
topics the prism was dictated by conditions of total
eflection (ATR) accessory, featuring a zinc selenide (ZnSe)

**Fig. 1**). The compounds are soluble in CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\), chloroform, THF,
ethanol and methanol and are characterized by MALDI-TOF mass
espectroscopy, FT-IR and UV-Vis spectroscopy.

1(4,8,11,15(18,22(25)-Tetakis-[2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)
ethoxy)ethoxy] phthalocyaninato Copper (II) (Pc1)
A mixture of 3-(4,7,10-triazaacene-d-1-oxononyl)phthaloni-
nitride (0.5 g, 1.7 mmol), anhydrous CuCl\(_2\) (0.11 g, 0.86 mmol),
anhydrous n-hexanol (2 mL) and DBU (0.07 mL, 0.45 mmol) was heated
and stirred at 170 °C for 24 h in a round-bottomed flask under argon
atmosphere. The resulting green suspension was cooled and
the product was extracted with n-hexane. The oily green product was
purified by column chromatography on neutral Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) using CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\) as
eluent. Yield: 0.235 g (47%). Anal. calcld. for C\(_{90}\)H\(_{29}\)N\(_{16}\)O\(_{10}\)Cu: C,
58.84; H, 5.92; N, 9.15, found: C, 58.96; H, 5.73; N, 9.56%. IR (ATR)
\(\nu_{\text{max}}\) (cm\(^{-1}\)) : 3036 (aromatic CH), 2872 (aliphatic CH), 1648,
1592, 1452, 1340, 1272, 1236, 1072. UV-Vis (THF) \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) (log \(\varepsilon\)) (nm): 699
(4.98), 358 (4.14). MALDI-TOF-MS m/z: Calcld. for C\(_{90}\)H\(_{29}\)N\(_{16}\)O\(_{10}\)Cu:
1224.82, Found 1224.42 [M]+.

2(3,9(10),16(17),23(24)-Tetakis-[2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)
ethoxy)ethoxy) phthalocyaninato Copper (II) (Pc2)
Pc2 was prepared according to the modified synthetic route
previously reported by Erdem et al. [42]. This compound was
synthesized by the same method used for the synthesis of
Pc1 starting with 4-(4,7,10-triazaacene-d-1-oxononyl)phthaloni-
nitride (0.5 g, 1.7 mmol), anhydrous CuCl\(_2\) (0.11 g, 0.86 mmol),
anhydrous n-hexanol (2 mL) and DBU (0.07 mL, 0.45 mmol) in this study. Yield:
0.380 g (76%). Anal. calcld. for C\(_{90}\)H\(_{29}\)N\(_{16}\)O\(_{10}\)Cu: C, 58.84; H, 5.92; N,
9.15, found: C, 59.01; H, 5.51; N, 9.42%. IR (ATR) \(\nu_{\text{max}}\) (cm\(^{-1}\)) : 3069
(aromatic CH), 2867 (aliphatic CH), 1648, 1592, 1452, 1340, 1273,
1242, 1196, 1091, 1060. UV-Vis (THF) \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) (log \(\varepsilon\)) (nm): 682
(4.93), 340 (4.68). MALDI-TOF-MS m/z: Calcld. for C\(_{90}\)H\(_{29}\)N\(_{16}\)O\(_{10}\)Cu:
1224.82, Found 1225.29 [M]+.

1(4,8,11,15(18,22(25)-Tetakis-[2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)
ethoxy)ethoxy] phthalocyaninato Copper (II) (Pc3) [48]
Pc3 was prepared by the same procedure used for the
synthesis of Pc1 starting with 3-(4,7,10-triazaacene-d-1-sulfanyl)
phthalonitrile (0.5 g, 1.6 mmol), anhydrous CuCl\(_2\) (0.11 g,
0.81 mmol), anhydrous n-hexanol (2 mL) and DBU (0.07 mL,
0.45 mmol). Yield: 0.370 g (74%). Anal. calcld. for C\(_{90}\)H\(_{29}\)N\(_{16}\)O\(_{10}\)Cu:
C, 55.49; H, 5.63; N, 8.69%, found: C, 56.14; H, 5.23; N, 8.88%. IR
(ATR) \(\nu_{\text{max}}\) (cm\(^{-1}\)) : 3060 (aromatic CH), 2912 (aliphatic CH),
1636, 1568, 1464, 1312, 1084, 1024. UV-Vis (THF) \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) (log \(\varepsilon\)) (nm):
712 (4.93), 339 (4.64). MALDI-TOF-MS m/z: Calcld. for C\(_{90}\)H\(_{29}\)N\(_{16}\)O\(_{10}\)Cu:
1289.08, Found 1289.41 [M]+.

2(3,9(10),16(17),23(24)-Tetakis-[2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)
ethoxy)ethoxy) phthalocyaninato Copper (II) (Pc4)
Pc4 was prepared by the same procedure used for the
synthesis of Pc1 starting with 4-(4,7,10-triazaacene-d-1-sulfanyl)
phthalonitrile (0.5 g, 1.6 mmol), anhydrous CuCl\(_2\) (0.11 g,
0.81 mmol), anhydrous n-hexanol (2 mL) and DBU (0.07 mL,
0.45 mmol). Yield: 0.365 g (73%). Anal. calcld. for C\(_{90}\)H\(_{29}\)N\(_{16}\)O\(_{10}\)Cu:
C, 55.90; H, 5.63; N, 8.69%, found: C, 56.05; H, 5.32; N, 8.99%. IR
(ATR) \(\nu_{\text{max}}\) (cm\(^{-1}\)) : 3067 (aromatic CH), 2871-2864 (aliphatic CH),
1607, 1510 ,1 4 8 3,14 0 6,1 34 3 ,12 7 3,12 4 2,11 9 6,10 9 1,10 6 0. UV-Vis (THF)
\(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) (log \(\varepsilon\)) (nm): 662 (4.93), 340 (4.68). MALDI-TOF-MS m/z: Calcld. for C\(_{90}\)H\(_{29}\)N\(_{16}\)O\(_{10}\)Cu:
1289.08, Found 1289.41 [M]+.

**2.4. Preparation of SWCNTs-CuPcR\(_4\) hybrids**

SWCNTs were first acidified and cut into short and uncapped
nanotubes according to a multi-step procedure developed by Small-
ley and co-workers [49]. This was carried out by stirring
the nanotubes under 70 °C in a mixture of concentrated HNO\(_3\) and
H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) (3:1, v:v) for 2 h. The mixture was centrifuged, washed thoro-
goughly in deionised water and dried at 70 °C for 12 hours.
The acidified SWCNTs (0.5 mg) were added to a solution of \( \text{Pel}, \text{Pc2}, \text{Pc3} \) or \( \text{Pc4} \) (1.5 mg/mL) in chloroform and ultrasonicated 15 min to get suspensions of \( \text{Pc1-CNT}, \text{Pc2-CNT}, \text{Pc3-CNT} \) and \( \text{Pc4-CNT} \). Thin films were produced by spin-casting the obtained suspensions onto gold-coated slides and onto silicon substrates using photoresist spinner (Microsystem model 4000) at 2000 rpm. Similarly, thin films were produced from a solution of all pristine \( \text{CuPcR}\) compounds in chloroform (2 mg/mL) for comparison.

### Results and discussion

#### Characterization of SWCNT/CuPcR\(_4\) hybrid films

1. **UV-Vis absorption spectra**

Fig. 2 shows the UV-visible absorption spectra of solutions of CNTs, \( \text{CuPc} \) (\( \text{Pc1}, \text{Pc2}, \text{Pc3} \) and \( \text{Pc4} \)) and SWCNT/CuPc (\( \text{Pc1-T}, \text{Pc2-CNT}, \text{Pc3-CNT} \) and \( \text{Pc4-CNT} \)) hybrids in chloroform. All \( \text{CuPcR}\) compounds used in this work exhibit typical electronic absorption spectra. The spectra are characterised with two strong absorption regions, one in the wavelength range of 650–720 nm (Q-band) arising from the electron transitions from highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) eg and another in the range of 300–450 nm (\( \sigma^* \) band) which is attributed to the electron transitions from the \( \pi^* \) to the (LUMO) eg [50]. Furthermore, absorption within Q-band is split into two absorption peaks, one with much higher intensity than the other. This can be ascribed to dominant monomer absorption with the lower intensity shoulder being attributed to molecular aggregation in chloroform solution. The absorption spectrum of SWCNT is featureless as reported elsewhere [4].

The maxima of the Q-bands in the absorption spectra of \( \text{Pc1-T}, \text{Pc2-CNT}, \text{Pc3-CNT} \) and \( \text{Pc4-CNT} \) hybrids are broadened and shifted by \( \approx 12.45, 10.59, 16.42 \) and 17.48 nm in comparison with \( \text{Pc1}, \text{Pc2}, \text{Pc3} \) and \( \text{Pc4} \) spectra, respectively. It can also be seen that the Q-band splitting has either disappeared or became weaker the absorption spectra of hybrid, which indicates a dominant monomer absorption. These changes are suggested to take place to the strong \( \pi-\pi \) interaction between carbon nanotubes and phthalocyanine molecules, where phthalocyanines are usually considered as electron donors, while carbon nanotubes as acceptors [9]. This interaction has been frequently ascribed to the reduced \( \pi \)- conjugation in the MPC/CNT composites [53, 54].

#### Morphology

Fig. 3 shows SEM images of pristine SWCNTs, acid-treated SWCNTs, \( \text{Pc1-CNT}, \text{Pc2-CNT}, \text{Pc3-CNT} \) and \( \text{Pc4-CNT} \) hybrids deposited as thin film from chloroform solution onto silicon substrate. Pristine CNTs typically tend to bundle together (Fig. 3a) and to aggregate.

### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( V_1 (\mu L) )</th>
<th>( \rho (g/mL) )</th>
<th>( V_2 (L) )</th>
<th>( T (K) )</th>
<th>( M (g) )</th>
<th>Calculated concentration</th>
<th>Further dilution by 50 cc syringe</th>
<th>The original solutions are 40% conc. in water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ethylamine</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>335.1808</td>
<td>( C_2 = C_1 \times 1/10 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imethylamine</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>42.08</td>
<td>670.3616</td>
<td>( C_2 = C_1 \times 1/10 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{methylamine} )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>45.08</td>
<td>942.7889</td>
<td>( C_2 = C_1 \times 1/10 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{dimeethylamine} )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>45.08</td>
<td>942.7889</td>
<td>( C_2 = C_1 \times 1/10 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The acidified SWCNTs (0.5 mg) were added to a solution of \( \text{Pc1}, \text{Pc2}, \text{Pc3} \) or \( \text{Pc4} \) (1.5 mg/mL) in chloroform and ultrasonicated 15 min to get suspensions of \( \text{Pc1-CNT}, \text{Pc2-CNT}, \text{Pc3-CNT} \) and \( \text{Pc4-CNT} \). Thin films were produced by spin-casting the obtained suspensions onto gold-coated slides and onto silicon substrates using photoresist spinner (Microsystem model 4000) at 2000 rpm. Similarly, thin films were produced from a solution of all pristine \( \text{CuPcR} \) compounds in chloroform (2 mg/mL) for comparison.

#### Results and discussion

1. **Characterization of SWCNT/CuPcR\(_4\) hybrid films**

1. **UV-Vis absorption spectra**

Fig. 2 shows the UV-visible absorption spectra of solutions of CNTs, \( \text{CuPc} \) (\( \text{Pc1}, \text{Pc2}, \text{Pc3} \) and \( \text{Pc4} \)) and SWCNT/CuPc (Pc1-T, Pc2-CNT, Pc3-CNT and Pc4-CNT) hybrids in chloroform. All \( \text{CuPcR}\) compounds used in this work exhibit typical electronic absorption spectra. The spectra are characterised with two strong absorption regions, one in the wavelength range of 650–720 nm (Q-band) arising from the electron transitions from highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) \( \alpha_{HOMO} \) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) \( \epsilon_{LUMO} \) and another in the range of 300–450 nm (\( \sigma^* \) band) which is attributed to the electron transitions from the \( \pi^* \) to the (LUMO) \( \epsilon_{LUMO} \) [50]. Furthermore, absorption within Q-band is split into two absorption peaks, one with much higher intensity than the other. This can be ascribed to dominant monomer absorption with the lower intensity shoulder being attributed to molecular aggregation in chloroform solution. The absorption spectrum of SWCNT is featureless as reported elsewhere [4].

The maxima of the Q-bands in the absorption spectra of \( \text{Pc1-T}, \text{Pc2-CNT}, \text{Pc3-CNT} \) and \( \text{Pc4-CNT} \) hybrids are broadened and shifted by \( \approx 12.45, 10.59, 16.42 \) and 17.48 nm in comparison with \( \text{Pc1}, \text{Pc2}, \text{Pc3} \) and \( \text{Pc4} \) spectra, respectively. It can also be seen that the Q-band splitting has either disappeared or became weaker the absorption spectra of hybrid, which indicates a dominant monomer absorption. These changes are suggested to take place to the strong \( \pi-\pi \) interaction between carbon nanotubes and phthalocyanine molecules, where phthalocyanines are usually considered as electron donors, while carbon nanotubes as acceptors [9]. This interaction has been frequently ascribed to the reduced \( \pi \)- conjugation in the MPC/CNT composites [53, 54].

#### Morphology

Fig. 3 shows SEM images of pristine SWCNTs, acid-treated SWCNTs, \( \text{Pc1-CNT}, \text{Pc2-CNT}, \text{Pc3-CNT} \) and \( \text{Pc4-CNT} \) hybrids deposited as thin film from chloroform solution onto silicon substrate. Pristine CNTs typically tend to bundle together (Fig. 3a) and to aggregate.
van der Waals attraction between individual tubes [55] as the high length to diameter ratio; this makes them to disperse in common organic solvents. Chemical mod-
ification has been performed to achieve enhanced interac-
tion between SWCNTs and CuPcR₄ molecules leading to the forma-
tion of a composite with much improved solubility in chloroform. The obtained solution is conveniently used for thin film deposing using spin-coating technique. Fig. 3b shows that the intrinsic 
structure of SWCNTs is still preserved after the acid treat-
ment. However, after mixing with phthalocyanines (Fig. 3c–f), the site dispersion was significantly improved to form a uni-
suspended solution in chloroform; hence smoother films were obtained to perform optical investigation, using TIR experi-
ments.

Fig. 4a and b shows AFM images of Pc2 and Pc2-CNT, as an example, spun onto silicon substrates with the roughness analysis presented at the bottom of the images. All other phthalocyanines and their hybrids with SWCNT exhibited the same surface morphology. The films of CuPcR₄ demonstrate fibrous-like porous morphology. Hybrids on the other hand show that phthalocyanine molecules are attached to the surface of carbon nanotubes confirming the formation of networks of CuPcR₄ and SWCNT. Similar morphology was observed for poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT)/multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) films [56] and 2(3),9(10),16(17),23(24)-tetrakis(hexadecylthio) phthalocyaninato copper (II)/single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) films [57]. The main roughness (Rₐ), standard deviation (RMS) and maximum height (Rₘₐₓ) are summarised in Table 2.
Fig. 4. AFM images of (a) Pc2, (b) Pc2-CNT in thin film form deposited on silicon. Roughness analyses are shown below.

1. Total internal reflection ellipsometry (TIRE)

1.1. Spectral shifts

The adsorption of amines vapours onto the surface of CuPcR₄ SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrids has been studied using TIRE method. Halocyanines and their hybrids were spun onto gold-coated ss substrates as described in the experimental section. Fig. 5 shows typical TIRE spectra of Cr/Au films in air used in the present work.

The spectrum of $\Psi(\lambda)$, demonstrating the amplitude ratio of $A_\rho$, resembles very much the conventional surface plasmon resonance (SPR) curve, while the spectrum of $\Delta(\lambda)$ is associated with phase shift between p- and s-components of polarized light. The latter changes sharply from 270° down to -90° near the plasmon resonance. According to Arwin's modelling [23], the position of the sharp drop in $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectrum is about 10 times more sensitive to analytes adsorption than $\Psi(\lambda)$ spectrum. Fig. 6 presents the spectra of $\Psi(\lambda)$ and $\Delta(\lambda)$ of Pc2 and its hybrid with SWCNT thin films respectively before and after exposure to amines vapours as an example. The responses of the other three samples are given in Table 3. The concentrations of amines were varied from 4 to 20 ppm in air. The spectra were measured 10 min after injection of contaminated and fresh air to achieve the equilibrium response recovery, respectively.

During exposure to contaminated air, it was difficult to detect shifts in $\Psi(\lambda)$ because of the shape of the curve, however, significantly larger shifts have been observed in $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectra. These are typical features of TIRE method as reported earlier [16,17,46]. The spectra of $\Delta(\lambda)$ were further enlarged and shown at the top of Fig. 6 to provide better assessment of the effect of amines exposures. It can clearly be seen that the adsorption of amines on hybrid films has resulted in larger shifts and these shifts have been summarised in Table 3. The concentrations of amines has been further diluted below 4 ppm and the minimum detection limits of methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine were found to be 3.6, 4.4 and 6.4 ppm respectively in the case of Pc2-CNT hybrid films, while bare phthalocyanine (Pc2) shows minimum limits of 8, 9.6 and 13.2 ppm for methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine, respectively. Similar trend was observed for all four prepared phthalocyanines and their hybrids.

Carbon nanotubes in general are characterised with uniform surface with delocalised π-electrons of high density, which enhances their adsorption properties. When hybrid films are exposed to amine vapours, larger numbers of molecules are adsorbed and significantly larger shifts are observed in $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectra. The adsorption of amines on hybrid films has resulted in larger shifts and these shifts have been summarised in Table 3. The concentrations of amines has been further diluted below 4 ppm and the minimum detection limits of methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine were found to be 3.6, 4.4 and 6.4 ppm respectively in the case of Pc2-CNT hybrid films, while bare phthalocyanine (Pc2) shows minimum limits of 8, 9.6 and 13.2 ppm for methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine, respectively. Similar trend was observed for all four prepared phthalocyanines and their hybrids.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lm</th>
<th>$R_m$, nm</th>
<th>RMS, nm</th>
<th>$R_{max}$, nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.954</td>
<td>3.172</td>
<td>9.658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-CNT</td>
<td>4.921</td>
<td>8.751</td>
<td>19.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.450</td>
<td>2.197</td>
<td>7.695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-CNT</td>
<td>3.172</td>
<td>6.395</td>
<td>17.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-CNT</td>
<td>1.735</td>
<td>3.501</td>
<td>8.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-CNT</td>
<td>5.811</td>
<td>9.550</td>
<td>20.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.630</td>
<td>2.153</td>
<td>6.876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-CNT</td>
<td>4.153</td>
<td>7.877</td>
<td>18.252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Typical TIRE spectra of Cr/Au film in air.
In the phase shifts \( \Delta(\lambda) \) of phthalocyanines and their composites with carbon nanotubes active layers upon exposure to methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine gases in different concentrations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conc., ppm</th>
<th>( \Delta(\lambda) ), nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ptc1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Pcamine | 4 | 1.64 | 1.25 | 1.79 | 1.2 | 1.2 | 1.2 | 1.2 | 1.2 | 1.2 | 1.2 |
| 8 | 3.29 | 1.91 | 2.01 | 1.98 | 1.68 | 1.68 | 1.68 | 1.68 | 1.68 | 1.68 |
| 20 | 1.78 | 6.35 | 3.05 | 4.97 | 1.59 | 4.68 | 1.57 | 4.74 | 1.57 | 4.74 |
| 40 | 3.69 | 10.59 | 5.95 | 8.21 | 3.32 | 9.9 | 3.95 | 9.31 | 3.95 | 9.31 |
| 80 | 6.78 | 15.03 | 9.34 | 13.32 | 6.01 | 15.5 | 7.45 | 16.61 | 7.45 | 16.61 |
| 200 | 8.02 | 17.72 | 11.04 | 17.34 | 7.95 | 20.76 | 9.5 | 20.75 | 9.5 | 20.75 |

When exposed onto the surface resulting in larger changes in the properties of the films and hence larger shifts in \( \Delta(\lambda) \) used to bare phthalocyanines films. Several detection techniques for amines' vapours were reported in the literatures. When aquea(chloro)[5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrinate]chromium(III) used as optical active layer based on UV-visible absorption technique, a detection limit of 10 ppm has been reported [58] under dynamic conditions, while a limit of 24 ppm has been realized by using fiber-optic fluorescence sensor employing 2-naphtol bonded to polyethylene oxide [59].

Complete recovery of \( \Delta(\lambda) \) spectra was observed after flushing the cell with fresh air as previously established for films of metal phthalocyanines with other types of substituents [17]. Fig. 7 shows the dependence of phase shift change on amines concentrations in the range of 4–200 ppm for phthalocyanine layers and their hybrids with SWCNT.

Earlier studies have shown that water molecules are weakly physisorbed onto carbon nanotube surface [60–62]. Larger response to humidity has been reported in boron- and nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes [63], which indicate strong interaction between water molecules and doped-CNTs, however, the recovery time of sensor based on these materials was achieved in about 2.5 h.

In this work the baseline has been measured using ambient air and therefore the humidity interaction resulting from the diluted gas can be negligible.

### 3.2.2. Experimental data fitting

Theoretical fitting to experimental \( \Psi \) and \( \Delta \) spectra was carried out by applying a 4-layer model consisting of air, organic layer, Au layer and BK7 glass. The parameters of organic films after exposure to amines vapours were determined by fitting experimental \( \Psi \) and \( \Delta \) spectra to the theoretical organic model by fixing Cr/Au layer parameters. Table 4 summarises the thickness of all layers found from theoretical data fitting as well as the values of refractive index and extinction coefficients given at \( \lambda = 633 \) nm. Further to the data summarised in Table 4 the variation in refractive index and extinction coefficient as a function of \( \lambda \) for Ptc2 and Ptc2-CNT films in pure air and after exposure to amines vapours at the concentration of 40 ppm are shown as an example in Fig. 8.

### 3.2.3. Sensitivity and response time

In order to evaluate the response of the two types of layers the average sensitivity has been calculated based on changes in \( \Delta \) spectra shifts (Table 3) using the following equation:

\[
S = \frac{1}{\Delta \psi} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{\Delta \psi_i}{c_i}
\]
Phase shift changes ($\Delta \lambda$) in $\Delta \lambda$ spectra of Cu(II) phthalocyanines and their hybrids with SWCNT layers on treatments with amines vapours in the concentration 4-200 ppm.

Initial film

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial film</th>
<th>Methyamine</th>
<th>Dimethyamine</th>
<th>Trimethyamine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$d, nm$</td>
<td>$n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-CNT</td>
<td>1.363</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-CNT</td>
<td>1.573</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-CNT</td>
<td>1.367</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-CNT</td>
<td>1.590</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-CNT</td>
<td>1.402</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>63.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-CNT</td>
<td>1.522</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-CNT</td>
<td>1.396</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>55.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After exposure to 40 ppm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methylamine</th>
<th>Dimethyamine</th>
<th>Trimethyamine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$d, nm$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.636</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.586</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.397</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>55.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and Pc4 show higher sensitivity to analytes than Pc1 and the non-peripheral tetra substitution in Pc1 and Pc3 makes these sensitive to the examined analytes due to their lower affinity [64].

calculate the response time, Pc2 and Pc2-CNT films selected and exposed to methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine at concentration of 40 ppm. For methylamine, response time \( t_{90} \), which is defined as the time it takes to 80% of the steady state shift, was measured to be 158 s in Pc2 film and 66 s in Pc2-CNT film. This is much lower than the response time of 440 s and 270 s found by Liu and Saini et al. [5] using zinc phthalocyanine film and phthalocyanine film, respectively. The response time for dimethylamine was found to be 230 s and 101 s detected by Pc2 and Pc2-CNT films respectively, while for trimethylamine, these times were found to be 267 s and 136 s. The recovery time \( t_{90}^c \), which is defined as the time required to reach the base line were measured to be 393, 350 and 387 s for methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine respectively detected by Pc2, whereas Pc2-CNT hybrid film exhibited recovery times of 150, 191 and 138 s respectively. Fig. 10 shows the response and recovery times of Pc2 and its hybrid films on exposures to methylamine at concentration of 40 ppm as an example.

4. Conclusion

Concentrations as low as 3.6 ppm for methylamine have been detected by spun active layers of SWCNT/tetra-substituted copper phthalocyanine hybrids with an average sensitivity of 0.000325/ppm. The produced films exhibited higher sensitivity for methylamine than dimethylamine and trimethylamine due to the steric hindrance of secondary and tertiary amines which reduces the probability of being adsorbed by the sensor. Hybrid films, in general, show higher sensitivity, lower detection limit and shorter response time than bare phthalocyanine films towards all the investigated amines' vapours. The higher π-electron density in carbon nanotubes is expected to result in larger number of adsorbed molecules onto the hybrid films' surfaces.
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Thin films of non-covalently hybridised single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) and tetra-substituted copper phthalocyanine (CuPcR₄) molecules have been produced from their solutions in dimethylformamide (DMF). FTIR spectra revealed the \( \pi-\pi \) interaction between SWCNTs and CuPcR₄ molecules. DC conductivity of films of acid-treated SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrid has increased by more than three orders of magnitude in comparison with conductivity of CuPcR₄ films. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements have shown that films obtained from the acid-treated SWCNTs/CuPcR₄ hybrids demonstrated more homogenous surface which is ascribed to the highly improved solubility of the hybrid powder in DMF. Using total internal reflection ellipsometry spectroscopy (TIRE), thin films of the new hybrid have been examined as an optical sensing membrane for the detection of benzo[a]pyrene in water to demonstrate the sensing properties of the hybrid.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since their discovery by Iijima in 1991,¹ carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted significant interest by researchers around the globe due to their unique electronic, metallic and structural properties.²⁻⁴ In particular single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT), having their special quasi-one-dimensional electronic structures and extremely high surface area, provide excellent grounds for unique sensing systems.⁵⁻⁸ CNTs, both, single-walled (SWCNTs) and multi-walled (MWCNTs) are very important and interesting class of materials which have been mainly produced by chemical vapour deposition (CVD)⁹ and were subjected to thorough investigation over the last two decades due to their potential use in commercial applications.¹⁰ The modification of CNT network surface by subjecting them to different chemical treatment and through hybridization with various organic materials has enabled their use in applications such as photovoltaic application¹¹⁻¹⁴ and chemical detection.¹⁵,¹⁶ Their inclusion in composites as well as in hybrid materials has enabled the development of new functional materials with significantly improved mechanical, optical and electronic properties. Among these hybrids, the smart integration of carbon nanotubes (CNT) with metallophthalocyanine (MPC) complexes has gained increasing attention over the past few years. This is currently receiving thorough investigation by several research groups around the world in order to enhance the opto-electronic, electro-catalytic and sensing properties of MPC films.¹⁷⁻²⁴ The evidence so far has shown that these hybrids are expected to be more efficient in improving the relative response of hybrid films compared to the individual CNT or MPC species.²⁵⁻²⁷ The main problem with using CNTs in device fabrication is their insolvability in conventional solvents, which makes them difficult to process as thin films. For instance, thin films incorporating CNTs are optically inert and are dominated by rough surfaces and therefore are not suitable for chemical detection applications using optical transduction methods such as SPR and TIRE.²⁸,²⁹
Phthalocyanines (Pcs), on the other hand, are two-dimensional 18 π-electron aromatic analogues, having four isoindole subunits connected together through nitrogen atoms.\textsuperscript{30,31} Due to their excellent thermal and chemical stability, as well as the high flexibility in having large variety of substitution on the periphery of the molecule’s rim, phthalocyanines and their metallo derivatives (MPcs) have attracted strong interest and have been used in a wide range of applications. These include chemical and bio sensors,\textsuperscript{29,32} liquid crystals,\textsuperscript{23,33,34} photovoltaic cells,\textsuperscript{35} field effect transistors,\textsuperscript{36,37} electrochromic devices,\textsuperscript{38} and memory applications.\textsuperscript{39} The opportunity of incorporating about 70 different metal atoms into Pc cavity offers additional features to enhance the physical responses.\textsuperscript{40} Furthermore, Pcs are very simple to process in producing homogeneous thin films, mainly using wet technology such as spin coating.\textsuperscript{41-44} Application of different phthalocyanine films as active layers in surface plasmon resonance (SPR)\textsuperscript{45} and total internal reflection ellipsometry (TIRE)\textsuperscript{46} techniques have been widely reported in the literatures.

It is expected that functionalization of SWCNTs with metallophthalocyanine derivatives may overcome the problem of poor optical properties of SWCNTs as well as improving the reversibility and reproducibility of phthalocyanine active layers. The development of CNT/MPc hybrids by noncovalent functionalization is proving to be a promising approach to feasibly incorporating carbon nanotubes into different devices without compromising the electronic structure of the nanotubes.\textsuperscript{47}

In this work hybrid thin films have been prepared by combining SWCNT and tetra-substituted copper phthalocyanine CuPcR\textsubscript{4} with R = S(CH\textsubscript{2}CH\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}CH\textsubscript{3} (Fig. 1) molecules. The interaction between the two materials was investigated by using different characterisation methods including SEM, AFM, UV-visible, FTIR and Raman spectroscopy. The phthalocyanines with long alkyl–X(CH\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{n}CH\textsubscript{3} or polyoxyalkyl –X(CH\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{n}CH\textsubscript{3} (X = S, O) substituents are widely used as chemically sensitive coating materials, and are particularly suitable for detecting various organic compounds by both optical and electrical techniques.\textsuperscript{45,48-51} The main aim of current study is to examine the compatibility of thin films produced from SWCNT/MPc hybrids with optical detection techniques, using TIRE method for the detection of analytes dissolved in water.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1. Materials

3-nitrophthalonitrile\textsuperscript{52} and 3-(4,7,10-trioxaundecane-1-sulfanyl)phthalonitrile\textsuperscript{53} were synthesized and purified according to procedures described in the literature. Dimethylformamide (DMF), hexanol, n-hexane and dichloromethane (DCM) were dried as described by Perrin and Armarego\textsuperscript{54} before use. CuCl\textsubscript{2}, 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) and polyethylene glycol monomethyl ether were purchased from Fluka and K\textsubscript{2}CO\textsubscript{3} was obtained from Merck. Column chromatography was performed on neutral Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}. SWCNT (0.7-1.4 nm in diameter) used in this work was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

2.2. Preparation of Copper Phthalocyanine

1(4), 8(11), 15(18), 22(25)-Tetrakis-[2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethylthio)phthalocyaninato copper (II) (Fig. 1) was synthesized as following: A mixture of 3-(4,7,10-trioxaundecane-1-sulfanyl)phthalonitrile (0.5 g, 1.6 mmol), anhydrous CuCl\textsubscript{2} (0.11 g, 0.81 mmol), dry hexanol (2 ml) and 0.07 ml (0.45 mmol) 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) was stirred and heated at 170 °C for 24 h under argon in a round-bottomed flask. The resulting green suspension was cooled and the product was extracted with n-hexane. The waxy green product was purified by column chromatography (neutral Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2}). The compound is soluble in CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2}, CHCl\textsubscript{3}, tetrahydrofuran (THF), ethanol and methanol. Yield: 0.370 g (74%), IR (ATR) v\textsubscript{max} (cm\textsuperscript{-1}): 3060 (aromatic CH), 2912 (aliphatic CH), 1636, 1568, 1464, 1312, 1084, 1024. UV-Vis (THF)

![Figure 1. Synthesis route of 1(4),8(11),15(18),22(25)-tetrakis-[2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethylthio)phthalocyaninato copper(II).](image-url)
2.3. Preparation of SWCNT-CuPcR₄ Hybrids

2.3.1. 1-Pristine SWCNT-CuPcR₄ Hybrid (Hybrid 1)

The purpose of this part of the work is to further clarify the effect of acid treatment on improving the binding between SWCNT and CuPcR₄ molecules and thus enhancing the solubility of the hybrid in conventional organic solvents such as DMF. 5 mg of CuPcR₄ has been dissolved in 1 ml of DMF and sonicated for 15 min. At the same time 1 mg of pristine (untreated) SWCNTs was suspended in 3 ml DMF and sonicated for 40 min. After sonication, the suspension was stirred and the CuPcR₄ solution was added drop wise to the CNT suspension during stirring. The stirring was continued for another 5 h before the mixture was centrifuged, washed with DMF several times, centrifuged again and finally dried.

2.3.2. 2-Acid-Treated SWCNT-CuPcR₄ Hybrid (Hybrid 2)

25 mg SWCNTs was stirred under 70 °C in concentrated 1 HNO₃ and H₂SO₄ for 2 h. The mixture was then centrifuged, washed several times with water, centrifuged again and dried. 2 mg of the resultant powder was mixed with 5 mg of CuPcR₄ in 5 ml DMF and sonicated for 1 h. The suspension was centrifuged, washed with DMF, centrifuged again and dried. Figure 2 shows the solution of CuPcR₄ and the suspensions of SWCNT, SWCNT-CuPcR₄ hybrid (hybrid 1) and acid-treated SWCNT-CuPcR₄ hybrid (hybrid 2) in DMF. It can be visibly appreciated that hybrid 2 exhibited better solubility than hybrid 1 and for both hybrids the brownish colour indicates that π-π interaction took place between the materials.²⁰ ⁵⁵

Figure 2. (a) pristine SWCNTs, (b) CuPcR₄, (c) hybrid 1, and (d) hybrid 2 in DMF.

2.4. Thin Film Deposition

Silicon substrates were used to deposit thin films to carry out AFM, SEM and ellipsometry measurements. Conductivity measurements on the other hand were performed on films deposited onto interdigitated electrodes with the dimensions $L$, $W$ and $n$ of 20 μm, 2 mm and 10 respectively, where $L$ is the gap between electrodes, $W$ is the overlapping distance and $n$ is the number of electrodes. For TIRE experiment, gold-coated glass substrate has been prepared by sequentially evaporating 3–5 nm of chromium onto the microscopic slides followed by the evaporation of 25–30 nm of gold layer under vacuum of about 3 × 10⁻⁶ mbar. All substrates were washed thoroughly with deionized water and chloroform using ultrasonic bath and finally blown dry using nitrogen gun before use. Thin films of SWCNT-CuPcR₄ hybrids as well as CuPcR₄ were produced by drop-casting solutions of these materials in DMF using a microsyringe and left to dry in a desiccator for 24 h.

2.5. Characterisation

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of CuPcR₄ was carried out on a Mettler Toledo Stare Thermal Analysis System at a rate of 10 °C·min⁻¹ in a nitrogen flow (50 ml·min⁻¹). Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra have been recorded using Nexus FTIR for powders over the range of 400–4000 cm⁻¹. Raman spectra were recorded with a Tripellite, SPEX spectrometer equipped with CCD detector in back-scattering geometry. The 488 nm, 40 mW line of an Ar-laser was used for the spectral excitation. UV-Vis absorption spectra were recorded on Varian 50 scan UV-Visible spectrophotometer. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained using FEI-nova nanosem 200, while atomic force microscope (AFM) images were obtained using Nanoscope IIIa multimode atomic force microscope. The experimental set-up for TIRE measurements was built on M2000V (J.A. Woollam Co., Inc.) spectroscopic ellipsometer, operating in the wavelength range 370–1000 nm. Full details of TIRE method and the experimental set-up are found in previous publications.⁵⁶ ⁵⁷ The measured ellipsometric data were fitted to the model for organic films. DC-conductivity measurements were carried out using Keithley 4200 semiconductors characterization system.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Characterisation of SWCNT-CuPcR₄ Hybrids

Pristine and acid treated SWCNT were used for hybrids preparation. Pristine SWCNTs were oxidized by means of a mixture of sulfuric and nitric acid. This procedure introduces carboxylic acid functionalities and defects at the ends of the nanotubes as well as some carboxylic acid units at the sidewalls.⁵⁸ ⁶⁰

FTIR analysis was carried out in order to determine the interaction between CuPcR₄ and SWCNTs. Figure 3 shows...
FTIR spectra of pure CuPcR₄, SWCNT-CuPcR₄ (hybrid 1) and acid treated SWCNT-CuPcR₄ (hybrid 2). The bands at 2858 and 2921 cm⁻¹ assigned to the C—H stretches of substitution groups in CuPcR₄ are present in all spectra. Another feature that should be given attention is the peaks at 1490, 1384, 1251 and 1078 cm⁻¹, which are characteristics of phthalocyanine macrocycles, and are present in all three spectra. All these observations suggest that the substituted copper phthalocyanine has successfully anchored onto SWCNT walls by means of noncovalent binding. The spectra of the hybrids contain some bands which correspond to CuPcR₄ molecule vibrations. The largest shift in the peak position associated with the C=迫 stretching mode from 1635 cm⁻¹ in the spectrum of pure CuPcR₄ to 1653 cm⁻¹ is observed in the hybrids spectra. These shifts as well as different ratio of intensities may result from the electron delocalization due to the π—π interactions between SWCNTs and CuPcR₄ molecules.

The non-covalent attachment can be also confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra for pristine SWCNT, acid treated SWCNT and both hybrids are shown in Figure 4. The radial breathing modes (RBM), disorder D mode and tangential/graphite mode (G-band) are monitored as indicators of functionalisation with CuPcR₄. The spectra were normalized to the tangential G band at ~1580 cm⁻¹. Both spectra of pristine SWCNT before (Fig. 4(a)) and after (Fig. 4(b)) hybridization contained the following characteristic peaks: the D band located at about 1340 cm⁻¹ (disorder mode), which is due to breathing modes of sp² atoms in rings, and the G band centered at 1590 cm⁻¹ (tangential mode), due to bond stretching of all pairs of sp² atoms in both rings and chains.

Comparing Figure 4(a) with Figure 4(b), little variation of the ratio of the D band to the G band (I_D/I_G) can be observed, which suggested that CuPcR₄ derivatives associated with the surface of SWCNT through non-covalent modification. Moreover, the multiple peaks observed in the radial breathing mode (RBM) of SWCNT (158–304 cm⁻¹) could be ascribed to a distribution of diameters in the SWCNT samples. The spectrum of hybrid 2 shows a band at around 1730 assigned to (C=迫) vibration of carboxylic group, which results from the acidification of carbon nanotubes in hybrid 2. The non-covalent functionalization can be also confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra for pristine SWCNT, acid treated SWCNT and both hybrids are shown in Figure 4. The radial breathing modes (RBM), disorder D mode and tangential/graphite mode (G-band) are monitored as indicators of functionalisation with CuPcR₄. The spectra were normalized to the tangential G band at ~1580 cm⁻¹. Both spectra of pristine SWCNT before (Fig. 4(a)) and after (Fig. 4(b)) hybridization contained the following characteristic peaks: the D band located at about 1340 cm⁻¹ (disorder mode), which is due to breathing modes of sp² atoms in rings, and the G band centered at 1590 cm⁻¹ (tangential mode), due to bond stretching of all pairs of sp² atoms in both rings and chains.

Comparing Figure 4(a) with Figure 4(b), little variation of the ratio of the D band to the G band (I_D/I_G) can be observed, which suggested that CuPcR₄ derivatives associated with the surface of SWCNT through non-covalent modification. Moreover, the multiple peaks observed in the radial breathing mode (RBM) of SWCNT (158–304 cm⁻¹) could be ascribed to a distribution of diameters in the SWCNT samples. The spectrum of hybrid 2 shows a band at around 1730 assigned to (C=迫) vibration of carboxylic group, which results from the acidification of carbon nanotubes in hybrid 2. The non-covalent attachment can be also confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra for pristine SWCNT, acid treated SWCNT and both hybrids are shown in Figure 4. The radial breathing modes (RBM), disorder D mode and tangential/graphite mode (G-band) are monitored as indicators of functionalisation with CuPcR₄. The spectra were normalized to the tangential G band at ~1580 cm⁻¹. Both spectra of pristine SWCNT before (Fig. 4(a)) and after (Fig. 4(b)) hybridization contained the following characteristic peaks: the D band located at about 1340 cm⁻¹ (disorder mode), which is due to breathing modes of sp² atoms in rings, and the G band centered at 1590 cm⁻¹ (tangential mode), due to bond stretching of all pairs of sp² atoms in both rings and chains.
of the nanotube surface. The relative decrease in the tangential mode (G-band) is consistent with the loss of electronic resonance as a result of the covalent attachment of the substituent. Further increase in the relative intensity of the D band versus G band \((I_D/I_G = 0.47)\) was also observed in the spectrum of acid treated SWCNT hybrids with CuPcR_4 (Fig. 4(d)). Raman spectra of the other functionalized SWCNT materials display similar modifications but to different degrees.\(^{53, 74}\)

The Raman spectra of the hybrids with acid treated SWCNT are significantly affected by the interaction with CuPcR_4, whereas those with pristine SWCNT do not vary so much upon the addition of the CuPcR_4 binder. The \(I_D/I_G\) ratios of the hybrids with pristine SWCNT increase only slightly with the addition of the phthalocyanine, whereas those with acid treated SWCNT increase significantly. It might be that, in the bundled network structure of the hybrids with pristine SWCNT, the \(\pi-\pi\) interactions between nanotubes and CuPcR_4 are the dominant influence on the Raman spectrum. However, in the case of the hybrids with acid treated SWCNT, not only \(\pi-\pi\) interaction but also van der Waals interaction of \(-COOH\) groups with the nitrogen atoms of phthalocyanine ring\(^7^9\) and alkyl substituents of phthalocyanine ring\(^6^2\) are the factors affecting the Raman spectra.

The interaction between the CuPcR_4 and the SWCNTs can also be inferred from the analysis of absorption spectra. UV-Vis absorption spectra of solutions of pure CuPcR_4, pristine SWCNT, hybrid 1 and hybrid 2 in DMF are shown in Figure 5. The spectrum of SWCNT is featureless as it was frequently reported in the literature.\(^{23, 76}\) On the other hand, the CuPcR_4 exhibited typical electronic absorption spectra with two characteristic regions of peaks: the Q-band in the wavelength range 600–750 nm and the Soret (B) band in the wavelength range of 300–450 nm. The Q-band, which results from HOMO–LUMO transitions, is split into two peaks: one at 705 nm is associated with the monomer absorption and the second at 631 nm is resulting from aggregates absorption.\(^{29, 77}\) The aggregates absorption can be attributed to absorption by dimers or even higher aggregation.\(^{78}\) In the absorption spectra of hybrid 1 and hybrid 2, the peak maxima of the Q-bands shifted to the red by \(\Delta\lambda = 5\) nm and \(\Delta\lambda = 11\) nm, respectively. As a consequence of the electronic interactions with SWCNTs, Pc is usually regarded as the electron donor, while CNTs as electron acceptor.\(^{22}\) The absorption band in the spectra of hybrid 2 is broadened; this change might account for the strong \(\pi-\pi\) interaction between SWCNTs and CuPcR_4 derivative, which significantly reduces the aggregation of the hybrid and hence changes the absorption.\(^{27}\)

### 3.2. Investigation of SWCNT-CuPcR_4 Films

#### 3.2.1. Morphology

Figures 6(a)–(d) shows the SEM images of pristine SWCNT, acid-treated SWCNT, hybrid 1 and hybrid 2, respectively. Pristine CNTs typically tend to bundle together (Figs. 6(a) and (c)) and to aggregate due to van der Waals attraction between individual tubes\(^7^9\) as well as the high length to diameter ratio; this makes them hard to disperse in common organic solvents. Acid treatment of the nanotubes provides the de-bundling effect (Figs. 6(b) and (d)) disrupting the van der Waals interactions and leading to the formation of a composite with much improved solubility in DMF and hence smoother films were obtained to perform optical investigation.

AFM measurements in tapping mode have been performed on all samples in this study. Figure 7(a) shows typical fibre features of CuPcR_4 film, which is different from the topology of its hybrids. Phthalocyanine and almost all organic dyes tend to make very dense aggregations in the solid state. These aggregates are represented as a coplanar association of rings developing from monomer to dimer and higher order complexes and are driven by \(\pi-\pi\) interaction and van der Waals forces.\(^{22}\) It can clearly be seen that surface of hybrid 1 film (image b) is less homogeneous than that of hybrid 2 (images c) with significant decrease in main roughness of the latter; this is because hybrid 2 exhibited improved solubility in DMF, resulting in more homogeneous films. Roughness analysis of AFM images is summarized in Table I.

#### 3.2.2. Electrical Conductivity

The films of hybrid 1 and hybrid 2 as well as CuPcR_4 were deposited onto interdigitated electrodes by drop-casting from their solutions in DMF (0.5 mg/ml). The \(I-V\) characteristics of the films were performed using Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterisation system in the voltage range 0–5 V. The conductivity \(\sigma\) was calculated using the following relation:

\[
\sigma = \frac{L}{R_w n}
\]
where $L$, $W$, and $n$ are as defined in section 2.4, $R$ is the film’s resistance as derived for the $I$–$V$ curves (not given) and $t$ is the film’s thickness. Values of conductivity obtained for all films studied are summarised in Table I. From this table it can be seen that the conductivity increases by three orders of magnitude in the case of hybrid 2 film in comparison with the pure CuPcR$_4$ films. The large increase in conductivity of the hybrid films can be ascribed to the large SWCNT/CuPc conjugated $\pi$–$\pi$ system. Consequently, charge can favorably transfer from CuPc molecules to SWCNTs resulting in a large increase in conductivity. On the other hand, hybrid 1 exhibited very high conductivity (samples demonstrated short circuit in our measuring system) in almost all prepared samples. Pristine CNTs are typically composed of metallic and semiconducting nanotubes and their separation has been a serious obstacle in many applications and research. Yang et al. have reported that the acid treatment of SWCNT separates the semiconducting from the metallic phases. It has been shown that the majority of metallic CNTs with smaller diameters (typically $\leq 1.1$ nm) will be etched away as a result of acid treatment, whereas those with larger diameters are significantly reduced leaving the semiconducting nanotubes intact.

3.3. Total Internal Reflection Ellipsometry (TIRE)

Using total internal reflection ellipsometry spectroscopy (TIRE), thin films of the new hybrid have been examined as an optical sensing membrane for the detection of benzo[a]pyrene in water to demonstrate the sensing properties of the hybrid. It is known that benzo[a]pyrene is a product derived from incomplete combustion of organic material and is considered responsible for chemically-induced cancer in humans.

The spectra of two ellipsometric parameters $\Psi$ and $\Delta$, representing, respectively, the amplitude ratio $tg(\Psi) = A_p/A_s$ and phase shift $\Delta = \phi_p - \phi_s$ between $p$- and $s$-components of polarised light reflected from a surface, were recorded with the M2000V instrument in the 350–1000 nm spectral range using the rotating analyzer principle. Optical parameters of the reflection system, i.e., thicknesses, refractive indices and extinction coefficients of the substrate and adsorbed layers, can be obtained by solving the reverse ellipsometric problem numerically:

$$tg(\Psi) \exp(i\Delta) = R_p/R_s$$

where $R_p$ and $R_s$ are Fresnel reflection coefficients for $p$- and $s$-components of polarized light related to the parameters of reflection system, particularly the thickness ($d$),
the error function of the experimental and theoretical (calculated) values of $\Psi$ and $\Delta$ using one of least-square techniques. Commercial WVASE32® software is provided by J.A. Woollam Co., Inc. for this task. Figure 8 shows the typical TIRE spectra of Cr/Au films used in the present work. The spectrum of $\Psi(\lambda)$, demonstrating the amplitude ratio of $A_p/A_s$, resembles very much the conventional surface plasmon resonance (SPR) curve, while the spectrum of $\Delta(\lambda)$ is associated with the phase shift between $p$- and $s$-components of polarized light. The latter changes sharply from $270^\circ$ down to $-90^\circ$ near the plasmon resonance. According to Arwin’s modelling, the position of the sharp drop in $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectrum is about 10 times more sensitive to analytes adsorption than $\Psi(\lambda)$ spectrum.

To examine the compatibility of the hybrids prepared in this work with TIRE technique, small volumes of solutions of CuPcR$_4$, hybrids 1 and hybrid 2 in DMF were drop-casted onto the gold-coated glass substrates by using microcyrenge. Thereafter, the samples were exposed to

---

**Figure 7.** Atomic force microscopy images of (a) CuPcR$_4$, (b) hybrid 1 and (c) hybrid 2 films. Roughness analysis are shown below.

**Table 1.** DC-conductivity, roughness analysis and experimental data fitting (films’ thicknesses, refractive indexes and extinction coefficient), the optical properties is at 632.22 nm wavelength.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CuPcR$_4$</th>
<th>Hybrid 1</th>
<th>Hybrid 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrical conductivity $\sigma$, S/cm</td>
<td>$1.67 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>S/C $7.54 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_s$, nm</td>
<td>1.733</td>
<td>8.213</td>
<td>5.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS, nm</td>
<td>3.501</td>
<td>15.575</td>
<td>9.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_m$, nm</td>
<td>8.461</td>
<td>37.570</td>
<td>20.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before exposure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$, nm</td>
<td>97.86</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>147.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>1.532</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellipsometry fitting parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$, nm</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>149.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After exposure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>1.542</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 8.** Typical TIRE spectra of Cr/Au film.
deionized water and saturated solution of benzo[a]pyrene in water (6.2 μg/l) to demonstrate the changes of ellipsometry spectra and thus films’ optical parameters induced by the adsorption of benzo[a]pyrene onto the films surfaces. It is worthwhile mentioning that the films of hybrid 1 were shown to be rough and inhomogeneous and therefore unsuitable for optical investigation, as it has not given well-resolved spectra when measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry. On the other hand, thin films prepared from hybrid 2 exhibited much smoother surfaces and has therefore shown significant enhancement in the adsorption properties as active optical sensing layer. Figure 9 shows the spectra of Ψ(λ) and Δ(λ) of CuPcR₄ and hybrid 2 thin films before and after exposure to benzo[a]pyrene. The initial response time of the studied layers was a fraction of minute but the spectra were measured 5 min after injection of contaminated water in order to achieve equilibrium. During exposure to contaminated water, it was difficult to detect shifts in Ψ(λ) because of the shape of the curve, however, significantly larger shifts have been observed in Δ(λ) spectra. These are typical features of TIRE method as reported earlier. The spectra of Δ(λ) were further enlarged and shown at the bottom of Figure 9 to provide better assessment of the effect of benzo[a]pyrene exposures. It can clearly be seen that the adsorption of benzo[a]pyrene on hybrid 2 film has resulted in larger shift (9.5 nm) than that shown by pure CuPcR₄ (4.6 nm) under exposure to saturated benzo[a]pyrene solution in water.

Carbon nanotubes in general are characterised with uniform surface with delocalised π-electrons of high density, which enhances their adsorption properties, especially for analytes with aromatic molecules. It is necessary to emphasise that the aim of the present work is to investigate the suitability of functionalized CNTs as sensing active layers which are compatible with optical techniques such as TIRE. Therefore the work does not examine effects of different concentrations of this analyte as well as different range of other related analytes. This is the subject of continuing study and the results will be published in a separate article. The parameters of organic films before and after exposure to benzo[a]pyrene solution in water were determined by fitting experimental Ψ and Δ spectra to the theoretical organic model by fixing Cr/Au layer parameters. Table I summarises the thickness of all layers found from theoretical data fitting as well as the values of refractive index and extinction coefficients given at λ = 632 nm. The data in Table I shows an increase in film thickness as well as optical parameters (n and k) for both films. The increase in films' thickness in the case of hybrid 2 was more significant which is probably due to the predominant surface interaction of the analyte with SWCNT/CuPcR₄ films. Further to the data summarised in Table I the variation in refractive index and extinction coefficient as a function of λ for both films in pure water and benzo[a]pyrene solution media are shown in Figure 10.

![Figure 9. Ψ(λ) and Δ(λ) TIRE spectra of CuPcR₄ film in water (dashed line); after injection of benzo[a]pyrene saturated solution (dotted line). Hybrid 2 films in water (solid line); after injection of benzo[a]pyrene saturated solution (dashed-dotted line). An enlarged section of Δ(λ) spectra are shown at the bottom of the figure.](image-url)
4. CONCLUSION
Hybrid structures of single-walled carbon nanotubes and CuPcR₄ have been prepared. FTIR and Raman spectra have shown that non-covalent binding between CuPcR₄ and SWCNTs has been significantly enhanced as a result of acid treatment of CNTs. Using SEM and AFM measurements morphology of the films is found to be highly dependent on the solubility of the hybrid which is determined by the method used to produce the hybrid structure. The acid-treatment of CNTs is found to result in the separation of bundled carbon nanotubes, leading to enhanced π–π interaction formation in the SWCNT/CuPcR₄ system. Thin films of acid-treated SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrid exhibited much higher conductivity than CuPcR₄ and improved films’ homogeneity has enabled the use of such hybrids as optically active sensing layers for the detection of pollutants in water. The response of acid-treated SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrid films to the presence of benzo[a]pyrene in water was shown to be two times larger than that demonstrated by CuPcR₄ films. This work is in continuation in order to further examine the interaction of thin films of such hybrids with different analytes, both in water and in ambient air, as well as examining a range of different pollutants’ concentrations.
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Tetra-substituted copper phthalocyanine (CuPcR, $R_4 = -\text{S(CH}_2)_2\text{C}_1\text{H}_3$) has been prepared and characterised by UV-Vis, FT-IR and mass-spectrometry. Hybrid materials were produced by mixing CuPcR$_4$ with acidified single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and characterised by UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy. Thin films of pristine CuPcR$_4$ and SWCNT/CuPcR$_4$ were prepared by spin coating onto gold-coated glass slides and applied as active layers to detect pentachlorophenol (PCP) in water utilizing total internal reflection ellipsometry (TIRE) technique. Different concentrations of PCP in water ranging from 0.5 to 10 jg/l have been examined in the current work. It is revealed that the phase shift ($\Delta(A)$) spectra of SWCNT/CuPcR$_4$ films were two times larger than the shifts produced by the pristine CuPcR$_4$ films with clear recovery in the $\Delta(A)$ spectra after flushing the cell with water. The adsorption of PCP on both types of films is discussed and films' sensitivity was determined using the change in films' refractive index.
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Introduction

The worldwide use of pesticides and herbicides for agricultural purposes is classified as a global environmental pollution problem. Pesticides used in agriculture can easily take way to surface or ground waters, possibly causing adverse ecotoxicological effects on aquatic life and changing drinking water quality [1]. Chlorophenols present a major group of pollutants of environmental concern. To their wide spreading and toxic properties, some chlorinated phenois, such as pentachlorophenol (PCP), 2-chlorophenol, 2,4-dichlorophenol, and 2,4,6-trichlorophenol (2,4,6-TCP) have been considered as priority pollutants. PCP is the most toxic representative of the chlorophenols and an important organic chemical for environmental studies because of its common application in agricultural, industry and commercial product synthesis [2]. It is highly toxic and persistent in water and soil. Concentrations of PCP range from trace levels to 10,500 jg/l in various surface waters from recent countries have been reported by the World Health Organization [3]. Furthermore, it can accumulate in living organisms and result in negative effects, including carcinogenicity and acute toxicity.

Different analytical procedures based on liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC–MS) [4–6], LC–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) [7], high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) [8], and gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS) [9] have been reported to provide efficient determination of these pesticides, according to the present legislation. However these methods, although highly sensitive and specific, are quite laborious, time-consuming, and expensive, and not suitable for on-site applications. There is therefore continuous demand for highly sensitive, cost-effective, rapid and portable detection methods which at the same time can meet international legislation allowed levels of PCP and other toxic compounds.

Ellipsometry can be used in total internal reflection (TIRE) mode and in combination with the surface plasmon resonance phenomenon for sensing aspects [10–12]. There has been extensive work in applying TIRE as a technique for the detection of biomolecules [13,14]. It was established that TIRE is a more suitable technique than SPR method for the registration of low molecular weight toxins such as simazine, atrazine and T2 mycotoxin [15]. TIRE technique has attracted substantial attention because of its fast response, simple instrumentation, being non-destructive...
method and its ability of performing measurements in non-transparent media [16].

Many research studies have shown the ability of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to adsorb different pollutants [17-22]. This ability is due to the strong interaction between the CNTs surface and the pollutants caused by the unique structure of CNTs resulting from the localised π-electrons on the hexagonal arrays of carbon atoms graphene sheets or CNTs surface. However, almost all sensor applications using CNTs as active layer are either electrical or electrochemical based sensors and because CNTs are optically inert they are not incorporated in optical based sensors such as surface plasmon resonance or total internal reflection ellipsometry techniques. On the other hand, phthalocyanines (Pcs), especially, their readily soluble peripherally substituted derivatives, possess a wide range of chemical and physical properties that make them interesting building blocks for a number of applications and new materials [3-26]. Among these properties are the presence of highly conjugated π-electron systems and high absorptivity in the near-IR region. Pcs have been extensively used as active layers to detect a number of pollutants using TIRE and SPR techniques [7-30].

This work reports for the first time the use of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) hybridised with tetrasubstituted copper phthalocyanine CuPcR4 (Fig. 1) as an optical active layer to detect the adsorption of pollutants in water using TIRE technique. The morphological and optical properties of the SWCNT/CuPcR4 hybrid films are also discussed.

1. Materials

4-(n-Hexadecylthio) phthalonitrile (Pn) was synthesised according to reported procedure [31]. SWCNTs were commercially purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Pentachlorophenol (PCP) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich with 98% purity and its solution in deionised water in the concentration range 0.5-10 µg/l was used in this study. After detection, deionised water was injected into the cell in order to perform different chemical interactions. The spectra of the two ellipsometric parameters \( \Psi \) and \( \Delta \), representing, respectively, the amplitude ratio \( \frac{R_p}{R_s} \) and phase shift \( \Delta = \phi_p - \phi_s \) between \( p \)- and \( s \)-components of polarised light, were recorded with the M2000V instrument in the 350-1000 nm spectral range using the rotating analyzer principle. Optical parameters of the reflection system, i.e. thicknesses, refractive indices and extinction coefficients of the substrate and adsorbed layers, can be obtained by solving the reverse ellipsometric problem numerically:

\[
\frac{\tan(\psi) \exp(\Delta)}{\tan(\psi) \exp(\Delta) - \tan(\psi) \exp(\Delta)} = \frac{R_p}{R_s}
\]

where \( R_p \) and \( R_s \) are Fresnel reflection coefficients for \( p \)- and \( s \)-components of polarised light related to the parameters of reflection system, particularly the thickness (\( d \)) and refractive index (\( n \)) of the adsorbed layers, via Fresnel equations [34]. The fitting is performed by solving Fresnel equations many times for different values of \( n \) and \( d \) and subsequently minimizing the error function of the experimental and theoretical (calculated) values of \( \Psi \) and \( \Delta \) using one of least-squares techniques. Commercial WVASE32® software is provided by J.A. Woollam Co., Inc. for this task. The samples for TIRE study were prepared by the evaporation of 3-5 nm of chromium on microscopic glass slides followed by the evaporation of 25-30 nm of gold layer.

**Fig. 1. Synthesis of 2(3),(10),(16),(17),(23),(24)-tetrakis(hexadecylthio) phthalocyaninato copper(II) (CuPcR4).**
Synthesis of CuPcR₄

-(n-Hexadecylthio) phthalonitrile (Pn) (0.50 g, 1.30 mmol) and PbO (0.145 g, 0.65 mmol) were stirred at 210 °C for 5 h under \( \text{N}_2 \) atmosphere in solvent-free conditions as we described in previous paper [25]. The reaction mixture was then dissolved in dichloromethane:acetic acid mixture to remove lead metal from the cavity and obtain metal-free derivative (H₂PcR₄) of PbPcR₄. This acidic mixture was extracted with water and organic layer was dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. It is known from literature that PbPcs can easily lose their central metal ion especially in acidic media and transform into the corresponding metal-free analogues. The formation of metal-free derivative was confirmed by the formation of splitted Q. band in the UV-Vis spectrum of this complex. H₂PcR₄ (0.20 g, 0.18 mmol) was refluxed under argon atmosphere with anhydrous CuCl₂ (34 mg, 0.25 mmol) and n-hexanol (2 ml) for 2 h and the reaction mixture was red into ethanol. The precipitates were filtered and washed with ethanol. The crude product was purified over silica gel column using 100:1/dichloromethane:hexane as eluent. Yield: 260 mg.

Preparation of SWCNT-CuPcR₄ hybrid

SWCNTs were first acidified and cut into short and uncapped tubes according to a multi-step procedure developed by Iley and co-workers [36]. This was carried out by refluxing nanotubes in 2.6 M HNO₃ for 48 h followed by stirring in a mixture of concentrated H₂SO₄ and HNO₃ (3:1, at 40 °C) for 12 h. The mixture was centrifuged and rinsed thoroughly in deionised water and dried at 70°C for 24 h.

Acidified SWCNTs (0.5 mg) were added to a solution of Cr/Au coated glass slide and rubber O-ring

onto gold-coated slides and onto silicon substrates using a photoresist spinner (Microsystem model 4000) at 2000 rpm. Similarly, thin films were produced from a solution of pristine CuPcR₄ in chloroform (2 mg/ml) for comparison.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterisation of SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrid films

3.1.1. UV-Vis absorption spectra

Fig. 3 shows the UV–visible absorption spectra of solutions of SWCNTs, CuPcR₄ and SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrid in DMF. CuPcR₄ exhibits typical electronic absorption spectrum with two strong absorption regions, one in the wavelength range 640–695 nm (Q-band) arising from the electron transitions from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) \( \pi \) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) \( \pi^* \) and one in the range 300–450 nm.

![Optical absorption spectra of pristine SWCNT (dotted line), CuPcR₄ (solid line) and SWCNT/CuPcR₄ hybrid (dashed line) in DMF.](image-url)
### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film</th>
<th>$R_a$ (nm)</th>
<th>RMS (nm)</th>
<th>$R_{max}$ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CuPcR$_4$</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>1.204</td>
<td>4.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWCNT/CuPcR$_4$</td>
<td>2.727</td>
<td>3.812</td>
<td>11.906</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

...is attributed to the electron transitions from the OMO to the LUMO in CuPcR$_4$ [23]. Furthermore, absorption within the Q-band is split into two absorption peaks, one with much higher intensity than the other at $\lambda = 695$ and 640 nm, respectively. This can be ascribed to dominant monomer absorption with the latter being ascribed to molecular aggregation in DMF solution. The absorption spectrum of SWCNT is featureless as reported elsewhere [37] and is attributed to the poor exfoliating ability of DMF.

The maximum of the Q-band in the absorption spectrum of the CNT/CuPcR$_4$ hybrid is broadened and red-shifted by $\sim 21$ nm in comparison with CuPcR$_4$ spectrum. It can also be seen that the Q-band splitting has disappeared in the hybrid absorption spectrum, which indicates dominant monomer absorption. These changes are suggested to take place due to the strong $\pi-\pi$ interaction between carbon nanotubes and phthalocyanine molecules, where phthalocyanines are usually considered as electron donors, while carbon nanotubes as acceptors [38]. This interaction has been frequently ascribed to the reduced aggregation in the MPC/CNT composites [39,40].

### 1.2. Morphology

Fig. 4 shows SEM images of pristine SWCNTs, acid-treated SWCNTs and SWCNT/CuPcR$_4$ hybrid deposited as thin film from chloroform solution onto silicon substrate. Pristine CNTs typically tend to bundle together (Fig. 4a) and to aggregate due to Van der Waals attraction between individual tubes [41] as well as the high length to diameter ratio; this makes them hard to disperse in common organic solvents. Chemical modification has been performed to achieve enhanced interaction between SWCNTs and CuPcR$_4$ molecules leading to the formation of a composite with much improved solubility in chloroform. The obtained solution is conveniently used for thin film deposition using spin-coating technique. Fig. 4b shows that the intrinsic quality of SWCNTs structure is still preserved after the acid treatment. However, after mixing with phthalocyanine (Fig. 4c), the composite dispersion was significantly improved to form a uniformly suspended solution in chloroform; hence smoother films were obtained to perform optical investigations using TIRE experiments.

Fig. 5a and b shows AFM images of CuPcR$_4$ and SWCNT/CuPcR$_4$ films spun onto silicon substrates with the roughness analysis presented at the bottom of the figures. The films of CuPcR$_4$ (Fig. 5a) demonstrate fibrous-like porous morphology. Fig. 5b on the other hand shows that phthalocyanine molecules are attached to the surface of carbon nanotubes confirming the formation of networks of CuPcR$_4$ and SWCNT. Similar morphology was observed for poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)/multi-walled carbon nanotube (WCNT) films [42] and MWCNTs and SWCNTs with lead tetra-o-pentyloxyphthalocyanine (PbPc) [22]. The main roughness ($R_a$), standard deviation (RMS) and maximum height ($R_{max}$) are summarised in Table 1. The inset to Fig. 5b represents an enlarged AFM image of SWCNT/CuPcR$_4$ deposited on silicon, showing individual and shortened nanotubes with approximate length of 250 nm surrounded by phthalocyanine molecules.

### 2. Total internal reflection ellipsometry (TIRE)

The adsorption of PVP onto the surface of CuPcR$_4$ and SWCNT/CuPcR$_4$ thin films in water solutions has been studied using TIRE method. CuPcR$_4$ and SWCNT/CuPcR$_4$ hybrid films were spun onto gold-coated glass substrates as described in Section 2. Fig. 6 shows the typical TIRE spectra of Cr/Au films used in the present work. The spectrum of $\Psi(\lambda)$, demonstrating the amplitude ratio of $A_2/A_1$, resembles very much the conventional surface plasmon resonance (SPR) curve, while the spectrum of $\Delta(\lambda)$ is...
Associated with the phase shift between $p$- and $s$-components polarised light. The latter changes sharply from 270° down to 0° near the plasmon resonance. According to Arwin's modelling, the position of the sharp drop in $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectrum is about 10° more sensitive to analytes adsorption than $\Psi(\lambda)$ spectrum. Figure 7 represents the spectra of $\Psi(\lambda)$ and $\Delta(\lambda)$ of CuPcR$_4$ and SWCNT/CuPcR$_4$ hybrid thin films before and after exposure to PCP. The concentration of PCP was varied from 0.5 to 10 µg/l in deionised water. The initial response time of the sensors was fraction of a minute but the spectra were measured 5 min after injection of contaminated water or pure water to achieve the equilibrium response or recovery, respectively. Furthermore, longer exposure time has been examined to establish the recovery of the sensors. 

During exposure to contaminated water, it was difficult to detect shifts in $\Psi(\lambda)$ because of the shape of the curve, however, significantly larger shifts have been observed in $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectra. These are typical features of TIRE method as reported earlier [15,16,28]. The spectra of $\Delta(\lambda)$ were further enlarged and shown at the bottom of Fig. 7 to provide better assessment of the effect of PCP exposures. It can clearly be seen that the adsorption of PCP on hybrid film has resulted in larger shifts (6.41, 10.98 and 14.19 nm) than pure CuPcR$_4$ (3.05, 4.67 and 7.82 nm) under PCP exposures of concentrations 1, 2 and 5 µg/l in water, respectively. Carbon nanotubes in general are characterised with uniform surface with delocalised $\pi$-electrons of high density, which enhances their adsorption properties, especially for analytes with oxygen-containing aromatic molecules such as PCP [43]. The adsorption of PCP can also be ascribed to the $\pi-\pi$ interactions between the $\pi$ electrons of the aromatic ring of PCP and the $\pi$ electron system of the aromatic rings of the SWCNTs [44]. Complete recovery of $\Delta(\lambda)$ spectra are observed after flushing the cell with deionised water as previously established for films of metal phthalocyanines with other types of substituents [27]. However, when exposure to 5 µg/l PCP-contaminated water continued for 30 min, CuPcR$_4$ exhibited further shift but did not show complete recovery after flushing with water; in contrast to SWCNT/CuPcR$_4$ layer which remained stable with time under repeated exposures to 5 µg/l PCP-contaminated water and exhibited complete reversibility. It is expected that the presence of SWCNT in the composite film inhibits the diffusion of PCP molecules inside the film and most interaction takes place on the surface of the film.

Theoretical fitting to experimental $\Psi$ and $\Delta$ spectra was carried out by applying a four-layer model consisting of water solution,
The parameters of the organic films after exposure to PCP solutions in water were determined by fitting experimental \( \Psi \) and \( \Delta \) spectra to the theoretical organic model by fixing Cr/Au layer parameters. Table 3 summarises the thickness of all layers found from theoretical data fitting for multiple samples as well as the values of refractive index and extinction coefficients given at \( \lambda = 632 \) nm. It is worthy to mention that no apparent difference was found between optical parameters and thickness of the initial films deposited on Si and on Au-coated glass substrates. The data in Table 3 show an increase in film thickness as well as optical parameters (\( n \) and \( k \)) for both films; the only exception was in \( k \) value which exhibited a small decrease in the case of CuPcR\(_4\) film as a result of PCP adsorption. The decrease in \( k \) value may be a result of...
... Refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) of CuPcR₄ film ((a) and (b)) and SWCNT/CuPcR₄ film ((c) and (d)) in pure water (solid line) and PCP solution of 10 µg/l (dashed line).

Table 3: Changes in the optical parameters of CuPcR₄ and SWCNT/CuPcR₄ films caused by adsorption of PCP from its solution with concentration of 10 µg/l.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CuPcR₄</th>
<th>SWCNT/CuPcR₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n (632 nm)</td>
<td>k (632 nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial film</td>
<td>1.56 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coated film</td>
<td>1.59 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n (632 nm)</td>
<td>1.41 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k (632 nm)</td>
<td>1.47 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d (nm)</td>
<td>54.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>57.5 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of SWCNT/CuPcR₄ composite, the predominant surface interaction of the analyte with SWCNT/CuPcR₄ films was more significant which is probably due to the predominant surface interaction of the analyte with SWCNT/CuPcR₄ films. Further to the data summarised in Table 3, the variation in refractive index and extinction coefficient as a function of λ for both films in pure water and solution media (concentration of 10 µg/l) are shown in Fig. 8.

Further studies are under way in order to provide a full comparison of the response of SWCNT/MPC hybrid films to unsubstituted phenol and its chlorosubstituted derivatives. In an earlier publication, it was shown that exposure of ZnPcR₄ films to low concentrations of xylene and toluene in water has not resulted in any significant response. As for other halosubstituted phenol derivatives, it has been shown that layers of ZnPcR₄ demonstrate a good response to 4-chlorophenol, 4-bromophenol and 4-iodophenol using QCM and FTIR difference spectroscopy [46].

Fig. 9 shows the dependence of the phase shift change (δλ) on concentration in the range 0.5–10 µg/l in water for CuPcR₄.
nd SWCNT/CuPcR_{4} layers. Reproducibility of the sensors’ response as been examined for the two types of layers, and experimental errors in the spectral shifts are plotted in Fig. 9. The minimum detection limit of PCP was 0.8 μg/l for CuPcR_{4} layer, which is similar to that determined in our previous publication where films of octatetrasilamido substituted zinc phthalocyanine were used as active layers for PCP detection using TIRE technique [11]. In the case of SWCNT/CuPcR_{4} layers the minimum detection limit of PCP was und to be 0.5 μg/l. This is a higher concentration than that determined in the literature where different analytical methods based on quid chromatography–mass spectrometry [47] and liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection [48] were used, in which the detection limit can reach some ngams per litre. However the obtained detection limit in our work is lower than that obtained by traditional spectrophotometric techniques [49]. Furthermore, resolution of the ellipsometer used in this work is very (~0.06 nm), however the detection limit depends not only on ellipsometer resolution, but also on the reproducibility of the measured signal obtained from several samples. Fig. 9 represents the shift in Δ(λ) taking into account measurement errors from multiple samples. No reproducible shift in Δ(λ) was observed for PCP concentrations below 0.5 μg/l, while reproducibility in the measured Δ(λ) started to occur at 0.5 μg/l concentration in the case of hybrid films. In the case of the pure CuPcR_{4} films reproducibility of the measured Δ(λ) started to occur at 0.8 μg/l concentration. In order to evaluate the response of the two types of layers the average sensitivity has been calculated based on changes in films’ refractive indices using the following equation:

\[ \frac{dR}{dA} = \frac{1}{n_0 R_0} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{d\eta}{\eta_i} \]  

(2)

where Δn is the change in the film refractive index under analyte concentration C_{i}, m is the number of different concentrations studied in the study, and n_0 is the initial film refractive index (before exposure to PCP). Similar principle for evaluation of the average sensitivity was used in Ref. [50] where nickel phthalocyanine derivates were studied as sensitive materials for the detection of organic solvent vapours using quartz crystal and capacitance ransducers.

Changes in extinction coefficients of the films as well as changes in their thickness as a result of interaction with PCP are not as consistent as those deduced for films’ index of refraction. The average sensitivities were estimated as 2.18 \times 10^{-3} nd 1.52 \times 10^{-3} RIU(μg/l) for CuPcR_{4} and CuPcR_{4}/SWCNT layers, respectively. The method of layer preparation as well as the prepared layer structure are known to influence the layer sensitivity to the detected analytes [51]. The observed larger sensitivity in the case of hybrid films was thought to be determined by the larger number of absorption sites made available to the analyte molecules in the film surface due to the large surface to volume area compared to pure CuPcR_{4} film.

Conclusion

Thin films of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) hybridised with tetrasubstituted copper phthalocyanine (CuPcR_{4}) have been used as active optical layers to detect pentachlorophenol (PCP) in water using Total Internal Reflection Ellipsometry (TIRE) technique. The morphology and optical properties of the hybrid films were studied and the interaction between the two materials as ascribed to π-π interaction as well as van der Waals forces. Interaction of PCP solution in water at concentrations between 5.10^{-5}–10^{-4} μg/l with SWCNT/CuPcR_{4} hybrid films as well as with pristine CuPcR_{4} was studied. Changes in the phase shift (Δ(λ)) spectra of SWCNT/CuPcR_{4} films were found to be two times larger than those demonstrated by the pristine CuPcR_{4} films with clear recovery after flushing the cell with water even for the highest examined PCP concentration. Films’ sensitivities of 2.18 \times 10^{-3} and 1.52 \times 10^{-3} RIU(μg/l) were found for CuPcR_{4} and SWCNT/CuPcR_{4} layers, respectively, as were estimated using changes in film’s index of refraction values. The SWCNT/CuPcR_{4} hybrid films have demonstrated detection limit of about 0.5 μg/l, whereas CuPcR_{4} exhibited higher concentration detection limit of 0.8 μg/l. The principle aim of the present work was to demonstrate for the first time the use of SWCNT/CuPcR_{4} hybrid films as optical active layers to detect toxic analytes in water using optical method. Sensor selectivity was not addressed in the current work and it will be the subject of future investigation.
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Distribution of single-walled carbon nanotubes in pyrene containing liquid crystalline asymmetric zinc phthalocyanine matrix†
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A novel pyrene containing asymmetric Zn(n) phthalocyanine (AB3 type) was synthesized and characterized by various spectroscopic techniques as well as elemental analysis. A symmetric polyoxyethylene substituted Zn(n) phthalocyanine (B4 type) derivative was also prepared in order to compare the properties and determine the effect of the pyrene group on the phthalocyanine molecule. Composites of synthesized Zn(n) phthalocyanine–single wall carbon nanotubes (ZnPc–SWCNTs) containing 1 and 2 wt% carbon nanotubes were prepared by mixing these two components in dichloromethane followed by removal of the solvent and drying under vacuum. The liquid crystalline properties of the pure compounds and their composites were investigated in comparison with symmetric polyoxyethylene substituted Zn(n) phthalocyanine (B4 type) by using polarized optical microscopy, differential scanning calorimetry and X-ray diffraction analysis. The distribution of the SWCNTs in the ordered matrix of the columnar mesophase of these derivatives was studied by the method of polarized Raman spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). It was shown that the nature of the mesophases was not altered in these composites. The (lv) dependences for the films deposited onto interdigitated electrodes were measured and it was shown that the lateral conductivity tends to increase with increasing SWCNT concentration.

Introduction

In order to satisfy the demands of the rapid growth in nanotechnology, it is necessary to develop different types of functional materials possessing outstanding electrical, optical, or mechanical properties. Among these, composite materials play central role in these new technologies, due to their synergistic combination of two or more components. 1 A thriving area of relevant research has focused on the smart integration of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with phthalocyanine (Pc) complexes for enhancing optoelectronic, electro-catalytic and sensing properties. The results have shown that these hybrids can be more efficient in improving the relative responses compared to the individual CNT or Pc species. In these hybrids, CNTs are functionalized with metallophthalocyanine derivatives either via covalent 5–7 or non-covalent 8–9 interactions. These hybrids are currently receiving thorough investigation by several research groups in order to enhance the optoelectronic, electro-catalytic and sensing properties of MpC films. 5–10 The evidence so far has shown that these hybrids can be more efficient in improving the relative response of hybrid films compared to the individual CNT or MpC species. 5–10

Another type of functional materials is composite materials which can be obtained by the dispersion of small amounts (0.1–10 wt%) of carbon nanotubes in a phthalocyanine matrix. In this combination, liquid crystalline (LC) materials have attracted increasing attention for their formation of composites with CNTs, 11–14 as LC materials have the potential to orient CNTs for anisotropic electrical conduction. On one hand, the flexible orientational order of LC materials provides a facile approach to efficiently align CNTs. On the other hand, CNTs could induce distinctive changes in the physical properties of the LC matrix, leading to enhanced performances of the LC materials. Some examples of the alignment of nanotubes in nematic LC materials are given in the literature. 15 Patrick and Lynch 16 reported a variety of methods for the post-synthesis organization of single- and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs and MWCNTs) using thermotropic
matic LC media in the presence of an external alignment regime (magnetic or electric field, substrate grooves, etc.) Lagger et al. and co-workers\cite{17,18} utilized the lyotropic nematic LC phase of rod-shaped and disk-shaped micelles to induce alignment of SWCNTs. The functionalization of CNT-COCI with a discotic moiety, notably hydroxy-terminated triphenylene, and their alignment in the supramolecular order of a columnar mesophase were investigated by Kumar et al.\cite{19} Octadecylamine functionalized single walled carbon nanotubes in triphenylene and rufigallo-based room temperature monomeric and polymeric discotic liquid crystals are investigated by the same group.\cite{20} Discotic ionic liquid stals of triphenylene derivatives bearing six imidazolium n-pendants were reported to serve as excellent dispersants for pristine SWCNTs.\cite{21}

Liquid crystalline (LC) phthalocyanines self-organize from monomers into columnar aggregates and become of interest as potential solution processed materials for application in molecular electronics.\cite{22-26} The columnar stacks of isotropic \textit{n}Pc molecules with efficient overlap of \textit{\pi}-orbitals along the stacking direction and low reorganization energy\cite{27} provide \textit{\`e} cient anisotropic electronic transport channels along the columnar columns in the liquid crystalline mesophases with ole mobility in the order of 10^{-7} cm^2 V s^{-1}.\cite{28}

While the hybrids of SWCNTs with metal phthalocyanines have been studied in detail,\cite{29-32} the experimental data on the orientation and alignment of CNTs in the matrix of liquid crystalline phthalocyanines are rather scarce.

The main target of this work was to investigate the dispersion of single-walled carbon nanotubes in novel liquid crystalline asymmetrically substituted \textit{Pc} bearing one pyrene and six polyoxy groups as side chains. The effect of nanotubes on \textit{\`e} phase behavior of this \textit{\`e}n zinc phthalocyanine derivative and \textit{\`e} structural and functional properties of the \textit{\`e}n composite thin films was investigated. The polyoxy groups were chosen to exhibit the liquid crystalline properties of the target materials. The pyrene group was also hosen to enhance the interaction of phthalocyanines with the NTs. The pyrenyl group is known to interact strongly with \textit{\`e}nts via \textit{\`e}-stacking interactions.\cite{30-32} This has been used, for example, in the production of SWCNT-nanoparticle hybrids,\cite{30} the grafting of proteins and other biological molecules to SWCNTs\cite{31} and to immobilize light harvesting groups \textit{n} the SWCNTs, as well as in the design of new photoelectric devices.\cite{32}

The composites of symmetrically substituted \textit{\`e}n phthalocyanine bearing eight polyoxy groups as side chains are also studied for a comparison.

**Experimental Materials**

- Nitrophthalonitrile,\cite{33} 4,5-dichlorophthalonitrile,\cite{34} 4-(1-pyrenylethoxy)phthalonitrile (1)\cite{35} and 4,5-bis(4,7,10-triazaundecan-1-sulfanyl)phthalonitrile (2)\cite{36} were synthesized and purified according to reported procedures. All reaction solvents were dried and purified as described by Perrin and Armarego.\cite{37} All other reagents were obtained from commercial suppliers. The SWCNTs were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification or chemical treatment.

**Equipment**

FT-IR spectra were recorded between 4000 and 650 cm^{-1} using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 FT-IR spectrometer with an attenuated total reflection (ATR) accessory featuring a zinc selenide (ZnSe) crystal. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS) measurements were performed on a Brucker Daltonics microTOF (Bremen, Germany) using 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid as a matrix.\cite{38} 1H NMR spectra were recorded in DMSO-d_6 solutions on a Varian 500 MHz spectrometer. Optical spectra in the UV-visible region were recorded with Varian 500, Shimadzu UV-Vis-3101 and Shimadzu UV-Vis-2101 spectrometers using a 1 cm pathlength cuvette at room temperature.

The phase transition behaviors of the \textit{Pcs} were observed by means of a polarizing optical microscope (POM) (Leitz Wetzlar Orthoplan-pol.) equipped with a hot stage (Linkam TMS 93) and a temperature controller (Linkam LNP). Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out on a Mettler Toledo Star Thermal Analysis System at a rate of 10 °C min^{-1} in a nitrogen flow (50 mL min^{-1}). Transition temperatures were determined at a scan rate of 10 °C min^{-1} using a Mettler Toledo Star Thermal Analysis System/DSC 822. The differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) system was calibrated with 3 mg indium samples under a nitrogen atmosphere. X-ray diffraction measurements (XRD) (Cu-Ka-radiation) were performed using a Bruker Advanced D8 diffractometer.

Raman spectra were recorded with a Triplemate, SPEX spectrometer equipped with a CCD detector in back-scattering geometry. The 488 nm, 40 mW line of an Ar-laser was used for the spectral excitation.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained using a FEI-xnova nanosem 200.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry was used to determine the thickness of the films using a Woolam M-2000 V™ rotating analyzer spectroscopic ellipsometer in the spectral range of 400-800 nm. DC-conductivity measurements were carried out using a Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterization system.

**Synthesis**

2,3,9,10,16,17-Hexakis(4,7,10-triazaundecan-1-sulfanyl)-23(24)-(1-pyrenylethoxy)phthalocyaninato \textit{\`e}n (3). 4-(1-Pyrenylethoxy)phthalocyanine (1) (100 mg, 0.28 mmol), 4,5-bis(4,7,10-triazaundecan-1-sulfanyl)phthalonitrile (2) (405.7 mg, 0.84 mmol), 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) (0.08 mL, 0.56 mmol) and Zn(OAc)_2 (102 mg, 0.56 mmol) were refluxed in dry \textit{n}-pentanol (5 mL) for 24 h under an argon atmosphere. Then, the reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature and poured into \textit{n}-hexane. The green solid product was precipitated and collected by filtration. The solid
...s dissolved in dichloromethane and filtered in order to move any inorganic impurities then concentrated. Firstly, B2 type phthalocyanine was eliminated over a silica gelolumn using a 50:1 dichloromethane–ethanol mixture, then symmetrical AB3 type phthalocyanine 3 was obtained using a 1:1 dichloromethane–ethanol mixture and finally symmetric B4 type phthalocyanine 4 was obtained using a 10:1 dichloromethane–ethanol mixture as the eluent.

Compound 3: FT-IR [(ATR) i w/cm−1]: 3190–3040 (Ar–CH), 1602 (Ar–C=N), 1358 (C–N), 1084 (O–CH3). UV-Vis (DMF): λmax nm (log e) 1 (4.35), 624 (3.63), 373 (3.98), 344 (3.95). 1H-NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ ppm: 8.97–7.64 (br, m, 18H, Ar–H), 4.00–3.94 (m, 2H, OCH2), 3.75–3.68 (m, 2H, OCH2), 3.68–3.60 (m, 2H, SCH2, OCH2), 3.57–3.47 (m, 2H, OCH2), 3.40–3.34 (m, 12H, OCH2, OCH3). Element analysis: calcd (%) for C91H110N8O19S6Zn: C 58.21, H 5.90, N 5.97; found: C 58.56, H 6.01, N 5.71. MS (MALDI-TOF), mz (%): Calcd 1877.69, found 1878.30 [M + H]+.

Preparation of phthalocyanine-SWCNT composite materials.
ZnPc/SWCNT dispersion was prepared by adding a small amount (1–2 wt%) of the SWCNTs to the zinc phthalocyanine solution in dichloromethane and subjected to sonication curing 1–2 hours to enhance the nanotube solubility. Then the films of composites of 3-SWCNT and 4-SWCNT were deposited by spin coating or drop-casting of the dispersion in dichloromethane onto the glass slides for further investigation.

---

Results and discussion

Synthesis and characterization

The synthesis of the phthalonitrile derivatives (1 and 2, Scheme 1) has been previously reported.33,36 The synthesis of unsymmetrical phthalocyanines is complicated compared to symmetrically substituted Pcs as they often require extensive purification methods to obtain the desired products. Scheme 1 shows the chemical structure and the synthetic route of compound 3. The statistical condensation method of two phthalonitriles 1 and 2 was employed in this work.

The reaction for the formation of 3 was performed by a statistical method using a 1:3 ratio of phthalonitrile 1 (A): phthalonitrile 2 (B). As a result, the AB3 (3), A2B2 and B4 (4) isomers were obtained in different amounts during the synthesis of compound 3. The three main phthalocyanine isomers (A2B2, AB3 and B4), displaying different polarities, were readily separated on silica-gel column chromatography. Firstly the elution of the A2B2 derivative (eluent: dichloromethane–ethanol 50/1) followed by the desired AB3 phthalocyanine 3 (eluent: dichloromethane–ethanol 25/1), and finally symmetric B4 phthalocyanine 4 (eluent: dichloromethane–ethanol 10/1) were obtained as pure samples after purification by column chromatography.

Scheme 1 Synthesis of target zinc(n) phthalocyanine compounds. Reagents: (i) K2CO3, DMF. (ii) Zn(OAc)2, n-pentanol, DBU.
The characterization of complex 3 was achieved using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time of flight (MALDI-TOF) (Fig. S1, ESIf), FT-IR (Fig. S2, ESIf), and proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) (Fig. S3, ESIf) spectroscopies and elemental analysis.

The optical absorption spectra of the solutions of compounds 3 and 4 in DMF are shown in Fig. 1. The absorption spectrum of ZnPc 4 in DMF consists of a Soret band at 372 nm and a Q-band at 704 nm. The introduction of one pyrene moiety leads to a small shift in the Soret band to 371 nm and the Q-band to 698 nm.

**Liquid crystalline properties of zinc phthalocyanines.** According to the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) results, it was observed that compounds 3 and 4 both start to decompose above 200 °C. In order to avoid decomposition, DSC measurements were performed in the temperature range of 25–200 °C. The differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) measurements of compound 3 did not show any significant peak corresponding to any phase transition (Fig. S4, ESIf). This may be the result of interrupting the heating cycle before reaching the clearing point. However, in the polarized optical microscope (POM) measurements it was observed that compound 3 became an isotropic liquid at about 230 °C accompanying decomposition. When we cooled this sample from isotropic melt, a typical hexagonal texture was formed at about 200 °C. This hexagonal texture remained constant until 130 °C during cooling. A fingerprint texture of the rectangular phase was observed below 130 °C as can be seen in Fig. 2 confirming the transition from hexagonal phase to rectangular phase. Similar transitions have been observed in the literature.

In the DSC measurements, compound 4 shows a transition at about 100 °C for all the heating cycles and at 80 °C for all cooling cycles (Fig. S5, ESIf). However, if the sample was prepared by evaporating a dichloromethane solution of compound 4 on one glass slide, a mosaic texture typical for planar alignment was obtained at room temperature without annealing. In the POM measurements it was observed that compound 4 became an isotropic liquid at about 236 °C accompanying decomposition.

The identification of mesophases was carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements at room temperature. Dichloromethane solutions of 3 and 4 were dropped on glass slides and left for the solvent to evaporate at room temperature. The powder diffraction patterns of 3 and 4 contain typical reflections of a columnar mesophase of substituted PCs (Fig. 3 and 4, Table 1). In the low angle region (2θ = 4°–6°), the phthalocyanine derivatives produce a sharp peak with either a shoulder or a small additional peak. In the literature, it is observed that, in the case of the rectangular columnar phase, the (10) peak of the Col₉ mesophase splits in the (11) and (20) reflections of the Col₁ phase. Additionally, it is known that the lattice constants a and b can be calculated from the equation: 1/d²lkl = h²/a² + k²/b². Based on this information, possible indexation of the Col₁ mesophase can be proposed as in Table 1. These results suggest a two-dimensional rectangular lattice with disc-like molecules stacked in columns in a rectangular arrangement. Both XRD patterns of 3 and 4 show a Col₁ phase with P2gg symmetry.

**ZnPc-SWCNT composites.** Binary mixtures of SWCNTs with phthalocyanine were prepared by mixing the two components in dichloromethane followed by removal of solvent and drying under vacuum. Four composites of ZnPc-SWCNT (compounds 3 and 4) containing 1 and 2 wt% carbon nanotubes were prepared and analyzed by polarizing optical microscopy. All ZnPc-SWCNT composites containing 1 and 2 wt% were found to be liquid crystalline in nature. Similar to the pure ZnPcs, they show textures of columnar mesophases at room temperature (Fig. 5). Fig. 5a and 5d show the typical mosaic textures of pure phthalocyanine derivatives. For the SWCNT composites (Fig. 5b, c, e, f), the texture is obviously different, especially in
the case of 3-SWCNT (Fig. 5b, c), to that of the pure materials. Inclusion of carbon nanotubes into the columnar matrix leads to an increase in the domain size, especially in the case of the composite 3-SWCNT. We can suggest that SWCNTs dispersed in the LC matrix can act as seeds for oriented domain growth as was observed in the case of nematic liquid crystals.\cite{40-42}

In the case of composite 3-SWCNT-1\% the fan-shaped texture is still persistent whereas a star-like layered structure is clearly seen for composite 3-SWCNT-2\%. It is necessary to mention that when we tried to insert more than 2 wt\% SWCNTs in the columnar liquid crystal we observed small black aggregates of CNTs under the polarizing microscope, which meant that the CNTs were not homogeneously dispersed in the liquid crystal matrix of the composites with such high CNT additive concentration. In the case of composite SWCNT the formation of inhomogeneous films containing a small amount of black aggregates of CNTs starts to be observed even at 2 wt\% SWCNTs.

In addition to microscopic analysis, we also examined the effect of SWCNTs on the phthalocyanine phase transitions using differential scanning calorimetry. No additional phase transition peaks from the phthalocyanines without SWCNTs characteristic of a phase separated system were detected in the calorimetric studies. However, it is necessary to mention that when we annealed the 3-SWCNT composites between two glass slides, we also observed by POM the same rectangular-hexagonal phase transitions as was observed for pure 3 (Fig. S6, ESI\textsuperscript{t}). If we compare the transitions, we can conclude that the transition temperature from rectangular to hexagonal mesophase increases with the addition of SWCNTs (Table 2).

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the composites at room temperature show similar features to those of compounds 3 and 4 confirming the rectangular columnar mesophase of the
composites as shown in Fig. 3 and 4. The columnar meso-phase structure is not destroyed by the inclusion of the SWCNTs, however a shift of the corresponding XRD peaks is observed. The XRD patterns of compound 3 at 20 °C display the most intensive diffraction peak at 2θ = 4.52° corresponding to an intercolumnar distance of 19.53 Å (Fig. 3). This peak shifts to 4.56° (d = 19.36 Å) in the XRD pattern of the composite 3-SWCNT containing 1 wt% SWCNTs and to 4.66° (d = 18.95 Å) in that of the composite 3-SWCNT containing 2 wt% SWCNTs. This indicates that the inclusion of carbon nanotubes into the columnar matrix leads to a decrease in the intercolumnar distance. In the case of compound 4 the corresponding diffraction peak at 2θ = 4.22° (d = 20.91 Å) shifts to 2θ = 4.54° (d = 19.45 Å) upon addition of 1 wt% of SWCNT, however the addition of more amount of SWCNT (2 wt%) leads back to an increase in the intercolumnar distance to 20.44 Å which can be associated with the formation of an inhomogeneous material as was already revealed by POM.

The XRD patterns of the 3-SWCNT composites also show the Col phase with P2gg symmetry, however it is obvious that the number of diffraction peaks increases after the addition of SWCNTs to compound 3. This appears to be explained by the formation of domains with different orientations. As opposed to the Col phase with P2gg symmetry in the case of 4, the XRD patterns of 4-SWCNT-1% and 4-SWCNT-2% show a Col phase with C2 mm symmetry (hk: h + k = 2n, h0: h = 2n, 0k: k = 2n for C2 mm; hk: no conditions, h0: h = 2n, 0k: k = 2n for P2gg).

Thin films of the composites 3-SWCNT and 4-SWCNT were deposited by drop-casting of their solutions in dichloromethane onto interdigitated electrodes to examine the conductivity as well as molecule orientations in the films.

The orientation of the phthalocyanine molecules in the films of the pure ZnPc derivatives and their composites were studied by the method of polarized Raman spectroscopy. The principles of Polarized Raman spectroscopy for investigation of molecular film orientation are described in detail in earlier publications.13-18 This method is based on the measurement of the ratio of intensities of the bands for each symmetry type of vibrations in the Raman spectra measured in the parallel (I∥) and cross (I⊥) polarizations of incident and scattering light.
### Table 1 X-Ray diffraction data for compounds 3 and 4 and their composites at room temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Observed spacings (Å)</th>
<th>Calculated spacings (Å)</th>
<th>Lattice parameters (Å)</th>
<th>Miller indices (h k)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colr</td>
<td></td>
<td>21.2744</td>
<td>21.2744</td>
<td>a = 39.07</td>
<td>(1 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.5346</td>
<td>19.5346</td>
<td>b = 24.80</td>
<td>(2 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.5901</td>
<td>11.8231</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.8400</td>
<td>9.7675</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.1438</td>
<td>7.4531</td>
<td></td>
<td>(5 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--SWCNT-1% Colr</td>
<td></td>
<td>21.5296</td>
<td>21.5296</td>
<td>a = 38.73</td>
<td>(1 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.3624</td>
<td>19.3624</td>
<td>b = 25.90</td>
<td>(2 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.2971</td>
<td>12.2721</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.0661</td>
<td>10.7583</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.8821</td>
<td>9.6824</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.2499</td>
<td>7.1722</td>
<td></td>
<td>(3 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.5144</td>
<td>5.5329</td>
<td></td>
<td>(7 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--SWCNT-2% Colr</td>
<td></td>
<td>21.1194</td>
<td>21.1194</td>
<td>a = 37.90</td>
<td>(1 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.9504</td>
<td>18.9504</td>
<td>b = 25.43</td>
<td>(2 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.0079</td>
<td>12.0576</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.8004</td>
<td>10.5604</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.6508</td>
<td>9.4750</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.1435</td>
<td>7.0403</td>
<td></td>
<td>(3 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.4542</td>
<td>5.4143</td>
<td></td>
<td>(7 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.3312</td>
<td>5.4105</td>
<td></td>
<td>(7 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colr</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.8566</td>
<td>23.8566</td>
<td>a = 41.84</td>
<td>(1 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.9197</td>
<td>20.9197</td>
<td>b = 29.04</td>
<td>(2 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.4669</td>
<td>13.7052</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.0379</td>
<td>11.9203</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.3243</td>
<td>10.4600</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.0294</td>
<td>5.9772</td>
<td></td>
<td>(7 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--SWCNT-1% Colr</td>
<td></td>
<td>22.2990</td>
<td>22.2990</td>
<td>a = 38.90</td>
<td>(1 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.4491</td>
<td>19.4491</td>
<td>b = 27.21</td>
<td>(2 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.9620</td>
<td>13.1553</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.8643</td>
<td>9.7250</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.2392</td>
<td>7.4369</td>
<td></td>
<td>(3 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--SWCNT-2% Colr</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.6689</td>
<td>23.6689</td>
<td>a = 40.88</td>
<td>(1 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.4402</td>
<td>20.4402</td>
<td>b = 29.03</td>
<td>(2 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.3251</td>
<td>11.3251</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.2258</td>
<td>10.2258</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.4191</td>
<td>7.4191</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0 4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 5** Polarizing optical microscopy images of the films of pure 3 (a) and its composites containing 1 wt% (b), 2 wt% (c) SWCNTs; pure 4 (d) and its composites containing 1 wt% (e), and 2 wt% (f) SWCNTs, obtained under crossed polarized light.

and allows estimation of the angle of molecule inclination relative to the substrate surface. A phthalocyanine molecule is characterized by $D_{sh}$ group symmetry where $A_{1g}$, $B_{1u}$, $B_{2g}$, $E_{g}$ modes are Raman active.\cite{46,47} The detailed analysis of the Raman tensors for the $D_{sh}$ symmetry group and the determination of the molecular orientation are described in ref. 43.
Table 2 Transitions from rectangular phase to hexagonal phase observed during heating and cooling under POM for compound 3 and composites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Transition temperatures (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Col&lt;sub&gt;r&lt;/sub&gt; = Col&lt;sub&gt;h&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-SWCNT-1%</td>
<td>135 &lt;sup&gt;Col&lt;/sup&gt; = 130 &lt;sup&gt;Col&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-SWCNT-2%</td>
<td>173 &lt;sup&gt;Col&lt;/sup&gt; = 167 &lt;sup&gt;Col&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ate: 20 °C min<sup>-1</sup>, Col<sub>r</sub>: columnar rectangular phase, Col<sub>h</sub>: hexagonal columnar phase.

The Raman spectra of the films of the pure 3 and 4 derivatives and their composites deposited on glass substrates in parallel (ii) and cross (ij) polarizations are shown in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively. The intensities of the strongest lines with known symmetry types are measured. It has already been shown that there are no intensive bands belonging to organic substituents in the range from 300 to 1650 cm<sup>-1</sup> in Raman spectra of substituted phthalocyanines due to the resonance character of the Raman spectra excited by the lasers of the visible region.<sup>44</sup>

Thus, all bands in the Raman spectrum belong to the bending and stretching vibrations of the phthalocyanine macrocycle. The determination of the symmetry types of all observed modes was made on the basis of the polarized spectra of ZnPc solutions in CHCl<sub>3</sub> and by analogy with the Raman spectra of the metallophthalocyanines with similar substituents.<sup>45</sup> The symmetry types of the most intensive bands used for the determination of film orientation are indicated in Fig. 6 and 7. The average values of I<sub>i</sub>/I<sub>j</sub> ratios for each symmetry type of vibration are listed in Table 3.

The angles of inclination of the molecules relative to the substrate surface (α) in the film of pure 3 and 4 derivatives were calculated to be 85° and 76°, respectively. The inclusion of carbon nanotubes into the columnar matrix of 3-SWCNT doesn’t lead to big changes in the inclination angle of the ZnPc molecules relative to the substrate surface. On the contrary, the film of 4-SWCNT is disordered because the ratio of intensities of the corresponding vibrations in the (ii) and (ij) spectra were close to that in the spectra of solution.

SEM images of the films of the composites 3-SWCNT containing 1 wt% and 2 wt%, and 4-SWCNT containing 2 wt% of SWCNTs are given in Fig. 8(a,b) and 8(c), respectively. The films consist of thicker nanotubes of 10–30 nm in diameter. These nanotubes appear to consist of bundles of SWCNTs wrapped by layers of LC phthalocyanine molecules. We suggest that the core part of the phthalocyanine LC molecules anchors around the SWCNT walls, meanwhile the tail part repels sideways to enhance the π-π stacking by maximizing the hexagon–hexagon interactions between the two species. A similar scheme of interaction between the porphyrin derivative ZnP(alkyl)<sub>4</sub> and the surface of the semiconducting SWCNTs was visualized by performing DFT calculations in ref. 50.
Table 4 Calculated conductivity of pure 3 and 4 derivatives and their composites 3-SWCNT and 4-SWCNT containing 1 and 2 wt% of SWCNTs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film</th>
<th>Conductivity (Ω⁻¹ m⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWCNT-1%</td>
<td>8.2 × 10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWCNT-2%</td>
<td>1.9 × 10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-SWCNT-1%</td>
<td>3.6 × 10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-SWCNT-2%</td>
<td>4.4 × 10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-SWCNT-1%</td>
<td>4.6 × 10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-SWCNT-2%</td>
<td>8.6 × 10⁻³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of 3-SWCNT-2%, these thicker nanotubes have a tendency to lie stretched mainly in one direction in the LC matrix (Fig. 8(a)), while in 4-SWCNT-2% they are more tangled and disordered (Fig. 8(c)). The edge view of the 3-SWCNT-2% film (Fig. 8(b)) shows that the films of 3-SWCNT-2% have a layered structure with the layers aligning parallel to each other and with the phthalocyanine molecules perpendicular to the layers according to the data of polarized Raman spectroscopy. The more ordered structure of the 3-SWCNT films appears to be connected to the presence of the pyrene groups in compound 3 which are known to interact strongly with SWCNTs via π-stacking interactions.29,32 Meanwhile, discotic LC materials derived from triphenylene have been reported to orient CNTs.19,20 However, owing to their rather low miscibility with pristine CNTs, the use of CNTs covalently modified with triphenylene was essential.

The I(v) dependencies for the films deposited onto interdigitated electrodes are given in Fig. S7 (ESI†). The calculated conductivities are summarized in Table 4. The lateral conductivity tends to increase with increasing SWCNT concentration. For example, the conductivity of the 3-SWCNT-2% composite films is about 4 orders of magnitude higher than that of the pure films. It is necessary to mention that an increase in SWCNT concentration above 2% leads to the formation of non-homogeneous composite films containing small particles of aggregated nanotubes. The larger electrical conductivity of the nanocomposites arises due to the highly delocalized π electron density of phthalocyanine molecules bonded to SWCNTs which provide a facile path for electronic conduction. An increase in conductivity in the region of 2–4 orders of magnitude in dependence on the orientations of the LC columns and SWCNTs has been observed in the case of discotic ionic liquid crystals of triphenylene derivatives bearing six imidazolium ion pendants.31

Conclusions

In this study, the investigation of the dispersion of single-wall carbon nanotubes in liquid crystalline asymmetric Zn(n) phthalocyanine bearing one pyrene and six polyoxy units (AB3 type) and symmetric Zn(n) phthalocyanine bearing eight polyoxy units (B4 type) was carried out. The phthalocyanine derivatives were synthesized by using a statistical method with two different substituted phthalonitriles (A and B). Both pure compounds and their composites with SWCNTs showed liquid crystalline properties with rectangular columnar stacking at room temperature. POM, Raman spectra and conductivity investigations indicate intercalation of the SWCNTs into the matrix of discotic liquid crystalline zinc phthalocyanines. The dispersion of SWCNTs in the liquid crystalline phthalocyanine matrix provide a route for synthesizing novel materials with interesting properties useful for applications in many devices such as photoconductors, light emitting diodes, solar cells, sensors, optical data storage, thin film transistors and so on. The nature of the mesophases is not altered in these composites. On the other hand, the films of composites exhibit enhanced electrical conductivity of about four orders of magnitude compared to the corresponding pure phthalocyanines.

The inclusion of carbon nanotubes into the columnar matrix leads to an increase in the domains size, especially in the case of composite 3-SWCNT. The films of 3-SWCNT have a layered structure with the layers aligning parallel to each other and with the phthalocyanine molecules perpendicular to the layers according to the data of polarized Raman spectroscopy.
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A B S T R A C T

The hybrids of single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) with symmetrically octasubstituted zinc phthalocyanine (2) bearing eight polyoxyethylene groups and asymmetrically substituted zinc phthalocyanine (1) bearing one pyrene and six polyoxyethylene groups as side chains have been prepared and characterized by Raman and fluorescence emission spectroscopies, scanning electron and transmission electron (SEM and TEM) microscopies, and thermogravimetric analysis. The pyrene group was chosen to enhance the interaction of phthalocyanine molecules with SWCNTs. Thin films of pristine SWCNTs and SWCNT/ZnPc hybrids were prepared by drop casting onto interdigitated electrodes and employed as active layers to detect ammonia vapour (1–200 ppm) by measuring electrical resistance changes. A comparative analysis of sensors’ response of pristine SWCNTs and SWCNT/ZnPc hybrid films to ammonia vapour was carried out to demonstrate the synergic effect between SWCNTs and ZnPc derivatives. Influence of pyrene substituent in the phthalocyanine ring on the hybrid formation and their sensor response has also been discussed.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Hybrid and composite materials play more important role in nanoelectronics due to the synergic effects on the electrical, optical, or mechanical properties of two or more components [1–3]. The use of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and their hybrids in sensing has been extensively studied in recent years and progress in CNT-based sensor development for gas detection has been the subject of several reviews [4–6]. The use of nanostructured materials for gas sensing has been of great interest due to their unique and interesting properties including high surface-to-volume ratio and sensitive electronic structures [7–10]. Upon exposure to gas molecules, the electrical resistance of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) changes and the threshold voltage is shifted due to charge transfer between the semiconducting SWCNT and electron-withdrawing and electron-donating molecules.

It is well known that defect sites on SWCNTs play an important role in the electrical response for the binding of chemical vapor molecules [11]. It was found that the chemical sensitivity of SWCNTs could be significantly increased by controllably introducing a low density of defects along the sidewalls of the tubes [11,12]. The other way to increase sensitivity of SWCNTs is achieved through introduction of some functional groups [13] or by producing hybrids with different compounds [14,15].

As ammonia is a low boiling point compound and volatile, it is very important to develop sensitive devices to detect the gaseous NH₃ molecules. Chemical sensing application of SWCNTs for NO₂ and NH₃ gases was first reported by Kong et al. [16]. Other studies have revealed that semiconducting SWCNTs could detect small concentrations of NH₃ and NO₂ with high sensitivity at room temperature [17].

On the other hand, metal phthalocyanine derivatives possess high sensitivity, fast response, ease of processability, as well as a scope of operation at room temperature; they have therefore been studied extensively as thin films for chemical detection [18]. Jiang et al. have described the process of interaction between copper tetra-4-(2,4-di-tert-amylphenoxy)phthalocyanine (tапCuPc) and...
Two different types of amphiphilic phthalocyanines have been compared for their sensing properties to NH3 [20]. Sensor response of spin-casted films of copper, lead and nickel 1,8,15,22-tetra-iso-pentyloxyphthalocyanine (Cu, Pb and NiPc(iso-PeO)₄) to ammonia vapour was studied by Wang et al. [21].

The combined excellent properties of carbon nanotubes and thalocyanines were demonstrated for the development of sensitive NH3 sensors based on CNT/phthalocyanine hybrids [22,23].

Evidence so far has shown that these hybrids are expected to be more efficient in improving the relative response of hybrid films compared to the pristine CNT or phthalocyanine species. There are different routes for hybridising metal phthalocyanines and carbon nanotubes: in the first type CNT are functionalized with tetraphthalocyanine derivatives through formation of covalent bonding [24-26] while in the second type the hybrid can be formed through non-covalent interaction between the two materials [27-29].

In this work, hybrids of SWCNTs with symmetrically octa-substituted ZnPc bearing eight polyoxyethylene groups (2) and symmetrically substituted ZnPc bearing one pyrene and six polyoxyethylene groups (1) as substituents (Fig. 1) were prepared and characterized. The pyrene group was chosen to enhance the interaction of the phthalocyanine molecules with the CNTs. This class of organic molecules is known to interact strongly with SWCNTs by π-stacking interactions [30-33]. To demonstrate the potential applications of the SWCNT/ZnPc hybrids in gas sensing, a conductometric gas sensor device based on these hybrid materials has been fabricated. A comparative analysis of sensor response of pristine SWCNTs and SWCNT/ZnPc hybrid films to ammonia vapour (200 ppm) was carried out to demonstrate the synergic effect between SWCNTs and ZnPc derivatives. Influence of pyrene group substitution in the phthalocyanine ring on the hybrids formation and their sensor response is discussed.

### 2.3. Preparation of SWCNT-phthalocyanine hybrids

5 mg of zinc phthalocyanines (1 or 2) have been dissolved in 1 mL DMF and sonicated for 15 min. At the same time 1.0 mg SWCNTs was suspended in 3 mL DMF and sonicated for 30 min. After sonication the suspension was stirred and the solution of phthalocyanines 1 or 2 was added drop wise to the SWCNTs suspension during stirring to obtain the hybrids SWCNT/1 and SWCNT/2, respectively.

Addition of zinc phthalocyanine solution was stopped when the green phthalocyanine solution became colorless due to phthalocyanine adsorption onto the SWCNT. The stirring was continued for another 1 h before the mixture was centrifuged. The obtained solid was washed with DMF several times, centrifuged again and finally dried in vacuum.

### 2.4. Sensor properties study

The sensing performance was studied at the relative humidity of 50% RH under exposures to low-concentration of NH3 in the range 1–200 ppm. Pure commercial NH3 gas ("Dioksid", Russia) was used as the NH3 source. Air was used as the diluent gas, and NH3 was diluted by a syringe static volumetric method. Diluted NH3 was injected into the container using a microsyringe. The test chamber was degassed by turning a heating element on at 80 °C immediately after the removal of NH3 gas.

Thin films of hybrids SWCNT/1 and SWCNT/2 were deposited by drop-casting their solutions in DMF (0.5 mg/mL) onto interdigitated electrodes which were used as substrates for the electrical characterization of the films. The electrical resistance of the sensors was measured using a Keithley 236 electrometer by applying a constant DC voltage of 3 V. The response and recovery times of the films were defined as the times needed to reach 90% of the steady state resistance.

### 3. Result and discussion

#### 3.1. Characterization of SWCNT/phthalocyanine hybrids

The non-covalent attachment of phthalocyanine molecules to SWCNTs can be confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra for pristine SWCNTs and both hybrids are shown in Fig. 2. The radial breathing modes (RBM), disorder (D) mode and tangential/graphite mode (G-band) are monitored as indicators of functionalization with phthalocyanine molecules [35]. The spectra were normalized to the tangential G band at ~1590 cm⁻¹. Both spectra of pristine SWCNTs before and after hybridization contained the following...
characteristic peaks: the D band located at about 1340 cm\(^{-1}\) (disorder mode), which is due to breathing modes of sp\(^2\) atoms in the rings [2,36,37] and the G band centered at 1590 cm\(^{-1}\) (tangential mode), due to bond stretching of all pairs of sp\(^2\) atoms in both rings and chains [38].

In Fig. 2 (region III), which is an enlarged part of the spectrum from 400 to 1350 cm\(^{-1}\), we can see that the characteristic vibrations of phthalocyanine macrocycle [34] have been affected noticeably by interaction with SWCNTs. Comparing SWCNTs and hybrid spectra, only little variation of the ratio of the D band to the G band (I\(_D\)/I\(_G\)) can be observed, which suggests that ZnPc derivatives are attached to the surface of SWCNTs through a non-covalent modification. Moreover, the multiple peaks observed in the radial breathing mode (RBM) of SWCNTs in the range 158–304 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 2 [region II]) could be ascribed to a distribution of diameters in the SWCNT samples [39,40]. They correspond to nanotube diameters in the range from 0.7 to 1.4 nm. The Raman spectra of the non-covalently functionalized SWCNT/1 and SWCNT/2 revealed significant shift in the peak positions located in the range 158–225 cm\(^{-1}\). For example, the RBMs at 158, 179, 200, 225 cm\(^{-1}\) of SWCNTs have shifted to 165, 187, 205, 229 cm\(^{-1}\) and to 166, 189, 207, 232 cm\(^{-1}\) after the adsorption of ZnPc 2 and ZnPc 1, respectively. It was shown that the radial breathing modes of the Raman spectrum are sensitive to the adsorption coating of the nanotubes with polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon molecules [41]. The \(\pi-\pi\) stacking interaction between SWCNTs and phthalocyanine aromatic rings induced a higher frequency shift of RBM and gave rise to a kind of mode “hardening effect” [42]. In particular, the higher frequency shift indicates that SWCNTs become stiffer after coating with the aromatic rings. Adsorption of 1 containing an additional pyrene group is shown to induce a more remarkable shift in comparison with 2 due to the enhanced ZnPc molecule-SWCNT interaction.

3.1.2. Optical absorption and fluorescence emission spectra
The optical absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of the zinc phthalocyanines 1 and 2 solutions in DMF are shown in Fig. 3. The absorption spectrum of ZnPc 2 in DMF consists of a Soret band at 372 nm and a Q-band at 698 nm. The fluorescence emission peaks were observed at 719 nm for 1 and 721 nm for 2 in DMF. Because of the pyrene substitution, 1 showed higher emission intensity than 2 as shown in Fig. 3b. The formation of the SWCNT/ZnPc hybrids can also be confirmed by the fluorescence measurements. The addition of sonicated SWCNT solution to a solution containing either 1 or 2 in DMF quenched the emission of both macrocycles as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. However, the fluorescence intensity of 1 was found to be more quenched than 2 suggesting that pyrene

![Fig. 2. Raman spectra of pristine SWCNT, hybrids SWCNT/1 and SWCNT/2 in the range 90–3200 cm\(^{-1}\) (I), in the range of radial breathing modes 90–450 cm\(^{-1}\) (II), in the range of phthalocyanine vibrations 400–1350 cm\(^{-1}\) (III).](image)

![Fig. 3. (a) UV-vis optical absorption spectra of 1 and 2 in DMF (C = 1 \times 10^{-5} M) (b) fluorescence emission spectra of 1 (\(\lambda_{em} = 719\)) and 2 (\(\lambda_{em} = 721\)) in DMF (C = 1 \times 10^{-6} M). Excitation wavelength = 650 nm.](image)

![Fig. 4. Fluorescence emission changes of 1 observed during the titration of SWCNT (0–350 \(\mu\)l) in DMF (C = 1 \times 10^{-5} M). Excitation wavelength = 650 nm.](image)
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Fluorescence emission changes of 2 observed during the titration of SWCNT in DMF (C = 1 × 10^{-5} M). Excitation wavelength = 650 nm.

Substituted Pc 1 has interacted with SWCNT more efficiently than 2.

3.1.3. Thermogravimetric analysis
A loss of weight of about 5.79% for pristine SWCNTs can be observed (Fig. 6). It is also revealed that the thermogram of 1 (Fig. 6a) presents a loss of weight of 51.2% and the thermogram 2 (Fig. 6b) presents a loss of weight of 56.3%. When SWCNT-Pc hybrids are heated to 900 °C in an inert atmosphere, 22.2% mass loss for 1 and 14.7% mass loss for 2 were observed in the TGA experiment.

Considering the weight loss of the pristine SWCNTs, the corrected weight loss due to ZnPc on nanotubes was then estimated to be 16.3% for 1 and 8.8% for 2. Concerning the amount of ZnPc molecules anchored on the surface of the nanotubes, a real ratio of 31.8% (16.3%/51.2%) for 1 and 15.6% (8.8%/56.3%) for 2 have been calculated, taking into account the weight loss of both ZnPcs and SWCNTs. As a result, the number of functional groups in the hybrid was therefore estimated as one ZnPc derivative (1) per 336 [(68.2% × 1877.69)/31.8% × 12] carbon atoms and one ZnPc derivative (2) per 904 [(84.4% × 2003.93)/15.6% × 12] carbon atoms. This result also confirms that 1 has interacted to SWCNTs almost 2.7 times more efficiently than 2.

3.1.4. Microscopy characterization
Indirect evidence for SWCNT/ZnPc interactions can be reached from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Both techniques assist in the visualization of SWCNT [35]. Inspection of the TEM images of pristine SWCNT shows the presence of large aggregates of nanotubes. Fig. 7 shows SEM images of pristine SWCNT (a), SWCNT/1 hybrid (b) and SWCNT/2 hybrid (c) as powders. Compared with the pristine SWCNTs (Fig. 7(a)), the SEM images of SWCNT/2 hybrid show an appreciable decrease in stacking as seen in Fig. 7(c), but some increases in thickness were also observed, confirming the formation of nanohybrids, probably due to the intermolecular alkyl-π and π-π interactions between the ZnPc molecules and SWCNTs. After treatment with 1, nanoparticles of phthalocyanine with a diameter from several to tens of nanometers are clearly resolved on SWCNT walls. Fig. 7(b) obviously shows the bundles of nanotubes in hybrid and the clusters of phthalocyanine attached on the surfaces of CNTs.

Fig. 8 shows the TEM images of SWCNT/1 (a) and SWCNT/2 (b) hybrids. From these figures, we can observe the coverage of phthalocyanines on the sidewall of SWCNTs. Furthermore the SWCNT/ZnPc nanohybrid appears to be made of bundles composed of tubes with specific rugged surface and a layer of about 1.5-2 nm in thickness immobilized onto the sidewall of SWCNTs. Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy study proves the presence of zinc in the area of the grafted objects.

Fig. 6. (a) TGA of pristine SWCNT, 1 and SWCNT/1 hybrid; (b) TGA of pristine SWCNT, 2 and SWCNT/2 hybrid.

Fig. 7. SEM images of pristine SWCNT (a), SWCNT/1 hybrid (b) and SWCNT/2 hybrid (c).
Using DFT calculations applied to a closely similar molecules the intermolecular alkyl–π and \( \pi–\pi \) interactions and relative orientation of porphyrin derivative ZnP(alkyl)\(_4\) on the surface of semiconducting SWCNTs were visualized [43]. The results show that the aromatic macrocycle interacts with the surface of the nanotubes and that the alkyl chains also surround the nanotubes to some extent.

### 3.2. Study of electrical and sensor properties of SWCNT/ZnPc hybrids

Fig. 9 shows the normalized sensor response \( R_r = (R_c - R_0)/R_0 \); where \( R_c \) is the steady state resistance of the sensor at certain concentration of ammonia and \( R_0 \) is the baseline resistance of the sensor) of the films of pristine SWCNTs and SWCNT hybrids with ZnPc 1 and 2 on exposure to ammonia of the concentrations 5, 20, 40, 60 and 80 ppm. In order to degas the sample, heating was immediately applied at 80°C after turning the NH\(_3\) gas off. A temperature higher than room temperature was chosen following published results in the literature, which demonstrated that the sensor resistance of SWCNT films did not return to baseline value for a long time after NH\(_3\) was replaced by fresh air at room temperature [44–46].

The resistance of the sensor increased following 3 min exposure to NH\(_3\); this is the result of adsorption of electron donating NH\(_3\) molecules on pristine SWCNTs causing charge transfer between the SWCNTs and the analyte molecules. This result shows that the pristine SWCNT exhibits p-type behavior. Similar results were observed for films of both studied hybrids.

The proposed mechanism of sensor response of the modified carbon nanotubes to ammonia and other reducing analytes has already been discussed in the literature [23,27]. The theoretical studies indicate a weak interaction between pristine SWCNTs and NH\(_3\), with little charge transfer [47,48]. It is also known that surface charge transfer interaction occurs upon adsorption of strong electron donor molecules like ammonia [21] onto the surface of phthalocyanine derivative in hybrids leading to electron transfer from NH\(_3\) to the phthalocyanine molecule; the formed charge-transfer complexes trap holes leading to the observed increase in the resistance. Since SWCNT/MPC conjugates can form an excellent charge transfer complexes [36,49], the charge can favorably travel from MPC derivatives to SWCNTs rapidly, resulting in a large and fast variation in the films’ resistance. The combination of the useful properties of SWCNTs (namely, high conductivity and extremely high surface area), and the properties of MPC derivatives (specifically, appropriate binding sites for ammonia resulting in charge transfer complexes) provides grounds for synergic effect between SWCNTs and ZnPc derivatives as active layers for sensor applications.

Both hybrids SWCNT/1 and SWCNT/2 exhibited an enhanced response to NH\(_3\) compared to that of pristine SWCNT film, with the largest response observed in the case of SWCNT/1 hybrid. The response of pristine SWCNT and SWCNT/ZnPc hybrid films towards different NH\(_3\) concentrations is depicted in Fig. 10. The results show that the response values for SWCNT/ZnPc hybrids are much higher than that of pristine SWCNT sensor. The SWCNT/1 sensor can detect about 1 ppm of NH\(_3\) gas, which indicates relatively higher sensitivity compared to that demonstrated by pristine SWCNT. Meanwhile, the SWCNT sensor can detect 10 ppm of NH\(_3\). Response linearity for all three films towards ammonia was observed for concentrations in range up to 100 ppm with a trend to saturate at concentrations higher than 100 ppm. The response value of SWCNT/1 film is higher than the SWCNT/2 hybrid films. This result can be explained by the presence of larger number of active sites (ZnPc with pyrene substituents) in SWCNT/1 hybrid since derivative 1 was shown to interact with SWCNTs almost 2.7 times more efficiently than 2.
1. Response curves of pristine SWCNT and SWCNT/ZnPc hybrid films vs NH₃ concentration.

**Conclusions**

Hybrid structures of single-walled carbon nanotubes with symmetrically octasubstituted ZnPc bearing eight polyoxy groups and asymmetrically substituted ZnPc bearing one pyrene and six polyoxy groups as side chains have been prepared and characterized by spectral methods and microscopy. It was shown by the methods of Raman spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy and XAFS that pyrene containing ZnPc has interacted with SWCNTs more efficiently than zinc phthalocyanine without pyrene substituent. The amount of pyrene-containing ZnPc anchored on the surface of nanotubes was almost 2.7 times more than ZnPc without pyrene substituent. To demonstrate the potential applications of the SWCNT/ZnPc hybrids towards gas sensing, a conductometric sensor device based on the hybrid materials has been fabricated. The comparative analysis of sensor response of pristine SWCNTs and films of the SWCNT/ZnPc hybrids to ammonia vapour (0-200 ppm) was carried out to demonstrate the synergic effect between SWCNTs and ZnPc derivatives. It has also been shown that the response of the hybrid films with pyrene containing ZnPc to the ammonia vapour is two times larger than that demonstrated by hybrid films with ZnPc without pyrene substituents.
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Abstract. Thin films of non-covalently hybridised single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) and tetra-substituted copper phthalocyanine (CuPcR₄) molecules have been produced. The π-π interaction between SWCNTs and CuPcR₄ molecules has been revealed by using different characterisation techniques. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements have shown that films obtained from the acid-treated SWCNTs/CuPcR₄ hybrids demonstrated more homogenous surface. Using total internal reflection ellipsometry spectroscopy (TIRE), thin films of the new hybrid have been examined as an optical sensing membrane for the detection of benzo[a]pyrene in water to demonstrate the sensing properties of the hybrid.

Introduction

Since their discovery by Iijima in 1991 [1], carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted significant interest by researchers around the globe due to their unique electronic, metallic and structural properties [2]. The modification of CNT network surface by subjecting them to different chemical treatment and through hybridization with various organic materials has enabled their use in applications such as photovoltaic application [3] and chemical detection [4]. Among these hybrids, the smart integration of carbon nanotubes (CNT) with metallophthalocyanine (MPC) complexes has gained increasing attention over the past few years. The evidence so far has shown that these hybrids are expected to be more efficient in improving the relative response of hybrid films compared to the individual CNT or MPC species [5-7]. On the other hand, the Application of different phthalocyanine films as active layers in surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and total internal reflection ellipsometry (TIRE) techniques have been widely reported in the literatures [8,9]. In this work hybrid thin films have been prepared from SWCNT functionalised with tetra-substituted copper phthalocyanine CuPcR₄ with R= S(CH₂CH₂O)₃CH₃ molecules. The interaction between the two materials was investigated by using different characterisation methods. The aim of current study is to examine the compatibility of thin films produced from SWCNT/MPC hybrids with optical detection techniques, using TIRE method.

Experimental

1(4), 8(11), 15(18), 22(25)- Tetrakis- [(2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy) ethoxy) ethylthio) phthalocyaninato copper (II) was synthesized and the preparation and characterization will be published in a separate work. All other materials used in this work were purchased from commercial suppliers. 5 mg of CuPcR₄ has been dissolved in 1 ml DMF and sonicated for 15
minutes. At the same time 1mg of SWCNTs was suspended in 3 ml DMF and sonicated for 40 minutes. After sonication, the suspension was stirred and the CuPcR₄ solution was added drop wise to the CNTs suspension during stirring. The stirring was continued for another 5 hours before the mixture was centrifuged, washed with DMF several times, centrifuged again and finally dried resulting in hybrid 1. Similar procedure has been followed to prepare hybrid 2 but SWCNTs was acid treated before use according to the literature [10]. Gold-coated glass substrate has been prepared by sequentially evaporating 3-5 nm of chromium onto microscopic slides followed by the evaporation of 25-30 nm of gold layer under vacuum of about $3 \times 10^{-5}$ mbar. Other slides used for hybrid films deposition in this work are rigorously cleaned glass slides for spectroscopic measurements.

**Results and discussion**

UV-Vis absorption spectra of SWCNT (Fig. 1a) are featureless as it was frequently reported in the literature [11], whereas, CuPcR₄ exhibited typical electronic absorption spectra with two characteristic regions of peaks: the Q-band in the wavelength range 600-750 nm and the Soret (B) band in the wavelength range of 300-450 nm. The peak maxima of the Q-bands shifted to the red in the absorption spectra of hybrid 1 and hybrid 2 suggesting strong $\pi-\pi$ interactions between SWCNTs and CuPcR₄ derivative [7]. Raman spectra normalized to the tangential G band at ~1580 cm$^{-1}$ for pristine SWCNT, acid treated SWCNT and both hybrids are shown in Fig. 2. Comparing curve (a) with curve (b) in Fig. 2, little variation of the ratio of the D band [12] at ~1340 cm$^{-1}$ to the G band ($I_D/I_G$) can be observed, which suggests that CuPcR₄ molecules are attached to the surface of SWCNT through non-covalent bond. The D/G peak intensity ratio increases from 0.04 for pristine SWCNT to 0.30 for acid treated SWCNT (Fig. 2c) which indicates the formation of covalent bonds at the surface of the carbon nanotube through conversion of $sp^2$-hybridized carbon atoms to $sp^3$-hybridized carbons on the nanotube surface. Further increase $I_D/I_G$ to 0.47 was also observed in the spectrum of acid treated SWCNT hybrids with CuPcR₄ (Fig. 2d).

The Raman spectra of the noncovalently functionalized SWCNT-CuPcR₄ also revealed significant shift on the radial breathing modes (RBM) [13] located in the range 158-225 cm$^{-1}$. The $\pi-\pi$ stacking interaction between SWCNT and phthalocyanine rings induced a higher frequency shift of RBM and give a kind of mode “hardening effect” [14]. In the Raman spectrum of the acid-treated SWCNTs, the RBMs have disappeared when compared to the spectrum of pristine SWCNTs (Fig. 2c). Fig. 3a, b, c and d shows SEM images of pristine SWCNT, acid-treated SWCNT, hybrid 1 and hybrid 2, respectively. Pristine CNTs typically tend to bundle together (Fig. 3a and c) and to aggregate due to van der Waals attraction between individual tubes [15]; this makes them hard to disperse in common organic solvents. Acid treatment of the nanotubes provides the de-bundling
effect (Fig. 3b and d) disrupting the van der Waals interactions and leading to the formation of a composite with much improved solubility in organic solvents and hence smoother films were obtained.

Using total internal reflection ellipsometry spectroscopy (TIRE), thin films of the new hybrid have been examined as an optical sensing membrane for the detection of benzo[a]pyrene in water. It is known that benzo[a]pyrene is a product derived from incomplete combustion of organic material and is considered responsible for chemically-induced cancer in humans [16]. Full details of TIRE method, experimental set-up and typical TIRE spectra of Cr/Au films are reported in previous publications [9,17]. To examine the compatibility of the hybrids prepared in this work with TIRE technique, small volumes of solutions of CuPcR₄, hybrid 1 and hybrid 2 in DMF were drop-casted onto the gold-coated glass substrates by using microsyringe. Thereafter, the samples were exposed to deionized water and saturated solution of benzo[a]pyrene in water (6.2 μg/l) to demonstrate the changes of ellipsometry spectra and thus films' optical parameters induced by the adsorption of benzo[a]pyrene onto the films surfaces. It is worthwhile mentioning here that the films of hybrid 1 were shown to be rough and inhomogeneous and therefore unsuitable for optical investigation, as it has not given well-resolved spectra when measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry. On the other hand, thin films prepared from hybrid 2 exhibited much smoother surfaces and has therefore shown significant enhancement in the adsorption properties as active optical sensing layer. Fig. 4 shows the spectra of Ψ(λ) and Δ(λ) of CuPcR₄ and hybrid 2 thin films before and after exposure to benzo[a]pyrene.

The adsorption of benzo[a]pyrene on hybrid 2 film has resulted in larger shift (9.55 nm) than that shown by pure CuPcR₄ (4.6 nm) under exposure to saturated benzo[a]pyrene solution in water. Carbon nanotubes in general are characterised with uniform surface with delocalised π-electrons of high density, which enhances their adsorption properties, especially for analytes with aromatic molecules [18]. Table 1 summarises the thickness, refractive index and extinction coefficients given...
at \( \lambda = 632 \) nm of all layers found from theoretical data fitting. The changes in optical parameters in the case of hybrid 2 were more significant which is probably due to the predominant surface interaction of the analyte with SWCNT/CuPcR\(_4\) films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before exposure</th>
<th>After exposure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CuPcR(_4)</strong></td>
<td>d, nm 97.86</td>
<td>d, nm 98.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n   1.532</td>
<td>n   1.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k   0.373</td>
<td>k   0.377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hybrid 2</strong></td>
<td>d, nm 147.73</td>
<td>d, nm 149.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n   1.334</td>
<td>n   1.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k   0.133</td>
<td>k   0.135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

The acid-treatment of CNTs is found to result in the separation of bundled carbon nanotubes, leading to enhanced \( \pi-\pi \) interaction in the SWCNT/CuPcR\(_4\) system. The improved films’ homogeneity has enabled the use of such hybrids as optically active sensing layers for the detection of pollutants in water. The response of acid-treated SWCNT/CuPcR\(_4\) hybrid films to the presence of benzo[a]pyrene in water was shown to be two times larger than that demonstrated by CuPcR\(_4\) films.
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The \(\mu\)-(oxo)bis[tetra-tert-butylphthalocyaninato] aluminum(III) \([\{(tBu)\}_4PcAl\}_2O\) films with the crystallites oriented preferably in one direction were obtained via chemical transformation of tetra-tert-butylsubstituted chloroaluminum(III) phthalocyanine \((tBu)_4PcAlCl\) film upon its annealing in magnetic field. A comparative analysis of the influence of post-deposition annealing process and under applied magnetic field of 1 T, on the orientation and morphology of \((tBu)_4PcAlCl\) and \([\{(tBu)\}_4PcAl\}_2O\) films, has been carried out by the methods of UV-vis, Infrared and Raman spectroscopies, XRD as well as atomic force microscopy. The formation of \([\{(tBu)\}_4PcAl\}_2O\) films with elongated crystallites having preferential orientation was observed upon heating of the films in magnetic field while annealing without magnetic field under the same conditions does not demonstrate any effect on the structure and morphology of these films. The reasons of the sensitivity of this reaction to the presence of such magnetic field is discussed and studied by electronic paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Thin films of metal phthalocyanines, especially those having gallium, aluminum, and indium central metal atoms, possess remarkable optoelectronic characteristics which makes them and their various derivatives of interest as active layers in optoelectronic device applications. Among those derivatives are the peripherally unsubstituted gallium and aluminum phthalocyanines with axial chloro, fluoro, or hydroxyl ligands \((PcMX, X = Cl, F, OH)\) that were investigated for their optical third-order nonlinearity. Optical limiting materials usually rely on their nonlinear optical response. As an example of those materials are the \(\mu\)-oxo-bridged dimers \([(PcM)_2O]\), where \(M = \text{Ga} \text{ or Al}\) have been shown to exhibit good photoresceptor properties.

Substituted metal phthalocyanine molecules have long been shown to be suitable for deposition as thin films using simple solution processed methods such as spin coating and Langmuir-Blodgett techniques due to their largely improved solubility in common solvents. For instance, tetra-tert-butyl substituted phthalocyaninates were shown to exhibit very good optical limiting properties making them useful in practical device applications. This was shown to be partly due to the large nonlinear absorption coefficient of these materials. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that photophysical and photochemical properties of substituted phthalocyanine complexes are very useful for photodynamic therapy (PDT) applications. The non-peripherally substituted Al(III), Ga(III), and In(III) phthalocyanines showed higher singlet oxygen quantum yields in comparison to peripherally substituted analogues which was explained by red-shift in the Q-band of the UV-Vis absorption spectra in DMSO.

Ordered phthalocyanine thin films are of crucial importance in real device application, especially in photovoltaic and chemical detection applications. The study of the physical properties of these films including their morphology and molecular structure and long-range order, is necessitated by the requirement to establish a relationship between these properties and the films’ performance in such devices. The photoelectrochemical efficiency of ordered films of aluminum tetraphenylporphyrin produced by thermal vacuum deposition was shown to be higher than that exhibited by polycrystalline films. The photocurrent quantum yield of uniform AlPcCl thin film with epitaxial orientation was 25 times as high as that of the rugged and cracked polycrystalline film. This enhancement in the photocurrent has been ascribed to the molecular orientation, in which the planar molecules stay perpendicular to the substrate surface.

Molecules possessing dipole moment are expected to offer a route to controlling the growth of the molecules in thin films in the presence of an external field. Several studies were carried out to investigate the effects of externally applied electric or magnetic field on film growth of different metal phthalocyanines. The growth of vacuum evaporated copper phthalocyanine films in the presence of magnetic field of 6 mT has resulted in a new stacking behavior and thus different orientation relative to the substrate surface. It was also shown that the presence of electric and magnetic fields influences the molecular orientation, the polymorphism, and the...
The hydrolysis of AlClPc upon immersion in KCl water solutions at different pH was shown to lead to the formation of hydroxyaluminum phthalocyanine Al(OH)Pc and then to the formation of \( \mu \)-bis(phthalocyaninato) aluminum(III), \((\text{PcAl})_2\)O. In a recent publication we have demonstrated the transformation of AlClPc to \((\text{PcAl})_2\)O by applying magnetic field of 1 T during post-deposition of the vacuum sublimed \( \text{PcAl} \) thin films. This transformation of AlClPc to \((\text{PcAl})_2\)O on the substrate surface upon annealing under ambient conditions was monitored by UV/vis, IR, Raman, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), as well as atomic force microscopy (AFM). We have observed two interesting effects upon heating the AlClPc films in such magnetic field; firstly, the temperature of the chemical transformation of AlClPc to \((\text{PcAl})_2\)O was seen to decrease from 300 °C to 200 °C, and secondly, \((\text{AlPc})_2\)O films with elongated crystallites and with preferential orientation were formed. The reason behind the effect of magnetic fields on the growth and structure of aluminum phthalocyanine films remains unclear and, therefore, further studies are required in order to fully explain it.

This study is a continuation of the work published earlier. In this work, we are aiming to demonstrate another example of formation of ordered films of axially bridged \( t \)-tert-butylsubstituted aluminum phthalocyanine \( [(\text{tBu})_4\text{PcAl}]\_O \) via magnetic field-induced reactions. This is especially important for the phthalocyanines with sterically demanding substituents such as \( t \)-tert-butyl which usually form films with low degree of ordering because of reduced intermolecular interaction. Furthermore, we are aiming to investigate the reasons of the sensitivity of this reaction to the presence of such magnetic field by electronic paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy. Besides, the method of polarized Raman spectroscopy is used to estimate the orientation of the molecules relative to the substrate surface in the films annealed with and without magnetic field.

### II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

\((\text{tBu})_4\text{PcAlCl}\) was prepared via reaction of \( 4\text{-}t \)-tert-butylphthalonitrile (Sigma-Aldrich) and anhydrous aluminum(III) chloride in quinoline media at the temperature of about 230 °C. The synthesized phthalocyanine was purified by vacuum gradient sublimation at a residual pressure of 10⁻⁴ Torr at the temperature of 360 °C. \((\text{tBu})_4\text{PcAl}([\text{OH}])\) was precipitated from its solution in sulfuric acid with ammonia water solution and then filtered and washed with water. \((\text{tBu})_4\text{PcAl(OH)}\) was sublimed in vacuum of 10⁻⁴ Torr at the temperature of 450 °C and \((\text{tBu})_4\text{PcAlCl}_2\) was obtained as a result.

Thin films of \((\text{tBu})_4\text{PcAlCl}\) and \((\text{tBu})_4\text{PcAl}([\text{OH}])\) were prepared via organic molecular beam deposition (OMBD) under high vacuum of 1 × 10⁻⁷ mbar at the evaporation rate of 10 Å/min and substrate temperature of 25 °C. Film thickness was controlled using a quartz crystal microbalance; the obtained films have a nominal thickness of about 50-60 nm. Quartz slides, polished Si wafers, and KBr substrates were used as substrates. The annealing of thin films of \((\text{tBu})_4\text{PcAlCl}\) was performed under ambient conditions with and without applied magnetic field of 1 T using the same heating plate with precise temperature controller. For films annealed under applied magnetic field, the heating plate was put between permanent magnets as shown in Ref. 24.

Raman spectra of all samples were recorded with a SPEX Triplumate spectrometer equipped with CCD spectrometric detector and microscope attachment for backscattering experimental geometry. The 488 nm (40 mW) line of an argon ion laser was used for spectral excitation. The laser beam with the diameter of \( \sim 1 \mu \text{m} \) was focused onto the sample via a microscope objective with 100-fold magnification (numerical aperture \( \text{NA} = 0.9 \)) The spectral resolution was about 2 cm⁻¹.

Infrared spectra of powders in KBr pellets and of the deposited films on KBr substrates were recorded using a Vertex 80 FTIR spectrometer.

AFM measurements were performed under ambient conditions in tapping mode using a Nanoscope IIIa (Digital Instruments; now Veeco Instruments, Plainview, U.S.A.) scanning probe microscope. The oscillation frequency was around 300 kHz and the scan rate was about 1 Hz. The tip radius was typically in the range 4–7 nm. UV-vis spectra of thin films deposited on quartz substrates were recorded with a UV-VIS-NIR scanning spectrophotometer (UV-VIS-3101PC «Shimadzu») in the range of 400-1000 nm. X-Ray diffraction measurements were performed using an automatic diffractometer DRON-3M (\( R = 192 \text{ mm} \), CuKα-irradiation, Ni-filter, scintillation detector with amplitude discrimination, Soller slits with aperture of 2.5° on primary and reflected beams) in the region of 2θ from 20 to 60° with the scanning step of 0.03°. All measurements were carried out under ambient conditions.

EPR experiments were performed by a modified Varian EPR spectrometer E-109 in X-band of frequency at room temperature. Spin trap in experiment for the study of short living radicals was C-phenyl-tetra-tert-butyl nitron (PBN)

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### A. Film characterisation by spectral methods and XRD

UV-vis absorption spectra of as-deposited \( \text{tBu}_4 \text{PcAlCl} \) film and the films underwent gradual annealing with temperature step of 10 °C are shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that the UV-vis absorption spectrum of the as-deposited \( \text{tBu}_4 \text{PcAlCl} \) film (Figure 1) on a glass slide consists of a wide characteristic absorption band with two maxima at 655 and 703 nm. The XRD pattern of the as-deposited \( \text{tBu}_4 \text{PcAlCl} \) film is shown in Figure 2(a). According to XRD data the as-deposited \( \text{tBu}_4 \text{PcAlCl} \) film is amorphous or consists of the nanoslands which are insufficient to yield sharp diffraction features and a large number of defects. A similar broad spectrum was also observed for the amorphous films of unsubstituted AlClPc.

As-deposited \( \text{tBu}_4 \text{PcAlCl} \) films were annealed with and without magnetic field in air under ambient conditions.
No changes were observed in the UV-vis spectra of the (tBu)₄PcAlCl films heated without magnetic field up to temperatures below 150 °C (Figure 1(a)). When the (tBu)₄PcAlCl films were heated to temperatures above 150 °C in air, the intensity of the band at 703 nm started to decrease, while the shoulder at 655 nm is shifted to 647 nm without changing its intensity (Figure 1(a)). The spectra of the annealed (tBu)₄PcAlCl films agree well with the spectrum of a [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O film deposited at similar conditions by thermal evaporation of [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O powder (see the inset of Fig. 1(b)). The first changes in the spectra of the (tBu)₄PcAlCl films heated under applied magnetic field become noticeable at annealing temperatures above 110 °C. The heating to temperature larger than 160 °C or annealing at 160 °C for longer time does not lead to any additional spectral changes. This can be interpreted by complete transformation of (tBu)₄PcAlCl to [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O taking place at 160 °C which is 50 °C lower than that in the case of (tBu)₄PcAlCl films heated without magnetic field.

We may suggest that as in the case of unsubstituted AlCIPc²⁴ annealing of (tBu)₄PcAlCl film under ambient conditions both in magnetic field and without magnetic field leads to chemical transformation of (tBu)₄PcAlCl to the corresponding μ-oxo-dimer [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O. The temperature of this chemical transformation decreases from 210 °C to 160 °C, when magnetic field was applied during post-deposition annealing.

The XRD patterns of (tBu)₄PcAlCl films after annealing both with and without magnetic field are presented in Figures 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. The XRD patterns of [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O film deposited by OMBD with the subsequent annealing at 210 °C are also given for comparison (Figure 2(d)). The annealing of (tBu)₄PcAlCl films with magnetic field leads to notable changes in the XRD pattern. The new peaks at 2θ = 5.45° (d = 16.2 Å) and 2θ = 9.26° (d = 9.5 Å) appeared after film annealing without magnetic field (Figure 1(b)), while the XRD pattern of the film heated under applied magnetic field (Figure 2(b)) has exhibited one intensive peak at 2θ = 5.54° corresponding to a lattice spacing of 15.9 Å. The crystal structures of (tBu)₄PcAlCl and [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O were not resolved, however, the peak position at 2θ = 5.54° agrees with the position of the diffraction peaks in films of other tetra-tert-butyl metal phthalocyanines, i.e., 2θ = 5.51° (d = 16.04 Å) in the case of CuPc(tBu)₄ films deposited on glass and gold substrates.²⁸ The presence of only one XRD peak suggests that the film annealed in the presence of magnetic field is characterized by preferential ordering. It is necessary to point out that the XRD pattern of the [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O film deposited by OMBD (Figure 2(d)) is similar to that of the (tBu)₄PcAlCl film heated without applied magnetic field (Figure 2(d)) and contains two peaks at 2θ = 5.42° and 2θ = 9.25°.

For further understanding, the vibrational spectra (IR and Raman) of as-deposited and annealed (tBu)₄PcAlCl films were measured. The IR spectrum of as-deposited (tBu)₄PcAlCl film is presented in Fig. 3(a). The positions and relative intensities of the main vibrations corresponding to phthalocyanine macrocycle and tert-butyl substituents are in good agreement with those published for (tBu)₄PcZn.
Introduction of four tert-butyl substituents in the (tBu)₄PcAlCl molecule leads to a change of the intensity and position of some bands and to the appearance of some new bands in comparison with unsubstituted PcAlCl.²⁰,²¹ Undoubtedly, the appearance of new bands at 670-690 and 1258 cm⁻¹ in the spectrum of (tBu)₄PcAlCl in comparison with that of PcAlCl is associated with bending vibrations of peripheral tert-butyl groups. The annealing of (tBu)₄PcAlCl films leads to remarkable changes in the IR spectra. The IR-spectra of the films after annealing (Figures 3(b) and 3(c)) contain a comparatively intensive band at 1050 cm⁻¹ which can be assigned to the asymmetrical stretching of the Al-O bond, which was not observed in the spectrum of the as deposited film. At the same time band at 459 cm⁻¹ corresponding to stretching vibration of Al-Cl completely disappears after the annealing of the films. The two bands located at 760 and 894 cm⁻¹ corresponding to the vibrations of inner phthalocyanine macrocycle in the IR spectrum of as-deposited film shift to 753 and 90 cm⁻¹, respectively, after heating (Figures 3(b) and 3(c)).

Raman spectra of (tBu)₄PcAlCl and [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O appear to be very similar to each other at first glance; however, some changes are also visible in the Raman spectra upon transformation of (tBu)₂PcAlCl to [(tBu)₂PcAl]₂O (Figure 4). The assignment of the vibration bands in the spectra has been reached by analogy with unsubstituted aluminum phthalocyanines.²⁰,²³ The experimentally found vibrations with considerable contribution of υ(Al-Cl) are located at 258, 465, and 537 cm⁻¹. They exhibit very low intensity compared to other vibrations because of small changes in the polarizability and, therefore, they might be partly overprinted by vibrations of the Pc ring system. In Figures 4(b) and 4(c) these bands of Al-Cl have nearly vanished in the spectra corresponding to the films after the reaction and new ones close to the wavenumbers of Al-Cl are assigned to 1-O-Al vibrations. The central atom specific mode for AlPc is found at 1542 cm⁻¹. The main contribution to this vibration is given by displacements of the C₉-N₉-C₉ bridge ends of the phthalocyanine macrocycle. The shift of 5 cm⁻¹ to lower wavenumbers indicates a change in the central atom surrounding.

To get deeper insight into the structural transformations of the aluminum phthalocyanine films, we also studied their morphology using AFM technique. Figure 5 shows the morphology of the as-deposited (tBu)₄PcAlCl (Figure 5(a)) films and the [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O films formed(108,653),(968,914)
oriented perpendicular to the field lines of the applied magnetic field. For the sake of comparison it is important to point out that the [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O film obtained by physical vapour deposition of [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O powder is characterized by disordered randomly shaped smaller crystallites.

Non-polarized spectra of films of (tBu)₄PcAlCl before and after heating provide qualitative evidence of their chemical transformation to [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O, as shown in Figures 1, 3, and 4. This technique however, does not give quantitative understanding to the films’ orientation. This issue is further clarified here using polarization dependent Raman spectroscopy and to present a comparison between the orientation of [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O films obtained by annealing (tBu)₄PcAlCl both without and under applied magnetic field.

### B. Investigation of the films orientation by polarized Raman spectroscopy

Polarized Raman spectroscopy was used to investigate the orientation of the studied aluminum phthalocyanine molecules relative to the substrate surface. This method is based on the analysis of the depolarization ratio $\rho = I(z(xx)z) / I(z(xy)z)$ of the modes of the corresponding symmetry type in the Raman spectra registered in parallel and perpendicular polarizations of the incident and scattered light. It allows the determination of a preferential angle of the molecules inclination ($\theta$) relative to the substrate surface (cf. the inset of Figure 6). The details of this technique have already been described in Refs. 30–33.

Figure 6 shows the polarized Raman spectra of the [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O films obtained by annealing of (tBu)₄PcAlCl films without (a) and under (b) magnetic field, recorded in parallel and cross polarizations of incident and scattered light. The annealing temperature was 210 °C (a) and 160 °C (b), i.e., above the reaction temperature in both cases. The symmetry types of some Raman modes are indicated in Figure 6. They were determined on the basis of comparison with the Raman spectra of the unsubstituted (PcA1)₂O derivative. The depolarization ratios of the selected $A_{1g}$, $B_{2g}$, and $E$ bands in the spectra of [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O films and the corresponding Euler angles $\theta$ are given in Table 1. The [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O films annealed without magnetic field were disordered because the depolarization ratio $\rho = I_0 / I_j$ were similar to that of solutions. Analysis of the depolarization ratio in the Raman spectra of [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O film

### Table I. Experimental depolarization ratios $\rho = I_0 / I_j$ for the $A_{1g}$, $E$, and $B_{2g}$ modes obtained from polarization dependent Raman spectra of the [(tBu)₄PcAl]₂O films obtained by annealing without and under applied magnetic field of 1 T as well as by OMBD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symmetry irrep</th>
<th>Raman shift (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Film annealed without magnetic field</th>
<th>Film annealed with magnetic field</th>
<th>Film deposited by OMBD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_{1g}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>690</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>833</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1332</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1403</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.29</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.32</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.26</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>753</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1208</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.74</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.75</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_{2g}$</td>
<td>1130</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.75</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.76</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
deposited by OMBD with the subsequent annealing at 210 °C did not reveal any preferential orientation of the molecules relative to the substrate surface. Films annealed in the presence of magnetic field lead to a visible difference in the depolarization ratio $\rho$ and thus to a difference in the film crystallite orientation. The angle of inclination relative to the substrate surface in the films annealed in the presence of the magnetic field was equal to 85 ± 5° suggesting a nearly perpendicular orientation of the phthalocyanine macrocycles to the substrate surface. Therefore, it may be clearly seen that the external magnetic field applied during post-deposition annealing has a pronounced influence on the molecular orientation in the aluminum phthalocyanine thin films.

Similar to the case of unsubstituted PCAlCl two effects were observed during post-deposition annealing of (tBu)$_4$PCAlCl films in magnetic field of 1T; these are: (i) the temperature of the chemical transformation of (tBu)$_4$PCAlCl to [(tBu)$_4$PCAl]$_2$O decreases from 210 °C to 160 °C and (ii) the [(tBu)$_4$PCAl]$_2$O films with preferentially oriented elongated crystallites and phthalocyanine macrocycles were formed.

C. Investigation of the transformation of (tBu)$_4$PCAlCl to [(tBu)$_4$PCAl]$_2$O by EPR spectroscopy

In order to explain the sensitivity of the investigated films to the application of magnetic field during heat treatment a possible mechanism of the reaction of transformation of (tBu)$_4$PCAlCl to [(tBu)$_4$PCAl]$_2$O was studied by electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy using the method of spin traps. As a spin trap we used PBN with the melting point of 78 °C. The samples were prepared in the following way: (tBu)$_4$PCAlCl powder was mixed with PBN in a ratio 1:1. Then the mixture was kept at 78 °C for a period of 30 min at different conditions: (i) in vacuum of 10$^{-4}$ Torr and (ii) at atmospheric pressure. Further, the mixtures were cooled down to room temperature and dissolved in acetone. Afterwards, the solution was purged with helium gas for oxygen removal and EPR spectra were recorded.

The first sample heated in vacuum did not show any EPR signal. The second mixture heated at atmospheric pressure with the presence of water vapour exhibited a characteristic EPR spectrum (Figure 7). This signal is related to the adducts of short-lived OH radicals with the PBN spin trap. The obtained experimental value is in good agreement with that of the constant of hyperfine interaction for adduct of PBN with OH radicals. Similar results were also obtained for unsubstituted PCAlCl. Therefore, we can conclude that the reaction of (tBu)$_4$PCAlCl and PCAlCl with water with the formation of the corresponding $\mu$-oxodimers proceeds according to a radical mechanism involving the metal phthalocyanine AlPC$^-$ and OH$^-$ radicals.

On the basis of the data obtained the process of dimerization in the films can be described as a sequence of the following reactions. We suggest that upon heating water molecules penetrate between phthalocyanine layers. H$_2$O molecules interact with (tBu)$_4$PCAlCl molecules producing HCl, MPe$^+$, HO$^-$. As the electron transfer in the solid state is faster than the OH$^-$ diffusion, the electron is transferred from HO$^-$. OH radical substitutes chlorine giving (tBu)$_4$PCAlOH. Then, (tBu)$_4$PCAlOH reacts with (tBu)$_4$PCAlCl liberating HCl and producing the $\mu$-oxo-dimer (tBu)$_4$PCAlOAlPc(tBu)$_4$.

In this manner the results of the EPR investigations shed some light on the role of magnetic field. Due to the radical state of the phthalocyanine molecule it gains magnetic moment capable of interaction with external magnetic field. This may explain the significant decrease of the transformation temperature upon annealing in magnetic field. It is well known that chemical reactions that involve radical intermediates can be influenced by magnetic fields, which act to alter their rate, yield, or product distribution.

Systematic investigations of the chemical transformation of (tBu)$_4$PCAlCl to [(tBu)$_4$PCAl]$_2$O on the substrate surface using complementary methods such as optical spectroscopies, X-ray diffraction, and electron spin resonance allowed us to conclude that the presence of a magnetic field parallel to the substrate surface during annealing of the film improves substantially the azimuthal order of crystalline domains with the phthalocyanine molecules oriented perpendicular to the substrate surface and are turned so that their dipole moments oppose the magnetic field direction (Figure 8).
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the influence of post-deposition annealing without and under applied magnetic field on the chemical transformation of ([tBu]_2PcAlCl to ([tBu]_2PcAl)_2O on the substrate surface was studied using complementary methods such as optical spectroscopies, X-ray diffraction, and atomic force microscopy. Combination of these methods with polarized Raman spectroscopy technique allowed to conclude that the presence of a magnetic field parallel to the substrate surface during annealing of the film improves the azimuthal order of crystalline domains with the phthalocyanine molecules oriented perpendicular to the substrate surface and are turned so that their dipole moments oppose the magnetic field direction. Study by electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy using the method of spin traps has shown that the reaction of transformation of ([tBu]_2PcAlCl to ([tBu]_2PcAl)_2O proceeds according to radical mechanism with formation of the metal phthalocyanine AlPc \^+ and OH \^− radicals. Due to the radical state of the phthalocyanine it gains magnetic moment capable of interaction with external magnetic field.
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ABSTRACT
Octasubstituted copper(II) phthalocyanines containing alkylthio-, alkoxy-, (trioxyethylene)thio- and (trioxyethylene)oxy-substituents in peripheral positions have been synthesized and characterized using UV–vis, IR, and mass spectroscopies. The mesogenic properties of the copper(II) phthalocyanines have been studied by differential scanning calorimetry, polarizing optical microscopy, and X-ray diffraction. The effect of the nature of substituents in the phthalocyanine ring on the liquid crystalline properties and the orientation of the molecules in thin films have also been investigated using a range of spectral methods as well as by X-ray diffraction analysis. Visible absorption spectroscopy yielded an evidence of a thermally induced molecular reorganization in the films. Polarized Raman spectroscopy was used to study the preferential orientation of molecules relative to the substrate surface. Influence of the nature of substituents in the phthalocyanine molecule in the thin films conductivity was also investigated.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Phthalocyanine (Pc) and its derivatives constitute one of the most studied classes of organic functional materials in nonlinear optics [1,2], liquid-crystalline electronic charge carriers [3,4], exciton-transport materials [5], optical data storage [6], photodynamic cancer therapy [7], solar cells [8], catalysis [9] and as the active layers of gas sensors [10].

Substitutions of long alkyl, alkoxy and alkythio substituents into the aromatic ring leads to the enhancement of the solubility and liquid-crystalline behavior in which the aromatic rings assemble into columnar stacks [11–13]. Columnar liquid crystals such as discotic liquid crystals with high order materials are good candidates as organic semiconductor materials for electronic devices due to their potential to possess high mobility of charge carriers as well as the anisotropic property of conduction along the columns [14–17].

The alignment of discotic liquid crystals becomes a crucial point for high conductivity in different electronic devices. There are two typical alignments of discotic liquid crystals; homeotropic and homogeneous (planar) ones. In the former the discs lie on a plate horizontally, and in the latter the discs stand on a plate perpendicularly. Generally, liquid crystals are so flexible that they can be spread uniformly on a plate and between two plates. Homeotropic alignment can be generated by thermal annealing, that is, upon slow cooling of the isotropic melt confined between two substrates. Homeotropic alignment has been reported for some hexabenzocoronene (HBC) [10], phthalocyanine [11,12] and triphenylene mesogens [13–15]. It has been concluded that the intercolumnar packing dimensions of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are strongly dependent on the aromatic core size, the side chain length, and the number of side chains [18]. Low isotropic melt viscosity associated with the presence of oxygen atoms in the flexible side chains have been postulated as key parameters for the homeotropic alignment of phthalocyanine mesogens [19–24].

Although many different side-chain-modified Pcs and other discotic molecules have been synthesized, the thin film properties for only limited number of phthalocyanines were reported. The exploitation of the desirable optical and electrical or electrochemical properties of phthalocyanines relies on the precise control over the molecular packing and ordering in the solid phase. Many Pc derivatives with flexible side-chains make excellent candidates for Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) film fabrication as well as films produced by spin coating, and self-assembly [19].

In this article, the effect of different substituents on the orientation of the film of octasubstituted copper(II) phthalocyanines with alkylthio-, alkoxy-, (trioxyethylene)thio- and
Figure 1. Synthesis of octa-substituted copper(II) phthalocyanines. Reagents and conditions: (i) RBr, K$_2$CO$_3$, DMF, rt, 3 days; (ii) RSH, K$_2$CO$_3$, DMF, rt, 3 days; (iii) CuCl$_2$, DBU, n-hexanol, reflux, 24 h.

The IR spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu Fourier Transform FTIR-8300 using KBr pellets. The mass spectra were acquired on a Bruker Daltonics (Bremen, Germany) MicroTOF mass spectrometer using 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid as matrix. Absorption spectra of sample solutions in the UV-vis region were recorded with a Shimadzu 2001 UV spectrophotometer using 1 cm path-length cuvettes at room temperature. Electronic absorption spectra of films deposited on glass and KBr substrates were recorded with a UV-vis-NIR scanning spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, UV-VIS-3101PC) in the range from 400 to 900 nm. Thermogravimetric analyses were carried out on a Mettler Toledo Star6 Thermal Analysis System at a rate of 10°C min$^{-1}$ in a nitrogen flow (50 mL min$^{-1}$). Transition temperatures were determined using a Mettler Toledo Star Thermal Analysis System/DSC 822 differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) system at the scan rate of 10°C min$^{-1}$. DSC was calibrated with 3–4 mg indium samples under nitrogen atmosphere. Optical textures were observed with the POM Biomed MMR-3. X-ray diffraction measurements were performed using automatic diffractometer DRON-3M (R = 192 mm, CuK$_\alpha$-irradiation, Ni-filter, scintillation detector with amplitude discrimination, Soller slits with aperture of 2.5° on primary and reflected beams) in the region of 2θ from 5° to 60° with the scanning step of 0.03°. All measurements were carried out under ambient conditions.

2.3. Film preparation and characterization

Small volume (3–4 μL) of solutions of the CuPcR$_8$ derivatives in chloroform (10 mg/mL) was dispensed via a glass pipette onto
an ultrasonically cleaned substrate held onto photoresist spinner (Microsystem model 4000). The speed of substrate rotation was 2000 rpm. Spinning was continued for 30 s during which time the solvent had evaporated to generate a film of the phthalocyanine derivative. The films were then heated to a temperature 10–20°C above the isotropic transition temperature or to the maximal possible temperature lower than temperature of decomposition (Table 1) and then slowly cooled down to room temperature at the rate of 10°C min⁻¹ for comparison as-deposited layers. Glass slides, gold-coated slides and KBr plates were used as substrates. For conductivity measurements interdigitated electrodes were used as substrates.

The thickness of the films deposited on one substrate was measured by ellipsometry. Spectroscopic ellipsometric measurements were performed on films deposited on silicon substrates using a Woolam M-2000VT rotating analyzer spectroscopic ellipsometer in the spectral range of 400–800 nm. Raman spectra were recorded with a Triplmate, SPEX spectrometer equipped with CCD detector in back-scattering geometry. The 488 nm, 20 mW line of an Ar-laser was used for the spectral excitation.

2.4. Synthesis

2.4.1. 2.3.9.10,16,17,23,24-Octakis(2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)phthalocyaninato copper(II) (3a)

3b was prepared by the same procedure as described for 3a by starting with 4,5-bis(1,4,7,10-tetraoxadecanoyl)phthalonitrile (1b) (0.25 g, 0.01 mmol), anhydrous CuCl₂ (0.012 g, 0.06 mmol), anhydrous n-hexanol (3 mL) and DBU (0.07 mL, 0.45 mmol). The oily green product was purified by column chromatography on neutral Al₂O₃ using dichloromethane as eluent [26]. Yield: 0.25 g (60%). IR (KBr) νmax/cm⁻¹: 3080 (Ar–C=H), 2920–2872 (CH₂), 1608 (C=C), 1508 (Ar–C=H), 1460, 1412, 1352 (deformation C–H), 1280, 1200 (C–O–C), 1096, 1064. UV–vis (THF): λmax nm (log e): 324 (4.64), 610 (4.49), 673 (4.93). MALDI-TOF-MS m/z: Calcd. for C₈₈H₁₁₂₂Cu₆N₈O₃₂: 1873.58, Found 1873.18 [M⁺].

2.4.4. 2.3.9.10,16,17,23,24-Octakis(hexadecylthio)phthalocyaninato copper(II) (4a)

4b was prepared by the same procedure as described for 3a by starting with 4,5-bis(hexadecylthio)phthalonitrile (2b) (0.50 g, 0.20 mmol), anhydrous CuCl₂ (0.081 g, 0.40 mmol), anhydrous n-hexanol (3 mL) and DBU (0.09 mL, 0.60 mmol) [27]. Yield: 0.300 g (58%). IR (KBr) νmax/cm⁻¹: 3068 (Ar–C=H), 2952–2850 (CH₂), 1595 (C=C), 1504 (Ar–C=H), 1468, 1408, 1376 (deformation C–H), 1088 (C–S–C), 956. UV–vis (THF): λmax nm (log e): 326 (4.63), 634 (4.39), 704 (5.03). MALDI-TOF-MS m/z: Calcd. for C₁₆₀H₂₁₂₂Cu₆N₈S₈: 1730.33, Found 1730.84 [M⁺].

2.4.5. 2.3.9.10,16,17,23,24-Octakis(hexadecylox)phthalocyaninato copper(II) (4b)

4c was prepared by the same procedure as described for 3a by starting with 4,5-bis(hexadecylox)phthalonitrile (2c) (0.50 g, 0.78 mmol), anhydrous CuCl₂ (0.053 g, 0.39 mmol), anhydrous n-hexanol (3 mL) and DBU (0.06 mL, 0.40 mmol). The green product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel using hexane:dichloromethane (1:10) as eluent [28]. Yield: 0.120 g (23%). IR (KBr) νmax/cm⁻¹: 3044 (Ar–C=H), 2917–2849 (CH₂), 1595 (C=C), 1504 (Ar–C=H), 1488, 1412, 1376 (deformation C–H), 1088 (C–S–C), 956. UV–vis (THF): λmax nm (log e): 326 (4.61), 634 (4.41), 704 (5.04). MALDI-TOF-MS m/z: Calcd. for C₁₆₀H₂₁₂₂Cu₆N₈O₈: 2628.06, Found 2627.94 [M⁺].

2.4.6. 2.3.9.10,16,17,23,24-Octakis(2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)phthalocyaninato copper(II) (4c)

4c was prepared by the same procedure as described for 3a by starting with 4,5-bis(1-tia-4,7,10-tetraoxadecanoyl)phthalonitrile (2c) (0.70 g, 1.40 mmol), anhydrous CuCl₂ (0.09 g, 0.70 mmol), anhydrous n-hexanol (3 mL) and DBU (0.1 mL, 0.70 mmol). The oily green product was purified by column chromatography on neutral Al₂O₃ using dichloromethane as eluent. Yield: 0.364 g (52%). IR (KBr) νmax/cm⁻¹: 3067 (Ar–C=H), 2915–2871 (CH₂), 1602 (C=C), 1505 (Ar–C=H), 1450, 1391 (deformation C–H), 1308, 1195, 1085 (C–S–C), 1033. UV–vis (THF): λmax nm (log e): 324 (4.59), 634 (4.59), 704 (4.93). MALDI-TOF-MS m/z: Calcd. for C₁₆₀H₂₁₂₂Cu₆N₈O₄S₈: 2001.95 [M⁺].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis and characterization

The synthetic route of CuPcR complexes is shown in Fig. 1. 4,5-Bis(octadecyl)phthalonitrile (1a), 4,5-bis(hexadecylox)phthalonitrile (1b) and 4,5-bis(1,4,7,10-tetraoxadecanoyl)phthalonitrile (1c) were synthesized via nucleophilic substitution of 4,5-dihydroxyphthalonitrile with...
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Temperature of phase transition (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>104(132) Ph, 300(300) Ph, 10, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>110(110) Ph, 273(300) Ph, 10, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td>50(50) Ph, 200(200) Ph, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>75(75) Ph, 300(300) Ph, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
<td>41(41) Ph, 270(300) Ph, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4c</td>
<td>281(281) Ph, 270(270) Ph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a (c)</td>
<td>77(77) Ph, 300(350) Ph, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b (c)</td>
<td>117(117) Ph, 273(300) Ph, 10, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c (c)</td>
<td>50(50) Ph, 200(200) Ph, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a (c)</td>
<td>75(75) Ph, 300(300) Ph, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b (c)</td>
<td>41(41) Ph, 270(300) Ph, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4c (c)</td>
<td>281(281) Ph, 270(270) Ph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C: crystal; Colh: columnar hexagonal; Dec.: decomposition; IL: isotropic liquid.

### 3.3. Films characterization

It was shown earlier that the spin-coating method provides a simple and convenient procedure for formulating ordered films of the phthalocyanines which can be heated to form thin liquid-crystalline films [37–39]. The electronic absorption spectra of the films of CuPcRs before and after heating are presented in Fig. 2. The Q-band structure is more complex than that observed in the solution phase where non-aggregated phthalocyanines give rise to a single main band assigned to the doubly degenerate transition a_{1u}→e_{g}. In the optical spectra of CuPcRs films the main absorption bands are broadened through exciton coupling effects which also lead to shifts in the band positions. These are dependent upon molecular packing [40].

Splitting of Q-band in the spectra of the films of 3a, 3b, 3c and 4a before heating indicate the herring-bone arrangement of phthalocyanine molecules which is typical for many crystalline phthalocyanines [41]. Films give rise to both a red- and a blue-shifted band consistent with exciton splitting arising from the presence of translationally non-equivalent molecules in the 'unit cell', as in a herringbone arrangement of molecules within adjacent columns. After heating the spectra of films 3a and 3b change, however the Q-band splitting does not disappear confirming the persistence of herring-bone arrangement.

The spectra of the films of 3c and 4a after heating are blue shifted relative to the spectra of the monomers. From these spectral changes it can be deduced that on passing from crystal to mesophase, changes into parallel (face-to-face) dimer stacking are observed. This type of re-organization is analogous to that undergone by the octaalkyl analogues upon transition from the crystal phase to the hexagonal discotic mesophase [42–44].

The Q-bands in the spectra of 4b and 4c films are blue shifted both before and after thermal treatment. The 3c, 4a, 4b and 4c derivatives are liquid crystalline at room temperature (Table 2).

The X-ray diffraction data obtained for the films before and after thermal treatment are presented in Fig. 3. The X-ray patterns of 3a film before thermal treatment (Fig. 3) contain two peaks related to the layer spacings of 23.9 Å and 20.6 Å, while only one peak related to the spacing of 24.5 Å is observed after thermal treatment. The as-deposited films of 3b, 3c and 4c were amorphous while the films after thermal treatment reveal the reflections from layer spacings of 30.9, 24.6 and 22.1 Å in the X-ray pattern, respectively. Therefore the main tendency to form more ordered films after thermal treatments is observed for all investigated films.

The polarized optical microscope images of the 3c, 4a, 4b and 4c films deposited on glass slide were obtained in parallel and crossed polarizers (Fig. 4). The typical birefringent texture between crossed polarizers is the signature of planar alignment with the random distribution of columnar axes orientation. Between parallel polarizers, digitated star-like structures were observed, which are typical of Colh phases [45]. The polarized optical microscope images of the 3a and 3b, crystalline films do not exhibit any specific texture.

The Raman spectroscopy was used to study the preferential orientation of molecules relative to the substrate surface. The principles of polarized Raman spectroscopy for investigation of the molecular film orientation were described in details in earlier publications [43,44]. This method allows estimating the angles of molecule inclination relative to the substrate surface. In terms of the phthalocyanine molecule, the designation of its molecular axes is presented in Fig. 5, where the molecular z-axis coincides with the main axis of rotation (C4). Rotating the CuPcRs molecule around x- and y-axis with the angle α and β, respectively, the resulting molecular orientation exhibits an inclination angle of the molecular plane with respect to the substrate plane (Fig. 5). By averaging the Raman tensor components obtained by rotation around x, y and z axes, the dependence of the Iy/Iz ratio for each symmetry
Fig. 2. Electronic absorption spectra of 3a, 3b, 3c, 4a, 4b and 4c solutions in chloroform (black lines); as-deposited films on glass (blue lines); films after heating (red lines). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction data for the films of 3a, 3b, 3c, 4a, 4b and 4c as-deposited films on glass slides (dashed lines) at room temperature; films after thermal treatment (solid lines).
Fig. 4. Optical texture of the films of 3c, 4a, 4b and 4c at room temperature after thermal treatment. Magnification 40×.

Type of vibrations on the angle α and β (i.e. molecular orientation) may be deduced. Thereby, regarding the rotation around the z-axis, an averaging in the range from 0 to π/2 has to be carried out. The expressions for \( f_i \) or \( f_j \) have the following overall form:

\[
\omega = \frac{2}{\pi} \int_{0}^{\pi/2} f_i^2(\alpha, \beta, \gamma) \, d\gamma
\]

(1)

\[
\omega = \frac{2}{\pi} \int_{0}^{\pi/2} f_j^2(\alpha, \beta, \gamma) \, d\gamma
\]

(2)

where \( f_i(\alpha, \beta, \gamma) \) and \( f_j(\alpha, \beta, \gamma) \) denote the Raman tensor components \((ii)\) and \((ij)\) of a specific Raman mode obtained by their rotation around \( x, y \) and \( z \) axes on \( \alpha, \beta \) and \( \gamma \), respectively. Knowing the experimental ratios of intensities \( f_i/f_j \) for \( A_{1g}, B_{1g} \) and \( B_{2g} \) modes and using Eqs. (1) and (2), the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) angles may be derived.

The symmetry types of the most intensive bands used for the determination of film orientation are indicated in Fig. 6. The bands assignment was carried out on the basis of comparison with similar phthalocyanine molecules [46].

The polarized Raman spectra of 3a and 4b films deposited on glass substrates are shown in Fig. 7 (for 3a and 4b) as examples.

Fig. 5. Designation of molecular axes of CuPcR3 molecule and scheme of its suggested orientation with respect to the substrate surface.

Fig. 6. Raman spectra of 3a, 3b, 3c, 4a, 4b and 4c derivatives.
The average values of $I_\alpha/I_\beta$ ratios for each symmetry type of vibrations in the polarized spectra of the films of all CuPcRs derivatives are listed in Table 3. The $\alpha$ angle is $42-45^\circ$ for the films of $3a$ and $3b$ derivatives deposited on the surface of glass slides. The molecules in the film have the same inclination angles but they are azimuthally disordered. As was shown above these compounds are crystalline at room temperature. Similar angle ($\sim 48^\circ$) between molecular plane and normal to the substrate was estimated by Wang and co-author [47] in the films of CuPcRs ($R=-OC_8H_{17}$). A herringbone arrangement of molecules within adjacent columns is observed for both unsubstituted and substituted phthalocyanines [47-50]. Interestingly, this type of arrangement is also observed for the horizontally lifted LB films of the peripherally substituted octaalkylphthalocyanines [51,52].

The inclination angle $\alpha$ of molecules in the films of the other four derivatives ($3c$, $4a$, $4b$, $4c$) deposited on the surface of glass slides was calculated to be $85-90^\circ$. According to DSC data, these phthalocyanines are liquid crystalline at room temperature.

The formation of the films of $3c$, $4a$, $4b$, $4c$ derivatives with planar alignment is due to the ability of discotic mesogens to self-assemble in columnar superstructures. It is known that discotic molecules can adopt two characteristic orientations (planar and homotropic) of columnar superstructures on surfaces, which are required for electronic devices with different geometries [14]. In the films with planar (homogeneous) alignment the edge-on orientation of the discotic molecules and columns parallel to the substrate surface is observed [53,54]. These results are in a good agreement with the data of polarized microscopy exhibiting typical birefringent texture between crossed polarizers which is typical for planar alignment with the random distribution of columnar axes orientation. It has been shown that planar alignment can be obtained for the films of different mesogens deposited on the surface of slides with an air interface [55]. The planar alignment with a random distribution of the columnar director in the plane parallel to the air interface has been observed for films of two tetra-substituted nickel phthalocyanines (NiPcRs, $R=-OC(CH_2OC_2H_5)H_2_2$, and $R=-SCH(CH_2OC_2H_5)_2OC_2H_5$) deposited on KBr, Si and quartz surfaces [39].

For spin-coated films of octa-substituted phthalocyanines there is a contest between $\pi$-$\pi$ attractive interaction and steric effect which results in different types of molecular arrangements depending on the electronic influence of side chains on the phthalocyanine core [41]. For $3a$ and $3b$, alkoxy-substituted phthalocyanines containing the smaller size of the oxygen atom which is bridging the Pc macrocycle to the alkyl chain, there is a steric obstruction to the side-chains resting in the same plane as the aromatic ring in comparison with alkylthio-substituted phthalocyanines. This leads to a higher phase transition temperature of $3a$ and $3b$ to the mesophase and formation of crystalline phases at room temperature with a herringbone arrangement which is believed to maximize the attractive interactions between Pc cores (H-bonding and $\pi$-$\pi$ interaction) [41,56].

The current-voltage ($I-V$) characteristics of CuPcRs films were measured in the direction parallel to the films plane using interdigitated electrode structures. Film thicknesses were determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry and were used in the calculation of conductivities of CuPcRs complexes; the results are summarized in Table 4. The lateral conductivity tends to decrease slightly with the increase of chain length (films $3a$ and $3b$, $4a$ and $4b$). A similar behavior was observed by Nakahara and co-workers for in-plane conductivity as a result of increasing chain length in phthalocyanine molecules [57]. The observed decrease in conductivity with increasing length of the alkyl chain was related to an increase in the hopping distance between localized sites [58]. The conductivity of alkylthio-substituted ($4a-4c$) phthalocyanines is higher than that of alkoxy-substituted derivatives ($3a-3c$). The Q-bands of alkylthio-substituted phthalocyanines are red-shifted, compared with the Q-bands of alkyl- and/or alkoxy-substituted phthalocyanines. The red-shift means that the energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO narrows on changing from alkyl or alkoxy groups to alkylthio groups (3a-3c). The Q-bands of alkylthio-substituted phthalocyanines are red-shifted, compared with the Q-bands of alkyl- and/or alkoxy-substituted phthalocyanines. The red-shift means that the energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO narrows on changing from alkyl or alkoxy groups to alkylthio groups (3a-3c).

The current-voltage ($I-V$) characteristics of CuPcRs films were measured in the direction parallel to the films plane using interdigitated electrode structures. Film thicknesses were determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry and were used in the calculation of conductivities of CuPcRs complexes; the results are summarized in Table 4. The lateral conductivity tends to decrease slightly with the increase of chain length (films $3a$ and $3b$, $4a$ and $4b$). A similar behavior was observed by Nakahara and co-workers for in-plane conductivity as a result of increasing chain length in phthalocyanine molecules [57]. The observed decrease in conductivity with increasing length of the alkyl chain was related to an increase in the hopping distance between localized sites [58]. The conductivity of alkylthio-substituted ($4a-4c$) phthalocyanines is higher than that of alkoxy-substituted derivatives ($3a-3c$). The Q-bands of alkylthio-substituted phthalocyanines are red-shifted, compared with the Q-bands of alkyl- and/or alkoxy-substituted phthalocyanines. The red-shift means that the energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO narrows on changing from alkyl or alkoxy groups to alkylthio groups (3a-3c). The Q-bands of alkylthio-substituted phthalocyanines are red-shifted, compared with the Q-bands of alkyl- and/or alkoxy-substituted phthalocyanines. The red-shift means that the energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO narrows on changing from alkyl or alkoxy groups to alkylthio groups (3a-3c). The Q-bands of alkylthio-substituted phthalocyanines are red-shifted, compared with the Q-bands of alkyl- and/or alkoxy-substituted phthalocyanines. The red-shift means that the energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO narrows on changing from alkyl or alkoxy groups to alkylthio groups (3a-3c).

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>$I_\alpha/I_\beta$ ratios for $A_{1g}$, $B_{1g}$ and $B_{2g}$ modes</th>
<th>Angle ($^\circ$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3a$</td>
<td>11 1.3 2.8 42 45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3b$</td>
<td>10 1.5 2.9 45 45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3c$</td>
<td>3.4 3.4 1.2 90 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4a$</td>
<td>3.5 3.4 1.2 90 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4b$</td>
<td>3.7 3.6 1.4 85 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4c$</td>
<td>3.6 3.5 1.3 85 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>$\sigma_l$ ($\Omega^{-1} \text{ m}^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3a$</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>$5.1 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3b$</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>$2.6 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3c$</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>$4.2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4a$</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>$6.7 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4b$</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4c$</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

In this work, the synthesis of octa-substituted copper(II) phthalocyanines containing alkythio-, alkoxy-, (trioxyethylene)thio- and (trioxyethylene)oxy-substituents in
peripheral positions has been described. The CuPcs were characterized using UV–vis and FT-IR spectroscopies, as well as mass spectrometry. The phase transition temperatures of the complexes have been determined by the POM and DSC experimental techniques. The formation of the columnar-hexagonal (Colh) mesophase over a wide temperature range has been confirmed using a range of methods. The temperature of phase transitions depends on the type of substituents.

Thermally induced molecular reorganization within spun CuPc films was studied by visible absorption spectroscopy and XRD. The polarized Raman spectroscopy was used to study the preferential orientation of molecules relative to the substrate surface. The inclination angles $\theta$ of molecules to the surface of the films of CuPcs with the molecules oriented perpendicular to the substrate surface was about 45°. These compounds are crystalline phase transition which is caused by the presence of sulphur atoms.
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Octasubstituted lead(II) phthalocyanines containing alkythio- and alkoxy- groups in peripheral positions have been synthesized and characterized using $^1$H and $^13$C NMR, UV-Vis, IR and mass spectroscopies as well as elemental analysis. The mesogenic properties of the octasubstituted lead(II) phthalocyanines have been investigated by differential scanning calorimetry, polarizing optical microscopy, and X-ray diffraction. The sandwich structures ITO/PbPc/In were prepared to investigate the J(V) characteristics of thin films of these molecules. The dissimilar behavior of the films before and after heat-treatment is expected to result in changing the alignment inside the columnar stacking of the molecules in the films.

**Introduction**

With the advent of nanotechnology and the availability of new materials, the fabrication of electronic device, especially field effect transistors, photovoltaic cells and light emitting diodes (LEDs) has gained new momentum in recent years. Discotic liquid crystalline materials have attracted recent attention in these fields due to their molecular alignment. These promising materials may form efficient π-π columnar stacks that produce high charge-carrier mobilities, the magnitude of which is fundamentally determined by the degree of order and π-π molecular orbital overlap within the columnar stacks.

Phthalocyanines (Pcs) are attractive materials since their physical and chemical properties can be improved both by the substituents in the periphery and by the central metal ion in the cavity. Pcs bearing long alkyl, alkoxy and alkylthio substituents are known to exhibit discotic columnar liquid crystalline behavior. One of the main advantages of mesomorphic phthalocyanines over many other discotic macrocycles is their strong absorption in the visible and NIR regions, which makes them good candidates for optoelectronic applications.

Lead is of particular interest among the metal ions which form complexes with Pcs since its diameter (2.4 Å) is larger than the phthalocyanine cavity (1.6 Å). The Pb atom deviates by 0.37-0.40 Å from the plane of the phthalocyanine ring. This non-planar geometry results in a strong electrical dipole moment oriented normally to the plane of the molecule as well as low transition temperatures among the other metallated phthalocyanine derivatives.

For unsubstituted phthalocyanines, the electrical switching effect was found for films of PbPc in the monoclinic phase. The switching effect was observed only in films consisting of a mixture of monoclinic grains and the amorphous phase but not in films having a triclinic phase structure. In connection with this, there have been some works that were devoted to structural studies of evaporated PbPc films. However, the nature of the switching effect has yet not been clearly understood. Some works have also explored the potential of some octasubstituted lead phthalocyanines as an active material for memory devices.

Films of substituted lead phthalocyanines have not been as thoroughly investigated as those of unsubstituted PbPc. Nonperipheral 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octakis(hexylsulfonyl) phthalocyanines have been synthesized and characterised by X-ray crystallography in the work of Cook and co-workers. Furthermore, nonperipheral tetraalkoxy substituted, tetra- and octadiethoxy-malonyl substituted, tetra(tetramethoxyphenyl) tetranitro- and tetraminosubstituted lead phthalocyanines were synthesised and characterized. The first mesomorphic lead phthalocyanines...
were reported in 1987.8,10 Simon et al. showed that alkoxy-methyl substituted phthalocyaninato lead(ii) complexes (PbPcR₈, with R = -CH₂OC₂H₅) (n = 8, 12, 18) form a hexagonal columnar mesophase, which is stable at room temperature when n = 8 and 12,8 and since then Ford et al. pointed out that octa-(2-ethylhexyloxy) lead phthalocyanines exist in mesophases from -100 to + 200 °C.9 These derivatives were alkoxy9,23-24 and alkoxy methyl9 octasubstituted mesogens with side chains substituted at the 2,3-positions on the benzene ring but mesomorphic alkythio-substituted lead Pc compounds have not been synthesized except those discussed in our recently published work.12 Furthermore, a comparative analysis of the mesogenic and spectral properties of tetrakis PbPc derivatives has been performed in terms of different heteroatoms and the effect of substituent position.15

We report here on the mesogenic properties of novel lead(ii) Pcs octasubstituted with octylthio, octylthio and hexadecylthio groups (PbPcR₈). The hexadecylthio substituted lead(ii) phthalocyanine derivative was synthesized according to our earlier published work.12 The preparation of thin films of these phthalocyanines and their investigation by the methods of spectral ellipsometry and polarized microscopy are reported. The current-voltage characteristics and electrical switching behavior in sandwich structures of ITO/PbPcR₈/In are also studied.

**Results and discussion**

**Synthesis and characterization**

The synthetic route of octasubstituted lead(ii) phthalocyanine complexes (PbPcR₈) is shown in Fig. 1. 4,5-bis(octyloxy) phthalonitrile (1a) and 4,5-bis(hexadecyloxy)phthalonitrile (1b) were synthesized via nucleophilic substitution of 4,5-dihydroxyphthalonitrile with corresponding octyl or hexadecyl bromide groups in the presence of K₂CO₃ in dried DMF. 4,5-bis(octyloxy)phthalonitrile (2a) and 4,5-bis(hexadecyloxy)phthalonitrile (2b) were synthesized via nucleophilic substitution of 4,5-dichlorophthalonitrile with corresponding octylthiol or hexadecylthiol groups in the presence of K₂CO₃ in dried DMF.

The synthesis of Pb(ii) phthalocyanine complexes (3a, b and 4a, b) was carried out by melting of the corresponding substituted phthalonitriles in the presence of dried PbO.

All synthesized complexes were fully identified by elemental analysis, FT-IR, UV-Vis, ¹H-NMR, ¹³C-NMR and MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopy, and the analyses were consistent with the predicted structures. In the IR spectra, the absence of the characteristic C≡N stretches at ~2300 cm⁻¹ for phthalonitriles (1a, b and 2a, b) are indicative of metallophthalocyanine formation. Pb(ii) phthalocyanine complexes (3a, b and 4a, b) showed characteristic vibrations for aromatic CH stretching at ca. 3050–3080 cm⁻¹ and aliphatic CH stretching at ca. 2844–2956 cm⁻¹.

The Pb(ii) complexes were found to be pure by ¹H-NMR spectra with all the substituents and ring protons observed in their respective regions. The resonances belonging to ring protons were observed as singlets at 8.73 ppm for 3a, 8.79 ppm for 3b, 8.87 ppm for 4a and 8.99 ppm for 4b integrating 8 aromatic protons for each complex. While SCH₂ signals were observed at 3.27 ppm for 4a and 3.37 ppm for 4b as triplets, OCH₃ protons were shifted downfield due to the greater electronegativity of the oxygen atom and observed between 4.33–4.43 ppm for 3a and 4.41–4.54 ppm for 4b as two sets of quartet of doublets (dq) in a 1:1 ratio instead of one triplet (Fig. 2). This indicates the non-equivalent nature of protons (H₃, H₄) on OCH₃ groups, similar to that observed for the rare earth sandwich phthalocyanines as reported in the literature.²⁶-²⁸ It is known that the lead ion is unable to completely enter the central cavity of the phthalocyanine ring due to its large ionic size, resulting in the out-of-plane structure of Pb(ii) phthalocyanine bearing C₄ symmetry,¹⁹ as well as Pb(ii) porphyrins.²⁹ It has also been reported that X-ray diffraction analysis of Pb(ii) phthalocyanines has revealed the unusual aza coordination of phthalocyanine in a pseudo-double decker supramolecular structure.¹⁸,¹⁹,²⁷ Molecular interactions in solution can lead to dimerization similar to pseudo-doubledecker structures, which can result in the differentiation of the hydrogen atoms depending on whether they are displaced out of the interphthalocyanine space or in the interphthalocyanine space. However, the SCH₂ protons are equivalent in SR substituted compounds (4a and 4b) in contrast to OR substituted compounds (3a and 3b) and the two sets of quartet of doublets could not be observed in ¹H-NMR spectra of SR derivatives (4a, 4b) (Fig. 2). It can be suggested that the sulphur atom, being larger compared to the oxygen atom, can limit the molecular interactions in solution, which prevents dimerization.

Moreover, the resonances belonging to methyl protons were observed as triplets at 0.85 ppm for 3a, 0.80 ppm for 3b, 0.90 ppm for 4a and 0.89 ppm for 4b, integrating 24 protons for each complex. Furthermore, the ¹³C-NMR spectra of Pb(ii) complexes (3a, b and 4a, b) showed all carbon shifts of Pc ring and aliphatic chains, confirming the predicted structures.

The electronic absorption spectra of 3a, b and 4a, b in THF (1 x 10⁻⁵ M) are presented in Fig. 3. In common with other Pc derivatives, PbPc complexes have two intensive bands in the UV-vis spectra: the Soret band (B-band) and the Q-band. The Q-band absorption has been assigned to a π-π* transition from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of a plane of symmetry

---

**Fig. 1** The synthesis of octa-substituted lead(ii) phthalocyanines. Reagents and conditions: (i) RBr, K₂CO₃, DMF, rt, 3 days; (ii) RSH, K₂CO₃, DMF, rt, 3 days; (iii) PbO (dried), 210 °C, solvent-free, 5 h.
The observed red spectral shift is due to the non-planar structure of Pb(ii) phthalocyanine complexes. MALDI-TOF-MS spectra of the compounds were obtained without using any matrix and the protonated molecular ion peaks were observed at 1746.46, 2644.37, 1874.05 and 2772.70 for complexes 3a, b, 4a, b, respectively. The Pb(ii) phthalocyanine complexes were converted to metal-free counterparts using a matrix such as 2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) in MALDI-TOF-MS studies.

Mesogenic properties of the PbPcR₈ complexes

The thermal stability of the PbPcR₈ complexes has been investigated by TGA. Decomposition starts at 300 °C for each complex. The main decomposition temperatures are 410 °C for 3a, 409 °C for 3b, 388 °C for 4a, and 393 °C for 4b. It is obvious that alkox substituted lead(II) Pcs (3a and 3b) are more thermally stable than alkylthio lead(II) Pcs (4a and 4b). However, there is not any significant change in the main decomposition temperatures depending on the chain length. The phase transition temperatures of PbPcR₈ complexes were determined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). DSC measurements were performed on the virgin materials with a scanning rate of 10 °C min⁻¹. Phase transition temperatures of the PbPc complexes upon second heating and cooling runs are summarized in Table 1. The clearing temperatures of studied PbPc complexes decreased with increasing chain length. The clearing temperatures of the octakis(alkylthio)-substituted PbPcs (4a, 4b) were lower in comparison with those of their oxygen analogues (3a, 3b). Pb(ii) sterically destabilizes the co-facial columnar structure and drastically reduces both the crystal-to-mesophase and mesophase-to-isotropic transition temperatures. **Clearing points of Pb(ii) phthalocyanine compounds were observed at lower temperatures compared to metal-free and other planar metallophthalocyanine counterparts, such as Cu(ii), Zn(ii), and Ni(ii) complexes.** Moreover, clearing points could not be observed for metal-free and Cu(ii), Zn(ii), Ni(ii) metallophthalocyanine bearing octyl chain as they undergo decomposition before reaching their clearing temperature.

The textures of the PbPcR₈ derivatives were obtained by heating of a sample of the PbPcR₈ derivatives to the isotropic temperature and then cooling from isotropic melt; characteristic features of the columnar phase are revealed, as shown in Fig. 4.

Table 1  Phase transition temperatures, °C (corresponding enthalpy changes in parentheses, kJ mol⁻¹) for lead(ii) Pc complexes (3a, 3b, 4a and 4b) determined by DSC. Heating and cooling rates: 10 °C min⁻¹.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Phase transition temperatures, °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>Cr 37.3(9.6) 104°C Cr' 300°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Col₃ 104°C Col₃ 104°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Only observed under the optical polarizing microscope with accompanying decomposition. **Only observed under the optical polarizing microscope.*
The identification of mesophases was carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements. All XRD data are summarized in Table 2. The powder diffraction patterns of 3a, 3b and 4a contain typical reflections of a columnar mesophase of substituted Pcs. These features were also observed for 4b and were reported in an earlier publication. In the low angle region, the phthalocyanine derivatives produce sharp peaks with the ratio of 1: \(\sqrt{3}: \sqrt{4}: \sqrt{7}\). These results suggest a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice with disc-like molecules stacked in columns in the hexagonal arrangement.

The fact that the alkythio derivatives have smaller lattice constants can be connected with the sulphur–sulphur interactions arising from the high polarizability of the sulphur atoms. Consequently, the structural disorder in the columnar structure will be reduced in the stacked alkythio molecules, leading to a decrease in the intermolecular distance. Although, the S–S interaction is a weak attractive force in gases and solutions, it plays an important role in the packing of molecules in crystals. Some examples of S–S interactions, which are one of the major forces that influence the structures of organic conductors, are described in the literature.

**Film investigation**

Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements were carried out for the characterization of thickness, refractive index (\(n\)) and extinction coefficient (\(k\)) of the PbPcR\(_n\) films. Using the Levenberg-Marquardt multivariate regression algorithm, the measured ellipsometric data were fitted to the model for organic films. A detailed description of the principles of ellipsometry can be found in ref. 39. The resulting variation of refractive index and extinction coefficient of 4a film deposited at 2000 rpm with incident photon wavelength are shown in Fig. 5 as an example. The thicknesses, refractive indices and extinction coefficients (at \(\lambda = 633 \text{ nm}\)) obtained from ellipsometry fitting procedures for the other lead phthalocyanines are listed in Table 3.

The current–voltage characteristics of thin films of 4a are presented in Fig. 6. As shown in the inset to Fig. 6, the conduction was found to be ohmic at low voltages due to thermal generation of charge carriers, but exhibits power-law dependence at higher voltages (\(V > 0.5 \text{ V}\)). The room temperature conductivities are summarized in Table 3. The conductivity was determined from the linear (Ohmic) region of the measured \(J(V)\) curves, i.e., in the voltage range 0–0.5 V. The obtained results demonstrate an increase in electronic conduction after heat treatment. Increase of conductivity is found to be larger for 4a and 4b films compared to 3a and 3b.

The \(J(V)\) characteristics are shown to be mainly dependent on the type of electrodes used. In the case of Al bottom and top electrodes, all junctions have shown open-circuit, probably due to a naturally grown insulating Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) layer formed onto...
the surface of the bottom Al electrode.40 Evaporation of gold electrodes has always led to short circuit in all of our produced samples. AFM micrographs have revealed the bumpy surface morphology of the evaporated gold film.40 This confirms the aggregation of Au atoms, leading to the formation of large grains on both the organic film and the glass substrate. Furthermore, due to the high melting point of Au it appears to cause damage to the PbPcR₈, which is in liquid crystalline form at about room temperature.

The ITO/PbPc/In structures, on the other hand, have exhibited interesting J(V) behavior. Fig. 6 shows the J(V) curves of 4a before and after heat treatment as an example. Both curves demonstrate asymmetric characteristics over the two bias polarities, however, after heat treatment, the studied structure demonstrates clear rectification characteristics, typical of diode behavior. Similar characteristics were observed for the other PbPc analogues studied here. The dissimilar behavior before and after heat-treatment can be explained by the effect of thermal treatment on the films, which is expected to result in changing the alignment inside the columnar stacking of the molecules in the films. PbPcR₈ derivatives exhibit a hexagonal columnar structure over a wide temperature range. It was shown in previous works41-42 that the ordered films of liquid crystalline metal phthalocyanines can be obtained upon slow cooling from isotropic melt or by heating at the temperature of liquid crystalline phase for some time. Moreover, it has been shown earlier that the heat treatment of films of LC nickel phthalocyanine deposited between two electrodes is found to result in hexagonal homeotropic alignment of molecules in the films.43 The conduction mechanism at higher voltages (V > 0.5 V) is not discussed here because this is a subject of separate work. Charge transport properties of similar phthalocyanine discotic liquid crystals were studied earlier in the works of Geerts and co-authors.44,45

POM has been used to check the alignment of the PbPcR₈ films. Electrical measurements and POM investigations were carried out at room temperature (25 °C). The POM images recorded between crossed polarizers for the films of PbPcR₈ deposited between ITO and metal electrodes after heat-treatment are presented in Fig. 7. At this temperature, 3a and 4a are in the mesophase, but 3b is in the crystalline phase. The temperature of transition to crystalline phase for 4b (22.8 °C, Table 1) is close to room temperature, however, according to POM and X-ray phase investigations crystallization was not observed under these experimental conditions. The 4a and 4b films deposited between ITO and metal electrodes do not exhibit any birefringence over a large area when observed between cross-polarizers during POM measurements (Fig. 7(c, d)). The lack of birefringence is characteristic of the hexagonal homeotropic phase, which has a face-on arrangement of discs, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 7(c, d). In other words, the molecules rotate in the direction of face-on to the substrate plane after thermal treatment. The films of 4b (Fig. 7(d)) deposited between ITO and indium electrodes looks more homogeneous than those of 4a (Fig. 7(c)) in which polydomains are evident. The occurrence of homeotropic alignment is thus related to the presence of the upper electrode, which induces a confinement of the liquid crystal film and plays the same role as a top substrate in the case of the films confined between two substrates.46-49

![Polarizing optical microscopy images with cross polarizers of the 3a (a), 3b (b), 4a (c), 4b (d) films deposited between ITO and metal electrode. Schematic illustrations of the macroscopic alignments are also given. The sample is placed perpendicular to the incident light beam. The scale bar indicates 50 μm.](image)

At the same time the films of PbPcR₈ with alkoxy substituents (3a and 3b) do not show homeotropic alignment between ITO and In at room temperature (Fig. 7(a, b)). Such behavior of alkoxy substituted phthalocyanines may be connected with their higher viscosity at room temperature and higher temperature of phase transition to LC phase in the case of 3b.

The obvious increase of the conductivity for heat-treated 4a and 4b films can be ascribed to the increasing of π–π interaction in the columnar homeotropic alignment as opposed to the disordered structure of as deposited films.50 Sulphur atoms in 4a and 4b positively affect the electrical conductivity in comparison with oxygen in the substituent chains of 3a and 3b (see Table 3). As the sulphur is larger than oxygen, the rotational and translational movements of the molecules are hindered within the cores of the columns. Consequently, the structural disorder will be reduced in the stacked alkylthio molecules, leading to rapid charge transport.51 The lowest value of conductivity for 3b films may also be explained by the formation of crystalline phase at room temperature. According to previous publications,52,53 the molecules in the crystal are arranged in tilted stacks, which are widely spaced, with the contacts between the aromatic cores bigger than in the mesogenic phase.

Among all studies only PbPcR₈ analogues 4a and 4b have exhibited switching behavior (Fig. 8).

The films of these compounds have been shown as switching loops of memory cells, which can be utilised in applications as memory or logic elements.54 This effect, however, was found to degrade after a few cycles of J(V) tests, and has completely disappeared after the samples were subjected to heat treatment. On the first measured J(V) loop, the on state current was found to be larger than the off state by nearly three orders of magnitude giving a high ON OFF ratio (see inset to Fig. 8). The possible explanation of this molecular switching effect is that the freshly deposited PbPc film is composed of clusters of different structures within the column stacks before heating. The variation in the film substructure may result in the occurrence of potential barriers, which have to be surmounted by the charge carriers, thus giving rise to the highly conducting ON state. Furthermore, in the ON state, the external electric field is possibly able to turn some of the stacks into equal orientations, resulting in equal lead ion separation, which would enhance the highly conductive channels.55 Several other metal phthalocyanines, both substituted11,17,56 and unsubstituted57,58 have demonstrated electrical switching, which was explained by the existence of potential barriers that...
The Pb(n) phthalocyanines were characterized using different variation than the alkylthio-substituted lead Pcs, and clearing substituted lead Pcs exhibited higher stability due to thermal and mass spectroscopies) and elemental analysis. The alkoxy-alkylthio- and alkoxy-Pb(n) phthalocyanines has been described. spectroscopic techniques (*11 and establish the occurrence of this interesting phenomenon and to In this work, the synthesis of new mesomorphic octasubstituted Conclusions

In this work, the synthesis of new mesomorphic octasubstituted alkylthio- and alkoxy-Pb(n) phthalocyanines has been described. The Pb(n) phthalocyanines were characterized using different spectroscopic techniques (H and 13C-NMR, UV-Vis, FT-IR, and mass spectroscopies) and elemental analysis. The alkylthio-substituted lead Pcs exhibited higher stability due to thermal variation than the alkylthio-substituted lead Pcs, and clearing points of all prepared Pb(ii)Pc complexes were found to be lower in comparison with metal-free phthalocyanine and other planar metallophthalocyanines. The XRD analysis indicates the formation of the columnar-hexagonal (Colh) mesophase, which is further established by the lack of birefringence in POM measurement. The films of the synthesized compounds exhibited an increase in electronic conduction after heat treatment. A typical switching effect was also observed in 4a and 4b films with high ON/OFF ratios, making them promising candidates for memory applications.

Experimental

Materials

4,5-dihydroxyphthalonitrile,59 4,5-dichlorophthalonitrile,60 4,5-bis(octyloxy)phthalonitrile (2a), and 4,5-bis(hexadecylthio)phthalonitrile (2b)62 were synthesized according to reported procedure. 4,5-bis(octyloxy)phthalonitrile (1a)14 and 4,5-bis(hexadecyloxy)phthalonitrile (1b)31 were synthesized according to the modified reported procedure by using 4,5-dihydroxyphthalonitrile as a precursor, which has previously been described by Torres and co-workers.59 All other reagents and solvents of reagent-grade quality were obtained from commercial suppliers and were dried as described in Perrin and Armarego.63

Instrumentation

The IR spectra were recorded between 4000 and 650 cm\(^{-1}\) using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 FT-IR spectrometer with an attenuated total reflection (ATR) accessory, featuring a zinc selenide (ZnSe) crystal. Optical spectra in the UV-visible region were recorded with Shimadzu UV-Vis-3101 and 2101 spectrometers using 1 cm pathlength cuvette at room temperature. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS) measurements were performed on a Bruker Daltonics microTOF (Bremen, Germany). \(^1\)H and \(^13\)C NMR spectra were recorded in CDCl\(_3\) solutions on a Varian 500 MHz spectrometer. The phase transition behaviors of Pcs were observed by means of a polarizing optical microscope (POM) (Leitz Wetzler Orthoplan-pol.) equipped with a hot stage (Linkam TMS 93) and a temperature controller (Linkam LNF). Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out on a Mettler Toledo Star\(^\text{TM}\) Thermal Analysis System at a rate of 10 °C min\(^{-1}\) in a nitrogen flow (50 mL min\(^{-1}\)). Transition temperatures were determined at a scan rate of 10 °C min\(^{-1}\) using a Mettler Toledo Star Thermal Analysis System/DSC 822. The differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) system was calibrated with 3 mg indium samples under a nitrogen atmosphere. X-ray diffraction measurements (XRD) (Cu-K\(\alpha\)-radiation) were performed using a Bruker Advanced D8 diffractometer.

Synthesis

\[\text{2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-Octakis(octyloxy)phthalocyaninato lead(iii) (3a). 4,5-bis(octyloxy)phthalonitrile (1a) (0.50 g, 1.30 mmol) and dried PbO (0.145 g, 0.65 mmol) were stirred at 210 °C for 5 h under an argon atmosphere in solvent-free conditions. The reaction mixture was then dissolved in dichloromethane and filtered to eliminate inorganic impurities. The solvent was evaporated and the crude product was purified}\]
through a Bio Beads column (Bio Rad Laboratories) using dichloromethane as an eluent. The green product was further purified by preparative thin layer chromatography on silica gel using dichloromethane/n-hexane, 20:1 (v/v). Yield: 0.150 g (26%). IR [aTR) $\nu_{\text{max}}$ [cm$^{-1}$]: 3077 (Ar C-H), 2952-2855 (aliphatic C-H), 1603 (C=C-C), 1495, 1450, 1370, 1262, 1188, 1075, 1041, 871, 741. UV-Vis (THF): $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ nm (log $\varepsilon$) 359 (4.59), 399 (4.92), 638 (4.55), 707 (5.31). $^1$H NMR (500 MHz, CDC$_3$): $\delta$ = 0.85 (t, 24H, CH$_3$), 1.22-1.39 (3m, 64H, CH$_2$), 1.48-1.54 (m, 16H, CH$_2$), 1.84-1.95 (m, 16H, CH$_2$), 4.33-4.43 (dq, 16H, OCH$_2$), 8.73 (s, 8H, CH$_3$)$_2$. $^{13}$C NMR (125 MHz, CDC$_3$): $\delta$ = 22.75 (CH$_2$), 26.24 (CH$_2$), 29.05 (CH$_2$), 29.63 (CH$_2$), 29.67 (CH$_2$), 29.78 (CH$_2$), 29.94-30.07 (CH$_2$), 32.17 (SCH$_2$), 34.24 (CH$_2$), 131.72 (Car), 151.02 (Car-O), 153.51 (Car C=O). Calc. for C$_{160}$H$_{272}$N$_{39}$Pb$_{36}$: %C 61.98, %H 7.56, %N 5.48. MALDI-TOF-MS: M$^+$ [M + H]+ (100).

$2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24$-$Octakis(hexadecyloxy)$phthalocyaninato$

lead(n) (3b). 3b was prepared by the same procedure as described for 3a by starting with 4,5-bis(hexadecyloxy)phthalonitrile (lb) (0.50 g, 0.82 mmol) and dried PbO (0.092 g, 0.12 mmol). The green product was purified by preparative thin layer chromatography on silica gel using dichloromethane/n-hexane, 10:1 (v/v). Yield: 0.100 g (18%). IR [aTR) $\nu_{\text{max}}$ [cm$^{-1}$]: 3077 (Ar C-H), 2952-2855 (aliphatic C-H), 1603 (C=C-C), 1495, 1455, 1376, 1274, 1200, 1086, 1041, 865, 752, 712. UV-Vis (THF): $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ nm (log $\varepsilon$) 359 (4.52), 399 (4.77), 638 (4.36), 708 (5.14). $^1$H NMR (500 MHz, CDC$_3$): $\delta$ = 0.80 (t, 24H, CH$_3$), 1.12-1.38 (m, 176H, CH$_2$), 1.39-1.46 (m, 16H, CH$_2$), 1.55-1.65 (m, 16H, CH$_2$), 1.95-2.04 (m, 16H, CH$_2$), 4.41-4.54 (dq, 16H, OCH$_2$), 8.79 (s, 8H, CH$_3$)$_2$. $^{13}$C NMR (125 MHz, CDC$_3$): $\delta$ = 13.10 (CH$_3$), 21.68 (CH$_2$), 25.29 (CH$_2$), 28.37-28.77 (CH$_2$), 30.93 (CH$_3$), 68.92 (OCH$_2$), 104.75 (Car), 130.72 (Car), 151.11 (Car-O), 152.48 (Car C=N). Calc. for C$_{160}$H$_{272}$N$_{39}$Pb$_{36}$: %C 66.06, %H 8.32, %N 6.42; Found: %C 66.43, %H 8.87, %N 6.04. MS (MALDI-TOF), m/z (%): Calcd. for C$_{160}$H$_{272}$N$_{39}$Pb$_{36}$: 1746.46, found 1746.46 [M + H]$^+$ (100).

Film preparation and characterization

Thin films of PbPc$_6$ were prepared in sandwich forms using spin coating. Solutions in dichloromethane in the concentration 10 mg mL$^{-1}$ were spun at 2000 rpm onto ITO coated slides and were left to dry for a few hours. Two sandwich structures (ITO/PbPc/Al, Al/PbPc/ITO) were prepared to investigate the current density–voltage ($I$/$V$) characteristics of thin films of these molecules. Indium and aluminium as electrodes were evaporated under vacuum pressure of about 2 × 10$^{-5}$ mbar using vacuum thermal deposition. The rate of film deposition was controlled by a film thickness monitor at the rate 0.1 nm s$^{-1}$, and the obtained thickness was 40 nm.

Thickness of the spin coated PbPc$_6$ films was measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry. The measurements were performed on films deposited on silicon substrates using a Woollam M-2000 VTM rotating analyser spectroscopic ellipsometer in the spectral range of 400–800 nm. Optical textures were observed with the polarizing microscope Leitz Wetzler Orthoplan-pol equipped with the hot stage Linkam TMS 93 and temperature-controller Linkam LNP.

The $I$/$V$ characteristics of the devices produced in this work were investigated before and after heat treatment at 70 °C using semiconductor characterisation system (Keithley 4200). The measurements were performed by applying a cyclic bias regime in the range ±2 V (starting from −2 V up to +2 V and then back to −2 V). All electrical measurements were performed in air and at room temperature.
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